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FOREWORD
0
0
This report entitled "Thermal Analyzer Computer Program for the
Solution of General Heat Transfer Problems," LR 18902, was prepared by the
Lockheed-California Company under NASA Contract NAS 9-3349. Although
originally developed by Lockheed in 1956 and continually updated over the
past several years, the Thermal Analyzer Program was extensively modified
for use under this contract.
Other reports prepared under this contract are:
LR 18899 A Transient Heat Transfer and Thermodynamic
Analysis of the Apollo Service Module Propulsion
System - Final Report
Vol. I - Phase I Transient Thermal Analysis
Vol. II - Phase II Thermal Test Program
LR 18900 A Transient Heat Transfer and Thermodynamic
Analysis of the Apollo Service Module Propulsion
System - Summary Report
LR 18901 An Introduction to Spacecraft Thermal Control
LR 18903 Thermal Analyzer Computer Program for the Solution
of Fluid Storage and Pressurization Problems
LR 18904 Computer Program for the Calculation of Incident
Orbital Radiant Heat Flux
LR 18905 Computer Program for the Calculation of Three-
Dimensional Configmration Factors
This report was written by Mr. H. D. Schultz of Lockheed's Thermo-
dynamics Department. The contributions of Messrs. R. B. David. F. R. Mastroly,
and J. R. Gardner_ also of the Lockheed-California Company_ to this report are
gratefully acknowledged. Mr. David was responsible for the programming and wrote
Section VII and Appendices D and E of this report. Messrs. Mastro!y and Gardner
wrote computer manuals for two earlier versions of the Thermal Analyzer Program.
Much of the content of the present report was adapted from the previous manuals.
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SUMMAE ¸
This report discusses the application of the Thermal Analyzer Program 3
developed for the IBM 7040/7094 direct coupled digital computer or the IBM
7094 digital computer, to complex transient heat transfer problems. The
report also discusses a separate data "debugging" program developed for the
IBM 7040 digital computer, which allows examination of the program input
data prior to submitting the problem for execution.
The transient heat transfer solution is obtained by converting the
physical system into one consisting of lumped thermal capacities connected
by thermal resistors, and then using the lumped parameter, or finite differ-
ences, approach to solve for the temperature history of the system. This
solution, although discontinuous in space and time_ can be obtained to any
desired degree of accuracy by proper selection of lump size and computLig
interval within certain limitations as described herein.
The program affords direct solution of complex transient problems
involving conduction_ convection, radiation_ heat storage_ and ablation.
In addition, by being able to specify any quantity as an arbitrary function
of any other, it is possible to include such problems as change of state 3
variable thermodynamic properties, arbitrary variable boundary conditions,
and other non-linear effects.
This report discusses the method used to transform the physical heat
transfer problem into a resistance-capacitance (R-C) network (which is
analogous to an electrical circuit)_ the numerical evaluation of the equiv-
alent electrical elements, and the method of presentation (input format)
required to input the problem into the computer. Several example problems
illustrating most of the program features are included.
O
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I - INTRODUCTION
O
O
Transient thermal phenomena may be studied experimentally, analyzed by
graphical or relaxation methods such as the Schmidt plot, or calculated by
direct solution of the appropriate differential equations or finite difference
equations and approximations. Such methods are usually quite tedious and
difficult even for relatively simple cases_ and may be inaccurate if the prob-
lem is at all intricate.
With increasing aircraft speeds, and with space exploration a reality,
the need for accurate transient heat transfer analyses of complex systems has
become more acute. Detailed analyses are required for accurately predicting
transient structural temperature distributions during high-speed flight, com-
ponent and environmental temperatures in a space vehicle, the ablation require-
ments for a reentry body3 and in many other cases where hand computations do not
suffice. Conventional aircraft, which employ many thermal systems, also require
detailed temperature analyses to assure proper system design and operation.
Because of the increased need for detailed thermal analyses, artificial
methods are often substituted for the exact solutions of the proper differen-
tial equations as a means of obtaining a solution. The method selected for
this program is one of many such methods in use and employs the electrical
resistance capacitance analog. There are two reasons for this choice:
i. The equations describing any general heat transfer problem are of
the same form as those describing an equivalent electrical R-C
network. The electrical network equations are simple to set up
in finite difference form, and consequently the heat transfer
problem may be solved to any desired degree of accuracy.
2. The network setup is easy to visualize in relation to a schematic
diagram of the physical problem.
To facilitate the solution of such an analogous network, the Lockheed-.
California Company has developed the Thermal Analyzer Program. The purpose
LOCKHEED 1-1
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of this report is to enable a heat transfer engineer who is unfamiliar with
the program to use it successfully in solving his problem. A basic familiarity
with heat transfer laws is assumed, and hence primary emphasis is placed on
the conversion of the physical problem into one that can be interpreted by
the computer. Examples demonstrating the program features are included.
0
0
0
_N
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OII - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND CAPABILITIES
O
O
The Thermal Analyzer Program is written in FORTRAN IV for the IBM
7040/7094 direct coupled digital computer or the IBM 7094 digital • computer.
It computes transient temperature distributions in configurations of arbitary
complexity, using the electrical resistance-capacity analogy. Solutions _re
obtained by converting the physical system into one consisting of lumped
thermal capacities connected by thermal resistors, and then using the lumped-
parameter, or finite-differences appmoach to solve for the temperature
history of a system.
The program permits direct solution of complex transient problems
involving conduction, convection, radiation and heat storage. Furthermore,
since it is possible to specify any quantity as an arbitrary function of
any other, it is also possible to solve such problems as change of state,
variable thermodynamic properties, arbitrary variable boundary conditions,
and other nonlinear effects.
In developing the Thermal Analyzer Program, a primary objective has
been to maximize input flexibility, and hence to keep the program as general
as possible. Input format has not been restricted to any particular geometry,
rather it is such that resistors and capacitors can be connected in the same
manner as could the actual equipment components. Additions or other changes
to the network can easily be made by adding or removing cards in the program
input deck.
An outstanding feature of the program is its ability to accept various
subroutines, or functions, as required by the particular problem. Currently
available are various general-purpose and special functions which permit
numerous mathematical operations beyond solution of the electrical network
itself. These functions are discussed in Section IV.
Standard FORTRAN statements are accepted, allowing the user to add
his own s_oroutines as required. More important, this flexibility in
LOCKHEED 2-1
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handling subroutines allowsnew ones to be added without altering the basic
program.
The program has the capability to run consecutively several cases
which are basically similar_ but differ in the value of certain parameters.
An example of this is a parametric study of the effect of varying the
surface emissivity and absorptivity of a space vehicle. A second restart
feature is available in which several cases are run consecutively with the
results of the first used as inputs to the second_ and so on. The temper-
atures at the end of each case are recorded on tape and used as the initial
temperatures for the subsequent case.
The program also allows the user to specify the format for printing
the answers. In addition to the tabulated answers, an option provides for
machine plotting of the results.
The steps required to solve a problem using the Thermal Analyzer
Program are as follows:
i. The physical problem is set up and defined.
2. The physical problem is specified in terms of time, temperature,
and a thermal network analogous to an electrical network
consisting of resistances and capacities. This re-definition
and re-description of the problem is known as lumping, and puts
the problem in the only form which the computer is able to solve.
3. The network is described in detail in a form which allows it to
be accepted by the computer program and solved. This involves
writing up the program in a standard format.
4. This description of the network is transferred to punched cards
which are then put into the computer.
5. The computer program solves the problem and provides the answers.
6. The program then provides for printing these answers in a format
which can be prescribed by the user.
7. The answers thus printed are then interpreted by the user to
provide the desired solution for the original problem.
Step i It is assumed that anyone using this program will be able to describe
and specify his problem. The user must have a detailed knowledge of the
O
O
O
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configuration, including conduction paths and surface properties _f
conduction and radiation are important heat transfer modes. In addition,
it is assumed that boundary conditions, such as external heat inputs and
adiabatic interfaces_ are known.
Step 2 The most crucial and time-consuming step is the conversion of the
physical problem into an equivalent resistance-capacitance network. __he
user must divide the physical geometry into sections called "lumps" and
then calculate the resistance and capacity of these lumps. The capacity
of each lump is the thermal capacity (mass times specific heat) of that
portion of the physical problem which the lump represents. The use of
the lumping process implies that a given portion of the actual structure
is at a uniform average temperature. In lumping a problem there are many
factors which influence the size, shape, and number of lumps to be used.
Among these are the nature of the physical problem, the amount of detailed
information desired, and the anticipated transient response rates and
temperature gradients. Some of the considerations involved in problem
lumping are discussed in Section III, where Several examples are presented.
Once the method of lumping has been established, each capacitor and resistor
is assigned an integer designation number. Although the designation numbers
are arbitrary, a systematic numbering scheme is usually employed for
convenience. The user then computes the network resistor and capacitor
values, following the general procedures outlined in Section III.
Step 3 After computing the network parameters, the problem must be
described on input data sheets (General Purpose Data Sheets or FORTRAN
Coding Sheets) in a prescribed manner. The input format is described in
detail in Section V. The problem description is divided into five distinct
blocks and two subroutines. The first three blocks define the network and
give the initial values of the temperatures, resistors, and capacitors.
The fourth block is a list of sub-blocks of data required for the problem
solution. An example of the type of data that might appear here is the
point-by-point description of a curve which is to be used by the functions
(described below) for interpolation. Each data sub-block is assigned an
LOCKHEED 2-3
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arbitrary designation_ number so that it may be referenced later in the
program. The fifth block of data lists the printing interval, the final
time of the case, and the initial time. The latter two times correspond
to the real time of the physical problem.
The user must then prepare a standard FORTRAN subroutine (the FUNCT
subroutine) in which he specifies the miscellaneous functions, or operations_
which the program must perform. In general_ the FUNCT subroutine specifies
all operations necessary to solve the problem with the exception of the
actual heat balance. An example of a function is the interpolation of a
curve described in block 4_ to perhaps specify the external heating rate
to a portion of the network. The FUNCT subroutine may also be used to call
in special subroutines such as aerodynamic heating, ablation, curve plotting,
and several others. A complete list of the available functions and special
subroutines is given in Section IV.
The last item which the user must code on input sheets is the PRINT
subroutine_ in which he specifies the quantities that are to be printed out
at each printing time_ and the desired output format. The program has been
set up so that essentially every quantity of interest has an addressable
storage location and may therefore be printed out. Section V describes
the format used in writing the PRINT subroutine.
Although the FUNCT and PRINT subroutines are ordinary FORTRAN
Subroutines_ standard input formats are presented in Section V_ and the
user need not have a knowledge of FORTRAN to prepare these routines.
Steps 4 and 5 The information on the input sheets is transferred to
punched cards which are then input to the computer_ and the problem is
solved. The actual running of the program is described in Appendix D.
Step 6 The answers are printed on a line printer using the format prescribed
by the user in the PRINT subroutine. As mentioned above, machine plotting
of the results is optional.
Step 7 Interpretation of the answers to provide the desired solution for
the original problem should present no difficulties.
O
O
O
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Ill - PROBLEM SETUP
BASIC THERMAL SYSTEM AND ELECTRICAL ANALOG
The Thermal Analyzer Program requires that the problem be described as
an equivalent network using resistance_ capacity3 and temperature to define the
heat transfer situation.
Thermal resistance refers to resistance to heat flow, analogous to
electrical resistance which refers to resistance to current flow.
In any case involving heat transfer between two points_ at tempera-
tures T i and Tk_ the heat flow is given by an equation (analogous to Ohm's
electrical law) as follows:
O T. - Tk1
q = R (3-I)
Some simple examples might be given here:
For conduction;
AT " Ax
For convection3 q--hA T => R =lhA
O
If q is in Btu/hr or Btu/sec, R must be in hr.°F/Btu or sec.°F/Btu,
respectively.
Transient analyses differ from steady-state analyses in that heat
storage in a material undergoing a heating or cooling process is accounted
for, thus causing a time lag in the temperature response of the material.
The quantity of heat thus stored, and the description of the temperature
response, will depend on the properties of the material itself. These
properties determine the quantity called "thermal capacity," which
LOCKHEED 3-1
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behaves in the thermal network in the same manner as electrical capacity
behaves in an electrical network. Thermal capacity must be in the units of
heat quantity per degree of temperature (e.g., Btu/°F) and is a function of
the material's density, specific heat and volume. Physically, the thermal
capacity of a material represents the amount of heat stored in a given volume
for each degree of temperature rise experienced by the material.
For most materials, property values such as thermal conductivity_
emissivity, and specific heat will be a function of temperature. In those
cases where this variation is significant, it may be taken into consideration
in the program through the use of curves as discussed in Section IV.
PROBLEM LUMPING
To transform the physical problem into a form suitable for the com-
puter, it is necessary to convert it into an equivalent resistance-Capacitance
(R-C) network. This is accomplished by dividing the physical system into
sections called "lumps" and calculating the resistance and capacity of these
lumps. A "lump," then, is any portion of the physical problem which (though
not necessarily physically disconnected) will not be connected to any other
portion of the problem except by resistors. The discussions to follow outline
some of the considerations involved in problem lumping.
Location of Lumps
Although the lumps may take any size or shape, they should bear a
simple relationship to the physical geometry. As a general rule, the nodes
(the points where the lump capacities are assumed to be concentrated) should be
located at those points where temperature data are desired_ and these in turn
are dictated by the nature of the problem itself. This is illustrated by the
following examples. In each instance 3 the node locations are determined first
and the lump boundaries located afterwards.
Example I_ Re-entry Structure - Figure 3-1 shows a re-entry structure
consisting of an inner and outer skin separated by a z-section, with the outer
skin protected by a ceramic coating. It is assumed that the section is not
influenced by other such sections and that the problem is two-dimensional,
O
O
O
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GEOMETRY
I ICERAMIC COATINGiOUTER SKIN
r__J _ JZ-SECTlON
[ INNER SKIN 1
THERMAL NETWORK
CERAMIC COATING
......... _ OUTER SKIN
Z - SECTION -.----_i'_11---- \
Figure 3-1. Physical Geometry and Corresponding Thermal Network
for a Re-Entry Structure
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i.e.s no heat flow in and out of theplane of the drawing. However_ it is a
simple matter to connect many such sections into a complex three-dimensional
problem. For this example3 the temperature of the ceramic surface and the _
underlying structure is of primary importance. Also, it is assumed that large
lateral temperature gradients exist near the z-sections with smaller gradients
further out. With these points in minds the resulting network is as shown in
the lower sketch in Figure 3-1.
With regard to lump boundaries, the usual procedure is to place
them so that the nodes are approximately in the center of the lumps
except_ of course_ at the boundaries of the various layers. The problem
of lump boundaries and the calculation of resistors and capacitors are
discussed in detail in subsequent sections.
O
.Example 2, Electronic Equipment Rack - Figure 3-2 shows an electronic
equipment rack consisting of intersecting webs on which heat dissipating
components are mounted. The corresponding thermal network is shown in the
lower sketch. Since component temperatures are of primary interest here3 the
various capacities are assumed to be concentrated at points corresponding to
equipment locations. However_ this places the nodes inside the web boundaries
as shown at the free ends of the two webs. At the juncture between the two
webs_ a string of zero capacitance nodes (designated by@ in_Figure 3-2 and
"dummy" nodes) is required to effect a connection betweenoften referred to as
webs. This technique is particularly useful in a complex network where many
such interconnecting webs are involved_ since it allows each web to be treated
separately and then connected to other such webs at the various dulmmy nodes.
Example 3, Soacecraft Window - A section of a spacecraft window
exposed to convection and radiation on both surfaces is shown in Fig_ure 3-3-
For this problem_ one-dimensional heat flow is assumed. Three lumps have been
arbitrarily assumed for the conduction network through the windowj with nodes
appearing at the boundaries to properly account for convection and radiations
both of which depend on the surface temperature.
The preceding illustrations are of but a few of the many lumping
situations which arise. Probably the most important factor in problem lumping
O
O
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0
i_------ FLUS H-MO UNTE D COMPONENTS
GEOMETRY _" / _ (PERFECT THERMAL CONTACT
COMPONENT
.L_ _ ,_ _ ¸_ ..Figure 3-2. Physical Geometry and Corresponding Thermal _T._÷... ...
for an Electronic Equipment Rack
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GEOMETRY
RADIATION TO
ATMOSPHERE _X,
RADIATION 1
TO CAPSULE
AERODYNAMIC
HEATIN G
I CONVECTION
TO CAPSULE
THERMA L NETWORK
RADIATION SINK
TEMPERATURE
RADIATION RESISTOR
RADIATION
RESISTOR
ADIABATIC WALL TEMPERATURE
CONVECTION RESISTOR
WINDOW
CONVECTION RESISTOR
CAPSULE AIR TEMPERATURE
O
Figure 3-3. Physical Geometry and Corresponding Thermal Network
for a Window Section O
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is experience) and this cannot be acquired merely by reading reports. Also,
since no two situations are identical_ it is impossible to cover all conceiv-
able situations in a single report. It is hoped, however, that the examples
presented here and in subsequent sections will provide some insight into the
problems involved.
Choice of Lump Size
In selecting the optimum lump size_ recourse must be made to logic_
and_ most of all, experience. Here again_ the nature of the physical problem
will dictate to a great extent the final decisions. Generally_ the choice of
lump size will be based upon these factors:
io Consideration of inaccuracies introduced into the system resulting
from the finite difference method of solution. These inaccuracies
decrease (not necessarily linearly) as lump size decreases.
About the only definite statement which can be made is that lump
size should be as large as possible without causing excessive
inaccuracies.
o Anticipated temperature gradient s and relative rates of transient
response. Where it is suspected that large temperature gradients
will occur, nodes should be placed closer together than those where
these gradients are smaller. This is especially true when the
thermal diffusivity of a particular layer is very small, with the
resulting temperature gradients across it being highlynonlinear.
3- Convenience in visualizing the network and making calculations.
4. Program capacity. Ordinarily the capacity of the computer is not
approached; on occasion_ for extremely large and complex problems_
this becomes an important consideration.
Q Consideration of machine time_ which costs money. Not only do
small lumps increase the number of nodes to be computed, but also
they result in a smaller computing interval (difference in real
time between successive steps)_ thus greatly increasingmachine
time.
O
METHOD OF SOLUTION
As previously indicated, the Thermal Analyzer Program solves equations
in finite difference form by means of an R-C electrical analog finite differ-
ence method. The comparable values in the two systems may be noted as follows:
LOCKHEED
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T_ERMAL ELECTRICAL
Temperature Voltage
Heat Flux Current
Resistance Resistance
• Capacity Capacity
At a given node point k_
O
T1, e
RI R.
T J T], e
T2, 8
-,-- C k
qk "--
the solution is obtained by applying Kirchhoff's Law at a point 3 or
O
_j e" _k,e _Tk
' +%=%de
R.
J J
(3-2)
where
Tj ,8
R.
0
Tk,_
= Temperature at time _ of any arbitrary node j connected to
node k by a resistor R.
J
= Resistor connecting nodes j and k
= Temperature of node k at time @
Tk,8+A@= Temperature of node k after time increment A8
Ck = Capacity of node k
qk = Arbitrary heat input into node k
O
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By making the assumption that the surrounding temperatures, Tj, remain constant
over a time interval A 83 it is possible to {ntegrate equation 3-2 directly.
However, as a result of a comparison study_ it was found that better results
were obtained by using the equation which results from assuming
e+A - ink,0 (3-3)
O
and solving for Tk, @ + A 8 directly than by using the integrated equation.
This comparison was made by running the same problem using both equations and
varying the computing interval A @. It was found that the linear equation,
p
i.e., that obtained by using equation 3-33 was far less sensitive to A 8, and
that the results obtained using the integrated equation approached the linear
results as A@-_O. Although the integrated equation is "exact," it is sus-
pected that the linear approximation, which "leads" the exact solution (it
predicts higher temperatures in a warming system, lower temperatures in a
cooling system)_ tends to anticipate the results. As a result, the equation
used by the computer to solve the heat balance at a node was derived by com-
bining equations 3-2 and 3-3 to obtain
(3-4)
If the value of capacity Ck is zero, e.g., in a steady state problem, Tk, 8 in
Equation 3-2 is replaced by Tk,@+A8 to give
R. + qk
_i j (3-5)
Tk,_ +A_:
R.
j J
O
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If no capacitor is attached to node k, i.e., Ckunspecified; no heat balance
is computed at node k and Tk remains unchanged.
It is to be noted that the new temperature at a node is based upon the
temperatures at the previous time point. To make the new temperatures inde-
pendent of the order in which they are computed; each node is provided with
two temperature storages; one for the "old" temperature_ Tk; @ , and one for
the "new" temperature; Tk; @ +_@ • At the beginning of each cycle, the values
in the two storages are identical. During the heat balance; the temperatures
in the "T at @" block are used to compute new values which go into the "T at
(@ + A@)" block_ the old temperature values remaining unchanged. At the end
of the heat balance; the temperatures in the "0" block are set equal to those
in the "(0 + A 0)" block and the process repeated.
O
METHOD USED TO DETERMINE COMPUTING INTERVAL
In the section on lump size; it was stated that smaller lumps result
in a smaller A@. At each time point @3 the machine computes the time constant;
or RC product; of each node for which a non-zero capacitor is specified. This
time constant is defined as the product of the capacity of the node times the
equivalent resistance %o that node. This equivalent resistance is defined as
the parallel combination of all resistors connected to the node in question.
Therefore;
O
Ck
= (3-6)
i
j J
where (RC)k = time constant of node k_ seconds (if R in sec PF/Btu).
Since; for conduction, R = 8/kA, and for capacity, C = P c A 8; the RC product
of a node is a function of the square of its thickness (8) in the direction of
the heat transfer s viz.
O
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O
RC = . C - f . PcSA = f • 8 2 (3-7)
O
To obtain the computing interval, A0_ the computer searches the network
to find the minimum RC product and compares this with the printing interval (the
real-time increments for which the output is desired). The computer then takes
whichever is smaller and multiplies it by a certain fraction to obtain A_.
Ordinarily this factor is 0.25, and unless changed by the user in the FUNCT
subroutine_ it remains so. However, there are times when a factor other than
0.25 is convenient, for example:
it Increased A@/RC (possibly as large as 0.9) can be used when only
a small percentage of the nodes have small RC products compared
with the others, and when a major reduction in machine time can be
obtained at the cost of a small reduction in accuracy.
_e Reduced A_/RC (as small as 0.i or even smaller) should be used when
it is desired to have the machine compute more frequently during
certain portions of the program. In conjunction with the MMF
function to be described subsequently, this procedure enables the
computer to pick up the maximum and minimum temperatures of a
particular node with a greater degree of accuracy. Since it is
possible to make A_/RC a variable, a reduced A@/RC during one
portion of the program can be offset3 as far as machine time is
concerned, by an increased A_/RC during the other portions of
the program.
O
CALCULATION OF CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
This section presents the general procedures employed to calculate
capacitors and resistors, and the methods used to accommodate the various
modes of heat transfer (conduction, convection, and radiation). The procedures
required to transcribe the network parameters to data input sheets are described
in Section V.
In the discussions which fo!low3 it is assumed that ordinary engineer-
ing units will be used for program input. Specifically, the following units
are assumed:
LOCKHEED 3-11
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a. Heat Flow, Btu/sec
b. Temperature, °F
c. Time, sec
d. Resistance, sec °F/Btu
e. Capacitors , Btu/°F
In cases not involving radiation_ any consistent set of units may be employed
for program input. Also in such cases; the time scale can be changed and all
temperatures input as absolute (°R or °K) quantities. However, for radiation
resistors the machine adds 460°F to the appropriate temperatures_ and since a
dimensional quantity_ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, is incorporated into the
program as discussed later, it is not reco_mmended that units other than those
tabulated above be used for cases involving radiation.
Resistor Values
Resistors must be of the dimension time °F/Btu. For most practical
engineering problems; particularly those involving materials with low RC
products; the most convenient unit of time is seconds. Consequently; resist-
ance is given in sec °F/Btu; and the heat flow is in Btu/sec. The form of
the resistor depends on the particular mode of heat transfer involved.
Conduction Resistors - In all cases; conduction resistors are computed
by the formula
= (3-8)#Sdx sec °F
3600 j MA'-Btu
O
O
O
O
.LOCKHEED
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I _ x 8
1 t 1
b
0
where:
qx
k = thermal conductivity, Btu/hr ft °F
A = cross-sectional conductive heat transfer area, ft2
x = distance along conductive path, ft
R = resistance, sec- °F/Btu
For a rectangular parallelepiped or a cylinder with vertical sides_ or
for any configuration with constant cross-section_ vertical sides3 and parallel
faces3
_600 3 sec °F
R = kA ' Btu (3-9)
Radiation Resistors - Since the radiation interchange from surface I
to surface 2 is
TI - T2
ql-2 - R
c12'AI FI2_(TI4 - r24) Btu/sec3
3600
(3-10)
O
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(where Ti = absolute temperature of node i _ °R)
R will be of the form
C
where:
36oo
c12 AI FI2_(T2 + _22)( _ +i i _)
_12 = emissivity factor
A I = area of radiating surface, ft2
FI2 = shape factor from surface i to surface 2
= Stefan-Boltzmann Constant = 0.1713.x 10 -8 Btu/hr ft 2 °R4
The thermal analyzer program computes the radiation resistor
(3-1!)
R -- 1.0 (3-_2)
0
given the value
_12 AI FI2 ft 2 hr (3-13)
Krad = 3600 sec
The value for _must not be included since it is built into the
program. Note that since the program adds 460°F to each temperature, all
temperatures must be in °F.
In addition to the above, it is possible to have the computer evaluate
its own value for Kra d as will be discussed in Section IV.
Convection Resistors, No Change in Fluid Temperature -
3600 sec °F
R Btu _J-_J
hd%
0 0
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O
where:
R
h
%
= resistance, sec-°F/Btu
= heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
= convective heat transfer area, ft2
For common sections when an average value of h can be used for the
given area _
R = 3600 sec °F
h (3-15)
Convection Resistors, With Change in Fluid Temperature (Duct Tempera-
ture Drop) - The problem may be approached from two directions. The first
assumes that the time ¢nr the fluid to pass a lump portion of the duct wall is
very small compared with the time constant of the wall lump_ i.e.,
O @L LhP
Tw 3600 Pw Cw Aw V << i
and that the thermal capacity of the fluid element is very small compared with
the thermal capacity of the wall element, i.e.,
O
where:
L
8L
T
w
h
P
P
w
C _Pa c A8 V C
- <<
C _Pw c Aw w w
I
= total passage length_ ft
= time for fluid to flow through the passage_ sec
= wall time constant, sec
= heat transfer coefficient_ Btu/hr-ft2-°F
= perimeter of passage, ft
= density of wall material, ib/ft 3
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c = specific heat of wall material_ Btu/Ib °F
w
A = wall cross-section_ ft2
w
C = thermal capacity of fluid_ Btu/°F
a
C = thermal capacity of wall_ Btu/°F
W
pa = density of fluid_ lb/ft 3
c = fluid specific heat at constant volumej Btu/ib °F
v
A = passage cross-section area_ ft2
c
V = velocity_ ft/sec
0
This problem is treated as in methods i and 2_ in the following paragraphs.
If these ratios are not very small_ the problem must be treated as in method 3:
1. With uniform temperature in the passage walls in planes normal to
the airflow direction_
SECTION (i-I) _SECTION i _'J
, 1I
i t "_,_B I
_Tn-1, i I n, i I
II"-- ,)._x_ _x
2 2
I I I
v
FLOW DIRECTION
O
We
P
3600
w _ (e/3-11
P 0
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O
where :
h = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
= convective heat transfer area, ft2
W = weight flow of fluid, ib/hr
e
C
P
T°
i
T
n-1
T
n
= fluid specific heat at constant pressure3 Btu/ib-°F
= wall temperature, °F
= air temperature at inlet of the passage3 °F
= air temperature at passage outlet, °F
With temperature gradients in the passage walls in planes normal
to the flow direction as well as in the flow direction, the setup
becomes somewhat more complicated.
O SECTION (i-I)
Tn, i-1
SECTION ! :_
T.I
R I-I
n 1,i I nt l
_x I Ax
FLOW DIRECTION
at the inlet end
O
36oo
e -_ (i - e-_) -I]
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and atthe outlet end
r i =
_6oo
(h A)i I(l - e-_) -I _
O
.
_ 3600 (e/9- i)
a [(i - e-#) -I -
where
a
n
: ;%)i
i=l
(h Ah) i
= Wc
i=l P
and Ti, Tn_ i and T are defined as before.n
If the conditions @L/Tw__<< 1 and Ca/C w << 1 are not met2 the
problem may be set up as follows:
0
Tn_1 I
I
R
o
_x
To
I
--r-C
M 0
m
v I
FLOW DIRECTION
0
C : Pc A Ax
a v c a =We _ =
P
This is a more general case; however; the conditions necessary
for using Methods i or 2 are met in ordinary passage flow. 0
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Derivations and plots of the equations presented above are given in
Appendix C. The symbols_ indicate that the inlet air temperature at
section (i) is to be set equal to the outlet air temperature at section (i-l); _
i.e., to cause the temperatures to be influenced by upstream heat transfer but
independent of downstream heat transfer. Failure to do this will cause the
equations describing the network response to contain terms not present in the
lumped parameter equations of the thermal system. For those cases where
method i or 2 can be used; the computer is equipped to transfer the new temp-
erature at the exit of one lump to the "new" temperature block of the inlet
temperature of the next lump downstream. This transfer is made in the Func-
tion routine by the statement T(i) : T(i-l). The statement TN(i) = TN(i-I)
should also appear if it is desired to print out the temperatures since T(i)
will be destroyed in the heat balance before printing occurs. As an example;
consider the network:
O
T 1 T2
TIO1 T102 T103 T 10.4. T105
0
In the FUNCT subroutine; the instructions
T(103) : T(I02)
T(105) : T(104)
etc.
should appear. The capacitance of nodes 102, I04; etc. should be specified as
zero. Nodes i03; i05, etc. should not be mentioned in the capacitor block.
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In the event "that method 3 is required, the same instructions must
appear in the FUNCT subroutine, but the true capacitance must be specified
for the fluid nodes. The dunm_y nodes (Tn_ I in the figure on page 3-18)
should not be mentioned in the capacitor block.
O
Capacitor Values
formula
The thermal capacity of a lump is calcu!ated in all cases through the
T2
c = _8 -#- dT +
TI
8
Pc A dx
O
(3-16)
where:
C = thermal capacity, Btu/°F
P = density_ lb/ft 3
c = specific heat, Btu/ib°F
In most cases of practical interest, P and c are constant over a large tempera-
ture range_ and the above formula reduces to
_ (3-17)
where_
A dx = volume of lump_ ft 3
O
Variable Resistors and Capacitors
In many cases of practical interest, material properties, and hence
resistor and capacitor values_ are temperature dependent. To handle this
problem the user can input the value as a function of temperature in curve
form, or the machine can be given tables of the material properties and O
LOCKHEED
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directed to compute its own values of resistance and capacitance as described
in Section V. To accomplish the latter; the Thermal Analyzer Program has a
special library tape containing thermal properties of several commonly used
structural materials; insulations; propellants; and pressurant gases. The
data contained on this tape; and the functions required to call for it; are
discussed in Section IV.
Heat Inputs
Heat inputs to a particular node can be called out directly in the
function subroutine as a constant or variable quantity 3 as described in
Section IV. Many times; however; it is convenient to specify the heat input
to a particular node in the form of a temperature through a resistor; where
Ti-T k
%
O 'If T.l >> Tk; then qk is essentially independent of Tk, and _ can be computed
by the relationship
T°
l
%
As an example, to input 15 Btu/sec into a particular node set T. = 15 x !0I0
l
(for 15 Btu/sec); and therefore
= 15x i0I0
_k 15
_ i0I0 sec °F
BiLl
0
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IV - FUNCTIONS AND SPECIAL SUBROUTINES
The FUNCT subroutine is the most important and the most powerful
section of the Thermal Analyzer Program. This subroutine contains a listing
of all arithmetic operations, curve interpolations, andspecial functions
including radiation, which are to be performed during program execution. The
functi!ns are executed at the start of each cycle (before the heat balance) in
the order specified, a characteristic which becomes important when the execu-
tion of one function involves the result of another. This section presents a
brief description of the functions and special subroutines available_ what
they are capable of_ and where input errors are most likely to occur. The
FUNCT subroutine input format is described in Section V.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
In the following discussion, several terms are used repeatedly to refer
to the various elements of a given function callout. These terms are defined
below:
le Floating-Point Ntumber - All ntumerica! values are input in floating
point, and as such must contain a decimal point. The nmmber 30.6
is an example. For very large or very small numbers, such as I0 I0
or i0 -IO, the capital letter E is used to signify a power of i0.
For example, i. 30E6 means i. 30xlO 6 and 6.91E-4 means 6.91xi0 -4.
O
_e
a
Fixed-Point Number - Fixed point numbers are integers, either
positive or negative, and as such are characterized by the
absence of a decimal point. They are used to designate data sub-
blocks and in numerous instructions to indicate the number of
steps or items involved in the execution of that instruction.
Literal Numbers - These elements are characterized by a letter
followed by a number in parentheses, such as T(6), R(!4), etc.
These are the addresses of the various items of numerical data,
i.e._ the location in the computer core where the data is stored.
They tell the computer where to look for the numerical data
required to perform a given instruction. As a result of this,
they are referred to as "addressable elements."
LOCKHEED
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In discussing the various functions the following notations are used:
le When the variables of a function are arbitrary circuit elements,
the independent variable is denoted by X and the dependent
variable by Y.
_e
3.
N denotes the designation number of a data sub-block.
Unless otherwise specified, the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G
denote floating point constants whose values may appear ex-
plicitly in the function callout, or may be stored in an
addressable element.
4. When the variables of a function are temperatures, Y refers
to the temperature at time e + & 8 and X refers to the
/ temperature at time 8.
J
LIST OF ADDRESSABLE ELEMENTS
O
Each item of numerical data of interest to the user is assigned an
address which can then be used to refer to that item. A list of these
addresses follows:
T(i)
R(i)
C(i)
Re(i)
Q(i)
"Old" temperature of the i-th node (see below)
"New" temperature of the i-th node
Resistor number i
Capacitor number i
The RC product at C(i)
The arbitraryheat input into C(i)
P(LN + i) The i-th number in the data block whose designation
number is N, and where LN = LOC(N) (see Section V).
In determining the i-th number the designation number
itself is not counted. Also, when specified in this
manner, the PER in a periodic curve is not counted.
M(i) The i-th miscellaneous element, where
M(1) Current time, e
M(2) Initial time
O
O
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O
M(3) Final time
M(4) Print interval
M(5) Computing interval, AS
M(6) Minimum RC product of the network
The factor by which M(6) is multiplied to
produce M(5). Unless changed by the variables,
a factor of 0.25 is used.
M(8)
M(9)
Print trigger, normally zero, If a variable
puts any non-zero into this storage, a print-
out of the output block will result at the
end of that cycle.
The number of that capacitor which produces the
minimum RC product.
M(II) The time of the next regular print
 (12) The recovery temperature in the Eckert Aero-
dynamic Heating Subroutine (see Appendix A).
 (14)
M(15)
The computing interval used during the previous
cycle, ie., _e(e __e).
The product of M(6) and M(7). Ordinarily,
M(15) = M(5). However, M(5) may be reduced
at a print time.
 (16) The total number of computing cycles since
the problem was begun.
Themissing elements M(IO) and M(13) were used in a former version
of the Thermal Analyzer Program, written in machine language.
The temperature designated as T(i) is the "old" temperature of node
i and is usually used as the independent variable when calculations involving
temperature are performed, eg., heat balances. TN(i) is the "new" temperature
of node i and is used in the functions as the dependent variable, or the new
calculated temperature. At the end of each heat balance T(i) is set equal to
TN(i).
O
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_.L&THZ_IATICAL OPERATIONS
Any of the built-in subroutines (or functions) of the FORTRAN IV
systE'm may be used as an arithmetic statement in the FUNCT routine. Be-
caus( of the many operations availablej only a few will be mentioned here.
For a more detailed listing 3 the user is referred to the FORTRAN reference|
manua _.
L
The arithmetic operation symbols +3 -_ *3 /_ ** denote addition_
subtraction_ multip!ication_ division_ and exponentiation, respectively.
Unless changed by the use of parentheses_ the order of computation is under-
stood to be as follows:
/
i (a) exponentiation (_-_)
(b) multiplication and division (* and /)
(c) addition and subtraction (+ and -)
For example 3 the expression
Y = A + B/C - D**E*F - G
O
O
will be taken to mean
X=A +_- - D_'F-a
C
Parentheses may be used to override the order in which the operations
are to be computed. If parentheses appear 3 the expression within the inner-
most parentheses is computed first, following the order of computation given
above. The computation then proceeds outward to the next parentheses 3 and so
forth. As examples 3 the expression
Y : (A + B)/c- _*(_,*;)- o
will be taken to mean
A+B
Y=" C
DEF_ G 0
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and he expression
Y --A + (B/(c- D))**(_*F- G)
LR 18902
will e taken to mean
In addition to these arithmetic operations, the common mathemati-
cal functions such as logarithm, exponential, sine, cosine, square root,
f and absolute value are available to the program user. Since
arctangent,
their use is self-explanatory, they are listed below with only a brief
explanation.
O
Function
LOG
EXP
SIN
COS
SQRT
ATAN
ABS
Description
Logarithm to the base e
Powers of e or
exponential
Sine of an angle whose
measure is given in
radians
Cosine of an angle whose
measure is given in radians
Square root
Arctangent or angle in radians
of a given tangent value
Absolute value
As an example,
O
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means
In the 1
Y=A+ B_
FORTRAN language it is also possible to have functions of functions.
Y : _P (sQRT((C0S(2.*A))**2. + B))
O
means
Y =e
(cos2_ + _)1/2
CURVE INTERPOIATION
One of the most commonly used functions involves some sort of
curve interpolation, of which three types are available, viz., linear,
parabolic, and linear bivariate. With curve interpolation, any address-
able element listed above can be made a function of any other, or others_
including itself. In addition to specifying simple interpolation, the
instructions may be modified to provide for multiplying the curve value
by some other number which can be either a fixed factor or some other
variable.
A description of the various interpolation routines follows. She
use of these routines will be further illustrated by the example problenm
of Section VI.
Linear Interpolation
This is the si.mp!est and most commonly used interpolation routine.
The callout is
O
where
LOCKHEED
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Y : LIN(X, N)
Y = linear function of X given by curve I_
4-6
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As a_ example, consider
C UrV_
The temperature of node i is a linear function of time given by
23.
Curve 23 might appear as shown below:
O
8OO
6OO
'- 400q
1-
200
0
CURVE 23
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
M(1)
Tie curve would be described on input data sheets as follows:
COLUMN
1 $ 10 15 25 35 45 55 65
DEC 23
DEC06 O. 400. 600. 400. 1400. 800.
DECOI O.
DEC -23
69 72
4001
4oo2
4003
4oo4
0
The input format is described in detail in Section V. Briefly 3 a
card containing DEC in columns l/ 2, and 3 and the curve designation number
in columns 6 through lO must precede the data, and a card containing DEC in
columns l, 2, and 3 and the negative of the curve designation number in
columns 6 through lO must terminate the curve. The Cur%e designation numbers
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are azbitrary. The actual curve is described by listing the coordinates
of th_ points circled on the plot. Each independent variable must im-
mediately precede the corresponding dependent variable, and the independent
variables are listed in increasing order. The integers in column 5 specify
I
the number of floating point values on that card. The zero on the third
card i_ a flag indicating the end of the data. Either a four- or five-
digit card sequence number, at the user's discretion, is placed in columns
68 through 72.
In the above example, if current time, M(1), lies between O. and
600., interpolation for T(1) takes place along the straight line connecting
these twfo points. If M(1) lies between 600. and 1400._ interpolation takes
f
place along the straight line connecting these two points. If M(1) is less
than 0._ or greater than 1400., the case is terminated.
As mentioned previously, it is also possible to have periodic func-
tions. An example of a periodic curve is the external heat input to a shell
node of an orbitihg satellite. The fact that a curve is periodic does not
alter the function specification; only the curve itself need be modified.
Consider the example
Q(17) = LIN(M(1). 26)
where curve 26 is to be described by linear interpolation and is periodic.
This curve is described to the program by the period (3 sec) followed by the
curve itself as shown below.
O
O
__ 2_ CURVE 26
10
. /'_.._ 81 ...._...._'.
_6
• I I , ' _I _ I • I , I I l I I
,8 -6 -4 -2. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
M (i) 0
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COLUMN
i
i 5 10 _ 25 35 45
DEC 26
PER ].
DEC06 O. 8. 2. 6.
DECOI O.
DEC -26
55 65
3. 8.
The interpolation itself takes place exactly as in the linear interpolation
described above_ with the exception that the independent variable cannot lie
outside the curve since the curve is understood to be indefinitely extended
in both directions as indicated in the diagram.
When fitting a linear curve to a sharp discontinuity_ such as a heat-
ing cycle,
O
T I
T2
l I
I I I
0 '_1 e2 e3
e
the input specification for the curve should list the following coordinates: •
O
0. , TI
eI , TI
eI , T2
*e2 , T2
e2 , TI
e3 , TI
e3 _ T2
etc.
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If the program finds itself computing at a time at which one of the discon-
L
i
tinuities occurs3 it will recognize the former value of the dependent vari-
able. For examplej if a computing point should occur at 81 or e3_ TI will
be chosen as the proper temperature; if a computing point occurs at e23 T2 will
be chosen. This problem will occur only if a computing time point occurs
exactly at a point of discontinuity.
Parabolic Interpolation
Where additional accuracy is desired_ parabolic interpolation maybe
employed. However_ it requires greater care in the selection of input points
as discussed below. The callout is
Y = PAR(X,N)
where
Y = parabolic function of X given by curve N
As an example_ consider
C(15) = PAR (T(15)31)
The capacitance of node 15 is a function of the temperature of node
15 as given by curve i. Curve I is to be described by parabolic interpola-
tion. The curve and the data points input to the program are shown below:
O
O
.8 . CURVE I
0 40 80 120 160
T(15)
0
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I
!
1
COLUM_
' I S 10 15 25 35 45 SS 65
_DEC I
DECO6 O. O. 40. •3 60. .2
DEC06 lOO. •3 120. •5 125. •5
DECO3 160. •5 O.
DEC -1
LR 189O2
If the independent variable_ T(15), lies between O. and 60., interpolation
takes place by using that interpolating parabola which Passes through the
first 3 points and whose axis is parallel to the Y-axis. If T(15) lies
between _0. and 120., the interpolating parabola is that parabola passing
through ithe 3rd, 4th, and 5th points and parallel to the Y-axis. If T(15)
lies between 120. and 160., the interpolating parabola is that parabola pass-
ing through the 5th, 6th_ and 7th points and parallel to the Y-axis. If
T(15) is off the curve (less than O. or greater than 160.) the case is
terminated.
These consecutive interpolating parabolas having only one point in
common make it possible to describe discontinuous curves as well as curves
which are made up of parabolic segments and linear segments (as curve i).
However_ this manner of choosing parabolas always requires that an odd num-
ber of points be used in the curve description.
Since the parabolic curve-interpolation subroutine fits a curve to
each successive series of three points_ the choice of curve points is very
critical. It must be emphasized that any sharp discontinuity should pro-
vide the end of one and the beginning of another set of three points. For
example_ Figure 4-1 shows the different interpretations of the same curve
which would be given by different divisions. Note the extreme example of
faulty interpolation which can occur in the case of a very steep curve.
When fitting a parabolic curve to a sharp discontinuity, such as the
heating cycle described under Linear Interpretation in this section,
O
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T 1
Ta
'_ 0
I
I
I
I
I
I I
0 ea eI
I
I
I
eb
I
I
I
e2 ec e3
e
T2 < Ta < T 1
0 < ea < 81< eb< e2, etc.
0
0
the input specification for the curve should contain the following
coordinates:
O. , T1
ea , T1
e1 , T1
81 , Ta
eI , T2
eb , T2
e2 , T2
e2 , Ta
e2 ' TI
ec , T 1
E)3 _ T I
ere.
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If the program shouldfind itself computing at a time which coincides with
one of the discontinuities_ it will recognize the previous value of the
dependent variable. For example, for the above cyclic temperature, if the
1
co_u_ing time point should occur at 81 or 83, TI will be chosen as the
prope_! temperature; if the program should be computing at time 82, T2 will
be chosen,j • ,
Bivariate Interpolation
Frequently, there are situations where a variable is a function of
more than one independent variable. Examples of %his are:
(a) Internal losses in electronic components, which are commonly
functions of current consumption and temperature.
(b) ThermoSjfnamic and transport property data3 which are usually
temperature and pressure dependent.
The Thermal Analyzer Program is equipped to handle such problems through use
of the linear bivariate interpolation routine. The callout is
Y = BIV (Xl, X2, N)
where
Y is a bivariate function of XI and X2 given by Table N.
In setting up a table to be described by bivariate interpolation_ the first
word on the first line following the table designation number must be
uuuvvv, where uuu is a three-digit number equal to the number of rows in
the table and vvvis a three-digitnumber equal to the number of columns in
the table. Do not count the row and column that uuuvvv, appears in. Following
the first word of the first line the values of the independent variable X2
are listed. For each of these values there is an entry below it corresponding
to the value of the independent variable XI appearing at the left. In other
wordsj the data appear on the input sheet just as one might tabulate it on a
sheet of paper, with the addition of the number uuuv_v. The table need not be
terminated with a flag indicating the end of the data since the quantity of
data is specified by the number uuuvvv.
LOCKHEED 4-14
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As an example of the use of bivariate interpolation, consider the
problem of the internal heat dissipation of a battery_ where the losses
are a function of both the battery temperature and the current consumption.
In t_Lis example_ the battery will be designated as node 3. It Will be
assul ed that the current is a known function of time and is to be linearly
inte_ )olated from curve i. The battery losses in watts are tabulated below:
 ss ,s (wA  s) vs..tOAD
0
Current_ amps _ O. 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
_ Temperature --°F
i0. 0. 1.5 3.3 8.1 14.5
40. o. 1.3 2.8 T.0 12.6
70. 0. 1.1 2.4 5.9 i0.7
lO0. O. 0.9 1.9 4.8 8.8
130. O. 0.7 1.5 3.7 6.9
The bivariate curve will be designated as Table 8 and is described
in the data block as follows:
! S 10 i$ 25 35 45 55 65
DEC 8
D_C06 005005. O. i.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
DEC06 i0. O. i.5 3-3 8.i 14.5
DEC06 40. O. i. 3 2.8 7.0 12.6
DEC06 •70. O. i.i 2.4 5-9 i0.7
DEC06 i00. O. O. 9 i.9 4.8 8.8
DEC06 130. O. O. 7 i.5 3.7 6.9
DEC -8
The function specification for this example is
Q(3) = BIV(T(3),LIN(M(!),I),8) * .000946
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where he constant is the conversion f_ctor from watts to Btu/sec. In the
I
function callout the independent variables, current and temperature, must
in the order listed because Table 8 is set-up with temperature
listed in the first column. Otherwise, the program would attempt
zontally interpolate using T(3) as independent variable and would
the curve since the values listed range only from 0 to 6.
!If there are more than five values of the independent variable X2_
the data cannot be listed on input sheets in the tabular arrangement sho_m
above because each card is restricted to a maximum of six floating point
entries. In that event_ the elements of the table are listed on input
sheets ii consecutive order, reading from left to right on each row and
down eac_ column of the table. To illustrate, consider the addition of a
sixth and seventh column to the tabulation of "Losses vs. Load" as shown
below:
LR 18902
O
Current _ amps _ O. 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
Temperature _ °F
iO. O. 1.5 3.3 8.1 14.5 21.8
40. O. 1.3 2.8 7.0 12.6 19.7
70. O. i.i 2.4 5.9 10.7 16.5
i00. O. 0.9 1.9 4.8 8.8 14.2
130. O. 0.7 1.5 3.7 6.9 12.1
i0.0
3o.3
28.1
25.o
22.2
20.0
O
Table 8 might appear on the input sheet as follows:
COLUMN
_"--_ ! S 10 15 25 3S 45 $5
DEC 8
DEC06 005007. O. 1.0 2.0 4.0
DECO_ 8.0 i0.0
DECO6 iO.0 O. 1.5 3.3 8.1
DECO2 21.8 30.3
DEC06 40.0 O. 1.3 2.8 7.0
6.0
14.5
12.6
O
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COLU_
DEC02
DEC06
DEC02
DEC06
DEC02
DEC06
DEC02
DEC
10 15 25 35 4S 55 65
19.7 28.1
7o.o o. 1.1 .2.4 5.9 lo.7
16.5 25.o
lO0. 0. o.9 1.9 4.8 8.8
14.2 22.2
130. 0. o. 7 i. 5 3- 7 6.9
12. i 20. o
-8
Although six quantities may be listed on each card_ the method shown
above is preferred since the input is easier to read. The only requiremen t
is tha_ the table elements be listed in proper order.
f
RADIATION FUNCTIONS
As mentioned in Section III_ "Calculation of Circuit Parameters_"
the machine is equipped to compute radiation resistors by the formula
where the user computes and inputs to the program in the FUNCT subroutine
the value
_I2AIFI2 sec OF
Krad = 3600 for R _-- (4-2)Btu
Three radiation resistor functions are available as discussed in the follow-
ing sections.
O
Radiation *T.
_!th Constant Factor
This is the simplest and most commonly used radiation function. It
is used in those situations where a fixed Kra d is applicable. The basic
ca!lout is:
(B,C, )
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where is %he designation number of the resistor connecting nodes B and C.
As an example; consider the case of a one square foot plate with a
surfacle emissivity of 0.8 radiating to outer space (shape factor F = 1.O).
For tls case_
I
(o.8)(1.o)(i.o)
Krad = 3600 =2.22 x i0 -4
O
If the resistor designation number is 106 and the plate and space are nodes
/
7 and 160, the function callout is
R(i06) = RAD(7, i00, 2.22E - 4)
The order in which the two nodes are specified is immaterial since
the program merely uses this information to solve for the resistor value
using equation 4-1.
Radiation With Variable Factor
This is the same as the previous function except the value of Kra d
is a variable. Examples of this are cases where the system geometry varies
with time, or, more commonly, where the surface emissivity is temperature
dependent. The callout is:
O
R(A) _D(B,C,x)
where the value of Kra d is stored in X, which may be either an addressable
circuit element or a curve interpolation cal!out.
Two examples of the radiation with variable factor instruction are:
R(IO6): _(7, i00,R(_O0))
R(I06)= mD(T, i00, (LIN(T(?),13)))
O
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O In e first example, the value of Kra d has been temporarily stored in
an unused resistor location. This procedure is often used when the value
of Kra d is to be changed through a restart, as described in Section V. In
the s _cond example, the value of Kad is linearly interpolated from curve
13 us ng the temperature of node 7 as independent variable. This instruc-
tion is convenient when the surface emissivity is temperature dependent.
R__aolo.. With Matrix
In using the radiation functions described above, it is necessary
to }uuow Kad in advance, and this in turn requires a knowledge of the
geometric view factor FI2 and the emissivity factor. Calculation of shape
factor_ is beyond the scope of the program and is not covered here (see, how-
ever, references i and 2).
In most cases, the emissivity factor is computed by one of the fol-
lowing formulas :
0
infinite parallel plate
E
12
i
i i
-- + -- - 1
_i c2
concentric cylinder or sphere with A 2 >A !
_12 =
i
two surfaces whose size is small compared with their distance apart
.
¢12 = ¢i ¢2
surface AI much smaller than, and completely enclosed by_ surface A 2
_12 _i
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However3 for those problems where several nonparallel surfaces are involved
and the above formulas are not considered satisfactory3, the program is
to compute the overall shape factor _12 in contrast to theequipped geo-
metric_l shape factor FI2. The method used is discussed in detail in
 ran  er:o  s" em   o oren e
• covered here hod basically is to set up the radiation energy inter-
I
change equatlons and solve them through use of determinants. It is to be
noted that the machine performs the calculation of Kra d only once_ and
hence the various quantities such as emissivity must all be assumed to be
constants.
The Radiation with Matrix callout is
0
R(A) = RRM(B, C, N)
where A is the designation number of the resistor connecting nodes B and C;
an_ N is the designation number of the table containing the data used to
compute Krad. Since this routine is used where several surfaces are involved,
table N will appear in several resistor callouts. Also_ it is possible to
have more than one such system in a given netwcrk_ and to have the same
surface appear in more than one matrix. Consider the case of four walls
arranged in a square pattern:
0
c=0.I
A = 10 ft 2
¢= 1.0
A = 10 ft 2
e=0.3
A = 10 ft 2
,_ = 0.6
A = 10 ft 2
O
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I The shape factors have been computed to be 0.4 between opposite
t
walls, and 0.3 between adjacent walls. The corresponding circuit is shown
below The node and resistor number assignments are completely arbitrary.
T12
T16
0 The RRM cai!outs for the above network are:
R(zs)= FaM(12,26,6)
R(19) = RRM(12, 16, 6)
R(z2)= _(12, 3, 6)
R(2B)= _(26, 3, 6)
R(7) = RPd_(i6, 26, 6)
R(14): _(16, 3, 6)
Table 6 contains the following information:
• the order of matrix of configuration factors_ which in this
example is 4.
• the matrix of configuration factors (row order)
• each node number and the area, emissivity_ and reflectivity of
each of these nodes.
O
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For a! 4th order matrix, the input would be as shown below. The subscripts
refer
to the order in which the nodes are listed, and are not necessarily
thenode or resistor designation numbers.
O
(AiFll- A1/p 1) AIFI2
A2F21 (A_22-A2/p 2)
A3F31 A3F32
A4F41 A4F42
AiFi3
A2F23
(A3F33-A3/p 3)
A4F43
AIFI4
A2 24
A3F34
(A4F44 - A4/p 4)
NI' AI' _i' Pl
N2' A2' _2' P2
N3' A3' _3' P3
N4, A 4, c 4, P 4
the order in which the nodes
are listed must correspond to
the order of matrix rows.
O
where N. = node number i
l
A. = area of node i
i
c. = emissivity of node il
Pi = reflectivity of node i, usually equal to (1 - c i)
The input for this particular example is shown below. (The reflectivity of
node 26 has been taken as 0.01 to avoid division by zero).
COLUMN
I $
DEC
DEC01
DEC04
DEC04
DEC04
-DEC04
io
6
15 25 35 45
TABLE DESIGNATION NUMBER
4. ORDER OF MATRIX
-ii.i 3.0 4.0 3.0
3.o -14.3 3.o 4.o
4.0 3.o -25.0 3.0
3.0 4.0 3.0 -1000.
O
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ODEC04
DEC04
DEC04
DEC04
DEC
10 15 25 35 , 45
12. lo. .lo .9o
3. !o. .3o .7o
16. lO. .6o .4o
26. lO. •99 .O1
-6
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Note that, wi%h the exception of the curve designation numbers, all
values in the table are input as floating point numbers.
The machine computes the radiation K factor by the formula
! ijI (Kad) : i AiAj
.. _ pi pj Dij
0
where:
D
Di,j
is the determinant of the matrix
is the minor of the element (i,j), i.e., the determinant
of the matrix formed by removing the i-th row and the j-th
column.
The absolute value sign around the ratio Dij/D comes about because as the
equations were written, the machine could compute a negative K-factor,
whereas the direct solution of the simultaneous equations involved results
in positive K-factors.
0
i
CONVERGENCE AND STEADY-STATE SUBROUTINES
Since most problems to be solved by the Thermal Analyzer involve
transient analysis, the initial values chosen for resistance, capacity,
mud temperature assume some importance. If it is desired to begin a
transient problem at some steady-state condition and then apply variable
b'otundary conditions (as would often occur in aerodynamic heating problems),
it is very important that the initial conditions approximate the true steady-
sta_e conditions as nearly as possible before the transient conditions are
applied. In many cases, the starting temperatures areuniform throughout
the ne_work and thus present no problem. However, many problems, such as
4-23
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the t_ansient heating of a reentry vehicle, involve nonuniform starting
L
temperatures. To handle this problem, the converge (CVG) function is used,
the callout being
O
CALL CVG (A, N, M)
where
!
A = degree of convergence (defined below).
N = maximum number of iterations to be executed in the convergence
attempt.
= number of iterations between prints of the output block.
When this function is encountered in the FUNCT routine, the heat balance
and list of functions are evaluated repeatedly with time held constant
(although with a finite computing interval) until the temperatures reach
the required convergence, i.e., until the largest temperature difference
of any node on consecutive passes is less than A (usually input as 0.005).
When the temperatures have converged, the convergence function is removed
from the function list_ the regular output block is printed with "time"
set to the number of iterations required for convergence and with "Ae"
set to the designation number of the last node to converge. The case is
then executed in the normal matter. If the temperatures fail to converge
after N iterations 3 the case is discontinued, with a print of the regular
output block with "time" set to N.
When using the CVG function_ it should be remembered that the degree
of convergence_ A, is not necessarily the maximum deviation from the true
converged temperatures, but merely the maximum temperature change of any
node between two successive cycles. Consequently, it is quite possible that
the deviation from the converged temperature could be several orders of
magnitude greater than A and could amount to several degrees. For this
reason, a small value of A_ such as 0.005, should be used.
As input above, the CVG uses the capacitor values as input. To
speed the convergence process_ an optional form of the input can be used,
namely
O
O
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CALL CVG(A, N, - M)
the negative sign on M is a flag which causes the convergence itera-
to be executed with all capacitors set to zero. However, some care must
ercised when using zero capacitors in those cases which involve radia-
resistors. Because radiation resistors vary inversely as the cube of
the corresponding temperatures, they are very sensitive to small temperature
changes. If the converged temperatures are very much different from the
initial guesses, oscillations could be set UP which will prevent convergence.
In most cases, however, a reasonable set of initial temperatures should con-
f
verge _ven if the zero capacitor option is used in cases involving radiation.
When the CVG function is used to solve purely steady-state cases, it
is necessary to specify some non-zero final time in the time block to guar-
antee that the CVG function is executed properly. The value used should be
of the order of the minimum RC product of the network to guarantee that a
few "normal" cycles, i.e., with progressive time, are computed.
In addition to the CVG routine, a similar function (STS) is available
which operates on the heat balance only and does not execute the function list
during each iteration. Therefore: if there are radiation resistors or heat
inputs called out in the functions: it is generally preferable to use the CVG
subroutine. The steady-state function callout
CALL STS (A)
assigns zeros to all capacitors, and causes iteration through the circuit
to proceed until the largest temperature difference of any node on consecu-
tive passes is less than A. The original values of the capacitors are then
restored, a flag is set to ignore the steady-state function in ensuing passes,
and the case continued.
MAXIMUM-MINI_gJI_ SUBROUTINE
In addition to the temperature-time history of the various nodes,
it is often desired to know also the maximum and minimum temperatures of
these nodes, and to be able to obtain them without having to search through
4-25
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the normal output data. This is especially true in large programs where
!
several hundred temperatures may be involved.
This problem is handled by use of the maximum-minimum function
(_._._), the callout being
CALL MMF( Oi, 8f, N, S)
O
where e i and ef are explicit (floating point) numbers_ or addressab!e
elements. During the time interval 8 i < 8 < 8f_ the maximum-minimum
f_uctionIrecords all local maximum and minimum temperatures of all nodes
F
whose designation numbers are listed in data table N. The value S indicates
the frequency with which the program is to search the output to determine
the maximum and minimum temperatures, e.g., a i requires a search every
cycle, a 2 requires a search every second cycle, etc. The node designation
numbers appear in table N as floating point numbers. This table is terminated
by a zero flag. To illustrate the use of the MMF function, assume that over
the time interval 0-i00 sec, the program is to conduct a search every other
computing cycle to determine the maximum and minimum temperatures of nodes
7, 15, 83, and 94 , which will be listed in Table 3. The table appears as
follows:
O
DEC 3
DEC05 7. 15. 83. 94.
DEC -3
Oo
The instruction in the FUNCT subroutine is
cruz m_(o., lOO., 3, 2)
Generally, the search is required for the entire time span of the case and
the following instruction would be used:
cw, _ (M(2), M(3), 3, 2) 0
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0
M(2) land M(3) are the initial and final times for the case, respectively.
The maximum and minimum temperatures are automatically printed
folloving the regular time history print. This maximum-minimum output con-
tains the range of the function (since there can be more than one _4F in a
case) followed by a table with five non-zero columns. The first column
is th. designation number of the nodes (in the same order as given in the
input table N), the second column is the list of the local maximums, the
third column is the list of local minimums, the fourth column contains the
times of the local maximums, and the fifth column contains the times of the
local minimums. The MMF subroutine is illustrated in Example _2 of
SectioniVl.
I Only distinct local maximums and minimums are recorded. Therefore,
if the rate of temperature change with time for a node does not change sign
during the range of the MM_ function, no maximum or minimum is recorded for
that node. On the other hand, if the temperature of a node, after increas-
ing for a while_ remains constant for a time, and then decreases_ a maximum
would be recorded at the last time point for which the temperature was
constant.
As a result of the manner in which the computer handles MMF data_
there is a limitation on the amount of such data which can be obtained
from a single case. Specifically, there must be less than 6000 maximums
and minimums (representing 3000 cycles) in order for all of them to be
printed. (A case with 200 nodes undergoing 20 temperature cycles would
total 2x20Ox20=8000 and this exceeds this limit). If the total exceeds
6000_ only the first (chronologically speaking) 6000 will be printed and
all subsequent max-min data will be lost. This limitation can be over-
come by dividing thecase into two or more segments, with the additional
cases run as restarts using the sAv function described below.
SAVE CURRENT DATA SUBROUTINE
This function makes it possible to use the output of one case as
input to another in conjunction with the restart feat_r e. An example of
its use would be a full-life analysis of a recoverable satellite, with
separate cases being run for ascent_ orbit and recovery.
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Ordinarily a restart case uses as its basis the data which existed
at the start of the previous case. The Save Current Data (SAV) function pro-
vides the meanswhereby the answers of one case maybe used as input into
the n_xt. The callout is
CALLSAV(A, B)
At the first time point for which A is greater than or equal to B, _he data
currently in core_ i.e., the current values of temperature; resistance, and
capacitance, are stored on tape to be used in the subsequent case. In
nearly all cases A will be current time, M(1). The value of B may appear
r
expliciltly (floating point) or it may be an addressable element, e.g., final
time, M(3). As an example,
CALL SAV (M(!), M(3))
will save the data in core at the end of each case, to be used as the initial
conditions for the subsequent case.
TEI_IPERATURE CARD PUNCH SUBROUTINE
This subroutine is frequently used in complex cases as an alternate
restart feature. It provides for the automatic recording of all temperatures
on punched cards in proper format for the initial temperature block. The
function specification is
CALL PUNCHT(e, A, B)
where e is the time at which the temperatures are to be saved, and cards are
required for nodes A through B. e may be an explicit (floating point) number
or an address&ble element. A and B are listed in fixed-point notation. If
Zhe fmuction is specified as CALL PUNCHT(e, 0, O) the program will interpret
the zeros as a special code requiring the punching of temperature cards for
all nodes.
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The advantage of this subroutine is that once the temperatures are
recorded, the case may be removed from the computer and resumed later when
machire time becomes available. Also, in complex cases requiring several
hours of computer time, it is customary to call for punched cards at vari-
ous tJ mes throughout the run. Then, if an error occurs, the case may be
re-rum starting at the last time for which valid temperature cards were
obtained.
To help identify the punched cards_ the information in columns
6 through 14 of the case identification card (Section V ) and the time 8
are automatically punched on each card. Thus, if this subroutine is used_
it is d/sirable that the information on the case identification card begin
with some code, for example, CASE B-2.
CURVE PLOTTING SUBROUTINE
In many problems it is desirable to obtain the results in curve
form in addition to the tabulated output. To accomplish this, the Thermal
Analyzer Program has a subroutine to write a plot tape which controls a
machine plotter. The function specification for the plotting routine is
CALLTPLOT(N)
where N is the designation number of the table containing the information
to write the tape. Table N must contain the following items_ in the order
listed:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
All of these entries must be floating point. The plotting routine does not
automatically plot the temperatures at each computing cycle, the frequency
the initial time of the plot. o_
the final time of the plot.
the time interval between successive plots (discussed below).
all nodes whose temperatures are to be plotted.
a zero flag terminating the table.
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of the plot being specified by the user. The program subtracts the final
I
time from the initial, and divides that quantity by the specified frequency
(item C above) to determine how often the temperatures are to be plotted.
If thes_ times do not coincide with computing times, the machine will plot
the tem eratures for each subsequent computing time. For example, if the
.initial and final times are 0 and i00 sec, the time interval between plots
specifi!d at i0 sec, and the computing interval set at 3 sec, the tempera-
tures would be plotted at 0 sec, 12 sec, 21 sec, 30 seconds, etc. If the
user desires a plot every computing cycle, the third storage location of
table N must be set equal to the computing interval M(5) by the follow-
ing function specifications:
J
i
P(m + 3) : M(5)
189o2
0
Although this routine will only plot temperatures, in practice any
addressable quantity can be plotted simply by storing that quantity in an
unused temperature location. For example, to plot R(4), one could set
TN(200) = R(4) and plot T(200). Note that at the end of the heat balance,
T(200) is set equal to TN(200), so it is necessary to store R(4) in the
"new" temperature location.
This routine is currently set up to plot a maximum of 5 temperatures
per curve. If, for example, 8 nodes are specified in table N, the first 5
will be plotted on one curve and the remaining 3 on a separate curve. A
maximum of 20 nodes may be listed per table and a maximum of 20 tables may
be used.
As an example of the input for the plotting routine, suppose that
it is desired to plot the first and last i00 sec of a case that runs con-
tinuously from 0 to 500 sec. The temperatures of nodes 24, 68, 72, and 93
are to be plotted at lO-sec intervals. For this case two tables could be
set up as follows:
O
O
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0
0
0
COLUMN
I $
'DEC
DEC06
'DEC02
DEC
DEC
DEC06
DEC02
DEC
!:
10 15 25 35 45 55 65
2O
o. lOO. lO. 24. 68. 72.
93 O.
-20
21
-21
400. 500. i0. 24. 68. 72.
93. O.
The function specifications are
CALLTPLOT(20)
CALLTPLOT(21)
In Section Vl, plots have been obtained for 5 nodes in Example
Problem _2 to illustrate the use of the function and the quality of the
curves'. Note that the information on the case identification card (see
Section V) is automatically printed at the top of each curve.
AERODYNA__C HEATING AND ABLATION SUBROUTID_S
The Eckert Aerodynamic Heating subroutine computes the surface
convective heat transfer by the reference temperature method. The primary
advantage of this method is that it allows incompressible skin friction
relations to be employed in evaluating high-velocity-flow heat transfer.
This is accomplished by evaluating the air properties at a suitably defined
reference temperature_ which depends only on the wall_ local inviscid flow_
and recovery temperatures.
The Ablation subroutine computes the amount of material that is
ablated (if the temperature is above the ablation temperature) as a func-
tion of time as part of the heat balance. This solution is applicable to
one-dimensionalheat transfer to a pure subliming (non-charring) surface.
These specialized subroutines are discussed in detail in
Appendices A and B. Example problems are set up and written on data in-
put sheets to demonstrate the use of each subroutine.
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MISCELLANEOUS FORTRAN OPERATIONS
Although a knowledge of FORTRAN is not required to use the Thermal
I
Analyzer Program_ an understanding of a few basic FORTRAN operations is
highly desirable. The following is a brief discussion of some of the most
commonly used operations_ along with some general information useful in
writing the FUNCT subroutine. The topics include-the use of fixed- and
floating-point variables_ statement numbers, comment cards_ and control
statements. The treatment of each topic is brief_ and the reader is re-
ferred to the FORTRAN reference manual for more detailed information.
Variables
l
iA yariable is a symbol or name which refers to a place in memory
where the number or value represented by that name is stored. The name of
any variable consists of one or more alphabetic or numerical characters; the
first of which must be alphabetic (A through Z). The maximum number of
characters permitted in the name is 6 for the 7094 processor. Names begin-
ning with the letters I; J; K; L; M; or N are variable names for fixed-
point numbers. All other names represent floating-point values. For
example, KI5 and NEXT are valid integer variables and AS0 and VALUE are valid
floating-point variables. In general; fixed- and floating-point variables
cannot be mixed. As examples:
B=A*I
B=A+2
B=A+2.
is not permitted since B and A are floating-
point numbers and I is a fixed-point number.
is not permitted since B and A are floating-
point numbers and 2 (without decimal) is
fixed-point.
is permitted since A," B, and 2. (with decimal)
are all fixed-point numbers.
O
O
Statement Numbers
It is frequently desirable to identify a statement by n_me or
number. This is accomplished by a numerical statement number (any integer
from i to 32767) placed in columns i through 5 of the data input sheet.
O
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Tie o!ly other restriction is that a statement number must not be repeated
|
in an_ subroutine. The use of statement numbers will become more apparent
in the following sections.
Commelt Cards
Occasionally the user may wish to have comments printed out in the
FUNCT and PRINT subroutines. This is accomplished _by placing the letter C
in column i of the data input sheet and the desired comments in colttmns 7
through 72. The comment card is then ignored by the FORTRAN processor, and
serves merely to furnish commentary information in the program listing.
GO TO S{atements
Unconditional transfer statements which begin with the words GO TO
permit the user to alter arbitrarily the sequence in which the program
statements are to be executed. A frequent use of the GO TO statement is
to skip an inapplicable instruction as shown by the first •example in the
following section.
To illustrate an unconditional transfer statement, the instruction
GO TO 17
0
means that the next statement to be executed is the one labeled 17. State-
ment 17 may either precede or follow the GO TO statement. All statements
in between will be skipped and, once statement 17 is executed, the computer
will execute those which follow, in the order in which they appear.
Computed GO TO statements are used as a switch for branching to one
of several places in the program, depending on the integer value of a test
location.• To illustrate, the statement
transfers control to the statement labeled 7, 4, 28, or 9 when the current
value of K is i, 2, 3, or 4, respectively.
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Conditional Control and Logical Expressions
Frequently it is desirable to execute a particular function, or set
of functions, only under certain specified conditions. This is accomplished
by the IF statement which directs control to one of three different state-
ments, depending on the value of an arithmetic expression. The statement
IF(X) B, c
will direct the computer to immediately execute statement A if the value of
(X) is negative, to execute statement B if (X) is zero, and to execute
f
statement C if (X) is positive. Any statements between the IF statement
!
and the next executed statement (A, B, or C) will be skipped. The expres-
sion (X)may be any legal FORTRAN arithmetic expression discussed in the
preceding sections.
To illustrate the use of the conditional control statement, consider
a lunar spacecraft which is slowly rotating about one axis. The solar heating
rate to Shell node i0 is to be linearly interpolated from curve i0. At
45,000 sec_ however, the vehicle stops rolling and the heating rate to node
i0 is a constant value, say 0.085 Btu/sec. The appropriate functions might
appear as follows:
IF (M(1) -45000.) 2, 3, 3
Q(lo): T,I (M(1),lO)
GO TO4
Q(lO) = 0.085
If current time is less than 45,000 sec, statement 2 is executed.
Statement 3 is then skipped by the insertion of a GO TO statement which
directs control to statement 4. The latter is not shown but would pre-
sumably follow statement 3. If current time is equal to or greater than 45,000
sec, the IF statement directs control to statement 3, after which state-
ment 4 and succeeding functions are executed in a normal manner.
O
O
O
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i A logical IF statement has been added to the FORTRAN IV language
i
so that decisions can be based directly on the true or false value of a
quantity which is logical rather than arithmetic in nature. The
stateilent
IF(Y)F
means that if the logical expression (Y) is true, execute the statement F
and then proceed to the statement following F; otherwise (if Y is false),
do not execute F_ but simply proceed to the following statement. F may be
any single executable statement except another logical IF statement or a
DO statrement.
Comparisons can be made by means of the logical operators .OR._
.AND. 3 or .NOT._ or by any of the following relational operators:
O
Symbol Meaning
.EQ. Equal to
.NE. Not equal to
.LT. Less than
.LE. Less than or equal to
.GT. Greater than
.GE. Greater than or equal to
Two examples of the use of logical IF statements are given below:
(M(6).m .80..OR.T(26).OE.500.)O0 TO 5
O
means that if the minimum RC product equals 80 or if the _ _ _tempe_a_uz_ of node
26 is greater than or equal to 500_ proceed immediately to statement 5.
IF (M(1).GE.35..AND.M(1).LE.70.) T(30) = ii00.
means that if current time is between 35 and 70, set the ter_oerature of node
30 equal to ii00.
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With the logical IF statement it is possible to simplify the func-
tions required for the lunar spacecraft example given above. TO illustrate,
the two statements
Q(lO): o.o85
•_ (_(1)._.45ooo.)Q(lO): u_ (_(i),io)
are equivalent to the four statements listed previously. The second fu__ction
merely overrides the first if current time is less than 45_000 sec.
DO Statements
iMost computer programs involve a group of steps which are to be
executed in a repetitive fashion. The iteration or DO statement greatly
facilitates the definition and control of these repetitive steps. The
statement
DO A I = B, C, N
controls the repetition of all succeeding statements down through and in-
cluding the statement labeled A. Repetition of these statements is con-
trolled by varying the index called I, from an initial value of B to a
terminal value of C in increments of N. If the integer N does not appear
the increment is understood to be i. For example, the statements
O
O
DO 13 I.= i, 3
Q(1): o.25
R(I + i00) = RAD (I, iO0, .3E - 5)
13 CONTINUE
will cause the following operations to be performed:
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Q(1) = 0.2_
%(2) : 0.25
Q(3) : o.25
R(101) = RAD(1, i00, 0.3E - 5)
H(102) = RAD(2, lO0, 0.3E _)
H(iO3) = RAD(3, i00, 0.3E - 5)
O
O
The terminating statement need not always be a CONTINUE card as
shown il the above example. However, the last statement in an iteration
i
loop cahnot be a transfer statement_ conditional or unconditional, or
another iteration statement. The termination of a DO loop with a CONTINUE
card is always acceptable and is recommended as a means to avoid the above
difficulties. Another restriction on the use of DO loops is that control
must never be transferred from outside to any card within the iteration
loop with the exception of the first, or DO statement, card.
THERMAL PROPERTIES LIBRARY
The thermal properties library contains tables of physical properties
of a number of propellants_ pressurants, simulated propellants, structural
materials, and insulations. Special data search and interpolationroutines are
incorporated into the Thermal Analyzer Program to utilize the library data.
Library Tape
The thermal properties and library tape are discussed in detail and
completely listed in Reference 2. The property tables contain data on
density, specific heat_ and thermal conductivity vs. temperature for
liquids and solids; vapor pressure, viscosity, heat of vaporization, and sur-
face tension vs. temperature for liquids; and specific heat, thermal conduc-
tivity, and compressibility factor vs. temperature and pressure for gases.
The properties data are given in the following units:
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Density, ib/ft 3
Specific heat, Btu/ib °F
Thermal conductivit_ Btu/hrft °F
Vapor pressure, psia
Viscosit_ ib/ft sec
Heat of vaporizatio_ Btu/ib
Surface tension, ib/ft
O
The library itself is contained on a reserved tape. Each curve is uniquely
I
identified by a six-character code consisting of both a material and a prop-
erty identification. Table 4-i is a complete listing of the identifica-
tion codes and titles of every library table. The use of the library tape
is described below.
A flag in the data-block of the Thermal Analyzer will cause the
compiler to search the data tape for the specific table called for by the
flag. That table will then be stored in place of the flag. There must be
an exact correspondence between the identification of the tables stored on
tape and the flags used to call the tables to be used in the program. The
flag consists of six alphameric characters in columns 6-11, preceded by the
mnemonic code "TAP" in columns 1-3. (See Table 4-1.) The data entry and
flag are as follows:
O
COLU_
!
DEC
TAP
DEC
i0
401
NTO-13
-401
Table _o.
I.D. of table stored on tape
End-of-table flag
This entry means that the materia!properties data table identified as
Table "N_O-13" (Thermal Conductivity of Liquid Nitrogen Tetroxide) is to be
stored as Table 401 _ithin the Thermal Analyzer input data block.
In all cases where data are available, the tables are acctmate for
linear interpolation within ±5_over the appropriate temperature
range. To construct a useful data library, it was necessary to extend O
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F.AP
TAP
AP
AP
AP
TAP
_AP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP,
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TA.P
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TABLE 4-1
THERMAL PROPERTIES LIBRARY IDENTIFICATION CODES
NTO-11
NTO-_2
NTO-13
NTO-14
NTO-15
NTO-16
NTO-17
NTO-22
NTO-23
NTO-28
OXY-11
OXY-12
OXY-13
OXY-14
OXY-15
OXY-16
OXY-17
OXY-22
OXY-23
OXY-28
FLU-11
FLU-12
FLU-13
FLU-14
FLU-15
FLU-16
FLU-17
FLU-22
FLU-23
FLU-28
ODF-11
ODF-12
ODF-13
ODF-14
ODF-15
ODF-16
ODF-22
ODF-28
CTF-11
CTF-12
CTF-13
CTF-14
CTF-15
CTF-16
CTF-17
CTF-22
CTF-28
AER-11
AER-12
AER-13
AER-14
AER-15
AER-16
AER-17
AER-22
AER-23
AER-28
MMH-11
MMH-12
MMH-13
MHH-14
DENSITY OF LIQUID NITROGEN TETROXIDE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID NITROGEN TETROXIDE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID NITROGEN TETROXIDE
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIOUID NITROGEN TETROXIDE
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID NITROGEN TETROXIDE
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID NITROGEN TETROXIDE
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID NITROGEN TEXROXIDE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS NITROGEN TETROXIDE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS NITROGEN TETROXIDE
101012266
102012266
103O12266
104012266
I05012266
106012266
107012266
108012266
109012266
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS NITROGEN TETROXIDE 110012266.
DENSITY OF LIQUID OXYGEN
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID OXYGEN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID OXYGEN
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID OXYGEN
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID OXYGEN
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID OXYGEN
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID OXYGEN
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS OXYGEN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS OXYGEN
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS OXYGEN
DENSITY OF LIQUID FLUORINE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID FLUORINE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID FLUORINE
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID FLUORINE
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID FLUORINE
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID FLUORINE
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FLUORINE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS FLUORINE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS FLUORINE
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS FLUORINE
DENSITY OF LIQUID OXYGEN DIFLUORIDE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID OXYGEN DIFLUORIDE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID OXYGEN DIFLUORIDE
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID OXYGEN DIFLUORIDE
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID OXYGEN DIFLUORIDE
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID OXYGEN DIFLUORiDE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS OXYGEN DIFLUORIDE
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF LIQUID OXYGEN DIFLUORIDE
DENSITY OF LIQUID CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR,GASEOUS CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE
DENSITY OF LIQUID AEROZINE 50
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID AEROZINE 50
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID AEROZINE 50
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIOUID AEROZINE 50
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID AEROZINE 50
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID AEROZINE 50
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID AEROZINE 50
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS AEROZINE 50
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS AEROZINE 50
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS AEROZINE 50
DENSITY OF LIQUID MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID MONOHETHYL HYDRAZINE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID HONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
111012266
112012266
113012266
114O12266-
115012266
116012266
117012266
118012266
119012266
120012266
121012266
122012266
123012266
124O12266
125012266
126012266
127012266
128012266
129012266
130012266
131012266
132012266
133012266
134012266
135012266
136012266
138012266
140012266
141012266
142012266
143012266
144012266
145012266
146012266
147012266
148012266
150012266
151012266
15201"2266
153012266
154012266
155012266
156012266
157012266
158012266
159012266
160012266
161012266
162012266
163012266
164012266
O
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TAP
TAP
AP
AP
AP
T'AP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP/
TAP
TAP,
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
MHH-15
HMH-16
MMH- 17
MMH-22
MMH-23
MMH-28
DIB-11
DIB-12
DIB-13
DIB-14
DIB-15
DXB-16
DIB-22
DIB-28
HYD-11
HYD-12
HYD-13
HYD-14
HYD-15
HYD-16
HYD-17
HYD-22
HYD-23
HYD-28
HAS-11
HA5-12
HA5-13
HA5-14
HAS-15
HA5-22
HA5-23
HA5-28
NIT-11
NIT-12
NIT-13
NIT-14
NIT-I_
NIT-16
NIT-17
NIT-22
NIT-23
NIT-28
" HEL-22
HEL-23
HEL-28
G60-11
G60-12
G60-l_
660-14
G60-15
G60-22
G60-23
G60-28
Fl1-11
F11-12
Fll-13"
Fl1-14
Fl1-15
Fl1-16
Fl1-17
Fll-22
TABLE 4-1
(Continued)
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITy t GASEOUS MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR_GASEOUS MONOMETHYL HYDRAZINE
DENSITY OF LIQUID DIBORANE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID DIBORANE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID DIBORANE
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID DIBORANE
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID DIBORANE
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID DIBORANE
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS DIBORANE
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS DIBORANE
DENSITY OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS NORMAL HYDROGEN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS PARA HYDROGEN
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS PARA HYDROGEN
DENSITY OF LIQUID HYBALINE A5
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID HYBALINE A5
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID HYBALINE A5
"yAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID HYBALINE A5
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID HYBALINE A5
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS HYBALINE A5
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS HYBALINE A5
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS HYBALINE A5
DENSITY OF LIQUID NITROGEN
.SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID NITROGEN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID NITROGEN
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID NITROGEN
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID NITROGEN
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID NITROGEN
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID NITROGEN
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS NITROGEN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS NITROGEN
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS NITROGEN
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS HELIUM
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS HELIUM
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS HELIUM
DENSITY OF LIQUID *6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID ,6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID -6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID ,6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID ,6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS ,6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS ,6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR • GASEOUS ,6 ETHYLENE GLYCOL
DENSITY OF LIQUID FREON 11
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID FREON 11
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LIQUID FREON 11
VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID FREON 11
VISCOSITY OF LIQUID FREON 11
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF LIQUID FREON 11
SURFACE TENSION OF LIQUID FREON 11
SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASEOUS FREON 11
165012266
166012266
167012266
168012266
169012266
170012266
171012266
172012266
173012266
17401.2266
175012266
176012266
178012266
180012266
181012266
182012266
183012266
184012266
185012266
186012266
187012266
188012266
189012266
190012266
191012266
192012266
193012266
194012266
195012266
198012266
199012266
200012266
201012266
202012266
203012266
204012266
205012266
206012266
207012266
208012266
209012266
210012266
218012266
219012266
220012266
221012266
222012266
223012266
224012266
225012266
228012266
229012266
230012266
231012266
232012266
233012266
234012266
235012266
236012266
237012266
238012266
0
0
0
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'_TAP
AP
AP
APAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAp
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
L92A-3
L92B-1
L92B-2
L92B-3
L92C-1
L92C-2
L92C-3
L92D-1
L92D-2
L92D-3
LFWA-1
LFWA-2
LFWA-3
LFWB-1
LFWB-2
LFWB-3
LFWC-1
LFWC-2
LFWC-3
LFWD-1
LFWD-2
LFWD-3
LHTA-1
LHTA-2
LHTA-3
LHTB-1
LHTB-2
LHTB-3
LHTC-1
LHTC-2
LHTC-3
NRCA-1
NRCA-2
NRCA-3
NRCB-1
NRCB-2
NRCB-3
NRCC-1
NRCC-2
NRCC-3
FGLS-1
FGLS-2
FGLS-3
MQTZ-1
MQTZ-2
MQTZ-3
TABLE 4-1
(Continued)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE 51-92 (80 LAYERS/INCH} 483012266
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-92 (100 LAYERS/INCH) 491012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE 51-92 492012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-92 (100 LAYERS/INCH)493012266
DENSITY OF LINDE 51-92 (120 LAYERS/INCH) 501012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE 51-92 502012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-92 (120 LAYERS/INCH)503012266
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-92 1160 LAYERS/INCH) 511012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE SI-92 512012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-92 (160 LAYERS/INCH)513012266
DENSITY OF LINDE FT WT (40 LAYERS/INCH) 521012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE FLT WT 522012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE FLT WT 140 LAYERS/INCH)523012266
DENSITY OF LINDE FT WT (50 LAYERS(INCH/ 531012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE FLT WT 532012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE FLT WT (50 LAYERS/INCH)533012266
DENSITY OF LINDE FT WT (60 LAYERS/INCH) 541012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE FLT WT 542012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE FLT WT (60 LAYERS/INCH)543012266
DENSITY OF LINDE FT WT (80 LAYERS/INCH) 551012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE FLT WT 552012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE FLT WT (80 LAYERS/INCH)553012266
DENSITY OF LINDE HIGH TEMP (60 LAYERS/INCH) 561012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE HIGH TEHP 562012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE HI TEMP(60 LAYERS/INCH)563012266
DENSITY OF LINDE HIGH TEMP (120 LAYERS/INCH} 571012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE HIGH TEMP 572012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE HI TEMP(120 LAYER/INCH)fiT3012266
DENSITY OF LINDE HIGH TEMP (180 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE HIGH TEMP
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE HI TEMPI180 LAYER/INCH
DENSITY OF NRC-2 (40 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF NRC-2
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NRC-2 (40 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF NRC-2 (100 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF NRC-2
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NRC-2 I100 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF NRC-2 1160 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF NRC-2
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NRC-2 1160 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF FIBERGLASS
SPECIFIC HEAT OF FIBERGLASS
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIBERGLASS
DENSITY OF MICRO QUARTZ
SPECIFIC HEAT OF MICRO QUARTZ
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MICRO QUARTZ
581012266
582012266
}583012266
601012266
602012266
603012266
611012266
612012266
613012266
621012266
622012266
623012266
701012266
702012266
703012266
751012266
752012266
753012266
O
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0
0
0
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
_TAPj AP
AP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP._
Fll-23
Fll-28
BERL-1
BERL-2
BERL-3
AL22-1
AL22-2
AL22-3
AL70-1
ALTO-2
ALTO-3
AL70-4
MGA3-1
MGA3-2
MGA3-3
T6AL-1
T6AL-2
T6AL-3
Tl10-1
Tl10-2
Tl10-3
CI03-1
C103-2
¢1'03-3
$321-1
$321-2
$321-3
INCX-1
INCX-2
INCX-3
I NCX-4
RE41-1
RE41-2
RE41-3
RE41-4
L12A-1
L12A-2
L12A-3
L12B-1
L128-2
L12B-3
L12C-1
L12C-2
L12C-3
L120-1
L120-2
LI2D-3
L62A-1
L62A-2
L62A-3
L62B-1
L62B-2
L62B-3
L62C-1
L62C-2
L62C-3
L62D-1
L62D-2
L620-3
L92A-1
L92A-2
TABLE 4-1
(Continued)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS FREON 11
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS FREON 11
DENSITY OF BERYLLIUM
SPECIFIC HEAT OF BERYLLIUM
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BERYLLIUM
DENSITY OF ALUMINUM 2219-T87
SPECIFIC HEAT OF ALUMINUM 2219-T87
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINUM 2219-T87
DENSITY OF ALUMINUM 7075-T6
SPECIFIC HEAT OF ALUMINUM TO75-T6
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINUM 707fi-T6,AS RECEIVED
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINUM 7075-T6tANNEALED
DENSITY OF MAGNESIUM AZ31B-H24
SPECIFIC HEAT OF MAGNESIUM AZ31B-H24
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MAGNESIUM AZ318-H24
DENSITY OF TITANIUM 6AL4V
SPECIFIC HEAT OF TITANIUM 6AL4V
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF TITANIUM 6AL4V
DENSITY OF TITANIUM A110AT
SPECIFIC HEAT OF TITANIUM A110AT
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF TITANIUM A110AT
DENSITY OF COLUMBIUM C-103
SPECIFIC HEAT OF COLUMBIUM C-103
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COLUMBIUM C-103
DENSITY OF STAINLESS STEEL 321
SPECIFIC HEAT OF STAINLESS STEEL 321
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF STAINLESS STEEL 321
DENSITY OF INCONEL X
SPECIFIC HEAT OF INCONEL X
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF INCONEL X
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF INCONEL X, SOLUTION TREATED
DENSITY OF RENE 41
SPECIFIC HEAT OF RENE 41
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF RENE 41, 2HR SOLN TREATED
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF RENE 41, 4HR SOLN TREATED
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-12 (8 LAYERS/INCH}
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE SI-12
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-12 (8 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-12 (10 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE SI-12
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-12 (10 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-12 (12 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE 51-12
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-12 (12 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-12 (14 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE SI-12
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-12 (14 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-62 (40 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE 51-62
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-62 (40 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-62 (60 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINOE SI-62
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-62 (60 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-62 (80 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE SI-62
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-62 (80 LAYERS/INCH)
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-62 (100 LAYERS/INCH)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE 51-62
239012266
24O012266
291012266
292012266
293012286
301012266
302012266
303012266
311012266
312012266
313012266
314012266
321012266
322012266
323012266
331012266
332012266
333012266
341012266
342012266
343012266
351012266
352012266
353012266
361012266
362012266
363012266
371012266
372012266
373012266
374012266
381012266
382012266
383012266
384012266
401012266
402012266
403012266
411O12266
412012266
413012266
421012266
422012266
423012266
431012266
432012266
433012266
441012266
442012266
443012266
451012266
452012266
453012266
461012266
462012266
463012266
471012266
472012266
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LINDE SI-62 (100 LAYERS/INCH)473012266
DENSITY OF LINDE SI-92 (80 LAYERS/INCH) " 481012266
SPECIFIC HEAT OF LINDE 51-92 482012266
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some _roperties data by means of extrapolation and/or estimation into regions
where _ata were unavailable. All such "extended" data are flagged and inter-
po!ations based on these data are automatically noted by the interpolation
routi]
are n,
Inter-
les_ and suitable explanations are printed out. These "extended" data
t necessarily accurate to within ±5% but are included as a convenience.
)olation Routines
Once the required tables are stored in the data block, the properties
may be called for in the FUNCT subroutine_ using either the linear or
bivariage interpolation routines discussed previously, or the linear in-
terpolaDzon with integration routine discussed below. Linear interpolation
should be used for the solid and liquid properties data, except for the con-
ductivity of insulations which requires the special integration featture.
For gases, the bivariate interpolation routine is required since the
properties are temperature and pressure dependent. The tables are inter-
polated horizontally with temperature as independent variable and vertically
with pressure as independent variable. As a result, the function specifica,
tion must be of the form
Y = BIV (pressure, temperature, table number)
An integer code has been added at the beginning of each table to indicate
the special nature of the table and the method of acquiring the data, if
applicable. The absence of the code or a code "0" indicates that no special
procedures (such as extrapolation) Were required to obtain the data, aria
that interpolation is to take place in a normal fashion. The data classifi-
cation codes and their explanations are given in Table 4-2.
Since the actual property values in such tables are always positive_
the absolute magnitude of the value is used during interpolation. "Extended"
data are entered as negative numbers, thus allowing the interpolation rou-
tine to recognize when such values have been used, and to print a comment
that this has occurred. Note_ however_ that if the code is zero or does not
appear, negative values are treated as negative.
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TABLE 4-2
DATA CLASSIFICATION CODES
'Code Explanation
LR 18902
O
i 0
i
2
3
4
5
I
i6
:7
15
16
71
73
Normal curve
Extrapolated data
Fitted parabola
Estimated values
"Dummy" values
Values for i atmosphere pressure
Values for saturation line
Special bivariate interpolation
routine_ used in vicinity of
saturation line
i plus 5
i plus 6
7 plus i
7 plus 3
O
A special situation exists for interpolation on incomplete bivariate
curves indicated by code "7." The properties of gases involve the satura-
tion line_ beyond which data are meaningless. In the neighborhood of the
saturation line, interpolation will be attempted with only one, two, or
three meaningful points. This difficulty is surmounted by entering all
•points beyond the saturation line as zeros. The routine then recognizes the
situation_ and shifts its base points until it has four meaningful values.
It then extrapolates to the required point. Note_ again_ that this _ii
occur only if a non-zero code is entered in the table. (See Reference 2.)
If the code is zero or does not appear_ normal linear bivariate interpola-
tion will occur_ and any zero or negative value is treated as zero or
negative. O
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P A special linear interpolation and integration subroutine_ XLIN, has
been included which determines the area under a specified curve_ N_ from
XI to X2 divided by X2 - XI:
X2
1 fxl FN(X) XXLIN(XI_ X2. N) : X2 -XI
(4-3)
This routine is intended specifically to compute temperature-dependent con-
ductivity of insulation. The routine integrates by the trapezoidal rule
from theIleft end of the curve to XI, from the left end of the curve to
X2, and then divides the difference by X2 - XI. Equation (4-3) above then
become s:.
X 2 X I
J0-)x_n_(xl, x2, _) = xz -xl 6o
XLIN is a variation of function LIN_ and uses identical coding in
evaluating the curve at first XI_ then ]{2. It integrates the preceeding
part of the curve as it locates the interval in which it interpolates. Hav-
ing integrated and interpolated for Xi_ the answers are saved, and a second
pass is made to evaluate the same functions for X2. Then the difference be-
tween the integrals is taken_ divided by (X2 - XI), and that value is re-
turned as the value of function Xl_N.
The c_-ve_ data block N_ is required to be monotonically increasing
in the independent variab!e_ but following the last value of the dependent
variable there must be a flag less than the last value of the independent
variable. This is the same rule that applies to function LIN.
An example of the function specification is
--miN (T(14), 28)
where the conductivity for the resistor connecting nodes 14 and 15 is to be
obtained by integrating curve 28.
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V- PROGRAM INPUT
This section describes how to transcribe the sketch of the electrical
analog network to data cards. It also describes how to prepare the subrou-
tines which contain the functions and the print format.
The problem description for each case is divided into five distinct
blocks and two subroutines. The first three blocks define the network and
give th e initial values of the temperatures3 resistorsj and capacitors. The
fourth block is a list of sub-blocks of data required by the functions and
subroutines. The fifth block lists the print interval_ and the initial and
final times of the case. The functions and subroutines used in the case are
listed in FORTRAN statements in the FUNCT subroutine. The PR]I_T subroutine
contains the list of quantities to be printed at each specified printing
interval3 plus the desired output format.
A scheme whereby all circuit elements may be referenced between
blocks is completed by the user as he describes the circuit. In block 13
each node is assigned an integer which is the designation number of that node
throughout tha blocks following. Likewise3 in block 23 each resistor is
assigned a designation number. Each set of data in block 4 is also assigned
a designation number. Moreover_ the program automatically assigns designa-
tion numbers to certain computed and input quantities which are thereby
available to the user. A complete list of these addressable quantities was
given in Section IV.
The problem description is written on input data sheets or FORTRAN
coding sheets of a standard form. Each line of data (blocks i through 5)
will become a card with columns 13 2, and 3 containing a three-lettered
mnemonic code_ co!umms 4 and 5 either containing a numerical value or left
blank3 and columns 6 through N containing the data. Columns N + i through
72 are then available for user's comments and a card sequence number3 if
desired.
LOCKHEED 5-1
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The three-lettered mnemonic code in columns i_ 2_ and 3 will take one
following seven forms:
le Case Identification Card (CID). This is a card placed at the
beginning of each case to identify the Output. The letters CID
appear in columns I_ 2, and 3, followed by user's comments in
columns 6 through 72. If the user desires_ these comments may
be printed out at the top of each page of output belonging to
that case (see "FORMAT Declarations" discussed later in this
section).
_o DEC Card. The letters DEC in columns i_ 2, and 3, and'a numeri-
cal value greater than zero in columns 4 and 5 indicate that the
data on that card are not to be handled in any special way_ but
merely to be entered into consecutive storage. The integers in
columns 4 and 5 represent the number of values or sets of values
on that card_ as discussed in the following sections.
e
Increment Card (INC). Uhis card is used to abbreviate a repe-
titious list of data. It can only be used in the initial
temperature_ resistor_ and capacitor blocks_ and in the data
block. It is best explained by an example:
DECOI a b.
INC 2 -3-0 4
means that card DEC01 a b is to be repeated 4 times, each time
incrementing the first number on the card by 2 and the second
number by -3. Thus the 2 cards above are equivalent to the
following 5 cards:
DEC01 a b.
DEC01 a+2 b-3.0
DEC01 a+4 b-6.0
DEC01 a+6 b-9.0
DEC0! a+8 b-12.0
Note that fixed- and floating-point numbers must be incremented
by fixed- and floating-point numbers_ respectively. The number
of times the card is to be incremented (4 in the above example)
is given in fixed point as sho_m. As a further example_ suppose
that the following cards are to be incremented:
DECO1 4 5 50 O.
DEC01 j_ 6 50 O.
DEC01 6 7 50 O.
DEC0I 7 8 5O O.
DECOI 8 9 50 O.
O
O
O
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The proper instructions are as follows:
DECOI 4 5 50 O.
INC i i 0 O. 4
Periodic Data Card (PER) The letters PER in columns i_ 2, and 3,
with columns 4 and 5 left blank indicate a periodic curve. The
period of the curve is given in floating-point notation in
columns 6 through 15. When a periodic curve is specified_ the
PER card follows the DEC card which contains the curve designa-
t ion number.
End of Block Card (NBK). Each of the first five blocks is termi-
nated by a card having NBK in columns l_ 2_ and 3-
Geometric Resistor Card (RES). This card is used to specify a
resistor whose value is automatically computed by the Thermal
Ana!yzer_ given the resistor geometry and the designation number
of the curve describing the material conductivity vs temperature.
See page 5-6 for details.
Geometric Capacitor Card (CAP). This card is used to specify a
capacitor whose value is automatically computed by the _nermal
Analyzer_ given the capacitor geometry and the designation numbers
of the curves describing the material specific heat and density vs
temperature. See page 5-8 for details.
DATA CARD FORMATS
All CID, INC_ PER, and NBK cards have columns 4 and 5 blank. RES and
CAP cards always contain a zero (or a blank) in column 4 and a i in column 5.
DEC cards have columns 4 and 5 blank only when the information contained on the
card is the designation number of a curve or table or when the card is a flag
in the restart block. In other words_ a DEC card will have columns 4 and 5
blank if an only if the card does not contain a floating-point number. Other-
wise, a zero (or blank) is placed in column 4 and an integer equal to the
number of floating-point numbers contained on the card is placed in column 5.
The numerical data are contained in columns 6 through 65. The first
field always begins in column 6. Fixed-point numbers have a field width of
5 columns andmust end in the last column of the field in which they appear.
Floating-point numbers have a field width of i0 columns and do not have to
end in the last column of the field except when the E format (indicating a
power of i0) is used to input the value. It is recommended_ however_ that
all values end in the last column of the field to facilitate checking of the
input data.
LOCKHEED 5-3
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q Any column to the right of the last field containing numerical data
can b_ used for comments. Howeverj certain of these comment colug_ns should
I
bereserved for a card sequence number. Ordinarily a 4-digit number start-
ing il column 69, or a 5-digit number starting in column 68 is sufficient.
The choice_ and use of sequence numbers is purely arbitrary, and is at the
discretion of the user. As a general rule, however, a systematic scheme,
|
such as_ that shown in the examples which follow, should be employed to
facilitate subsequent changes in the deck and to allow for machine sorting
of the cards. Five-digit sequence numbers are useful in cases where a large
number of curves are required. A commonly used and convenient procedure is
to let the first three digits of the sequence number represent the curve
number, land the last two digits represent the card number of that curve.
This system is used by the Orbital Radiation Program (Ref. 4) which has an
output option to supply the external heating rate history in the form of
curves punched in proper format for the Thermal Analyzer Program.
O
BLOCK i_ INITIAL TEMPERATURES
In block I, each node is listed by a designation number (fixed-point)
by which the node will be referenced in later blocks, followed by the initial
value of the temperature at that node (floating-point number). Up to 4 nodes
and their initial temperatures may be listed on each card. An example of a
temperature input listing two nodes on a card is shown below.
COLUMN
5 I0
DEC02 5
L
20 25 35
70. 6 lO5.
initial temperature of node 5 in °F
in a ten column field ending in column 20.
node designation number in a five column
field ending in column i0
--2 initial temperatures listed on this card
4-digit sequence number consisting of a "I" (to signify
temperature block) followed by the designation number of--
the first node listed on the-card.
69 72
lOO5
Note that fixed-point numbers are listed in 5-collmun fields, and floating-
point numbers are listed in 10-column fields. No columns may be skipped
between fields.
LOCKHEED
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Since in many practical cases a uniform initial temperature applies
to a large portion of the network; the computer is programmed automatics!ly
For example:
i 7o.
5o IOO.
8o 2o.
to ihcrement initial temperatures.
DEC Olii DEC 01
DEC 01
w 1 _be interpreted as
T(1) through T(49) have an initial temperature of 70°F.
T(50) through T(79) have an initial temperature of 100°F.
T(80) has an initial temperature of 20°F.
I Note that storage is reserved for nodes i through 80 whether they are
used o_ not. Thuss these locations may be used for storing miscellaneous
floating-point data.
The initial temperature blocks as well as the resistors capacitor_
data, and time blocks3 must be terminated with an NBE card.
O
O
BLOCK 2_ RESISTORS
Each resistor is listed by the designation number of the resistor3
followed by the designation numbers of the two nodes which the resistor con-
nects, followed by the initial value of the resistor. In those cases where
all values of a resistor are to be computed by a function_ a dummy initial
value (as zero) must be given. All resistors must be given in this block
even though they may be described later (for instance_ radiation resistors).
Up to @ r_sistors may be listed on a card. An example of a resistor input
is shown below.
COLU_N
- _ ! S I0 15 20" 30
D_,C01 180 150 .25_ 300o.
[
resistor designation number
u--initial value of resistor
180 in sec°F/Btu
nodes to which resistor 180 attaches
-i resistor listed on this card
4-digit sequence number consisting of a "2" (to signify resistor block)
followed by the resistor number
/
72
2180
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An input option provides for the program to compute its own resistor
value's3 given the resistor geometry and a curve of the material conductivity
as a function of temperature. The resistor is computed by the formula
O
where
8 sec°F
kwd Btu
8 = the distance along conductive path
k = the thermal conductivity
w,d = the width and depth of the cross-sectional
conductive heat transfer area
f
The resistor is automatically computed if described in block 2 as follows:
COLUMN •
1 $ 10 15 20 30 40 50 55
RES01 A B C 8 w d N
where
A = the resistor designation, number
B,C = the nodes which resistor A connects
8,w,d = the length, width, and depth of the resistor
N = the designation number of the curve containing
the material conductivity as a function of
temperature
Any consistent set of units may be employed. A_ B_ C, and N are listed in
fixed-point notation in 5-column fields. 8,w, and d are given in floating-
point in lO-column fields. The program updates the resistor value each
computing cycle, after interpolating for the conductivity as a function of
the temperature of node B.
This option is applicable only when the resistor cross-section is
uniform. The conductivity curve can be described in the data block, or may
be called in from the thermal properties library.
O
O
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CAmCI ORS
Each node at which there is a capacitor is listed by that node's
designation number (already assigned in block i)3 followed by the value of
the Capacitor.| If the capacity is to be computed by a function, a dummy
init_a!Ivalue must be given.
[
!At each node for which a capacitor is specified, i.e., appears explic-
itly in the capacitor block, a new temperature is computed for that no_e.
If, however3 no capacitor is specified for a given node, no heat balance is
computed, and the temperature of that node remains unchanged, unless changed
by a fu_@tion statement.
i
Up to four capacitor values can be listed on a card. An exshp±e
of a capacitor input is shown below:
COLU_.Hq
I S 10 20
capacitor (node) designation number
number of capacitors listed on this card
4-digit sequence number consisting of "3" (to signify
capacitor block) followed by the capacitor designation
number.
An input option provides for the program to compute its own capacitor
values, given the node geometry and curves of density and specific heat as a
function of temperature. The capacitor is computed by the formula
Btu
C = 8wd p c
°F
where
8_w_d = the length_ width, and depth of the node
p = the material density
c = the material specific heat
LOCKHEED 5-7
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The capacitor is automatically computed if described in block 3 as follows:
COLUMN
_ IAP01
where
10 20 30 40 45 50
A 8 w d N 1 N2
I A = the capacitor designation number
NI= the designation number of the curve containing the material
specific heat vs temperature
N2= the designation number of the curve containing the material
density vs temperature
Any consistent set of units may be employed. A3 N I and N2 are given in
t
fixed-pJint notation in 5-column fields_ and 8_ w, and d are given in floating-
point notation in 10-column fields. The capacitance of node A is updated
each computing cycle, after the program interpolates curves N1 and N2 for the
specific heat and density.
O
BLOCK 4_ INPUT DATA
Block 4 consists of individual sub-blocks of input data which are
used by the functions. The function which uses the data determines the
nature of the numbers in the sub-block. For instance_ the data might be the
point by point description of a curve which the function will use for inter-
polation. Also, the data block is very convenient as a storage for data
constants used for special calculaticns_ or as temporary storage to be used
aslrequired during various portions of the program.
Each sub-block of data is identified by a fixed-point number called
the designation number of the sub-block. The designation numbers are arbi-
trary_ but can be used only once. A DEC card with the designation number
listed in columns 6 through lO must precede the sub-blockj and a DEC card
with the negative of the designation number listed in colu_ms 6 through l0
must terminate the sub-block.
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To illustrate, suppose that the curve plotted below is to be described
Lata block.
1000
900
800
700
600
5OO
J300
200
100
0
_ J
I I I , I
50 100 150 200
TIME
Curve 15 would appear on the input data sheet as follows:
COL_'_
I 6 _ _S _ _ _ EB 65 69 72
DEC 15 4001
DEC06 O. 60. 50. llO. 90. 220. 4002
DEC05 150. 570. 200. I000. O. 4003
DEC -15 4004
Inblock 4, the sequence numbers are often assigned as consecutive
integers starting with 4001. In the above example, card 4001 contains the
curve designating number, and card 4004 contains the negative of the curve
designation number. The actual curve is described on cards 4002 and 4003
by listing the coordinates of the points circled on the plotted curve. Each
independent variable must immediately precede the corresponding dependent
variable, and the independent variables must be listed in increasing order.
The number of points needed to describe a curve depends on the accuracy re-
quired_ and the type of interpolation routine employed. The machine as yet
does not know whether the variables are time_ temperature3 or something else;
LOCKHEED 5-9
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this informatmon being given in the FUNCT subroutine. The zero on card 4003
I
is a flag indicating the end of the curve. This flag can be any number as
long as it is less than the preceding value of the independent variable,
which_in this example is 200. This point is important_ for if all values of
the i_dependentl variable were negative_ then the zero would not be correct.
If flr exam le t
_ p _ he last value of the independent variable were -50._ the
end-of-curve flag would have to be something like -51.
The designation number of a sub-block may be used in the FUNCT and
PRINT subroutines to refer to a particular element in the sub-block. Before
such a reference can be made_ however_ a locating statement must be made in
the subroutine in which the reference is made. For example, to refer to a
t
value iJn curve 15 above_ the statement
L15 = n0 C(15)
is first necessary. Then the sixth number in curve 15 (in this case the
value 220.) would be referred to as
P(LI5 + 6)
In determining the sixth number note that the table designation
number itself is not counted. Also, if this had been a periodic curve_ the
value given for the period would not be counted.
As stated previously3 the data block must be terminated with an NBK
card. Occasionally_ a thermal analyzer problem will be run in which block 4
is not required. In this case two consecutive NBK cards must appear at the
end of the capacitor block.
LR 189O2
BLOCK 5, TIME CONSTAh_S
Block 5 contains the printing interval, the final time of the case,
and the initial time of the case. These are the only three quantities to
appear in block 5, and they must be given in the order listed above. The
unit of time must be consistent with that used throughout the problem,
normally seconds. A sample time block is shown on the following page.
O
O
O
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5 _ 26 35 69 72
DEco& 5. 5OOl
final time
print interval
4-digit sequence number starting with a "5" (to signify time block)
These items can, of course_ be listed on separate cards, thus allow-
ing room for comments following the numbers,
RESTAR_BLOCKS
Many times it is desired to run several cases which are basically
similar, differing only in the values of certain parameters. An example
of this is a parametric study of the insulation thickness required for a
given application where only resistor and capacitor values are changed be-
tween cases. Another example is an Earth-orbiting vehic!e_ where solar in-
puts can vary depending upon the angle between the Earth-sun line and the
orbit plane. The restart can also be used to string several transient cases
togethers with the final temperatures of one case being used as the initial
temperatures for the case which follows.
To use the restart feature, one or more restart blocks (each one
constituting a separate case) can be addeds with each restart block causing
the preceding case to be re-run as a new case with certain changes as indi-
cated in the restart block. A restart block can change any or all of the
data sub-blocks, but if a data sub-blocks e.g._ a curve, is changed_ it must
be restarted in its entirety together with the same designationnumber used
in the original case and it must contain the same or fe_Ter numbers than the
data sub-block being replaced. If the curve is periodic, the PER cardmust
be included in the restart. Also, a restart block can change the time block,
but if the time block is changed, it must be restarted in its entirety. If
more than one restart block follows a cases each succeeding restart block is
interpreted to be changes to the immediately preceding case, and not changes
to the original case.
LOCKHEED 5-1_1.
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Since each restart is a separate ca_e, a CID card is inserted ahead
of each restart to identify the output. This card is not mandatory, but
i
its use iis recommended. The next card is a flag indicating to which block
|
the car_sfollowing the flag refer. The flags are as follows (note absence
of _eci_alpoint)1 :
DEC I New initial temperatures .
DEC 2 New resistors
DEC 3 New capacitances
DEC 4 New tg_e block
DEC i 5 New data sub-blocks
Immediately following each of the initial value change flags (i, 2, or 3)
are the change cards. Each of these change cards contains two items, the
first being the designation number of the item to be changed and the second
being the new initial value of that item. A DEC 0 card ends each set of
change cards pertaining to a particular class of quantities; e.g., resistors.
If the time block is to be changed, a DEC 4 card followed by the complete
time block; i.e., print interval, final time and initial time, plus a DEC 0
at the end is required. A DEC 5 card precedes the new data sub-blocks, with
a DEC 0 card after the last new sub-block. Each restart block, i.e., all
the changes required for a given case_ is terminated with an NBK card.
As an example of a restart, the following changes are to be made
in a case:
(a) 7(17): 50.
(b) R(IS): 6000.
(c) C(ll): 0.031
(d) New linear curve 40; where_
y : 17. at x = O.
Y = 53- at x = i00.
(e) New time block, _here,
M(4) : 1o.
M(3) : 5oo.
M(2) : 150
The input is shown on thc follo_:ing pcgc. Thc order in which the
various blocks are changed is arbitrary.
O
O
O
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COLL_,_[
CID
)EC
ECOI
DEC
DEC
DECOI
DEC
)EC
)ECOI
)ECOI
DECO!
DEC
DEC
DECO1
DEC
DEC
DEC02
DEC02
DECO1
DEC
DEC
NBK
L_ 189O2
tO iS 20 25
RESTART EXAMPLE
2
15 6ooo.
0
i
17 5o.
0
4
i0.
5oo.
15o.
0
3
ii .031
0
5
4o
O. 17.
100. 53-
O.
-40
0
Change resistors
Change temperatures
Change time block
New print interval
New final time
New initial time
Change capacitors
Change data block
New curve 40
End curve 40
End curve changes
End restart block
One very uselhl application of the restart feature is in the analysis
of an Earth-orbiting vehicle for which several sets of solar inputs may be
applicable depending upon the orientation of the orbit plane with respect to
the Earth-sun line. For this case the basic deck incorporates only the
storage required to accommodate the solar data. To prevent the basic deck
from running, the initial and final times should be input as zero. The
correct time block can then be included in the various restart decks which
load the particular solar inputs for each orbit orientation.
The following points should be kept in mind when using restarts:
A restart block can only change values which had been given in
the original case.
O
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A restart cannot change the structure of the network_ i.e._ the
way the various resistors and capacitors are connected.
A restart cannot add or delete data sub-blocks_ but merely change
the data contained in these sub-blocks.
A restart block cannot change the FUNCT orthe PRINT subroutines.
The data within a restart block can be incremented_ but those
increment cards used in the original case are no longer appli-
cable and must be repeated if the restart data is to be incremented.
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FUNCT SUBROUTINE
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The FUNCT subroutine is an ordinary FORTRAN subroutine in which the
_ts all curve interpolations, arithmetic operations, and special func-
be performed during program execution. These functions are executed
)eginning of each computing cycle3 before the heat balance is performed.
_rd input format is described below so that the user need not have s
knowledge of FORTRAN to prepare this routine. If the user is familiar with
FORTRAN he should still learn to fill out the forms as described_ but then
should not hesitate to employ his knowledge to supplement the capabilities of
the prepared program.
_e input form for the FUNCT subroutine is illustrated in Table 5-1.
J
All of the information shown must appear in the subroutine and s with the
exception _of the functions, these are generally the only items which must
appear. With the exception of the first card_ the information begins in
column 7- A four-digit sequence n_mmber is placed in columns 77 through 80 of
each card as a convenience in sorting or making changes to the deck.
The statement $IBFTC FUNCT on the first card identifies the function sub-
routine and must be input as shown. The statement NODECK, NOREF will delete from
the output the internal reference listing for the subroutine and will eliminate
the punching of a binary deck. If either of these items is desired, replace
NODECK (or NOREF) with DECK (or REF), leaving no blank spaces; e.g., DECK, REF.
The statement SUBROUTINE FUNCT sets up the linkage between the FUNCT
subroutine and the calling programs and must be input as shown.
The Variables listed in the COMMON declaration are assigned locations
in a reserved section of core so they will not be destroyed by overlay opera-
tions. Card 6003 must also appear as shown.
The DIMENSION declaration tells the processor how much space in memory
must be allocated or reserved for each collection of elements. Each variable
which appears in the program in subscripted form must appear in a DIMENSION
statements and the statement must precede the first appearance of the variable.
For example, on card 6004, 16 storages are reserved for the collection of
elements called M, which are defined in Section IV. _e DIMENSION declaration
should be filled out exactly as shown. If the user wishes to add another
O
O
O
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subscrip!ed variable to the subroutine_ storage may be reserved by including on
card 6004 the name of the variable followed in parentheses by the number of
quantities requiring storage space. Alternately, a second DIMENSION card
could beadded to accomplish the same purpose.
_om the user's standpoint the EQUIVALENCE declaration is required so
that he _ay refer to the temperatures3 resistors, capacitors and heating rates
in terms _hich are meaningful to him. As an example, it allows the user to
refer to a particular temperature by a T followed in parentheses by the node
designation number. The user must fill in the blank spaces within the paren-
theses on cards 6006 through 6010 with the five integers defined below:
©
CARD
6o&
INTEGER
j=l + greatest temperature designation number
6007 k=j + greatest temperature designation number
6008
m=k + greatest resistor designation number
6oo9 n=m + greatest capacitor designation number
6010 p=n + greatest capacitor designation number
Since columns 7 through 72 are all available for data input, the
EQUIVALENCE declaration could actually be written on two cards3 instead of six
as shown. The integers in column 6 are codes indicating that the information
on that card is a continuation of the information on the previous card.
The REAL statement defines the variables M and LIN as floating-point
values_ since ordinarily these variable names are reserved for fixed-point
values.
O
Next_ all functions which theprogram is required to execute are listed_
in the order of their execution. The order of execution is generally unim-
portant except when the execution of one function involves the result of
another. For the user's convenience3 the functions discussed in Section IV are
summarized in Table 5-2.
The FUNCT subroutine is always terminated with the RETURN statement and
the END declaration. The RETURN statement marks the completion of the intended
task3 and returns control to the calling program. Th_END declaration merely
Isignals the processor that there are no more cards to be translated for that
I
_program.
P
P
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TABLE 5-2.
SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONS AND SPECIAL SUBROUTINES
FUNCTION
LIhT_AI INTERPOLATION
PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION
BIVARIATE INTERPOLATION
Ln_R _RPOLATZ0_
WITH INTEGRATION
RADIATION WITH CONSTANT
FACTOR
RADIATION WITH VARIABLE
FACTOR
RADIATION WITH MATRIX
CONVERGENCE
EXAMPLE
Y=P_R(x,_)
Y=BIV(XI; X2 _N)
K=XLIN (XI,X2, N)
R(A) =RAD(B, C,K)
R(A)=_(_,C,X)
R(A)--_(B,C,_)
CVG(A,_,M)
MEANING
Y is a linear function of X given
by curve N
Y is a parabolic function of X
given by curve N
Y is a bivariate function of Xl
and X2 given by table N
K (thermal conductivity of
insulating material) is
1
X2-XI
X2
/Xl F_(X)_,
where Xl and X2 are the tempera-
tures of the nodes on each side
of the insulation
Resistor A connects nodes B and
C and the K factor is a fixed
constant.
Resistor A connects nodes B and
C and the K factor is stored in
the circuit element X.
Resistor A connects nodes B and
C and table N contains the data
used to compute the K factors.
The heat balance and list of
functions are evaluated
repeatedly until the temperatures
reach the required convergenc%
A. A maximum of N iterations
are to be performed_ and a print
is required every M-th iteration.
If M is negative_ convergence
will be attempted with all
capacitors set to zero.
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FUNCTION
_[&X_-MINIMUM
SAVE CURRENT DATA
INITIAL TEMPERATURE
CARD PUNCH
CURVE PLOTTING
AERODYNAMIC HEATING
ABraSION
LOCKHEED
TABLE 5-2 (Cont)
EXAMPLE
CALL STS(A)
CALL MMF(_i, _f,
N, S)
CALLSAV(A,B)
CALL PUNCHT
(e,A,B)
CALLTPLOT( )
CALL EAH i(j,K_
_,_o,F)
CALL ABL(i, N)
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MEANING
All capacitors are set to zero,
the function list is ignored,
and the heat balance evaluated
repeatedly until the required
convergence, A, is obtained.
The program searches the output
every S-th computing cycle
between times _i and _f to
determine the maximum and the
minimum temperatures of the
nodes listed in table N.
If A (usually current time) is
greater than B, the data cur-
rently in core are stored on
tape and used as initial condi-
tions in the subsequent case.
The temperatures A through B at
time e are recorded on punched
cards in proper format for the
initial temperature block.
The temperatures of all nodes
listed in table N are to be
machine plotted.
The aerodynamic heating to node
j is to be computed by the
reference temperature method.
K is the Eckert K factor, H is
the location where the calculated
heat transfer coefficient is to
be stored, _o is the surface
angle of attack, and F is a code
indicating whether node j is
located on an upper or lower
surface. H_ _o, and F are
optional inputs.
The surface (ablating) node
number is i and table N contains
the ablator properties used to
calculate the network parameters.
O
O
O
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PRINT SUBROUTINE
The PRINT subroutine is an ordinary FORTRAN subroutine in which the
user specifies the quantities that are to be printed out at each printing
interval, and the desired output format. Like the FUNCT subroutine_ no
kno"ledge of FORTRAN is necessary to prepare this routine. However, to take
adwntage of the ability to specify the output format, the user is encouraged
to iearn the basic rules in writing format statements. In the discussion
which follows3 emphasis is placed on the input for a "standard" print format
which will be acceptable to the user in most cases. This format lists the
data in six full columns3 with the corresponding time appearing by itself to
the left of the first row of output. None of the quantities are labeled_ but
L
this _s of little consequence unless a very large number of quantities are
being printed. The advantages of this format are its simplicity and the fact
thatit requires no knowledge of format statements by the user. Following
the explanation of this "standard" format3 some of the general rules pertain-
ing to the writing of format statements are reviewed for those who wish to
label their output.
Standard Print Format
The input form for the PRINT subroutine is illustrated in Table 5-3-
The first eleven cards contain essentially the same information as the cor-
responding cards in the FUNCT subroutine (Table 5-1). The blank spaces in
the EQUIVALENCE declaration must be filled in with the integers j, k, m, n_
and p defined in the preceding section. The RF_L statement in the PRINT sub-
routine does not declare LIN to be a real_ or floating-poin% value since the
variable LIN will not ordinarily appear in this subroutine.
The WRITE statement specifies the quantities to be printed and refer-
ences the statement number of the FORMAT declaration which specifies the
arrangement of the output data. The general form of the WRITE statement is
WRITE (6,N) A,B,C, ....
where 6 is the designation number of the system output tape, N is the number
of the corresponding FORMAT declaration_ and the quantities A_ B_ C_ etc._
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are Io be printed in that order.
J
! WRITE (6,10)M(1),
will
list
whic_
Altho
these
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On card 7012, for example, the statement
icause the value of current time to be printed first. The user should then
the remaining items of interest_ separated by commas, in the order in
they are to be printed. Any addressable element may be printed out.
igh not requiredby the program_ if the standard six-column format is used_
elements should be listed six to a card for convenience in identifying the
output. There is no limit to the number of items that may be printed. Any
character other than 0 (zero) or a blank may be used in column 6 as a continua-
tion flag. However_ the maximum number of continuation cards in any statement
i_ 19./ If more than 20 lines are required_ the remaining items are listed On
additional WRITE statements_ all of which begin
WRITE(6,1o)
When the designation numbers to be listed in a WRITE statement are consecutive,
they can beabbreviated. To illustrate_ if the temperatures of nodes 20
through 85 are to be printed consecutively, an acceptable WRITE statement is
WRITE (6,10) (T(1), I=20,85)
The FORMAT statement shown in Table 5-3 calls for the values to be
printed out using the E format (for powers of i0)_ with seven quantities
listed on the first line3 and six on each remaining line.
The PRINT subroutine must be germinated with the RETURN and END cards.
The output format described above is illustrated in Example #I of
Section VI. The following section describes the FORMAT declaration in more
detail for those who wish to take advantage of the opportunity to specify the
output format.
FORMAT Declarations
When the results are to be printed on one or more lines of paper, the
computer must know how the information is to be distributed among the columns
on each printed line. The information to be printed on a particular line may
be thought of as a unit output record. Some line printers for the l_d 1401
LOCKHEED
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and 1410 computers can accept unit output records containing lO0 characters
while other printers_ such as the l&01 with special features3 provide 132
printer columns. The following discussion pertaining to output will assumei "the use of a line printer which can accept records containing 132 characters.
Regardlesslof the printer used, the first character of each record is actually
!
_ _n_ _s_m _ is interpretedby the printer as a special code for
t ap e just prior to printing the record. As a result3
only 131 characters are available to the user to become printed information
on 131 columns of the printed line.
Each unit output record is made up of one or more fields_ a field
being a grou_ of one or more columns whose contents can or must be described
separately. !Each field is described by a format code which specifies the
form_ siz% and location of each field from left to right within each of one
or more records. The purpose of the FORMAT declaration is to make this code
available to the computer during execution of the WRITE statement. The
remainder of this section is concerned with the definition_ description_ and
use of format codes.
Field Specification Codes - Numerical output will take one of the
following three forms:
1. Integers (I-fields) - Integers are printed out without
decimal point; for example_
_+XXX
2. Floating Point With Exponent (E-fields) - _hen using
this form_ the decimal p0int is printed immediately to
the left of the leading significant digit; for example_
_+O.XlX2X3X4E + nln 2
applies to a request for 4 decimal places.
3- Floating Point Without Exponentiation (F-fields) - An
example of this form applicable to a request for
5 decimal places is
-+x x2 3.x4x  6xT 
0
0
0
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In ali three examples3 the negative sign will appear if the quantity is
negative3 but the + sign will never appear.
A field specification for an I-3 E-3 or F-field consists of one of the
letter 13 E3 or F followed by an integer which specifies the size of the
fieid3 i.e.3 the number of available columns to be used. If the E or F field
is specified 3 an additional code is required to denote the location of the
decimal point. For example3 16 specifies a six-column integer field3 and
FIO. 5 specifies a ten column F-field with five numbers following thedecimal
point. Caution should be exercised in specifying the field width of E-fields
since accuracy to one significant digit onlyrequires an E-field of eight
columns_ / i •e.
i
±O.XIE ± mln 1
As examples of the general output appearance of E and F fields3 con-
sider the number -13.175492. The output appearance for several different field
specification codes are shown below:
Code
FlO. 6
FlO.3
FIO. 0
EIO. 3
_1o.4
Output Appearance
-13.175492
-13.175
-13.
-0.132E 02
0.!318E 02 (invalid)
Note that E-field specifications must provide at least 7 columns in
excess of the number of decimal places required. Regardless of the format
code3 the last digit always appears in the last column of the field.
Format Declarations for Records Containing Numerical Data Only - The
general form of the FORMAT declaration is simply a statement number followed
by the word FORMAT followed by the format code in parentheses; i.e. 3
NNFORMAT (format code)
Its use is best explainedby examples. Suppose that we Wish to print the
variables M(5), T(6)3 R(18), C(26), Jl, and KLOD in that order. The first
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four fare floating point variables3 and the latter two are fixed point.
_[RITE statement were
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the
or
w_ITE(6,35)_(5),_(6),R(18),c(26),J1, _oD
IP_4AT declaration might appear as
_ 35 FORMAT (FIO.4, FI0.4, FIO.4, FlO.4, I5, 15)
35 FORMAT (4FI0.4, 215)
Both formats would result in identical outputs consisting of a lO-
l
column F-field for the floating point numbers_ and a 5 column integer field
for the fixed point numbers. The printed line might appear as follows (note
that the first column is always skipped):
COLUMN
2 10 20 30 40 4S 50
50.0000 -31.7183 8267.9526 1.8913 6 -83
Parentheses may be used within the format code to indicate repetition
of the format description within the parentheses for all succeeding lines.
For example, the WRITE statement
O
w_ITE (6,1o)(_(i),1=1,50)
and corresponding FORMAT declaration
i0 FORMAT (6EI5.4/(7FI5.2))
will cause the first six temperatures to be printed on the first line usin Z the
E-field format. Then 3 the remaining 44 temperatures will be listed3 seven _er
line using the F-field format. The slash (/) indicates the end of a recori,
i.e._ the end of a printed line, as explained in the next section.
O
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Printer Carriage Control - In order to print an output record, the
line printer must first be told on which line that record should be printed.
With this information, the printer can then move the carriage which holds the
paper_the desired amount jnst prior to the printing of a line. The printer
!
receives the desired carriage control information in the form of a one char-
l
acter_code placed at the first of the output record being readied for printing.
The first position of the record, therefore_ is never printed and is always
assumed to be a carriage control code. It is therefore imperative that each
output record be format coded to provide a carriage control code in the first
column.
Single line spacing means that the paper is advanced one line before
printing. The code for single line spacing is a blank ( 0 ). With some risk
of error_ a blank is enst_ed if the first field is an I-3 E-, or F-field which
has been provided with more than enough columns to print the given number.
much safer approach is to force a blank in the first character of the output
record by making the first field a skip field. This is accomplished by incor-
porating in the format code the specification mnX_ where mn is an integer
representing the number of columns to be skipped. Some examples are given
below.
In the last example of the preceding section
FORMAT (6EI5.4/(7FI5.2))
was assumed to be a suitable FORMAT declaration. A much preferred form_ in
which we are certain to have a blank as the leading character of each record,
is
FO_ (ix,6El5.4/(IX,7F15.2))
When this form is used, each new record described begins with a IX field.
The first line has the format IX, 6EI5.4 and all succeeding lines are described
as !X, 7FI5.2.
Line spacing is accomplished by use of a slash (/) or multiple slashes
ahead of or following any record description. The above example is now
repeated several times to illustrate this technique:
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Example i
FORMAT (IX, 6E15.4//(IX, 7F15.2 ) )
1
The d_uble slash causes an extra blank llne to appear after the first line is
print_d._ The first slash marks the end of the first line and the second slash
|
marks _he end of the second line.
I Example 2
m
Font TFIS.2))
By the same reasoning quadruple slashes cause three extra blank lines.
In general, N slashes appearing at the end of a record description will produce
N-I extra lines after that record.
i
Example 3
• FORMAT (IX, SEI5.4/(IX, 7FI5.2)/)
The slash before the final right parentheses does not cause an extra
line. The combination "/)" has the same effect as the final parentheses ")"
by itself.
Example 4
FORMAT (IX, 6E15.4/(IX, 7F15.2 )//)
The doable slash causes one extra blank line after each record coded
(4, TFI5.2).
Example 5
FO T
The double slash causes two blank lines before the first record is
printed, so the printing begins on the third line. In general, if N slashes
appear at the very beginning of the format code, N extra blank lines will
result.
O
O
Hollerith Fields - The use of a Hollerith or H-field enables the user
to provide for the printing of alphameric words or phrases in the form of
comments, titles, headings, etc., to explain the numerical results being
printed. Use of H-fields, while frequently desirable, is optional. An H-field
is of the form O
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where
sssHccc...ccc
sss is a space count which may be any integer up to 132.
H is the symbol identifying the Hollerith field.
ccc...ccc denotes the contents of the sss spaces following immediately
_after the letter H; ccc...ccc includes all blanks and special char-
acters, i.e., all blank spaces indicated by the symbol O must be
included in the space count.
Hollerith fields are especially useful to print messages, titles, and
headings/without calling for the value of variables. Also, they can be used
for line,printer carriage control. Since the use of a line printer requires
that the first position of any output record be a carriage control character
it is convenient to introduce a one space Hollerith field as the first field
of every output record, as shown below.
Desired Paper
Movement Upward
one line
two lines
skip to top of next page
Required Carriage
Control Code
Simplest Way
of Coding
o (a blab) i HO
0 (zero) 1 H 0
1 1 H 1
To illustrate, the format used as an example above
FORMAT (IX, 6E15.4/( IX, 7F15.2 ))
could be written
FORMAT (IHo6EI5.4/(IHO7F15.2))
and in each case the output would appear the same, i.e., single-spaced. If we
wished to start printing at the top of the page, the appropriate format code
is
FORMAT (IHI6EI5.4/(IHO7FI5.2))
To further illustrate the use of Hollerith fields assume that it is
desired to list the current time M(1), print interval M(15), minimum RC
product M(6)_ and the node at which the minimum RC product appears M(9).
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Furthermore; this information is to be printed on one line and labeled as
I
follows:
T]HE=ZXXXXXX. A SECONDSAAAAACOMP" AINTERVAL=XXxX "XXXASECONDSAAAA _ RC )MIN:XXXX. _A
The Icarets (^) indicate that a blank space is to be provided. If a paper
movement of two lines (double space) is desired before writing this line, the
appropriate WRITE statement and FORMAT declarations appear as follows:
WRITE (6,837) H(1), M(15), M(6), M(9)
837 FORMAT (6H0 TIME=,F8.0,8Ho SECONDS,5X,15HCOMP. o INTERVAL=F8.3,8Ho SECONDS,
i 5X,8H(RC)MIN=,F8.3,!6HO SECONDS OATO NODE, F6.0)
The following remarks pertaining to the above FORMAT declaration are
applicable:
i. The zero in the first Hollerith field serves as carriage control,
moving the paper upward two lines.
. Any character lying within the Hollerith field, i.e., any charac-
ter found within the sss spaces following the H3 will be printed
exactly as it appears in the format code. These spaces within the
H-field must be counted carefully to ensure that the correct space
count is used. An error in the space count will usually render the
format code invalid.
3. It is not necessary to separate by a comma an H-field from any
characters which follow it on the right. Thus_ in
8H(RC)MIN=,F8.3 ....
the comma could be optionally omitted after the equal sign. The
comma in
F8.3, 16H O SECONDS .....
is required. The reason is that commas are required to mark the end
of one field code and the beginning of another when the computer
has no other means of determining this demarcation. Due to space
count, an H-field_ unlike other field codes, provides sufficient
information for the computer to determine where it ends.
4. The integer i on the second line of the FORMAT declaration is a
continuation code_ and appears in column 6.
LOCKHEED
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i The reader should now be in a position to interpret the "standard"
Format code given in the Section "Standard Print Format ", i.e.,
FORMAT (1H0, 7E18.8/( 19X, 6E18.8 ))
After ± ae paper is advanced 2 lines, the first 7 numerical quantities are
• . listed, using an 18 column E-field format. On each succeeding line the first
19 spaces are skipped3 followed by 6 numerical quantities again using the
E-field format.
O
O
Alphameric Fields - Alphameric or "BCD" information may be
stored internally in the computer and printed out when desired using the/
A-field 9ode. This code has the following form:
where xx is the field width or the number of columns allocated for the fields
and A is the code letter for this type of field.
The use of A-fields will not be discussed in detail except for
explaining the procedure to have the information on the CID card printed in
the output. To accomplish this3 the COMMON card in the PRINT subroutine
must appear as
COMMON P,M, mSCEL(23),ClD(12)
Then, assuming the FORMAT declaration is statement number i01 and it is
desired to skip to the top of the next page, the WRITE statement and FORMAT
declarations appear as follows:
WRITE (6, i01)( CD(I), I=l, 12)
ioi FORMAT (ml///33X,12A6)
The triple slash will cause the top two lines to be skipped. Thirty-
three spaces are skipped to approximately center the CID information on the
top of the page; The line skipping and centering are_ of course, optional.
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" VI - EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
Two examples demonstrating the various program features are presented
in this section. These problems are worked in detail to show the complete
process involved in converting the physical system into an equivalent RC
network and the transcription of this network onto the data sheets from
which the data cards are punched. The computer output is shown for both
problems.
EXAMPLE _i - Temperature response of an equipment-mounting plate during sub-
orbital test flight of a lifting re-entry vehicle.
Problem Description
A number of heat-dissipating electronic components are mounted on
a O.lO-in. aluminumplate in the equipment bay of an unm/nned lifting re-
entry test vehicle. The plate and equipment radiate on both sides to quartz
fiber insulation attached to the internal surfaces of the upper and lower
skins. The skin temperatures are known functions of time from a separate
ascent and re-entry heating analysis. Assuming a mean heat dissipation of
lO0-w/sq ft (0.095 Btu/sec-ft 2) and an equipment density of 25 psf, the
problem is to determine the temperature rise of the aluminum plate and
equipment during the suborbital flight. The physical picture and cor-
responding thermal network are shown in Figure 6-1.
The insulation is divided into lumps either 1.0 in. or 0.5 in.
thick, with nodes appearing onthe interior boundaries where radiation to
the equipment plate occurs. Although node and resistor designation numbers
are completely arbitrary a systematic scheme is employed for convenience.
The following material properties are assumed.
O
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GEOMETRY
UPPER SURFACE T =T (e)
I
2-I/2" QUARTZ FIBER
INSULATION
0.10"ALUMINUM PLATE
PLUS 25 Ib EQUIPMENT
DISSIPATING 100 WATTS
3-1/2" QUARTZ FIBER
INSULATION
_'---LOWER SURFACE T = T (e)
NETWORK
ml_
R2
T3 _ ,R3
T,¢._
._ ,"R4
T5q
; CR5
r6: 
T7(_ o
T8'_R 7
T^'_'R8
NODE 2
l NODE 3DE 4
t NODE 67
NODE 8
NODE 9
Figure 6-1. Physical Geometry and Corresponding Thermal Network
for Example Problem i
O
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0 Property
k = thermal conductivity (Btu/hr ft°F)
c = specific heat (Btu/lb°F)
P = density (lb/ft3)
c = surface emissivity
Insulation
o .o6
o .25
3.0
0.8
Aluminum
NR
0.20
175
0.i
O
Conduction Resistors
R2 = R3 = R6 = R7 = R8 = 26006
kA
_ (3600)(I)
(0.06)(1)
R1 = R9 = 36o06 3600 0.5= 12 sec°F
kA (o.o6)(l)= 25o0 Btu
- 5000 sec°F
Btu
The resistance through the external skins is neglected, since it is
negligible compared with that through the insulation.
Radiation Resistors
The radiation K factors are computed using the effective emissivity
factor given by the infinite parallel plate formula, and a view factor of
unity.
¢12 = 1 = 1 = o.o975
__i +__i i +_.8 _i
_I _2 -i 0.--i
K4 = K5 _ _123600FA _ (0.0975)(1.0)(1.0)360 = 2.71x 10-5
O
Capacitors
For the insulation nodes:
)(_)( BtuC2 = C3 = C7 = C8 = C9 = pc6A = (3.0)(0.25 i) = 0.0625 o7-
(01___.2)( BtuC4 = C6 = pc6A = (3.0)(0.25) l) = 0.0313
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For the equipment and mounting plate, assuming an average specific
heat of 0.15 for the electronic components:
(_) BtuC5 = 25(0.15) +Pc6A = 3.75 + 175(0.2) (!) = 4.04 o-7
No capacitors are required for nodes i and i0 since their temperatures are
specified by a curve.
RC Products
Although not required by the computer, the user should be familiar
with the computation of RC products. To illustrate the procedure, the RC
products are computed for this example.
Nodes 2 and 9:
O
(_c)2 --(Rc)9 --
Nodes 3, 7, and 8:
c2 = o .o62_ _
!+! __k_1+_k_i
R1 R2 2500 5000
- 104 sec
(Rc)3--(Rc)7--(Rc)8 = C_, _ 0.062_i + i i
R2 R3 5000
= 313 sec
The RC products of nodes 4, 5, and 6 depend on the value of the
radiation resistors 4 and 5, which are temperature dependent. Assuming all
three nodes are at 150°F:
O
R4 = R5 -- 1.0
°K4[(:_4 + _0)2 + (_5 + 460)2][(T4 + 460)+(T5+460)]
__ i = sec °F
(0.1713 x 10-8)(2.71 x 10-5)(4)(610) 3 23700 Btu
O
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(Rc)4 --(Rc)6 -
C4 _ 0.0313
_+! _A_i +__!i
R3 R4 5000 23700
: 129 sec
Node 5 :
C 5 _ 4.04 = 47900 see
(Re)5 ! +! i + i
R4 R5 23700 23700
O
Initially, nodes 2 snd 9 have the lowest RC products, but if the
temperatures of nodes 4, 5, or 6 become quite large, resistors 4 and 5
decrease and it is possible that later in the problem (RC)mi n would appear
at either node 4 or 6. If several nodes all have the same RC product, the one
with the lowest designation number is used to determine the computing interval.
In this example, however_ the initial (RC)min is greater than the specified
lO0-sec printing interval and therefore
A_ : (0.25)(i00) : 25 sec
Later in the problem_ if (RC)mi n becomes less than i00 sec, the computing
interval will be 0.25 (RC)mi n
Curve s
Two curves are required, namely the variation of T(1) and T(IO) with
time. These temperature histories are assumed to be known and are input
as curves i and i0, respectively. These curves are shown in Figure 6-2.
Time Block
The following times are assumed:
Print interval = i00 sec
Final time = 2300 sec
Initial time = 0 sec
O
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FUNCT Subroutine
The five constants required for the EQUIVALENCE declaration are as
follows :
j = i + greatest temperature designation number = i + i0 -- ii
k = j + greatest temperature designation number = ii + i0 = 21
m = k + greatest resistor designation number = 21 + 9 = 30
n = m + greatest capacitor designation number = 30 + 9 = 39
p = n + greatest capacitor designation number = 39 + 9 = 48
The following function callouts are required:
(a) Variation of T(1) and T(IO) with time
T(1)= _N (M(1),I)
T(IO) = LIN (M(1),IO)
(b) Radiation with constant K factor
R(4) = RAD (4, _, 2.7_'5)
R(5) = RAD (5; 6, 2.71E-5)
(c) Heat input to node 5
Q(5)= o.o95
Twoadditionalinstructions_(1) = T(1)and_(i0) = T(lO)are
necessary only if it is desired to print the temperatures of nodes 1 and i0
in the output. The reason is that, unless otherwise specified, the "new"
temperatures of these nodes never change from their initial value of 70°F
(since no capacitors are specified and hence no heat balance is performed).
Then, at the end of each computing cycle, T(i) is set equal to TN(i) and the
temperatures interpolated from curves i and i0 are replaced by the value
70°F, which is then printed in the output. Note that the heat balance on
the nodes with capacitors is properly executed whether these additional
instructions are added or not since the independent variable used in the
heat balance is T(i), not TN(i).
PRINT Subroutine
The print format is set up to list the data in six full columns,
with the corresponding time appearing by itself to the" left of the first
LOCKHEED 6-7
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row of output. This is the standard output format described in Section V.
The output specification includes all temperatures, radiation resistors 4
and 5, the minimum RC product, and the node at which (RC)mi n appears.
Computer Input for Example #i
The input for ExamPle _i is shown on data input sheets in Table 6-1.
In addition to the previous instructions the following remarks are applicable:
i. The order in which nodes, resistors, capacitors, and curves are
input is arbitrary.
2. The user's name and phone number should appear on the first
temperature card to identify the output.
3. A liberal use of the space available for comments will help
identify various information for future reference.
Computer Output
The computer output for Example #I is shown in Table 6-2. The first
two pages list the FUNCT subroutine and the PRINT s_oroutine. The third page
lists the initial temperature, resistor, capacitor, data_ and time blocks
just as they appear on the input sheets (Table 6-1). The number 2266 added
to the sequence number during keypunch is the Lockheed-California Company
designation number for the Thermal Analyzer Program.
The answers are printed on the fourth and fifth pages of Table 6-2.
As an example of how the output is read, the temperatures, etc., existing
at 1500 sec are tabulated below..
Current time = 1500 sec
T(1) = 979.0°F
T(2) = 844.7°F
T(3) = 631.8°F
T(4) = _69.0°F
T(5) -- i17.2°F
T(6) = 630.1°F
T(7) = 958.9°F
T(8) = 1383.4°F
O
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T(9) = 1870 -7 °F
T(Io) = 2100.O°F
R(4) = i1973 •sec °F/Btu
R(5) = 8502.sec°F/Btu
(RC)mi n = 98.5 sec
(RC)min occurs at node 6
Prior to 1500 sec (RC)mi n is greater than i00 sec so the computing interval
is based on the specified lO0-sec print interval. As a result, the program
prints i00. for (RC)mi n and 0. for the node number.
EXAMPLE #2 - Temperature response of a satellite equipment bay from launch
through the first orbit.
Problem Description
The electronic equipment rack of an earth-orbiting satellite is
shown in Figure 6-3. A thermal analysis of this bay is to be performed for the
time from launch through the first orbit, assuming an adiabatic interface
with the rest of the vehicle. The bay consists of two intersecting alumi-
num webs on which three electronic components are mounted, and an aluminum
outer shell. The heat dissipation of two of these con_onents is constant,
while that of the third is periodic with time.
Two sets of external heating curves are required: (I) a curve show-
ing the ascent heating up to the time of orbit insertion, and (2) six
periodic curves showing the incident orbital radiation. The ascent heating
pulse is estimated in this example. The orbital heating curves were
obtained from the Orbital Radiation Program (Ref. 4) for an earth-oriented
horizontal cylinder in a ll5-mile circular orbit. A noon launch at an
inclination angle of 32.5 degrees and a zenith angle of 180 degrees at the
center of the equipment bay are assumed.
The initial values of surface emissivity and solar absorptivity will
be changed in a restart. In addition, certain items will be plotted to
demonstrate the plotting routine and a max-min search will be conducted for
some of the more important nodes.
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The physical geometry and equivalent thermal network are shown in
Figure 6-3.
Since component temperatures are of primary interest here, the
various capacities are assumed to be concentrated at points corresponding
to equipment locations. The capacitance of the flush-mounted equipment is
lumped with that of the adjacent web. The bracket-mounted equipment is
represented by a separate node connected by a conduction resistor to the
adjacent web. At the juncture between the two webs, a string of zero
capacitance nodes (designated by Qand often referred to as "dummy" nodes)
are used to effect a connection between webs. Perfect thermal contact at
the web juncture, and at the web-shell intersection is assumed in this
example. Also, the placement of shell nodes at the web-shell intersection
implies that the external heating (or cooling) rates are much greater than
heat losses by conduction to the vehicle interior.
The following material properties are assumed:
Property Aluminum
k = thermal conductivity, Btu/hr ft °F 70.
c = specific heat, Btu/ib°F 0.20
P = density, Ib/ft3 175.
O
O
Conduction Resistors
On the webs
RI4 = RI7 = R24 = R27 =
RI3 = El5 = RI6 = RIB = R23 = R25 = R26 = R28 =
36006 3600@)
- - 4620 sec°F
kA (70)
RI4 _
231o
2
RIO4 = RIO5 = RIO6 = RIO7 =
sec°F
Btu
360C_ 360C i(_)
- - - 8240 sec°F
kA (70)(_) (i__21 Btu
O
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Figure 6-3. Physical Geometry and Corresponding Thermal Network
for Example Problem 2
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On the shell
6
RII RI2 R21 = E22 = 3600
kA
_600(_
\12/
_7o_(°_)/-_) = iii00-- sec°FBtu
LR 18902
!
0
RlOl = RIO2 = RI03 = u_n-V-V-W-q-
kA
3600 1.._22
12
,_o_(o__-1( )= 95oo --sec°FBtu
To compute RI08, assume that each aluminum Z section is 5 in. in
length with a cross-section as follows:
--_ 0.5" _--
0.12" _---_-- 1!0
_0.s,,_-
0
Ignore the resistance through each flange but assume a contact con-
ductance of 500 Btu/hr ft2 °F between the lower flange and the web, and
between the upper flange and the equipment.
= 3600 _ 3600 = 415 sec °F
_o_ _ _oo_,o_,_,_
The resistance through the web of the Z section is
36008 3600 I-_l = i030 sec°----_F
= - (i-_2) Btu O
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The total resistance through one Z section is
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I
i
R = 2RcoNTAC T +RwE B = 2 (415) + 1030 = 1860 sec°FBtu
Since there are two of these in parallel
RIO8 - R sec°F
2 - 930 Btu
Radiation Resistors
Internal radiation is ignored in this example; however, each shell
node must have a radiation resistor to space. In the basic deck assume
= 0.8 and _ = 0.8 In the restart assume _ = 0.4 and _ = 0.7.
S " S
O
Basic deck
_FA
KII = KI2 = KI3 = K21 = K22 = K23 3600
(13 x 12_
(o.8)(1)\ 144 /= 2.4ox lo-4
36oo
Restart
KII = KI2 = KI3 = K21 = K22 = K23 =
(13 x 12h
(0.7) (i) \ 144 J_
3600
2.10 x 10 -4
Since both _sand _ are required in the shell heating functions (see below)
these values, as well as the value of the radiation k factor, are stored in
Table 103. The appropriate changes are made to Table 103 in the restart.
Capacitors
For the webs, excluding the capacitance of the electronic components
O
C14 = C15 = C17 = C18 = C24 = C25 = C27 = C28
:pc6A = (175)(0.2)\(0"06 x 12 x 9) : 0.131-
%
1728
Btu
oF
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For the shell 0
CII = C12 = C13 = C21 = C22 = C23
= pc6A = (175)(0"2) ( 0"I0 x 12 x13)17 8 = 0.316 _Btu
C16 = C26 = O.
Assume that each of the three electronic components has a capacitance
of 1.5 Btu/°F (including the mounting bracket for node 29). Therefore,
c29 = 1.5 Btu/°F
C24 = 1.5 + 0.131 = 1.63 Btu/°F
C28 = 1.5 + 0.131 = 1.63 Btu/°F
RC Products
The RC products for web node 15 and shell node 21 are computed to
estimate the computing interval for this problem. On the web
O
= C15 0"131 = 71 sec
(RC)I 5 i + 1 i i = " 1 1 1 + i
RLO---7_i_ + _1--7+ RlO--_824--7+ 462--_+ 231---_93--7
Since the network for node 15 is similar to that of the other web nodes with
the addition of the small resistor, RIO8, it appears that the minimum RC
product for the webs occurs at node 15.
Because shell node 21 has a radiation resistor attached to it_ its
RC product is temperature dependent. If, for example, T (21) = 250°F,
R (io21)= i
o-K214[T (21) + 460.] 3
1
(0.1713 x 10 -8 ) (2.4 x I0-4)_)(710) 3: 1700sec°FBtu
O
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c(21)
(RC)21 i + I + i i i
RI021 iii00
0.316
_+_i_i + l___+_i_1
9500 2310 1700
= 260 sec
If T (21)= -IO0°F
(io21)=
snd
1 sec°F
(0.1713 x 10 -8 ) (2.4 x 10-4)(4)(360) 3=
13000 Btu
0.316 = 448 secf _
_RcJ21 __k_i+ __k_i+ _Ai + __k_i
iii00 9500 23 i0 13000
O
It appears, therefore, that the minimum RC product will occur at
node 15, and will have a value of about 71 sec. In this example problem
M(7) is set at 0.6, causing a computing interval of about 43 sec. During
ascent, however, the specified print interval is less than 43 seconds. Hence,
during this time the computing interval is determined by the print interval
rather than the (RC) re_in.
Curve s
The following curves are required:
O
CURVE NO.
iO1
102
DESCRIPTION
Shell ascent heating (including radiation) from liftoff to
the time of orbit insertion (700 see). This one curve will
be assumed applicable to all six shell nodes. The value of
the heating rate for times equal to or greater than 700 sec
is set at zero so this curve has no effect on the orbital
analysis.
Print interval M(4) vs time.
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CURVE NO.
I03
lO4
lO5
io6
iii
211
112
212
i13
213
DESCRIPTION
A table storing the constants _s' _' and the shell radiation
K factor.
A table listing the nodes (ll, 12, 24, 28, and 29) for the
maximum-minimum search.
Atable listing the nodes (ll, 12, 24, 28 and 29) and time
intervals for the plotting function.
A periodic curve showing the heat dissipation of the com-
ponent at node 24.
A periodic curve showing the solar spectrum radiation to
shell nodes ll and 21.
A periodic curve showing the infra-red radiation to shell
nodes ll and 21.
A periodic curve showing the solar spectrum radiation to
shell nodes 12 and 22.
A periodic curve showing the infra-red radiation to shell
nodes 12 mud 22.
A periodic curve showing the solar spectrum radiation to
shell nodes 13 and 23.
A periodic curve showing the infra-red radiation to shell
nodes 13 and 23.
Time Block
The following times are assumed:
Print interval = 5 sec for O. <M(1)<150.,
i0 sec for 150. < M(1)_<200., and
300 sec for M(1)>200.
Final time = 6200 sec
Initial time = 0 sec
.
O
O
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Restart Block
The only changes required are the values Of_s, c, and KRADWhich are
stored in Table 3- Note that this table must be changed in its entirety,
including the table designation number.
O
o
FUNCT Subroutine
The following functions are required:
(a) An instruction to set M(7) = 0.6.
(b)
(c)
An instruction to change the temperature of the shell radiation
sink, node i, from its value of 50°F applicable to ascent, to a
value of -460°F, appropriate for the orbital phase. Only a slight
inaccuracy results if this change is made instantaneously at
150 sec since the shell temperature is sufficiently large that
the choice of sink temperature is relatively insignificant.
Callouts for the ascent heating and radiation functions for the
external shell, These instructions are combined in a DO loop.
Since the radiation K factor is obtained from storage Table 103 a
locating statement LI03 = LOC(I03) precedes the radiation callout.
(d) Callouts for the shell orbital heat inputs. A logical IF state-
ment will precede these instructions so that they are skipped if
time is less than 700 sec, the assumed orbit insertion time.
The instructions will appear as
Q(ll) = Q(II) + Area * Absorptivity * LIN (M(1), iii)
+ Area * Emissivity * LIN (M(1), 211)
etc.
The term Q(II) on the right side of the equation is required
when more than one heat input is called out for a particular
node, and it is desired that they be summed. Otherwise, each
successive callout would merely replace the previous value.
In this example problem, the term is actually not required
since the first callout (item (C) above) specifies that
Q(II) = O. for M(1) >700 sec.
(e) Callouts for the heat dissipation of nodes 24, 28, and 29.
(f) An instruction to obtain the print interval, M(4), from
curve 102.
(g) The plotting function callout for nodes ii, 12, 24, 28, and 29.
(h) The max-min function callout for nodes ii, 12, 24, 28, and 29.
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The five constants required for the EQUIVALENCE statement are:
j = i + 29 = 30
k --3O + 29 = 59
m = 59 + 1023 = 1082
n = 1082 + 29 = ii!i
p = iiii + 29 = 1140
PRINT Subroutine
The output specification for this ease consists of all temperatures,
and the heat rejection at nodes 24, 28, and 29. Each of these items is given
an appropriate label to illustrate the flexibility of the FORTRAN language
in writing Format statements. The first line of output lists the current
time, computing interval, minimum RC product, and the node at which the
(RC) min appears.
Four prints are specified on each page of output. To accomplish this,
the variable BLOCK is used to sum the number of prints and when BLOCK = 5-,
the program is instructed to eject, print the information contained on the
CID card, and then set BLOCK = i. to indicate the first print on that page.
The remaining WKITE statements are then executed in a normal manner.
Computer Input
The input data for Example #2 is shown in Table 6-3. Note that curves
iii, 211, 112, 212, 113, and 213 are missing since they are obtained directly
as punched cards from the Orbital Radiation Program.
Comouter Outout
The computer output for Example #2 is sheen in Table 6-4. The first
two pages list the FUNCT and PRINT subroutines. The next five pages list
the initial temperature, resistor, capacitor, and data blocks exactly as
they appear on the input sheets (Table 6-3), with the addition of the
heating rate curves obtained from the Orbital Radiation Program.
O
O
O
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The answers for the basic case are printed on the next 14 pages.
During the time that a 5 or i0 sec print interval is requested, the com-
puting interval is six-tenths of the print interval. When a 300-sec print
interval is requested, the computing interval is six-tenths of the (RC)min
which, as anticipated, appears at node 15 and has a value of about 71 sec.
_ne Maximum-Minimum output appears immediately following the answers. Zeros
are printed for the maximum and minimum temperatures of nodes 28 and 29 since
the temperatures increase monotonically. Four distinct maximums and
minimums were recorded for shell nodes ii and 12.
The new data required for the restart are printed following the
Max-Min output, exactly as it appears on the input sheet. The succeeding
pages show the answers for the restart and the Maximum-Minimum output. It
appears that the changes in surface radiation properties has little effect
on the temperatures of the electronic components.
The machine plotte_ temperatures are shown in Figures 6-4 and 6-5 for
the basic case and restart, respectively. The information on the CID card
is automatically printed on the top of each figure. The format used to
identify the node numbers and symbols is also standard. The scales are
selected by the program according to the overall range of temperatures
and time.
O
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TABLE 6-4
COIvIFUfEROUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 2
FUNCT 06/15/65
I:XTEF'N&L Fn_MUL6 N!IU_FR SqlJRCE STATEMENT - INTERNAL F{'IRMLILA NUMBER(S|
SIIRqmJTI*IF P:JNCT 22660002
CnHMON o,v 226600G_
_l_[N_ln_l o(I_I,M(IA),T_(I),T(I),R(I),CII),Q(1),RC[I) 226600n4
F_I|V_L_MCP (D{lI,TNt|)I,(P(3_),TI|I),(P(59),R(l)),IPI1082),C|[)),22660005
PeAL M,LTN
99 I [=I,_
Of[_I@)=I. INIM(I),IO1)
O(I+_'):O([+l _ )
_(I+I_IPI=QA_II_+I,I,PILIC3÷3])
_(l+ln_^)=o_n(2_elel,P(L!_3+_))
CONTI_IF
I = (M(II.LT*7_Po) _0 T_ 3
90 2 I=1,9
DII+I"I=O{I+I_I+I.eS_P[LI_3÷II_LIHI4II),IIO+I)+I.Og_PILI03+2)_
I LINIMIII,)ln+I)
CqNTI_IE
OI_&I=LINIMII|,In6I
O(_q)=_e3 •
q(2q)=n._
M|_)=LINIMII),I_)
C_tt T°tqTlln_)
TN(II=T(I)
W_TURN
_Nn
22660006
22660007
22660008
22669009
22660010
22660011
22659012
2266n01_
226600I_
2266C015
2266C016
22660017
22660018
22660019
22660020
22660021
22660022
2266002)
2266002_
22660025
22660026
2266_027
22660028
22660029
2266_030
22660_31
,I
,2 ,3
,5
,6
,7
,8
,g
,I0
,11 ,12
,13 ,14
,16
,17
,18
119 ,20
,21
,22
,25
,26
,27
,28
,29
,IS
O
O
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TABLE 6-4 (Continued)
PqINT
EXT_PN&L EQRMLILA NUMgER - s_UqCE STATEMENT
06115165
- INTERNAL FDRMULA NUMBER(S)
SIIBRnUTINE °_[NT
C_M_N P,M,_[qCFL(23|,C[_(121
O|4_N_InN o(16_nI,M(I6),TN(1),T(1),R(t),C(1),Q(I), RC(I|
EO[IIVALFNCE (pfI),TN(III,IPI3O),T(I)I,IPISgI,R(III,IP(IO_21,C(II),
I (P(I111),q(!)),IP(II4_),RC(1))
PEAL
IF (Mlt).Eq.n.} _LOCK=4.
BLDCK=9L_CK_!.
IP (BLqCK.Eg._.} W_ITF (6p1nn) (CID(II,I=[,12)
IP (BLnCK.E_.5.) RLnCK=I.
WqIT_ (h,lrI) W(1),M(IS),MIhI,M(a)
WQITE (6,1r2I
1 T(II)tT(IP),T(13),TI21|,T(22),T(23),
Z TIl+),T(15),T(l+),TItT|,TIl+ItT(24),T(251,TI26)tTI27),T(2+)
WIITP (_,t_( T(24),T(2qi,T(2g),O(24|,QI29),g(2q)
=Oq_&T (IHIII/[H ,12A6)
_qR4AT (I//_H TIWE=,FS._,qH SECONDS,_X,20H Cq_PUTING INTERVAL=,
I FR.3,_H SFSQNDS,SX,_H(RC)MIN=,Fa.3,I6H SECONDS AT N_DE,F6.O)
FQ_T (53H_T_°ERATURE nF EXTERNAL SHELL NODES
I 3X,_H TE4_ERATURE _F INTERNAL WE_ NODES
2 127H NnDE II 12 13 21 22 23
3 1_ 15 16 17 18 2_ 25 26 2T
&_/gH T=_P. _6FT.O_TX,ICF7.?)
_qRWAT (5_H_EgUIP_ENT TE3PERATURFS ANO HEATING RATES
I 53H NOnE 26 2R 2g
7 I[H TPMP. ,3Fl_.nl
IIH q(_TUISFC|,3FIn.4)
RETUqN
END
22660102
22660103
22660106
22660105
22660106
22660107
2266_108
22660109
22660110
22660111
22660112
22660113
22660114
226_0115
22660L16
22660117
22660118
22660119
, 2266012_
/ 22660121
22660122
22266012_
2266n12_
/ 22660125
/ 22660126
22660127
22660128
22660129
22660130
,1
1,4
,5
,ll
,12
,15
,tB
,21
,25
,2
,6
,13
,16
,Ig
,22
,3
,7
,I_
,17
,20
,23
,g ,I _
0
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0
OFC
OEC
NBK
qEC
OEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
qFC
INC
DEC
INC
DEC
INC
OFC
INC
OEC
NBK
DEE
INC
DFC
DEC
DEC
OEC
NSK
OEC
DEC
f)FC
OEC
OEC
DEC
DEC
OEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
OEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DFC
PER
DEC
OEC
DEC
O_C
DEC
PER
DEC
TABLE 6-4 (Continued)
I
2
t
2
2
2
2
2
I
1
t_
1
0
1
1
n
1
0
1
6
3
4
3
q
0
6
6
0
6
6
1
q
3
0
0
el
0
6
3
11
6
6
1
,n
l
?
THF_MAL ANALYZFP EXAMPLE PR_BLFN TWO
[ 50. • N_ME,PHONE NU_ER
11 7O. 29 70. DATE
11 I[ 12 ltlqn. RESISTOR _LOC<
12 12 13 l_lOr. 13 13 14 231n.
16 14 " 15 462C. 19 15 16 2310.
16 16 17 231P. 17 17 18 462 n.
IP 18 11 231_. 21 21 22 lll_C.
22 22 23 III mn. 2_ 23 24 231P.
2_ 24 25 462C. 25 _5 26 231 _.
26 26 27 231 _. 27 27 2R 4620°
lql ll 21 950C.
I I 1 _. 2
I_4 16 24 8260,
I 1 l n.
1_11 11 I _,
I I 0 n. 2
1_21 21 l C.
I 1 n r. 2
I_R 15 2_ 93P.
II o.316 CAPACITOR BLOCK
1 0o
I# 0. I_I 15 n.13I 17 _.131 18 r.131
Zl 0.316 22 n.316 _3 o.316
24 1.63 75 0.1_I 27 0.131 28 1.63
29 1.5 16 o, 26 O.
1nl _HELL HEATING DURING ASCENT
n, n. 35. O. 4n. .05
60. 1.4 75. 1.5 85. 1.6
115. .2T 13C. .n?_ ?On. .n23
?r_. O, 7000. _. O.
-191
In2 VARIABLE PRINT INTERVAL
0. 5, 165. 5. 145. 10.
10_ . 10. lgO. _00. In09. 300.
-In?
1 _a SHELL SOLAR ABSnRPTIVITY,FMISSIVITY_ANO RAO.K-FACTOR
,B .R _.4E-4
-i,_3
NnOE$ FOR MAX-MIN FUNCTION
?6. 28. 2q. 11. [2. O.
NqDFS TO 8E PLOTTED
_. 62_0. 150.
II. 12. 0.
-! 06
ln5
NOOE _4 HEAT DISSIPATION
26. 28. 29.
n. i200. O. 1700. ._85
.n85 _Tnn. O. 5290. O.
52on.
3T nn .
n°
-l_6
li1
g2qO.TTql
q.n2n2
SOLAR SPEC
100_2266
1oe12266
I0022266
19992266
2CC12266
2C022266
2cn32266
20062266
20052266
20062266
20072266
20n82266
20C92266
2Oln2266
20112266
2_122266
2n132266
20162266
20152266
20162266
20172266
2C182266
29992266
3C0122h6
30022266
3_032266
30O62266
30052266
_C062266
39992266
1O1012266
101022266
101032266
101042266
101052266
101062266
102012266
102022266
I02032266
102062266
102052266
103012266
193022266
103032266
104012266
106022266
106032266
105012266
105022266
105032266
105062266
106012266
106022266
106032266
106042266
106052266
106062266
II101
lll02
11103
0
0
LOCKHEED
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0
0
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC,
nEC
DEC
DFC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
nEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DFC
nEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
PER
nEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
OEC
DEC
nEC
DEC
O_C
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
OEC
r)EC
DEC
DEC
TABLE 6-4 (Continued)
THERNAL ANALYZER EXAMPLE PR08LEM TWn
? 220.4_74 0.0139
2 44_._140 9.09_5
2 661.22_3 0._026
2 837.5432 9.n270
2 q5_.24_1 0.
2 _ql.A?qq n.
2 II02.0_72 n.
2 1322.4a4v _.
2 1542._521 _.
2 1763.25q5 q.
2 19R3.667 m _.
2 22_4.0744 _.
2 242_.4_[9 0.
2 2644.8qq5 0.
2 2a65.2°6_ O.
2 _SS.Tm42 n.
2 _n85.7n4_ _.
2 3396.1117 n.0o0q
2 _526._1ql 0.0097
2 3746.0265 q.Ol_6
2 3967.33_q 0.0272
2 4187.7412 0.0xg2
2 44m_.14_7 n.0305
2 6628.556l m.0_73
2 484_.q635 _._262
2 fi_6m.37On 0.0246
2 _g.77_3 _.0202
2 O. O. _
n- III
9 21!
I _2_9.7783
? O. 0.02_2
2 220,6074 n.n203
2 44C.814q 0.02n5
2 661._2_3 9.02_5
2 q37.5692 _.02n3
2 852.242! 0.0203
2 qs1.62gq 0.C_03
2 llm2.n372 n.0196
2 1322.6447 q.n_On
2 156_.8571 n.o2ol
2 1763._595 0.0201
2 [qB3.667 n n.Olq7
2 22n4._744 _.nlq6
2 2424._!g n.0|ql
2 _646.R_95 _.01qP
2 _n_5.7042 O.nlO7
2 _n85.7942 0.01q7
2 3lnn.3QTq n.01g7
2 _396.1117 _.01q7
2 _52A.fil_l O.n201
2 37_6.9265 q.0201
2 _57.3_3_ 9.01q7
2 4187.7412 0.qlq8
2 44n_.1487 0._203
2 462_.5s_I o,n?05
2 4q4_.g6_5 0,0205
INFRA-RED
10002266
11194
11105
11106
llln7
11108
11109
11110
lllll
llll2
llll]
III16
III15
III16
11117
fill8
llll9
Ll120
II121
11122
11123
lll2@
11125
11126
11127
11128
11129
11130
11131
11132
11133
21101
21102
21103
21104
21105
21106
211O7
21108
21109
21110
21111
21112
21113
2111@
21115
21116
21117
21118
21119
21120
21121
21122
21123
21126
21125
21126
21127
21128
21129
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TABLE 6-4 (Continued)
THEqM&L &NALYZFR EXAMPLE PR_DLE M TWO
DEC 2 5_69.37_
_EC _ 529g.7703
0EC 2 3.
DEC o- _ll
DEC _ 112
PER I _200.7793
DEC 2 _.
OEC _ 2_n.4n74
DEC 2 4¢n._t4q
DEC 2 661.27_9
DEC 2 q37.5¢92
DEC ? _s2,247t
OEC 2 891.679q
DEC 2 1102,n372
DEC 2 l_?2.4447
DEC 2 I_42.q_21
DEC 2 1769.25_5
OEC 2 19_3,667 n
DEC 2 2_.07¢4
DEC 2 2_24.&Qlg
,DEC 2 2_44.qq_
DEC 2 28_._o_9
DEC 2 _q_.Tr42
DEC ? _0_5.?_42
OEC 2 31nn.3qTq
DEC 2 _qn6.11Z7
OEC 2 _6.51_1
_EC 2 _766.q265
DEC _ _9_7.3310
DEC 2 41_7.7412
DEC ? 66_.I_07
DEC 2 652_.5551
DFC 2 484_.969_
DEC 2 5_69.97nq
DEC 2 529q.779_
DEC 2 n.
DEC _- i12
DEC 0 212
PER 1 _2Po.7793
DEC 2 n.
QEC 2 270.4C7_
DEC 2 _4_.814_
DEC 2 _61.2223
DEC 2 _7.5402
DEC 2 _5).24_I
DEC 2 _*1.620_
DEC 2 11n2._372
_EC _ I_27,44_7
DEC ? 15_2.R_21
_EC ? 1763.25_5
D_C 2 1_93.667 _
DEC 3 ??_4._744
DEC 2 ?¢24.491_
DEC 2 75¢4.8895
DEC ? _S.2_5_
DFC 2 3095°7_G2
DEC 2 31n_.3_7_
DEC 2 3_6.1117
n.e2O3
n.0202
0._[Q7
C,_I36
n.n_64
f). n')o 1
0.0232
o,
r_
O.
0.
r_o
n _?)q
t_.nf_g4
'_.0266
_.031 _
_.02g6
n.n264
n,n256
n.0241
O.nlq7
0.01q7
_.C2eC
n. Ol 9P
_,nlqR
^,nlq_
n.Olq2
0.0194
non| q5
n.O196
,q._lO?
3°0102
0.0197
_._I_6
n.nlq7
OoCIe2
9.q192
O.nlqP
n.0193
SOLAR SPEC
INFRA-RED
1C002265
21130
21131
21132
21133
11202
11202
11203
11204
11205
11206
11207
11208
11209
I1210
ll211
I1212
11213
1121¢
11215
11216
11217
I1218
11219
21220
11221
11222
11223
11224
11225
11226
11227
11228
11229
11230
11231
I12_2
11233
21201
21202
21203
21204
21205
21206
21207
21208
21209
21210
21211
21212
21213
21214
21215
21216
21217
21218
21219
21220
21221
21222
6-38
I
0
0
0LR 18902
i
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TABLE 6-4 (Continued)
THFR_AL ANALYZER EXAMPLE PROBLEM TWO
DEC 2 3526.5191 _,_195
nEC 2 _746.0265 0,0105
DEE 2 3Q67,333_ O.Olq?
0EC 2 4[07.7412 0.0193
nEC _ 44_R,1_7 0,01q6
DEC _ 462_.5561 0.02_0
DEC 2 4_4R.963_ q. O2rO
_EC _ 5_69.37_q 0.0107
DEC 2 _299.77_3 m.0197
DFC 2 q, O.
OEC n- 21_
DEC n 113
PER [ _?_9,77_3
qEC ? n. qo_tR4
DEC _ _2P.4n?4 0,_127
DEC ? _4e,814_ 0.C059
DEC 2 661.22_3 n.0001
OEC 2 _37.54_2 n.nlR2
DEC 2 _52.247[ _.
nEC 2 _l.6?gq n.
DEC _ 11n2.037_ O.
DEC 2 13_2.4447 0.
DEC 2 1542.852[ n.
DEC 2 1763,2595 n.
DEC 2 t_83.667n n.
DEC 2 22n4.0744 n.
OEC 2 2424.4819 _.
DEC _ 2644.R_95 e.
DEC 2 2_65.206R n, _
DEC 2 3ORS.TO42 0.
DEC 2 3nRS.TO4_ O,
_EC _ 3]n0,3o7R Q.OIRO
DEC 2 33n5.1117 O.On07
DEC 2 3526.519I 0.0n87
DEC 2 3746.9255 0.0168
DEC 2 _067.333_ 0,n248
OEC 2 41_7.7412 0.0285
OEC 2 44n8.1407 0.0275
DEC 2 46?_.5561 0.0?45
OEC? 4_48°9635 "0.023q
DFC ? 5060.3709 0.0226
DEC 2 520o.77_3 n.0184
DEC ? n, O,
DEC n- 113
OEC 9 213
PFR l 52_q.77_
OEC? O. 0.01_3
DEC _ 270,4074 n.Ol_4
DEC ? 44_.R149 0,0186
0EC ? 661.2_3 O,OlR6
DEC 2 _37,54R2 O.OIB5
DEC 2 _52.2471 0.0185
0EC 2 8_1,62gR 0.01R5
DEC 2 1102,_37_ 0.0179
DEC 2 1322,4447 O.Ol_l
DEC 2 I_42,8521 0.PI_2
DEC 2 17A3.2505 0.01@3
DEC 2 IO9_.667 n n.0179
OEC 2 2204.n7_ n,Ol7g
SOLAR SPEC
INFRA-RED
10002266
21223
2122_
21225
21226
21227
21228
21229
21230
21231
21232
21233
11301
11302
11303
11304
11305
_1306
11307
11308
11309
11310
11311
I1312
I1313
I1314
11315
11316
11317
I1318
I1319
11320
11321
11322
11323
11324
11325
11326
11327
11328
11329
11330
11331
11332
11333
21301
21302
213O3
21304
21305
21306
21307
21308
21309
21310
21311
21312
21313
21314
21315
0
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TABLE 6-4 (Co[tinued)
qEC
nEC
nEC
nEC
DEC
nEC
nEC
OEC
DEC
nEC
DEC
OEC
DEC
nEC
nEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
NBK
DEC
NBK
THERMAL ANALYZER EXAUPLE PROBLE_ TWO
2 2424.4qlq 0.0174
2 2644.qAq5 0o0173
2 286_.296q 0.0174
2 3n85.7r42 _.0179
Z 3_RS.Tr42 O.OlYq
2 _lnn._Q7Q O.O17q
2 _6.1117 0.n179
2 _526.51gI 0.0183
2 _74A.q265 0.01_?
2 3g67.333g n.n178
2 41_7.7412 0.0180
? 4498.14q7 O.nI_5
2 462R.556] _.Olg6
2 484P.g63S 0._186
2 506g.37nq 0.0184
52Qg.7783 0.0183
2 O. no
O- 213
q
3 5. 6200.
n
O. TIME BLOCK
1C0022A6
21316
21317
21318
21319
21320
21321
21322
21323
21324
21325
21326
21327
21328
21329
21330"
2133l
21332
21333
49992266
50012266
59992266
0
0
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VII - GENERAL PROGRAM INFORMATION
INCORRECT DATA INPUT
Cor_non Input Errors
O
In a program as complex as the Thermal Analyzer, a wide variety of
input errors can occur. Some of the most frequent are:
io Number of items on a DEC card does not match the number in
columns 4 & 5. This usual3y occurs in the data block and results
in the input data on that card being truncated after the number of
items specified in columns 4 & 5 have been stored. However, if
more items are asked for than exist, blank fields are read, and
zeros are inserted into the data at that point.
. Floating-point number is punched without a decimal point.
Depending on the position of the number in the field, this results
in a multiplication by a power of ten.
.
Integer number is not right-adjusted (blanks left at the right end
of the field). This error results in a multiplication by a power
of ten. Usua!ly_ the integers are either node or resistor nu_-
bers_ and a multiplication by ten changes the entire circuit, and
often results in values being stored into the wrong block or even
completely out of the data area.
. A capacitor is specified for a node whose temperature is to remain
constant or is to be supplied by the FUNCT subroutine. Any
capacitor listed in the capacitor block causes a heat balance to
be performed at that node and the computed temperature to be
stored, thus destroying the value assigned. This is true for
zero-valued capacitors as well as positive capacitors.
Most other errors in input are checked by the program. However_ the
foregoing errors are impossible to detect as the current program makes use of
the FORTRAN system library routines to read and convert the data.
O
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Function Subroutine'Errors
Certain errors occur fairly often in the FUNCT subroutine. _lese too,
cannot be checked in the current program, because the Function subroutine .....
(FUNCT) is compiled by FORTRAN.
One of the more common Function errors is incorrect use of the "old"
and the "new" temperature blocks. For each listed capacitor_ a new tempera-
ture is computed as a function of the capacitance, time step, its old
temperature, the old temperatures of neighboring nodes, and any arbitrary
heat inputs. In the special case of a zero-valued capacitor, the new tempera-
ture is a function only of the old temperatures of its neighboring nodes, and
any other heat inputs. The new temperatures are computed during the heat
balance. Then all temperatures in the new temperature block are moved into
the old temperature block in preparation for the next cycle. Therefore, any
value stored into the "old" temperature block will have an effect on the heat
balances performed on itself and on its neighbors, but it will be replaced by
its "new" value immediately thereafter. If it has no capacity, its new value
will be its initial input value.
Another frequent Function subroutine error is misuse of the time step,
A 8. Three values of time step are provided in the miscellaneous block, M(1).
M(5) contains the actual time step used to arrive at the current time. Usually,
at the time of a print, a short time step is needed to arrive at the print
time, and M(5), if printed, gives a false indication of step size. Therefore
the time step that would have been used, had this not been a print cycle, is
provided in M(15). For cycles other than print cycles, M(5) = M(15). For
certain purposes it is necessary to know the time step used in the previous heat
balance. This quantity is provided in M(14).
Control of the printing interval by means of a value interpolated from
a time-dependent curve is often a convenient device, but care must be taken in
the choice of points for the curve. If, at time = 8, it is desired to change
the printing interval from PI 1 to PI2, one may use a step-function curve of
the form:
O
O
O
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O
initial' PII
- PII, PI I
- PII_ PI 2
0fina I, PI 2
The print interval'must be changed at or before one print interval
before the time at which the new interval is to take effect, since the next
time to print is decided at the time of printing_ but before the function
subroutine is entered.
Data Diagnostic
A large amount of data diagnostic is included in the program. The
diagnostic routines always print a comment describing the type of error found.
For example, if one of the node numbers mentioned in the resistor block is
greater than the highest numbered node mentioned in the temperature block, the
program sets an error flag to prevent execution of the program, and prints
the comment:
O
RESISTORAANNN A COhg_ECTSANODESA AIVZ%_,A LLL AGREATER ATHANAMAX ATEMP. NO. =AJ JJ
If the input data overflows the data storage region_ P, the program sets an
error flag to prevent execution, and prints the comment:
In these examples, the three-letter symbols, MMM, NNN_ LLL, and JJJ represent
numbers that appear in the diagnostic comment.
Unfortunately, not all errors can be checked by the program. For
example, if a resistor is connected to a wrong node_ but the node number is
legitimate, the problem is still a legal problem_ but not the problem that the
user wants to solve. Note_ again, that some errors cause the FORTRAN system
to reject the problem_ and this situation can mean that not all of the data has
been examined. For example, an error in the Function or Print routines that
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deletes compilation means that no data has been read at all. A decimal point
or other non-integer character in an integer field means that the data inspec-
tion is terminated at that point and the data following has not been examined.
Any error that is illegal to FORTRAN will delete the problem at that point.
Some diagnostic has also been provided in the execution phase. This
includes such errors as a zero or negative time step3 attempted division by
zero in certain situations; interpolatio n requested outside the range of the
curve3 and a number of other more specific errors which are checked in specific
subroutines. Undoubtedly there are errors in this phase that could be but
have not been diagnosed. But the diagnostic continually becomes more complete
as new errors are encountered.
Data Debugging Routine
A short version of the compiler portion of the program has been
devised; for the purpose of checking data only. This program, described in
Appendix E, includes the same diagnostic included in the main program,
excepting the error checksduring execution.
PROGRAM CAPACITY
Currently there are three versions of the program. Two versions have
16000 storage locations available for data, but do not include the fluid
storage and pressurization subroutines. One of these, Version A_ has been
set up to run short problems with minimum overlay. The other_ Version B, has
been set up with maximum overlay to allow inclusion of the largest possible
function and print routines. Version C_ including fluid storage and
pressurization, has 13000 storage locations available for data.
Version A (Short Problems)
There are 16000 storage locations available for data. This is suffi-
cient to handle the largest problem encountered to date, although some of the
largest have had to be revised somewhat to fit into the available storage.
This allows approximately I000 temperatures and capacitors_ 250_ resistors,
and approximately 3500 words in the data blocks. Approximately 2700 storage
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locations are available forthe _JNCT and PRINT subroutines. This means that
the degree of sophistication allowable is strictly limited.
Version B (Maximum Problems)
The data storage available is the same as for version A; above. _e
lip_kage has been changed to allow maximum storage for the function and print
routines. There are about 4800 storage locations available for these routines
in version B. Additional space can be gained in two ways:
le By eliminating unused subroutines3 such as linear, parabolic and/or
bivariate interpolation, or by eliminating the larger unused
routines in dependent links, such as the radiation resistor
matrix. Note that the largest routine actually used limits the
possible saving.
e By breaking the Function and/or Print routines into several func-
tions_ with unique names for each_ and adding $1NCLUDE cards at
the proper places.
Version C (Pressurization)
13000 storage locations are available for standard input data in
version C. (The dimension size is 14000, but approximately i000 locations
are used for special fluid storage and pressurization program storage.) For
fUrther details of version C_ see Reference 9-
•MACHLnYE EXECUTION TIME
The execution time for the Thermal Analyzer is almost wholly dependent
on the particular problem to be solved. Small problems(depending also on the
particular functions used) will often run faster than 0.01 min/cycle, where a
cycle is defined as one full pass through the program. On the other end of
the scale, the largest problems to date take about 0.25 min/cyc!e. The time
required is a function of the number and type of arithmetic operations, the
size of the network, the subroutine functions used, and the amount of over-
laying required. The number of cycles required to complete execution is the
time range, M(3) - M(2), divided by the computing interval, A @. General<.-,
@ is a variable and is computed as the product of the network (RC)mi n and
the factor stored in M(7). Unless changed by the user in the FUNCT subrcu:i_< _,
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M(7) = 0.25- If the printing interval is less than the (RC)min , the computing
interval is determined as the product of the p_inting interval and M(7).
A quick estimate of A _ may be obtained by multiplying M(7) by the
smallest of the following three quantities:
1. The print interval.
2. The smallest capacitor times its smallest connecting resistor.
3. The smallest resistor timesits smallest connecting capacitor.
This method is far from fool-proof_ since in particular_ radiation resistors
are variable inversely with the cube of the temperatures of connected nodes.
Also_ computations 2 and 3 above3 may not give the minimum RC value. In
anticipation of a long run3 perhaps the best method of getting a time estimate
is to run the program for a very short time history and print out the time
step'or the number of cycles used.
O
O
o
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APPENDIX A
ECKERT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
O
The Eckert Aerodynamic Heating subroutine is a valuable tool in per-
forming convective heat transfer calculations for high-velocity flows.
The program computes the aerodynamic heating rate when given trajectory,
flow field, an_ air property data in a prescribed manner. Eckert's
calculation procedure, or the reference temperature method, as it is
commonly called, eliminates the depenaence of skin friction, and hence
wall heating rate, on variable fluid properties associated with high-
velocity flow. This allows heat transfer calculations to be accomplished
as with incompressible flow where property variations across the boundary
layer are negligible.
ECKERT' S RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE
The recommended heating equations follow. Additional explanation
can be found in Reference 5. The symbols used are defined in the table of
nomenclature given at the end of this section.
For two-dimensional laminar flow over an isothermal and isobaric
surface
St = 0.332 (Re*) -0"5
% = h (_R - _w)
(Pr*)-°'667 (A-l)
(A-2)
where the asterisk denotes property values to be evaluated at a reference
temperature given by
iO
t
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surface
For two-dimensional turbulent flow over an isothermal and isobaric
9_
St = 0.0296 (Re*) -0"2 (Pr*) -0"667 (A-4)
O
The wall heat transfer is calculated from equation A-2. The
reference temperature given by equation A-3 is assumed valid for both laminar
and turbulent flows.
MODIFICATION OF ECKERT'S RELATIONS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTING USE
In the form given in the previous section the equations do not lend
themselves to computer calculation; therefore, they are modified as
explained here:
For turbulent flow, from equation A-4:
k* (Re.)O.8 (pr.)0.333h_-- 0.0296 --f
Combining equation A-5 with equation A-2 results in
qwT o2 6[ xo2M I°sM
(A-_)
(Pr*) 0"333 k* (TR - Tw) (A-6)
O
Using the Mach number definition
U
M = --
c
and the perfect gas relation
the Reynolds number term in equation A-6 is modified, resulting in the
following expression:
O
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Re __ •
X
O.5
(A-7)
Next, the viscosity relation
0.69
and perfect gas law
p* T
-- e
P
e
O
are used to modify equation A-7 to the following form:
l_e _+ _
X
1.69
(A-8)
Defining the Reynolds number ratio as
-0.2
Re e
Re_
the expression for qw becomes
o (
_---_o,_ [_o--j_o_j
o.8
(pr.)o .333
(A-9)
O
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By a similar process the expression for laminar flow becomes
0
Ve---J/
0
Equations A-9 and A-IO are combined to give the programmed form
qw=Kfl k_-_ ) M_ _Re--_] (--_-,) 1"69] a (pro 0"333
(A-II)
where the factor _ has been included as an angle of attack modifier. Its
use is optional and _ will have a value of unity unless changed by the
user as described below. The term M_ b is included to give the Eckert
equation the same form as that used by another aerodynamic heating method,
which is no longer being used.
the following:
The recovery temperature is computed from
O
where Pr e is the temperature recovery factor. A constant value of
Pr = 0.71 is used in the program.
PROGRAM INPUT
Several tgoles must always be provided in the data block when the
Eckert heating routine is used. The designation numbers of these tables are
permanently reserved and linear interpolation of the data is understood.
The user must always provide tables i, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, ii, 12, and 13. If
the angle of attack multiplier _ is not understood to be unity, tables 2
and 7 must also be provided. The following list shows the composition of
each table. O
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0 TABLE INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT
DESIGNATION NUMBER VARIABLE VARIABLE
1 e H
3 _ loglo\_/
• 04 T* loglo
Re
__Ae
5 Mm Re_
0
6 M_ Te
Too
8
ii
Constants a, b, e, Y in that order
e Moo
12 H T_
M
e
13 M_ Moo
2 e _R
7 or constants Kw
and KL
O
Note that tables 3 and 12 contain only atmospheric data and as such
are standard, reusable tables. This is also true of table 4, which con-
tains thermodynamic and transport properties data. The trajectory is
defined in tables i and ii, and the local flow field in tables 5, 6,
and 13. Table 8 lists the constants a, b, e, and Y from equations ii and
12. Using the Blasius expressions for skin friction (equations i and 4) "
and assuming the fluid is air with Y = 1.4, these constants are:
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BOUNDARY IAYER
laminar
turbulent
a
o.5
0.333
Y
The angle of attack multiplier _ is optional.
exist for its use.
Two possible methods
Method 1
In this method the angle of attack multiplier is input in table 7 as
O
where the angle of attack is obtained from
For the top surface, F = 0
For the bottom surface, F = i
_=- (_R -_ )O
= - )
0
Both F and _o are input as part of the function callout as described below.
The vehicle angle of attackeR is given in table 2 as a function of time.
Method 2
This method consists of inputing two slopes, Kw and K L, in table 7,
and having the machine compute the angle-of-attack multiplier by one of the
following equations:
> 0 (a windward surface)
_= I+K_
< 0 ( a leeward surface)
_= I+KL_
The vehicle angle of attack _R is again given in table 2 as a function of
time. 0
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Shown below is a sketch of the _ -a relation used in Method 2.
-Of Ot
0 The sign convention used to determine a R and a o is indicated below.
F =0 (TOP SURFACE)
7_ o,0 = 0
R<O
VELOC ITY _0
VECTOR OeO= 0
F = I (BOTTOM SURFACE)
0
One additional quantity is required as data input to the computer
when using the Eckert Aerodynamic heating routine. This is the K factor in
equation A-II which, as can be seen by comparing equations A-9, A-10, and
A-If, is given by the following:
LOCKHEED
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Laminar flow K = 0.33271 (A-13)
Xo -5
Turbulent flow K-
0.0296A
xO.2
The subroutine callout takes one of the following forms:
CALL EAH4 (j, K, H, a o, F)
CALL EAH3 (j, K, a o, F)
CALL _,A_2(j,K, _)
CAm _,A_:(j,K)
O
where
J
K
H
O
F
is the node number for which q is computed.
is the floating point constant K, or the location where K
is stored.
is the location where the value of the heat transfer coefficient
is to be stored, if desired.
is the vehicle surface angle in radians. If not specified, the
angle-of-attack multiplier _ is understood to be unity.
is a flag which is 0 for an upper surface and i for a lower
surface. F is vacant if a is vacant.
O
Several example callouts are:
i.
o
CALL EAH1 (16,0.02)
Means compute the aerodynamic heating to node 16 with K = 0.02
and 8 is understood to be i.
cam EA: (16,P(L + 3))
Means compute the aerodynamic heating to node 16_ and find
the value of the K factor in the third storage location
of the table whose designation number corresponds to L.
O
O
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This arrangement allows K to be a variable expressed
by some oth@r function.
CALL EAH2 (16,0.02, P(L20 + 2))
Means the same as (i) except that the value of the heat
transfer coefficient is to be stored in the second storage
location of the table whose designation number corresponds
to L20. This arrangement allows h to be called out in the
print block.
.
•
CALL EAH3 (16,0.02, 0.2, O)
Means the same as (i) except that the angle of attack
multiplier 8 is computed by Method I above with _o = 0.2
radians, and the node is located, on the upper surface.
CALL EAH4 (!6, P(L + 3), P(L20 +2), 0.02, 1)
Means compute the aerodynamic heating to node 16, find the
K fac%or in the third storage location of the table whose
designation number corresponds to L, and store the value
of the heat transfer coefficient in the second storage
location of the table whose designation number corresponds
to L20. The angle of attack multiplier @ is computed by
,Method I with _o = 0.2 radians, and the node is located on
a bottom surface.
The recovery temperature in OF is automatically stored in the address-
able element M(12).
LIMITATIONS OF ECKERT 'S AERODYNAMIC HEATING METHOD
The aerodynamic heating subroutine described herein is strictly valid
within certain limitations. These are summarized below:
l• In deriving Eckert's relations for digital computing the
reference temperature form was used, rather than reference
enthalpy. This assumes constant specific heat and Prandtl
number.
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Effects of dissociation and ionization are neglected in the
heating relations. This limits the velocity range for which
the equations are valid. For example, dissociation of the
air molecules behind a normal shock begins at approximately
Mach 6, for an altitude of 200,000 ft.
Near continuum flow is required, i.e., HS 200,000 ft.
Two-dimensional flow along a constant pressure and temperature
surface is assumed.
5. Steady, or slowly accelerating, flow is required.
O
The above assumptions probably limit the accuracy of the method
to something like ±10% for a typical ascent trajectory.
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
To illustrate the procedure in using the Eckert heating sub-
routine, a simple ascent heating problem is set up. Suppose it is desired
to calculate the transient temperature response of an aluminum honeycomb
skin located at a distance of 45 ft from the nose of the vehicle. The
vehicle trajectory (altitude _ud Mach number vs time) and local flow field
parameters are assumed known. A sketch of a unit surface area of the skin
and the corresponding thermal network are giveu below.
O
Q_ERo/RAF.016 A LUMINUMSKIN
{lll ll It!--r bHONEYCOMB ._..L t
IL--.016 ALUMINUM
SKIN
NODE
R1-
R2
1 (SPACE
RADIATION
SINK)
2
The foll_¢ing assumptions are made:
l. The boundary layer is turbulent for the first 135 sec after
launch, at which time transition to laminar flow occurs
instantaneously.
O
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O 2. The external skin (node 2) radiates to a free space sink
of 50°F.
3. The skin rear face is perfectly insulated.
4. The aluminum properties are:
p = O.l 1b/in3
Cp= 0.2 Btu/lb°F
c = o.55
kHONEYCOM B = 8 Btu in.
hr ft2°F
CHONEYCOM B = O.03
Btu
°F ft2
0
Capacitors
Lump each skin with half of the honeycomb core
C2 = C3 =PVCp + "032
0.I ib Btu= -- x .Ol6 (144i _n3 x o.2 Zb °-----2
in 3
Btu
+ o.o15 = O.06ll --_
Radiation Resistor
cFA _ 0.>> (1) (1)
KI = 3600 3600
= 1.53 x 10-4
Conduction Resistor
R2 -
kA
0.968 in x 3600 sec
hr
Btu in.
hr ft2 °F x i ft28
oF
= 436 sec
Btu
O
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Eckert K Factor
_ 0.0296A _ 0.o296(1)
E2turbulent X 0.2 (45)0.2 = 0.0138
= 0.332A _ 0.332(1) = 0.0496
K21aminar xO.5 (45)0-5
The program input is shown in Figure A-1. The value of the
turbulent K factor is stored in the location T(4). Tables i and ii contain,
respectively, the vehicle altitude and Mach number vs time. These are
assumed values and are typical of large liquid fuel boosters. Tables 3
and ii contain loglo (Re_/XMj and freestream temperature vs altitude for
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida. These tables were constructed from the
measured data published in Reference 6. Table 4 contains lOglo (pr0"333 k)
vs temperature, using the data of Reference 7- Thus, tables 3, 4, and ii
contain real properties data, applicable to any Cape Kennedy launch.
Actually, the difference between the Patrick Air Force Base Standard
Atmosphere and the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Reference 8) is so slight
that the data in these tables may be used with considerable confidence
regardless of the launch site. Tables 5, 6, and 13 list assumed values
for the flow field parameters (Ree/Re _, Te/T _, and Me/M _) as a function of
freestream Mach number. These values depend primarily on the vehicle
geometry. The constants a, b, e, and Y applicable to a turbulent boundary
layer are stored in Table 8. In the time block the initial and final times
are set at 0 and 160 sec, with a print interval of 5 sec. For a typical
ascent heating problem, the computing interval should not exceed 5 sec to
prevent temperature oscillations.
The FUNCT subroutine should be self-explanatory. Card 6008 con-
tains the radiation function and, if current time does not equal 140.,
all other functions are ignored with the exception of the Eckert Heating
routine. The K factor is obtained from TN(4). If current time equals
140., the turbulent K factor stored in TN(4) is replaced by the laminar K
factor (with a value 0.0496). Also, the constants a and e of table 8 are
replaced by their laminar values.
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Note that these changes are made at 140 sec, rather than at 135
sec when transition is assumed to occur. This is a result of the finite
difference solution which, with a computing interval of _8 sec, assumes
that the value of each independent variable remains constant during the
time 8 -_8. Thus, if the exponent e stored in table 8 is changed at
140 sec, the new value is used by the EAH subroutine during the interval
135-140 sec.
The PRINT subroutine is set up to list the current time, node 2
temperature, node 3 temperature, recovery temperature, and aerodynamic
heating rate on a single line of output. The first 4 items will appear
in the F-field format, and the heating rate in the E-field format.
O
O
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a
A
b
C
, Cp
C
e
h
H
k
K
Kw ,K_L
Pr
q.
Q
R
Re
St
T
U
NOMENCLATURE FOR APPENDIX A
Exponent in equation A-II
Heated surface area, ft2
Mach number exponent in equation A-II
Speed of sound, ft/sec
Specific heat, Btu/Ib°F
Thermal capacitance, Btu/°F
Prandtl number exponent in equation A-12
Heat transfer coefficient, Btu/ft 2 sec°F
Altitude, ft
Thermal conductivity, Btu/ft sec°F
Eckert K factor defined by equations A-13 and A-14
Surface slopes
Prandt i number
Surface heat flux, Btu/ft 2 sec
Surface heat flux, Btu/sec
Thermal resistor, sec°F/Btu
Reynolds number
Stanton number
Temperature, °R
Velocity, ft/sec
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NOMENCLATURE FOR APPENDIX A (Continued)
Volume of lump, in3
Equivalent boundary layer length, ft
Local angle of attack, radians
Vehicle body axis angle of attack, radians
Vehicle surface angle, radians
Angle of attack multiplier
Viscosity, ib/ft sec
Ratio of specific heats
Emissivity
Time, sec
Density, ib/ft 3
Subscripts
e Boundary layer edge
R "Recovery
w Wall
Freestream
Superscripts
* Evaluated at the reference temperature given by equation A-3
O
O
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APPENDIX B
ABLATION
O
O
The ablation subroutine is an extension of the Thermal Analyzer
Program to solve problems involving transient and steady-state ablation. The
function calculates the amount of material that is ablated (if the temperature
is above the ablation temperature) as a function of time as part of the heat
balance using the finite difference technique. The amount of material that is
ablated is then removed from the network by a switching arrangement, while the
normal transient temperature distribution is calculated for the remaining
ablation material and back-up structure. The ablation function_ like most
other functions, must have entries in the data block and FUNCT subroutine with
the data block being a table of information that the function needs to perform
the ablation process.
The ablation function will only ablate a network that has the nodes at
the boundaries of the lumps. The nodes and their information must be put into
the table and listed in the capacitor block in the order in which they will
ablate, but the node numbers need not be assigned consecutively. The machine
calculates the resistors and capacitors in the ablating layer at each cycle,
allowing for material removal. All material properties, e.g., thermal con-
ductivity, heat ablation, etc., may be made a function of any variable. The
three limitations of the program are:
I. Only ablation from a solid to a gas without a char layer may
be considered.
2. Only one-dimensional heat transfer can be handled in the
ablation material.
3. Ablation networl_ resistors and capacitors may not be input
by the geometric methods discussed on pages 5-6 and 5-8.
Some of the items that make the program very flexible are:
i. Heat of ablation and temperature of ablation may be made a
function of temperature, heating rate, enthalpy, or time.
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The ablaging system may be stopped and started an infinite number
of times.
It can handle the case of any number of layers of different
ablation materials.
Many ablating systems can be handled at one time3 either separately
or linked together at a nonablating node.
5. P3 Cp, and k may be a function of any variable.
6. Radiation from the ablating node with emissivity as a variable
can be handled by the program.
O
PROGRAM INPUT
The ablation subroutine callout is
where i is the first (surface) ablating node number and N is the designation
number of the table which contains the ablator properties used for the calcula-
tion of the capacitors and resistors in the ablating network.
To illustrate the use of this function_ consider the example of a
4-1ink ablating chain sketched below.
O
T16 R16 T21 R21 T3 R3 T28 R28 T40
C16
(NOTE the correspondence between node and resistor numbers. This
is an absolute necessity when using the ablation function.)
Node 16 is the first ablating node; i.e._ the material is ablated from left to
right in the figure. The network to the left of C16 is normally a description
of the heat input (which would include radiation outward) to the outermost
ablating material. The network to the right of C28 (starting with node LO)
would be the structure to which the ablating material is attached.
O
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The ablation table contains the list of capacitor-resistor links in the
same order that ablation will take place. Note that although the ablation
table would be a sufficient description of the ablation network, this ablation
network must have been described in the resistor block and capacitor block just
as any part of the network was described. However, the initial values assigned
to the ablation resistors and capacitors will be replaced by those found by
computation using the tabular properties and hence can be input as zero.
The leading line of the table must be entered as i0 zeros; the two
trailing columns (columns 9 and i0) must be entered as zeros; and the final
line consists of one zero. These bordering zeros result in a convenient matrix
reference scheme for the user of the ablation function as well as providing
necessary storage for the ablation program. The first 8 entries on the inter-
mediate lines contain; in order; the following information:
i. Node and corresponding resistor designation numbers
2. Ablator thermal conductivity - Btu/hr ft °F
3. Ablator density - ib/ft 3
4. Ablator specific heat - Btu/ib °F
5. Cross-sectional area normal to heat flow - ft 2
6. Initial resistor length - in.
7. Ablation temperature - °F
8. Heat of ablation - Btu/Ib
The ablation table (designated as Table 4 in this example) is entered as
O. O. O. O. 0. O. O. O. O. O.
16. KI6 _16 C16 AI6 x16 Tl6, a Hl6, a O. O.
21. K21 P21 C21 A21 x21 T21, a H21;a O. O.
3- K 3 P 3 C3 A3 x 3 T3, a H3, a O. O.
28. K28 028 c28 _28 x28 T28,a H28,a O. O.
Oi
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where the various qnantities may be identified by reference to the above list.
Each entry must be in floating point. During execution, the ninth column will
be updated as ablation progresses and will contain the accumulative amount of __
material (in in.) ablated at that particular node. Consequentlyj in the PRINT
subroutine3 a WRITE statement listing the addresses
P(L_+I9), P(TI_+29),P(_+39), P(_+_9)
where
L4 : LOC (_)
will cause to be printed the total material ablated at each node as a function
of time. To aid in data reduction_ each time a new link begins to ablate_ and
each time a node stops ablating_ the regular output block is automatically
printed.
There is no restriction on the number of ablating links in an ablating
chain or on the number of separate ablating chains in a particular case.
Further_ there is no restriction on the number of resistors going into the
left-most capacitor (in this case C16). However_ each interior ablating node
must have exactly one resistor to the left and one resistor to the right. If
the terminal ablating node is only "half ablating" (input by setting T28_a
equal to a fictitiously large number), there is no restriction on the number
of resistors attached to the terminal ablating node.
As the material ablates from left to right_ the outer boundary is con-
sidered to move to the right. Thus, in the example capacitor number 16
continually moves; and if all nodes are completely ablated away_ node numbers
21, 3, and 28 and resistor numbers 163 21, and 3 will vanishfrom the circuit.
Then the circuit will consist merely of
C
T 16 R28 T40
16 _
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Again we have assumed that the right-hand part of the original C28 was non-
ablating material so that the ablation stops at this point.
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
To illustrate the procedure in using the ablation subroutine, the
following simple problem is set up. Consider the application of a low tempera-
ture subliming ablator near the nose region of a highly accelerating solid
fuel rocket. The ascent heating pulse is assumed known. A sketch of a unit
surface area of the skin and the corresponding thermal network are shown below.
O
R I
Q16
0.7" ABLATION
MAT___L_ _ R21R3
R28
HONEYCOMB
SUBSTRUCTURE
L
R40
NODE
1
16
;2]
i40
50
(SPACE RADIATION SINK)
A 4-1ink ablating chain is set up using the node and resistor designation
numbers of the example discussed in the preceding section. The following
assumptions are made:
i. The outermost surface of the ablator (node 16) radiates to a free
space sink of 50°F. The surface emissivity is 0.8 resulting in a
radiation K factor of 2.22 x 10-4 •
2. Conduction resistor 40 connects the substructure skin nodes 40 and
50. R(40) has a value of 2000 sec °F/Btu, and each skin node has
a capacitance of 0.!0 Btu/°F.
3. The ablator properties and dimensions are:
Thermal conductivity 0.08 Btu/hr ft °F at O°F
= 0.12 Btu/hr ft °F at 600°F
LOCKHEED B-5
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Density.
Specific heat
Cross-sectional area
Initial lump thickness
Ablation temperature
Heat of Ablation
= 66 ib/ft 3
= 0.35 Btu/ib °F
= i. 0 ft 2
= 0.2 in. for resistors 16s 21_ and 3
= 0. i in. for resistor 28
= 535°F
6o0  u/lb
The program input is shown in Table B-I. Dummy values are entered for
the ablation material resistors and capacitors since these are computed each
cycle by the ABL subroutine. The assumed aerodynamic heat pulse is shown as
curve i of the data block. The ablation table 4 is entered using the assumed
properties listed above. The ablator conductivity is shown in curve 5. The
initial and final times are set at 0 and i00 secondss with a print interval of
2.5 see.
In the FUNCT subroutines card 6008 calls for linear interpolation of
curve i to obtain the aerodynamic heating to node 16. On cards 6010-6013, the
values of thermal conductivity listed in table 4 are updated each cycle by
interpolating curve 5s using as independent variable the average temperature
of the nodes to which the particular resistor is attached. Card 6014 calls in
the ABlation subroutine3 and card 6015 specifies the space radiation function.
The radiation flux is computed and stored in the variable QRADI6 by subtracting
the space sink temperature from the wall temperatures and dividing by the
spaceradiation resistor.
The PRINT subroutine calls for the output to be listed in six columnss
with the corresponding time appearing by itself to the left of the first line
of output. The first line will consist of the temperatures of nodes 16, 21s 3,
28s 40 and 503 in that order. The second line will list the accumulated amount
of material ablated at nodes 16 s 21_ 3s and 28; the aerodynamic heating rate;
and the radiation loss to space.
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APPENDIX C
DIGITAL COMPUTER SOLUTION FOR PASSAGE AIR AND WALL TEMPERATURES
O
O
The basic @pproach in the computation of passage air and wall tempera-
tures is the lumped parameter technique widely employed in the electrical
analog solution of problems involving partial differential equations. The
network for convection at a surface where there is no appreciable variation of
the fluid temperature in the flow direction is simply a resistance, Rc_ con-
necting each of the node points r_resenting the surface temperatures of the
solid to a node point representing the fluid bulk temperature, where
I
R -
c hA
C
h = heat transfer coefficient
A = area for convective heat transfer
c
per surface temperature node
Such is not the case for the network for convection from a gas to a
surface where the convective heat transfer gives rise to appreciable variations
of the gas temperature in the flow direction_ and the analysis of thus situa-
tion is therefore presented in somewhat greater detail here. The partial
differential equation describing the variation of fluid bulk temperatur% T_
with distance in the flow direction_ X 3 and tim% @_ is
where
+ h (T- Ti): 0
To
l
V
W
C
P
= passage wall temperature
= fluid mean velocity
= fluid flow rate
= fluid specific heat at constant pressure
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C
V
h
: fluid specific heat at constant volume
= heat transfer coefficient
p = perimeter of cross-section for heat transfer
A = cross-sectional area of passage
c
The rates of change of flow work and kinetic energy of the fluid are neglected
in the preceding equation as these terms are small compared with the rate of
change of the internal energy of the fluid and the heat transfer rates as
represented by the first and second, and the third terms, respectively.
The straightforward application of the lumped parameter technique
entails the substitution of the equivalent difference for the distance
derivative, _ _ viz.
n n-1
"" (sx)
L
in the equation above to yield
d Tn_
{PCv A c (8X)}\_--.0/ + (W Cp)(T n -Tn_1)+{hp (8X)} (Tn -Ti)=.0
The network representation for this equation is as shown below_ where
c : pc A (SX)
V C
i
R --
a W c
P
i
0
0
0
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Application of this lumped parameter network to the air passage of the problem
at hand (and to heat exchanger passages in general where the fluid is a gas)
necessitates the use of a very large number of node points for a moderate
accuracy in the problem solution. It is shown below from a consideration of a
simplified network for a typical element of the complete representation that
the capacitor shown in the circuit above may be removed from the circuit with-
out significantly affecting the accuracy of the solution. This in itself does
not relieve the requirement for a large number of node points; however, it
does permit the term in the original partial differential equation correspond-
A /p) (8T/8@), to be removed. Once this terming to this capacitance, (P Cv c
is removed a more refined approximation than that employed above may be sub-
stituted for the second term, (W t/p) (ST/SX); whence, a smaller number of
node points will produce an equivalent accuracy.
A slice of thickness (SX) of the portion of an air passage included
between planes of symmetry is illustrated in Figure C-I. Also illustrated is
the equivalent network considering variations of the wall temperature in the
direction of airflow only. The triangular symbol schematically indicates a
cathode follower (functionally a vacuum tube amplifier with unity gain). The
purpose of this component is to reproduce the potential (temperature) of a
given node point at a second node point without drawing any appreciable cur-
rent (heat flux) from the first. If cathode followers are not inserted as
LOCKHEED c-3
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0
Figure C-I. Physical Geometry and Corresponding Thermal Network
for a Portion of an Air Passage
0
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indicated3 the equations describing the network response will contain terms
not present in the lumped parameter equations of the thermal system. The
presence of cathode followers is rationalized on a physical basis by notin S
that cathode followers isolate air node point temperatures from any effects cf
convective heat transfer at downstream nodes but not from upstream nodes in
accordance with the physical facts.
Ra_ _ and C are computed as indicated previously and
T
aw
h
o
A
w
A
o
= adiabatic wall temperature
: externalheat transfer coefficient
= shaded area of the figure above
= Po (aX) = external area for heat transfer
c = specific heat of wall
w
Pw = density of wa_l
k
w
= thermal conductivity of wall
1
R
c h A
o o
--p c AC
W W W W
If the removal of the capacitances representing the rate of chanze of
internal thermal energy of the passage air with respect to time is not to h__
a significant effect on the solution_ an obvious requirement is that these
capacitances be very small compared with other capacitances of the system (tLc
passage wall capacitances)3 i.e.
Pc A
C v c
C pw c Aw w w
<< i
0
An additional consideration is involved as a result of the fact that the e:''_'"
of changes of passage inlet temperatures are not reflected " " _=_-!mmedla_-_ a- '"
stream points due to the finite time required for the air to traverse _[.c
passage. The electrical capacitors representing the thermal capacitf -_ " •
airs C3 the resistances3 Ra_ and the cathode followers_ form an e!ectri:z
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circuit which may be described as a delay line. The delays in this case
represent the time required for an air particle to pass from the inlet of the
passage to do_mstream node points. Removal of the capacitors representing the
thermal capacity of the air eliminates the delays and is thus tantamount to
assuming air particles traverse the passage in zero time. This is justified
if the actual time of traverse_ @L: is very small compared to a suitable
measure of the time required for a significant change of the wall temperatures.
Such a measure is the time constan% _, (resistance-capacitance product) of a
wall temperature node point for changes of the air temperature. (The term_
time constant_ is employed in the usual sense here_ i.e._ the time required
for a node point potential to respond within !/e or 37% of the final steady-
state value resulting from a step change of an adjacent node point potential.)
O
9 = _C -w
L
_L =-V
Pw Cw Aw
where
L = total passage length
The second condition that must be satisfied is then
O
_L L hp
A V
Pw Cw w
<< i
The partial differential equation describing the variation of fluid
bulk temperature_ % with distance in the flow direction_ X and time, @ : then
reduces to
O
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Since Itime does not appear explicitly in this equation it may be treated in the
same manner as the ordinary differential equation
insofar as obtaining a solution is concerned with the understanding that
instantaneous values of the wall temperature_ Ti3 will be employed in the
solution. Assuming that the wall temperature may be considered uniform over
a segment of the passage of length (8X) and Doting the boundary condition
(T)x= 0 --Tn_ 1
where
Tn. I = air temperature at the inlet of the segment
the solution becomes
0
Wc
T=T. + - Pl (Tn-i Ti) e
Setting X = (SX) yields the segment outlet air temperature_ T
n
=T.+ - e-_
n i (Tn-i Ti)
where
_ A hA_
Wc
P
A = p (SX) = effective area of the segment
for convective heat transfer
Integrating the heat transfer rate to the wall per unit length over the length
of the segment yields the heat transfer rate to the wall segment_ Qi_
o
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Qi =
(sx) .(_x)
qdX = J hp(T-Ti) ax
0 O.
(_x) _(_)hp (Tn_ 1 - Ti) e dX
o
0
Qi (_) - (i e'B: _ (_n-i _i) - )
Eliminating the segment inlet temperature_ Tn_l_ between this expression and
the expression for the segment outlet temperature yields
Qi = (W. Cp) (e_ - !) (Tn - T.)l
and eliminating the wall temperature_ Ti_ between the same two expressions
yields
Qi : (W Cp) (Tn_ 1 - Tn)
The simplest network satisfying these relationships is shown in the following
sketch. (As indicated previously_ cathode followers are inserted between this
passage segment network and the identical network for the adjacent segments.)
Comparison of this network with that previously obtained indicates tha% in
addition to the absence of a capacitor representing the rate of change of the
internal thermal energy of the air_ the following differences exist: the wall
temperature node location is midway between rather than adjacent to air tempera-
ture nodes; and the resistance connecting the segment air outlet temperature
node, Tn, to the wall temperature node, Ti, is smaller by the ratio _/(e _ - i).
Note that as (SX) and hence _ approach zero this ratio approaches unity, and
that the resistances connecting the segment air inlet and outlet temperature
nodes are identical.
0
0
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Since significant temperature gradientS may exist in the passase wa!!_
in planes normal to as well as in the direction of the airflow_ the ana!y-_is
is extended here to include convection to (N) wall temperature nodes around,
the periphery of each segment. The partial differential equation becomes
N
i=l
and the boundary condition is as before
(T)x= 0 = Tn_ I
O
The solution is then
i
T - (1- e E (hA)i T.1 + Tn-i e _-_
i=l
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where
N
= i
i=l
O
A a
We
P
Setting X : (SX) yields the segment outlet air temperature3 Tn_
N
Tn - al (i- e -_) E (hA)i T.l + Tn-i e-_
i=l
and integrating the heat transfer rate per unit length over the length of the
passage yields the following Sxpression for the heat flux to each wall node
point.
qi
r<sx)
(hp) i ] (T- Ti) dX
0
0
qi = (hA)i [ + _ E (hA)i T.l-
i=l
+ ! (i - e-_) - Ti _
_{ Tn-i
Eliminating the term involving the summation between this expression and the
expression for the passage segment air outlet temperature
qi = (hA)i 1 - e _ (Tn - T.I) + (hA)i - e-_ (i-
(Tn_ I - Ti) O
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The simplest network satisfying these relationships is illustrated below.
(Again_ cathode followers must be inserted between this network and the adjoin-
ing networks. ) T ]
T
/y/ n R rn
n 1 '6_ '_ Tn
0
m_ 2
1 fl (_)
1 -_ (l -_)-i1 (hA)i _ - e -
1 f2 (/3)
= = _i
{ e-_)-i i}ri (_)i (1 - -
R
i
0
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It is not immediately apparent that for N = i the network above
reduces to the network previously presented for a single wall temperature node_
and this is therefore demonstrated here. For N = i the circuit becomes
O
TI
Tn - 1
R
T
n
The resistor_ RI_ will be replaced with two series connected resistors whose
series resistance equals that of RI and whose ratio is equal to rl/R as
illustrated.
T1
Tn - 1 ' In
0
RIA + RIB : RI
RIB r1
_ZA - a
Solving for RIA and RIB
LOCKHEED
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RIA - rl
m+ 1
R
RI
RIB - R
i + m
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Since there is no current drawn from either node t or node T and since
n
R1B/R]_ = rl/R 3 the potentials t and Tn are equal. Hence_ the node points t
and Tn may be connected to one another without affecting the circuit opera-
tion. Thus_ the circuit becomes
T I
rI
Tn 1 _ T
- n
R
The resistances R and RIA may now be combined into a single resistance, RA; an_
r I and RIB may be combined into a single resistance_ RB.
O
T 1
RB
Tn 10 JV_ T
- n
RA
i R RI
_i + _ RI + r I + R
R RIA
i rl RI
i___+ _ RI + rI + R
r I RIB
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Substituting the expressions for RIJ rI and R 1 yields values of RA and RB
identical to those obtained in the one wall temperature node analysis_ viz.
C
1
_=_c
P
RB=
1
w c (e_- i)
P
Since calculation of the factors fl(_), f2(_) and f3(_)
1 1 e _- 1 >e ' _ _i { (i _ e__)-I __ }{_ - -[_ (!- e-/_)-I} { (i- e-_) -I } and 1
is quite tedious, and may be inaccurate for small values of_ _ these functions
are shown in Figures C-2 ang C-3.
O
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTER OPERATION
The Thermal Analyzer Program exists in three versions: Version A for
regular problems3 Version'$B for maximum-sized problems_ and Version C for
fluid storage and pressurization problems. Table D-I summarizes the capacity
of the three versions of the program.
TABLE D-I
PROGRAM CAPACITY
Version way, WBT, ITC"
(Regular) (Maximum) (Pressurization)
Overall Data Storage !6_ 000 163 000 13,000
Temperatures _ i000 --i000 300
Resistors _ 2500 _2500 700
Data Block _ 3500 _ 3500 i0,000
FUNCT and PRINT _ 2700 _ 4800 ii00
This appendix describes the arrangement of the program deck_ computation
sequence 3 and tape usage for Versions A and B. It also contains a brief
description of the program decks and a complete listing of the basic program
and subroutines. Version C_ which is applicable to fluid storage and
pressurization problems_ is described in detail in Reference 9.
O
ARRANGF2_NT OF THE DECK
The program deck is arranged as follows. The two subroutines3 PRINT
and FUNCT 3 are inserted in the program deck between the two cards:
LOCKHEED D-1
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$1EDIT SYSINI
and
SENTRY _6
The input data - temperatures, resistors, etc. - are inserted between the next
two cards:
SmTA
END
Figure D-I is a representation of the deck setup.
The $1EDIT SYSLB3 card sets up the system to read the required sub-
routines from a reserved program library tape: Unit A8 on the Stand-Alone
7094, and unit SYSLB3 on the 7040/7094 D.C. Provision is made for the operator
to mount the required tape by a SPAUSE card on the Stand-Along 7094, and by a
$SETUP card for the 7040/7094 D.C. The required linkage is set up as the
programs are read and loaded. Figures D-2 and D-3 show the overlay linkage
arrangement for Versions A an_B. Both versions use the same basic program
and subroutines - the only difference is the way the various subroutines or
functions are combined into links. While it is possible to combine the sub-
routines in a variety of ways_ these two versions should cover most situations
that may arise. Tables D-2 and D-3 show the order of the program deck for
each version. Each subroutine is represented in these tables by its initial
card. Version A should be used wherever possible as Version B obtains its
additional capacity at considerable expense in execution time.
Additional capacity can be obtained, if necessary, by eliminating
certain of the subroutines that are not used in a particular problem. The
following subroutines are referenced only by the FUNCT and/or PRINT subroutines,
and if not used there, they may be eliminated for a given run.
_broutine or Function Deck Name
L_N LIN6
BIV BIV6
PAR PAR6, ATR6*
TANKA TNK6
RAD RAD6
SAV SAV6
O
O
©
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0
0
$ UN LOA D
END
RESTARTS (IFANY)
CID RESTART NO. I
TEMPERATURES, RESISTORS, CAPACITORS
DATA BLOCKS, TIME BLOCK
CID "
SDATA
SENTRY MAN6
$1BFTC PRINT
$1BFTC FUNCT
$1EDIT SYSIN 1
PROGRAM DECK
Figure D-I. Deck Setup for Thermsl Anslyzer Program
A
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TABLE D-2
PROGRAM DECK ORDER - VERSION A
SJOB
$1D
$1D
$PAUSE
$ATEND
$SETUP LB3
$ASSIGN
$ASSIGN
$ATTACH
SAS
SATTACH
$AS
sEXECUTE
$IBJOB
$FILE
$1EDIT
$IBLDR MAN6
$IBLDR ExT6
$IBLDR LOC6
$IBLDR U046
$IBLDR U096
$IBLDR U106
$IBLDR U126
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR CPA6
$1BLDR CPB6
$1BLDR CPC6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR EXC6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR CDA6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR HTB6
$IBLDR LIN6
$IBLDR PAR6
$IBLDR ATR6
$IBLDR BIV6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR TNK6
$1NCLUDE
$ORIGIN
$1NCLUDE
$1BLDR CVG6
$IBLDR RAD6
$1BLDR MMF6
SIBLDR SAV6
$IBLDR SvT6
$IBLDR TPT6
$IBLDR PNT6
$IBLDR EAH6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR EAI6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR EA26
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR EA36
$ORIGIN
$_BLDR EA46
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR RRM6
$1BLDR MDT6
7,15,10000 5174833780 012266A 43233 DAVID
JOB 2266A DAVID THERMAL ANALYSER - FORTRAN, SHORT JOBS
7,15,10000 5174833780 012266A 43233 DAVID
PLEASE MOUNT RESERVE TAPE 290 ON UNIT A8, START
0,77777
T290,DISK,,,I
SYSLB3
SYSLB2
82
SYSLB2
A8
SYSLB3
IBJOB
NOMAP
'UNITI6',A12),READY,NOLIST,INOUT,HIGH,bIN,BLK=457
SYSLB3,SRCHI
A,SYSLB2
A,SYSLB2
C.SYSLB2
C.SYSLB2
D,SYSLB2
FUNCT
E,SYSLB2,REW
PRINT
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
2266
0001
2266
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0009
0010
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0023
0024
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0035
0036
0037
0039
0040
0041
0043
00_2
005n
_044
0047
0048
0049
0051
AO05I
0057
0053
005_
0055
0056
0052
0045
0046
0
0
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0
$ORIGIN
$INCLUDE
$IBLDR BTP6
$1BLDR SCL6
$IBLDR AXS6
$ORIGIN
$[BLDR MFO6
$1EDIT
C
TABLE D-2
(CONTINUED )
C,SYSLB2,REW
LPLOTR,LSYMBL,LBcD,LNdMBR,LTRANS,L INER
A,SYSLB29REW
SYSINI
C INSERT FUNCT AND PRINT ROUTINES HERE
C
sDATA
C INSERT INPUT DATA HERE, FOLLOWED BY ANY RESTARTS
C
END
sEOF
$IBSYS
$UNLOAD
SPAUSE
SRESTORE
SEOF
$[BSYS
SYSLB3
PLEASE REMOVE TAPE 290 FROM UNIT A8, SAVE IT, START
0079
0081
0080
0082
0083
0084
0086
0087
0089
0090
0091
0
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TABLE D-3
PROGRAM DECK ORDER - VERSION B
$JOB
SID
$1D
SPAUSE
sATEND
$SETUP LB3
$ASSIGN
$ASSIGN
SATTACH
$AS
$ATTACH
SAS
$EXECUTE
$1BJOB
$FILE
$1EDIT
$1BLDR MAN6
$IBLDR EXT6
$1BLDR LOC6
$IBLDR U046
$[BLDR U096
$1BLDR UI06
$1BLDR U126
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR CPA6
$IBLDR CPB6
$IBLDR CPC6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR ExC6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR CDA6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR HTB6
$1BLDR LIN6
$1BLDR PAR6
$IBLDR ATR6
$IBLDR BIV6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR TNK6
$INCLUDE
$ORIGIN
$INCLUDE
$IBLDR CVG6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR RAD6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR MMF6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR SAV6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR SVT6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR TPT6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR PNT6
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR EAH6
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR EA16
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR EA26
7,15,100G0 5174833780 012266B 43233 DAVID
JOB 2266B DAVID THERMAL ANALYSER - FORTRAN, LONG JOBS
7,15,1000C 5174833783 012266B 43233 DAVID
PLEASE MOUNT RESERVE TAPE 290 ON UNIT A8, START
0,77777
T290,DISK,,,I
SYSLB3
SYSLB2
B2
SYSLB2
A8
SYSLB3
IBJOB
MAP,LOGIC
'UNITI6',A(2),READY,NOLIST,INOUT,HIGH,BIN,BLK=457
SYSLB3,SRCHI
A,SYSLB2
A,SYSLB2
C,SYSLB2
C,SYSLB2
D,SYSLB2
FUNCT
E,SYSLB2,REW
PRINT
E,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
2266
2266
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0023
0024
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0035
0036
0037
0039
0040
0041
0043
0042
0050
0044
0047
0048
0049
0051
AO051
0057
0053
0054
0
0
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TABLE D-3
(CONTINUED )
$ORIGIN
$[BLDR EA36
$ORIGIN
$IBLDR EA46
$ORIGIN
$1BLDR RRM6
$1BLDR MDT6
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
EAX,SYSLB2,REW
E,SYSLB2,REW
$ORIGIN C,SYSLB2,REW
$1NCLUDE LPLOTR,LSYMBL,LBCD,LNUMBR,LTRANS,LINER
$1BLDR BTP6
$1BLDR SCL6
$1BLDR AXS6
$ORIGIN A,SYSLB2,REW
$IBLDR MF06
$IEDIT SYSINI
C
C INSERT FUNCT AND PRINT ROUTINES HERE
C
SDATA
C INSERT INPUT DATA HERE, FOLLOWED BY ANY RESTARTS
C
END
SEOF
$1BSYS
SUNLOAD
SPAUSE
SRESTORE
SEOF
$1BSYS
SYSLB3
PLEASE REMOVE TAPE 290 FROM UNIT A8, SAV E IT, START
0055
0056
0052
0045
0O46
0079
0081
0080
OO82
0083
O08A
0086
0087
0089
0090
0091
0
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Subroutine or Function
PUNCHT
EAHI
EAH2
EAH
E_H3
EAH4
RRM
CVG
Deck Name
P_6
ml6
EA26
EA36
EA46
RRM6, MDT6*
CVG6_-_*
EAH6**
*Where two subroutines are listed_ the second is called if and only if
the first is called
**EAH is called if and only if any one of EAHl_ EAH2_ EAH3_ or _AH4 is
called.
***CVG6 (CALL CVG) executes a PRINT, and must therefore be in the same
link or a link dependent from PRINT.
To remove a given s_broutine it is necessary simply to remove the
$iBLDR SUBR. card from the deck, and to remove the $ORIGIN card just ahead of
it if and only if the $1BLDR card removed was the only one in that link. That
is3 two $0RIGIN cards must not appear together.
COb_UTAT!0N SEQUENCE
The $IEDIT SYSINI card transfers loading to the standard input tape3
and subroutines FUNCT and PRINT are read from it. The system then loads
Link 0 into core and transfers control to it. Link l_ the compile phase limb
is entered to read and compile the data in the following order:
i. Initial temperatures
2. NBK card
3. Initial resistors and connections
4. NBK card
5- Initial capacitors
6. NBK card
7. Data Blocks
O
O
O
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8. NBK card
9. Print Interval_ Final Timej Initial Time
i0. NBK card
Two passes through the data are made. The first determines the kind of data
and the number of items on a card. All cards are read3 printed3 and stored
on tape 4. The second pass converts the data from BCD to the required
•(floating-point or integer) binary and stores it on the compiled data tape_
tape 3.
The execution phase is then loaded_ the compiled data is read from
tape 3 into core_ and control passes to subroutine HTBAL (deck name HTB6)
which is the controlling subroutine during execution of the time-history.
HTBAL calls the FUNCT subroutine_ which in turn calls any subroutines there
needed. On the return from FUNCT_ HTBAL executes a heat balance for each node
listed in the capacitor block_ according to one of the two following formulas:
where
Tk,0 +AO :
_k,O
Tj,@
R. =
0
J
% =
qk =
The temperature of node k at time @ + AO
The temperature of node k at time _ .
The temperature of node j at time 0 .
The value of resistor j_ connecting nodes j and k.
Sum including all nodes connected to node k by a resistor.
The value of the capacitor at node k.
The value of the arbitrary heat input to node k.
O
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If the value of the capacitor_ Ck, is zero_
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I
O
•  k,.O + AO
•.i J
R.
j J
%
At the same time3 the R-C product of each node having a non-zero capacitor is
computed
= 1
(RC) k Ck/ _ Y
j
The smallest RC product in t_e network or the printing interval_ whichever is
smaller_ become the "minimum R-C product_" and the time step for the following
cycle, _0_ is some fraction (normally_ 0.25) of this (RC)mi n.
At this point_ the program calls those subroutines requiring both
"old" and "new" temperatures: Convergence (CVG) s Minimum and Maximum
Temperatures (MMF), and Save Current Data (SAV). These routines are used only
if they have been called for in the FUNCT routine.
All temperatures in the T o +_o(new) temperature block are then moved
into the T0 (old) temperature block s thus destroying the old temperatures and
making the two blocks identical. Note that this operation specifically
includes temperatures not mentioned in the capacitor blocks so-called "fixed
temperatures." To change the value of a "fixed temperature3" it is necessary
to change the value on the T 0 + A0(new) block. If the old value is changed3
that value will be used for that cycle only in the heat balance (as one of
Tj,0) and then will be destroyed by the original value left unchanged in the
T0+A0 (new) block. Tj30 +A0 is stored in P(i)s and T.j,0 is stored in
(P(max T + i). That iss the new temperature block comes first in the P data
storage region.
O
O
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The program then calls the PRINT routine and computes the next time to
print if it has reached print time. It then computes the current time for the
next cycles calls the plot routine if plotting has been called for_ and then
returns control to the Function routine for the next cycle. Whens in computing
the current time for the next cycle, the current time is greater than the final
time (specified in the time block)3 _@ is chosen so that the current time is
equal to the final time for the next cycle_ and at the end of the next cyc!e_
control is returned to the executive program in link 0. From there, if plotting
has been called for (CALL TPLOT) the plotting routines are called in and
executed. Then_ if maximum and minimum temperature monitoring has been called
for (CALL MMF), the max-min output routine (MFOUT) is called in and executed.
Thereafter_ control passes back to the compilation phase_ and any
restarts are compiled. A restart consists of only one block of input data,
followed by an NBK card. However any value that was compiled in the initial
case may be changed. There a_e five flags, each one telling the program that
the items following it are to be changed in the initial case. Flag i indicates
that the cards following are temperature cards. Similarly_ resistor and
capacitor values are changed by cards following Flags 2 and 3_ respectively.
Flag 4 indicates a new time blocks which must be changed in its entirety.
Flag 5 is used to indicate changes to the data block. Note that each sub-
block of data (a curve or table) must be changed in its entirety, the restart
containing all identifications, values_ and if in the original curve_ the
period. When a data block is changed_ the new values are stored starting at
the beginning of that data block. Care must be taken not to exceed the storage
allotted to that data block in the initial case. If that allotment is exceeded_
the remainder will be stored in the next following data block or blocks_ thus
destroying some information. Each restart may include any or all of the above
changes, and each must end with an NBK card. There is no theoretical limit to
the number of restarts for a given runs but practical considerations, such as
the size of deck s the machine time useds etc., will limit the number.
Following all of the restarts_ the last card read by the program should
be the "END" card. This card signals the program to exit and avoids an "End
of file reading..." diagnostic. It also enables the program to complete
plotting and minimum-maximum Output before exiting.
LOCKHEED D-13
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The cards following the "end" card are system instructions to restore
the system tapes used and allow removal of reserved and special output tapes,
as required. Figure D-4 is a simplified flow diagram of the program. It
applies to both Versions A and B. Table D-4 is a complete listing of the basic
program and subroutines.
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM DECKS
A brief description of the function and operation of each of the pro-
gram decks follows. The subroutines called for in the FUNCT and PRINT routines
are discussed in more detail in Section IV.
MAN6 Initiates program and exits to system.
EXT6 Controls the program flow between compiles executions and
post-processing phases; contains block-common storage for
information that must not be destroyed between phases.
U046 Defines tape unit 4 as BCD
U096 Defines tape unit 9 as BCD
UI06 Defines tape unit i0 as BCD
U126 Defines tapeunit 12 as BCD
LOC6 Locates the beginning point of a data block. Let L = LOC (N),
where N is a data block designation number_ then P(L+I) is the
first point in the data block.
CPA6 Performs first-pass compilation of input data and stores it
on unit 4.
CPB6 Performs second-pass compilation of input datas reading unit 4
and writing unit 3.
CPC6 Performs compilation and posting of changes specified in
restart blocks_ writes revised data on unit 3.
EXC6 initiates execution phase_ contains block co_on storage for
those items that may not be destroyed during the execution
phase.
CDA6 Reads compiled data from unit 3 into core storage.
HTB6 Controls execution of the time history of the required
problem_ performs the basic heat balance on each node; updates
O
O
O
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FUNCT
PRINT
L_6
BIV6
PA_6
CW6
RAD6
LR 18902
the temperature blocks each cycle; controls the time variables
and selects printing cycles.
Controls the execution of each cycle except for heat balance
and time calculations. Calls such routines as it needs to
perform the required operations; performs user's miscellaneous
calculations and circuit value changes.
Writes the required output on the system output tape according
to the format(s) specified.
Performs linear interpolation for the independent variable
and data block specified as Y = LIN(XsN)
Performs bivariate linear ihterpo!ation for the independent
variables and the data block specified as Y = BIV(XI;X2,N)
where XI is the vertical independent variable; and X2 is the
horizontal independent variable.
Performs parabolic interpolation for the independent variable
and the data block specified as Y = PAR(X_N). Data block N
must have ar_ odd number of point pairs.
Called by PAR6 to assist in parabolic interpolation.
Initiates pressurization progrmm; and stores data block
numbers for use in pressurization. CALL TANK A (K) results
in a diagnostic in versions A and B.
Iterates through the whole program_ but holds time constant
until the temperatures have achieved steady state. CALL
CVG (A_N_M)3 where A is the greatest allowable temperature
difference between cycles_ N is the upper limit on the n_-
ber of cycles to be used, M is a print flag signaling to
print every M cycle. If M is negative, all capacitors are
treated as if zero valued.
Calculates the value of a radiation resistor. The function
specification R(A) = RAD (BsC_K _) will cause resistor A to
ra
be computed according to the equation
9 o]I
Finds local maxima and minima for the temperatures listed in
data block N.CALL MMF (@i' @f' N,S), where @i and @f give
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s_v6
svw6
P_6
EAI6
_26
EA36
m46
_6
_6
LOCKHEED
the time range desired3 N is the data block containing the
temperature numbers_ and S means perform this test every
Sth cycle.
Initiates a call from HTB6 to SVT6 when the first argument,
A_ is greater than or equal to the second, B. CALL SAV (AsB).
Writes the current condition of the data onto tape 3_ the
compiled data tape. This allows a restart to continue from
the point at which the previous case stopped, or to rerun a
portion of case with new parameters.
Writes time and the values of the temperatures listed in
data block N onto tape ll to be post-processed by BTP6 for
the plotter. CALL TPLOT (N).
Punches cards giving the temperature numbers and values
suitable for use as an initial temperature block. CALL
PUNCHT (@,AsB) where _ is the time at which temperatures are
to be punched_ and A and B are the smallest and highest
temperature numbers punched. If A = B = 0 all temperatures
will be p_nched.
Sets up a call to EAH6 with two arguments, node number j and
constant K, i.e., CALL EAH!(j,K)
Sets up a call to EAH6 with three arguments_ H to be stored
Sets up a call to EAH6 with four arguments, adding a
surface flag to EAHI arguments in place of H.
CALL EAH3 (j, K, ao, F)
and
O
Sets up a call to EAH6 with five arguments, adding the loca-
tion for storing H. CALL EAH4(j,K,H, ao, F )
Computes the aerodynamic heating to node j, given K, ao, and
a flag telling whether the node is uppe r or lower
surface. Eckert's aerodynamic heating equation is used.
EAH6 is called from EAl6, EA26, EA36, or EA46.
Computes radiation resistors by the same formula as RAD6,
except that Era d is computed from a radiation matrix given
in data block N_ and is dependent on all the temperatures in
the matrix network. MDT6 is called from RP$_.
R(A) = RRM(B,C,N) where B and C are the nodes directly
connected to resistor A_ and N is the data block number.
Matrix inversion routine used by RRM6. Maximum matrix size
is 15 x 15.
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Plot post-processor routine reads the information stored by
TPT6, sorts it and_ for the Calcomp plotter_ writes it on a
tape for off-line processing. For the S-C 2040 plotter, it
displays directly on the CRT.
Routine for _awing axes for the Calcomp plotter 3 called by
_.
Routinefor selecting scales and scaling information for the
Calcomp plotter called by BTP6.
Minimum-maximum temperature post-processor reads information
stored on tape by MMF6, sorts it and prints it.
O
TAPE USAGE
The following list gives the tapes used during compilation and execution
of a program 3 depending in some cases on the requests made in the FUNCT
subroutine.
Tape No.
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
i0
ii
12
16
C0_ILE PHASE TAPE USAGE
Use
Contains program overlay links
Store compiled data
Store semi-compiled data
System standard input
System standard output
Not used
Used by pressurizationprogram
Used by pressurization program
Not used
Materials Library tape (Reserved)
Not used
O
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EXECUTION PHASE TAPE USAGE
Tape No.
2
Use
Contains program overlay links.
3 Read compiled data. Rewrite if SAV is called.
4 Notused
5 Not used
6 System Standard Output
8 Specified temperatures for off-line use_ Reserve.
9 Min-max intermediate output.
i0 Min-max intermediate output.
ii
12
Plot intermediate output
Not used
16 Plot output (Calcomp Plotter)
NOTES ON COMPUTER OPERATION
Some general observations regarding computer operation_ and some
difficulties which frequently arise are discussed in the following paragraphs.
io When running on the I_4 7094 Stand Alone machine_ difficulty has
been encountered due to dirty tape heads. In particular_ the
overlay tape (B-3) is used so heavily on the largest jobs, that
within a couple of hours a tape read check is almost certain to
occur. This happens when the overlay communication region is
trying to reach the next link_ which is still on tape_ but cannot
due to the dirty tape head. Overlay communication remains in a
two-instruction loop until operator action intervenes.
. Versions A and B have a built-in indicator using sense lights to
indicate the degree of completion of the time history. The sense
lights are used as binary indicators showing 16ths of the time
history completed. This enables the operator to determine that
the job appears to be progressing properly.
3. On the 7040/7094 D.C. it has been found that not more than one
tape may be set up to be deblocked from disk to tape. Therefor%
if more than one tape is to be processed off-line or by a later
job, all but one such tape must be assigned to a physical tape.
O
O
©
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Backspacing a simulated (disk) tape is a complicated and time-
consuming operation. Therefore, after each link is loaded_ the
thermal analyzer calls for a rewind of the overlay tape. It might
prove more efficient to make the overlay tape physically a tape,
but this has not been tested.
O
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A
RI
COMPILE
SWITCH I_A j
READ
DATA
FROM
UNIT 3
4_
J _XECUrEFUNCT,ON
_',/UBROUTINE
k
N
Y
PERFORM POST-
PROCESSING
OPERATIONS
I COMPUTE A e,
g=g+&g FOR
NEXT CYCLE
I._
FUNCT MAY CALL XLIN,
LIN, BIV, PARt EAHI,
F.AH2_ EAH3, EAH4, RAD,
RRM, PUNCHT, STS;
OAR_CVG, MMF, TPLOT,WHICH WILL BE
CALLED FROM HTBAL If
GIVEN IN FUNCT:
,IPE_FORMHEATBAaNCEFOR I
I I /EACH NODE HAVING CAPACITY, I
II ICOMPUTE R'-C PRODUCT FOR I
H IEACHNODE. I
JJ', , ...... ,-
I '-_RETURN TO THOSE SUBROUTINES
_REQUESTED IN FUNCT AND
|PROVIDE FOR HERE
Y
JMOVE Tg +&8 INTO Tg J
lib
_ls IT_ _lS IT_
N _"TI/_E TO _ N _/" TIME TO "_
0
Figure D-4. Simplified Flow Diagram of Computer Program O
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0 TABLE D-4. PROGRA_ LISTING
0
$IBFTC MAN6
C -AS OF 12/4/64
NLAG = I
CALL EXETIV INLAG)
CALL EXIT
SToP
END
$1BFTC ExT6
SUBROUTINE EXETIV (NLAG)
C AS OF 5/25/65
COMMON P(1600O),M(16),MAXT,MAXR,MAXC,KSP,KST,KURV7,NCVG,NSTSgNFAB
8
i00
COMMON NABL(10),NKSP,LMMF,NRMF,NREAD,CC(12)
COMMON NR,MAXP,MAXK,MAXS,MAXM
COMMON /CP2/ ERROR,MAXMUM
COMMON /CPITM/ ITIMO
COMMON /CPPLT/NPLT,NEND,KSKIP
COMMON /EXFLG/NTFLG,NSAV_NFLG
COMMON /EXPLT/ NLFLG
MAXMUM=16000
ITIMO = 1
NEND=O •
NPLT=I
ERROR=O.
NTYPE=O
NTFLG=O
IR=I
CALL COMPIL(IR)
IF (ERROR.EQ.O..AND.NEND.EQ.O) CALL EXCUT{NLAG)
IF (ERROR.NE.O.) WRITE (6,100}
FORMAT(A4HOERROR HAS OCCURRED SOMEWHERE IN ABOVE CASE.}
IF (LMMF.GT.2) CALL MFOUT
IF (NPLT.GT.I) NBIT=I
IF (NBIT.GT.O) CALL BITAP
IF (NEND.GT.O} RETURN
IR=2
GO TO 8
END
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MAN6000
MAN6001
MAN6002
MAN6003
MAN6004
MAN6005
MAN6on6
EXT6000
EXT6001
EXT6002
EXT6003
EXT6004
EXT6005
EXT6006
EXT6007
EXT6020
EXT6021
EXT6022
FXT6025
EXT6n26
EXT6n27
EXT6028
EXT602o
EXT6030
EXT6031
EXT6032
EXT6033
EXT6035
EXT6036
EXT6037
EXT6038
EXT6039
EXT6040
EXT6OA1
EXT6_2
EXT6043
EXT6n_5
TABLE 0-4. (Continued)
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$[BFTC LOC6
FUNCTION LOC (KT)
C
f
'C
C
LOC6000
LOC6001
AS OF 04/27/65 LOC'6002
LOC6003
LOC ROUTINE FINDS FIRST LOCATION AHEAD OF LOCATION STARTING TABLE KTLOC6004
LOC6_n_
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST
COMMON /EXADR/ LCTN,LCTOILCR,LCCgLCO,LCRC,LCPS,LCK,LCKA
COMMON /CP2/ ERRO_
DIMENSION P(16000), Nil6), NSTRT(I}
EOUIVALENCE IP(1), NSTRT(1))
REAL
IF IKT.LF.O) GO TO 13
10 J=LCKA
11 JI=NSTRT(J}I2**I8
J2=MOD(NSTRT(JI,2**181
IF (JI.EQ.KT) GO TO 12
IF (JI.EQ.o) GO TO 13
J:J+l
GO TO 11
12 IF (PIJ2).NE.32767.) J2=J2-1
LOC=J2
RETURN
19 WRITE (6,21) KT
21 FORMAT llOHOCURVE NO.15,25H IS NOT IN ADDRESS TABLE.)
ERROR =1.
RETURN
END •
LOC6006
LOC6007
LOC6008
LOC6009
LOC6010
LOC6011
LOC6012
LOC6013
LOC6014
LOC6015
LOC6016
LOC6017
LOC6018
L_C601O
LOC6020
LOC6021
LOC6022
LOC6023
LOC6024
LOC6025
LOC6h26
Loc6nP7
$I_MAP UOa_
ENTRY .UNn4.
.UNOA. PZF UNIT04
UNIT04 FILE ,UTa,READY,INOUT,BLK=22,BCD,NOLIST
END
lln46
U 46
U 46
U 46
U 46
$18_AP U096
ENTPY
.UNO9. PZE
UNIT09 FILE
END
,t)Nng.
UNITOg
,B(31,READY,INOUT,BLK=22,BCD,NOLIST
tJo_6
U o6
U a6
U 96
U 06
$1R_AP UI06
ENTRY
.UNIO. PZF
UNITIO FILE
END
.UNIO.
UNITIO
,A(3),READY,INOUT,BLK=22,BCD,NOLIST
U106
U 06
U 06
U 06
U 06
_IBMAP UI'2&
ENTRY
• UN_2° PZE
UNITI2 FILE
END
.UN12.
UNITI2
,B(2),READY,INPUT,BLK=22,BCD,NOLIST
t;L_6
U 26
U 26
U 26
U 26
0
9
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$1BFTC CPA6
SUBROUTINE COMPIt (IR)
C AS OF 04/27/65
C B/21/64 CHANGED TO INCLUDE MINMAX
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSPt KST, KuRV 7, NCVG, NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL,NKSP,LMMF,NRMF,NREAD,CC
COMMON NRECD, NWPD, NWCT, NWST, NWTM
COMMON /CP2/ERROR,_AXMUM
COMMON /CPPLT/ NPLT,NEND
COMMON /EXPLT/ NLFLG
DIMENSION CZ(.6),CY(6)
DIMENSION A(12), I I(12}, I 2(12), I 3(12), NABL(IO}, CC(12}
DIMENSION P(16000), IRLINE(1), KPSD(1), NSTRT(I}_ M(16), KDAT(I}
EQUIVALENCE IP|4000), IRLINEtl)), (P(BO00), KPSD(1)), (P{13000),
1 NSTRT(I}I, (P(1}, KDAT(1}]
REAL M, INC, NBK,NET
INTEGER CP
DATA ENDF/6H -I /
DATA NET/6HNET /
DATA DEC/6HDEC /
DATA INC/6HINC /
DATA PER/6HOFR I
DATA NBK/GHNBK I
DATA CIDI6HCID I
DATA TAPI6HTAP I
DATA RES/6HRES /
DATA CAP/6HCAP / _
DATA COD/6HCOD /
DATA ZERO/6HO00000/
DATA (CZ(1),I=I,6}/2HOI,2HO2,2HO3,2HO4,2HO5,2HO6/,BLANK/IH /
DATA (CY(I),I=I,6)/2H 1,2H 2,2H 3,2H 4,2H 5,2H 61,ZERZ/2H00/
DATA ZERY/2H O/
209 FORMAT (A3,A2,12A6)
210 FORMAT ISX,12A6}
211 FORMAT (SX, A3,12,12A6)
212 FORMAT (IHI,9X,12A6}
215 FORMAT (40HO KOUNT IS NOT CORRECT IN COMPIL ROUTINE )
218 FORMAT (I 3, 3X, T 2)
223 FORMAT (THOCODE= A6,12H IS ItLEGAL.}
22_ FORMAT (25HOCANNOT FIND CURVE NAMED A6,17H ON LIBRARY TAPE.}
232 FORMAT (53HOCODE= NET IS ILLEGAL IN THIS VERSION. USE VERSION C.)
233 FORMAT (SH ** ,A3,A2,12A6,23H ** THIS CARD IGNORED.}
NCVG = 1
NSTS = 1
MATLIB =I
NSW2=I
NPLT=I
NLFLG=I
NFAB = 1
NSW2=I
LINE = 1
LMMF=I
NRMF=O
NREAD=O
DO i01 I = I, I0
NABL(1) = 0
101 CONTINUE
GO TO (I05, 14g, 149}, IR
105 REWIND 4
DO 107 I = I , MAXMUM
P{I) = O.
CPA6nO0
CPA6001
CPA6002
CPA6003
CPA6OO&
CPA6005
CPA6006
CPA6007
CPA6008
CDA6OOQ
CPA6010
CPA6011
CPA6012
CPA6013
CPA601_
CPA6015
CPA6oI6
CPA6017
CPA6018
CPA601q
CPA6020
CPA6021
CPA6022
CPA6023
CPA602_
CPA6025
CPA6026
CPA6027
CPA6028
CPA602Q
CPA6030
CPA6031
CPA6039
CPA60_O
CPA6041
CPA6042
CPA6044
CPA6046
CPA6050
CPA6051
CPA6053
CPA6053
CPA605&
CPA6055
CPA6056
CPA6057
CPA6nS8
CPA6059
C_A6061
CPA6062
CPA6063
CPA606&
CPA6065
CPA6n66
CPA6067
CPA6068
CPA6069
CPA6070
CPA6071
CPA6072
CPA6_73
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107 CONTINUE
KOUNT = I
110 CP=-I
IF (MATLIB.EQ.I) READ (5,209) CM,CX,(A(1),I=I,12}
IF (MATLIB.EO.2) READ (12,209)CM,CX,(A(1),I=I,12)
1101 DO 1102 I=1,6
1102 IF (CX.EO.Cy(1).OR.CX.EQ.CZ(1)) CP=I
IF (CX.EQ.BLANK.OR.CX.EO.ZERZ.OR.CX.EQ.ZERY) CP=O
IF (CP.GE.O) GO TO 1103
CP=O
ERROR=I.
WRITE (6,215)
1103 IF (LINE.LT.&O) GO TO 111
109 WRITE (6,212) (CC(1),I=I,12)
LINE = ]
111 IF (CM.EQ.CID) GO TO 117
IF (CM.EO.TAD) GO TO 150
WRITE (6,211) CM,CP,(A(1),I=1,12)
LINE=LINE+I
IF (CM .EC. DEC) GO TO 116
IF (CM .EQ. INC) GO TO 118
IF (CM .EQ. PER) GO TN 119
IF (CM .gO. NRK) GO TO 120
IF (Cu. EO.RES) GO TO 123
IF (C_.EOoCAO} GO TO 12_
IF (C_,EC.NET) GO TO 170
IF (C_.EQ.COD) GO TO 1T2
115 WRITE (6,223) CM
ERROR:I.
GO TO 110
I12 KOD = 9
GO TO 125
]16 KOO = 1
GO TO 125
117 CMID=C_
ICP=CP
DO 1171 I=1,12
CC(I):A(1)
1171 CONTINUE
LINE =1
WRITE (6,212)
GO TO 110
118 KOD = 3
GO TO 125
119 KOD = 4
GO TO 125
120 KOD = 5
KOUNT = KOUNT + i
IF (KOUNT - 6) 125, 121, 122
121 KOD = 6
GO TO 125
122 WRITE (6, 21_}
ERROR =2.
RETURN
123 KOD=7
GO TO 125
124 KOD=8
GO TO 125
150 IF (MATLIB.EO.2) GO TO 160
MATLIB=2
FIRST=O.
(CC(I},I=I,12)
CDA6n7&
CmA6n75
CPA6076
CPA6079
CPA6080
CPA6081
CPA6082
CPA6083
CPA6084
CPA6n85
CPA6_86
CPA6087
CPA6088
CPA6089
CPA6_Qh
CPA6091
CPA6OQ2
CPA6099
CPA6094
CPA6095
CPA6096
CmA6Oq7
CPA6098
CPA6OaQ
CPA61hO
CPA6101
CmA6102
CPA6103
CPA610_
CPA6105
CPA61h6
CPA6107
COA610Q
CPA6100
CPA611h
CPA6111
CPA6112
CRA6113
CPA611_
CPA6115
CPA6116
CDA6117
CPA6118
CPA611 o
CPA6120
CPA6121
CPA6122
CDA6123
C_A612&
CPA6125
CPA6126
CPA6127
CPA6128
CPA612_
CDA61_
CPA613!
CPA61_2
CPA6133
CPA6134
CPA6135
CPA6136
0
0
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O
WRITE (6,211) CH,CP,(A(1),I=I,12)
LINE=LINE+I
151 READ ( 12 ,209) ZI,MZ2,Z3
IF (ZI.NE.TAP) GO TO 151
IF (Z3.EQ.A(1)) GO TO 110
IF (Z3.NE.ZERO) GO TO 151
REWIND 12
FIRST=FIRST+I.
IF (FIRST.EO.I.) GO TO 151
WRITE (6,224) A(1)
ERROR=I.
160 MATLI_=I
GO TO 110
170 WRITE (6,232) CM
ERROR=I.
175 READ (5,209) CM,CX,(A(J),J=1,12)
IF (CM.EQ.DEC.OR.CM.EO.CID.OR.CM.EQ,NBK} GO TO 1101
WRITE (6,233) CH,CX,(A(J),J=1,12)
GO TO 175
125 WRITE (4,218) KOD,CP
WRITE (4, 2'10) CA(1), I : I, 12)
IF (KOUNT - 6) 110, 130, 122
130 END FILE 4
REWIND 4
REWIND 3
CALL COMP2 8
RETURN
149 CALL RESTRT
RETURN
END
CPA6137
CPA613B
CPA613n
CPA614n
CPA6141
CPA6142
CPA61_3
CPA614_
CPA6145
CPA6146
CPA6147
C_A61A_
CPA6149
CPA6150
CPA6151
CPA6152
CPA6153
CPA6154
CPA6155
CPA6163
CPA616_
CPA6165
CPA6166
CPA6167
CPA6168
CPA616Q
C_A61Tn
CPA8171
CmA6l?2
CPA6173
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$IBFTC CPB&
SUBROUTINE COMP2
C AS OF 06/02/65
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST, KURV 7, NCVG, NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL,NKSP,LMMF,NRNF,NREAD,CC
COMMON NRECD, NWPD, 'NWCT, NWST, NWTM
COMMON /CP2/ERROR,MAXMUM
DIMENSION BCDB(5)
DIMENSION A(12), I 1(12), I 2(12), I 3(12), NABL(IO}, CC(12)
DIMENSION P(16000), IRLINE(1), KPSD(I}, NSTRT(1), M(16), KDAT(1)
EQUIVALENCE (P(4000), IRLINE(1}), (P(8000), KPSD(1)}, (P(13000),
I NSTRT(1}), {P{I), KDAT(1}}
REAL M, INC, NBK,NET
INTEGER CP
CPB6000
CPB6001
CPB6002
CPB6003
CPB600_
CPB6005
CPB6006
CPB6007
CPB6OO8
CPB6010
CPB6011
CPB6012
CPB6013
CPB6014
DATA (BCDB(II,I:I,5)/6HTEMP. ,6HRESIS.,6HCAPAC.,6HCURVE ,6HMISC. /CPB6015
200 FORMAT
201 FORMAT
202 FORMAT
203 FORMAT
204 FORMAT
205 FORMAT
206 FORMAT
218 FORMAT
219 FORMAT
220 FORMAT
222 FORMAT
223 FORMAT
224 FORMAT
230 FORMAT
231 FORMAT
232 FORMAT
233 FORMAT
235 FORMAT
236 FORMAT
(SX, 4(I 5, E 10.2))
(SX, I 5, E 10.2, I 5}
(5X, 2(31 5, E 10.2)}
(SX, 3I 5, E 10.2, I 5)
(5X, I 5)
(SX, 6E 10.2)
(SX,ElO.2,15)
(I 3, 3X, I 2)
(15HOKOD MUST NOT =IS,8H IN THE A6,TH BLOCK.)
(26HOTABLE NO. = 0 IS ILLEGAL.)
(3OHO TOO MANY _ORDS IN DAT BLOCK )
(THOCODE= A6,12H IS ILLEGAL.)
(25HOCANNOT FIND CURVE NAMED A&,lTH ON LIBRARY TAPE.)
(28HOSOMETHING WRONG AFTER TABLEI6,17H AND BEFORE TABLET6)
(25HOSOMETHING WRONG IN TABLE I6)
(THOERROR,15,E15.S,22H NEGATIVE NODE NUMBER.)
(THOERROR,315,E15.5,26H NEGATIVE RESISTOR NUMBER.}
(14HOCAPACITOR NO.15,22H IS GREATER THAN MAXT=I5)
(5HONODE 15,20H HAS NO CONNECTIONS.)
234 FORMAT (9HORESISTORI5,15H CONNECTS NODESI5,1H,15,27H GREATER THAN
1MAX TEMP.NO.=IS)
240 FORMAT (5X,315,3E10.O,15)
241 FORMAT (SX,315,3E]O.O,215)
242 FORMAT (SX,15,3EIO.O,215)
243 FORMAT (5X,15,3ElO.O,315)
244 FORMAT (IHO,16,33H DATA STORAGE EXCEEDED. TOTAL OF 16,
1 12H DATA ITEMS.)
FORMAT 14HIP STORAGE MAP /14H0 TEMPERATURES,gX,16,8X,&HTOTAL 16)250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
NSW2=]
NGRC=I
NGRCI--I
KGRC--1
KOUNT = 1
MAXT = O
MAxR = O
MAXC = 0
MAXP = 0
L = 0
23H TEMPERATURES I6,8X,6HTOTAL 16}
23H RESISTORS 16,8X,6HTOTAL 16}
23H CAPACITORS 16,8X,6HTOTAL 16)
23H CURRENTS (Q) I6,8X,&HTOTAL 16)
23H R-C PRODUCTS 16,BX,6HTOTAL 16)
23H PSEUDO-SEQENCE 16,8X,6HTOTAL I&)
23H DATA BLOCKS (CURVES) 16,8X,6HTOTAL 16)
23H DATA BLOCK ADDRESSES I6,8X,6HTOTAL 16)
CPB6016
CPB6017
CPB6018
CPB6019
CPB6020
CPB6021
CPB6022
CPB6031
CPB6032
CPB6033
CPB6034
CPB&035
CPB6036
CP85037
CPB6038
CPB6039
CPB6040
CPB6041
CPB6042
CPB6043
CPB6044
CPB6045
CPB6046
CPB6047
CPB6048
CPB6049
CPB6050
CPB6051
CPB6052
CPB6053
CPB6054
CPB6055
CPB6056
CPB6057
CPB6058
CPB6059
CPB6n6n
CPB6Q61
CPB6062
CPB6063
CPB6064
CPB6065
CPB6066
CPB6_67
CPB6n6_
CPB606o
0
0
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O
131
132
C
C
C
134
3
11
12
13
14
i41
15
C
C
C.
DO 131 I=1,5000
KDATII)=IO
CONTINUE
TK = 1
MAXS=i
READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD 1
IF (NGRC.EO.2,AND.NGRCI.EO;2) NGRC=I
IF (NGRC.EQ.2) NGRCI=2
GO TO (134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139), KOUNT
READ IN INITIAb TEMPERATURES OF ALL NODES
GO TO (3,13,9,13,14,13,13,13) ,KOO
READ (4, 200) (I fill, AII), I = I, KOD I)
DO 7 I = 1, KOD ]
J = I 1(I!
IF (J - MAXT) 5, 5, 4
MAXT = J
IF (J.EO.O} WRITE (6,232) J,A(1)
IF (J.EO.O} ERROR=I.
P(J) -- A(I}
ITEM = J
ATEM = A(1)
CONTINUE
GO TO 132
READ (4, 201) N 1, A i, N 2
J = ITEM t,,
AA = ATEM
DO 12 I = I, N 2
J = J +N I
AA -- AA + A I
IF (J.GT.MAXT) MAXT=J
P(J) = AA
ITEM = J
ATEM = AA
CONTINUE
GO TO 132
WRITE (69219) KOD,BCDR(KOUNT}
ERROR --2.
RETURN
KOUNT = KOUNT + I
TEMPX=O.
DO i4I I=I,MAXT
IF (KDAT(1).EQ.10) P(1)=TEMPX
IF (KDAT(1).NE.IO) TF_PX=P(i)
CONTINUE
READ (4, 200) I I(1)
WRITE (3) MAxT, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (PC1), I = 1, MAXT)
WRITE (3) MAXT, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (PC1), I = 1,, MAXT)
DO 15 I = I, 5000
P(I} = O.
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,2=,0) MAXT,MAXT
MAXIM=MAXT+MAXT
WRITE (6,251) MAXT,MAXIM
GO TO 132
READ IN RESISTERS
cp_6n_
CPB6071
CPB6072
CPB6073
CPB6074
CPB6075
CP86076
CP86_77
CP86078
CPB6079
CPB6D80
CPB6081
CPB6082
CPB6083
CDB6084
CPB6n_
CPB6086
CP86087
CPB6088
CPB608o
CP860¢0
CDB6091
CPB6nq2
CPB6093
CP86094
CP86095
CPB6096
CPB6OQ7
CPB6098
CPB60_m
CPB610n
CP8610I
CPB6102
CPB6103
CPB6104
CPB6105
CPB6106
CP86107
CPB61O8
CmB610g
CPB6110
CPB6111
CP86112
CPB6113
CP86114
CPB6115
CP86116
CP86117
C@B6118
CPB6119
CP86120
CPB6121
CPB6122
CPB6129
CPB612_
CP86125
CPB6126
CP86127
CPB612R
CPB6129
CPB6130
0
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0
135
17
18
19
20
22
25
2501
24
2401
26
28
GO TO (17,13,24,13,30,13,29,13),KOD
READ (4, 202) (I I(I), 1 2(I), I 3(I), A(1), I = 1, KOD I)
DO 22 I=I,KODI
J = I l(1)
IF (J.GT.MAXR) MAXR=J
IF(J.LE.O) WRITE (6,233) II(1),I2(1),I3(1),A(1)
IFIJ.LE.O} ERROR=I.
P(J} = A(1)
L=L+I
IRLINE(L) = I 3(I) + 4096"(I 2(I} + 4096"J)
IF (J.GE.204B} IRLINE(L)=-IRLINE(L)
ITEM = J
ITEM 2 = I 2(I}
ITEM 3 = I 3(I)
ATEM = A(1)
IF (ITEM2.LE.MAXT.AND,ITEM3.LE.MAXT) GO TO 22
WRITE (6,234) ITEM,ITEM2,1TEM3,MAXT
ERROR=I.
CONTINUE
GO TO 132
READ (4,241) II(1),I2(1),I3(1),X,Y,Z,KRVC,N2
J=ITEM
DO 2501 I=1,N2
J=J+I1(l}
ITEM2=ITFM2+I2(1)
ITEM3=ITEM3+I3(1)
XI=XI+X
yl=Yl+y
ZI=ZI+Z
KKRV=KKRV+KCRV
IF (J.GT.MAXR) MAXR=J
P(J|=X1/(YI*Z1)
L=L+I
IRLINE(L}=ITEM3+4Og6*{ITEM2+4og6*J)
IF (J.GE.2048} IRLINE(L)=-IRLIr_E(L}
ITEM=J
NSTRT(KGRC)=J+4Og6*KKRV
KGRC=KGRC+I
IF (ITEM2.LE.MAXT.AND.ITEM3.LE.MAXT) GO TO 2501
WRITE (6,234) ITEM,ITEM2,1TNE3,MAXT
ERROR=I.
CONTINUE
GO TO (2401,25),NGRC
READ (4,203) II(lI,I2(1},I3(1),A(1),N2
J = ITEM
DO 28 I : I, N 2
J = J + I I(I)
ITEM 2 = ITEM 2 + I 2(I)
ITEM 3 = ITEM 3 ÷ I 3(I)
ATEM = ATEM + A{I)
IF (J.GT.MAXR) MAXR=J
P(J) = ATEM
L=L+I
IRLINE(L) = ITEM 3 + 4096*(ITEM 2 + 4096"J)
IF (J.GE.2048) IRLINE(L)=-IRLINE(L)
ITEM = J
IF (ITEM2.LE.MAXT.ANO.ITEM3.LE.MAXT) GO TO 28
WRITE (6,234) ITEM,ITEM2,1TEM3,MAXT
ERROR=I.
CONTINUE
GO TO 132
CPB6131
CPB6132
CPB6133
CPB6134
CPB6135
CP86136
CPB6137
CPB6138
C086130
CP86140
CPB6141
CPB6142
CPB6143
CP86144
CPB6145
CPB6146
CPB6147
CP86148
CPB614o
CPB6150
ORB6151
CP86152
C_B6153
Cm86154
CPR6155
CPB6156
CPB6_?
CPB6158
CP8615g
CP86160
CPB6161
CP86162
CP86163
CPB6164
CPB6165
CP861.66
CPB6167
CPB6168
CP86169
CPB6170
CP86171
CP_6172
CPB6173
CP86174
CPB6175
C086176
CP86177
Cm86178
CP_617o
CP86180
CP86181
CP86182
CPB6185
CP86184
CP86185
CPB6186
CPB6187
CP86188
COB618o
CPB6190
CPB61QI
0
0
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0
29
30
31
READ (4,240) II(1),I2(1),I3(1),X,Y,Z,KCRV
A(1)=X/IY*Z)
NGRC=2
Xl=X
YI=Y
ZI=Z
NSTRT(KGRC)=II(1)+4096*KCRV
KGRC=KGRC+I
KKRV=KCRV
GO TO 18
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
READ (4, 202) I i(1)
WRITE (3) MAXR, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(1), I = 1, MAXR)
DO 31 I = 1, MAXR
Pill = O.
CONTINUE
MAXIM=MAXI_+uAXR
WRITE (6,252) MAXR,_AXIM
GO TO 132
READ IN CAPACITORS
136 GO TO (33,13,46,13,52,13,13,43),KOD
33 READ (4, 200) (I l(1), A(1), I = I, KOD i)
NOP = 0
39 DO 42 I = I, KOO i
J : I l(1)
IF (J.GT.MAXT) WRITE (6,235) J,MAXT
IF (J.GT.NAXT) ERROR:I.
IF {J.GT.MAXC) MAXC:J
35 IF IJ.LE.O) WRITE (6,232) J,A(1)
IF (J.LE.O) ERROR=I.
36 P(J) = A(1)
ITEM = J
ATFM = A(1)
KPSD(IK)=I1(1)+kO96*(KKRV+4096*KKRVl)
KPSD(IK)=-KPSD(IK)
MAXP = MAXP + I
NODCON=O
IK = IK + 1
DO 41K = 1, L
IDAT I = IRL!NE(K)II6777216
IF (IRLINE(K).LT.O) IDATI=IABS{IDAT1)+2OkB
IDAT 2 = MOD(IRLINE(KI/G096, 4096)
IDAT 3 = MODIIRLINE(K), 4096)
IF (IRLINE(KI.LT.O) IDAT2=IABS(IDAT2)
IF IIRLINE(K).LT.O) IDAT3=IABS(IDAT3)
IF (I i(I) - IDAT 2) 38, 37, 38
37 DO 3601 Iq:I,KGRC
KGR:MOD(NSTRT(Ig),4096}
KGK=MOD(NSTRT(19)/4096,4096)
IF (KGR.EO.IDATI) GO TO 3602
3601 CONTINUE
KGK=O
3602 KPSD(IK)=IDAT3+4096*(IDAT1+4096*KGK)
IF (KGR.EO. IDAT1) NSTRT(19)=O
MAXP = MAXP + 1
NODCON=I
IK = IK ÷ 1
38 IF (I l(1) - IDAT 3) 41, 40, 41
CPB6192
CPB6193
CPB61_4
CPB61o5
CPB6196
CPB61g7
CPB6198
CPB619_
CPB6200
CPB6201
CPB6202
(PB6203
CPB6204
CPB6205
CPB6206
CPB6207
CPB6208
CPB620Q
CPB6210
CPB6211
CPB6212
CPB6213
CPB6214
CPB6215
CPB6216
CPB6217
CPB6218
CPB621Q
CPB6220
CPB6221
CPB6222
CPB6223
CPB6224
CPB6225
CPB6226
CPB6227
CPB6228
CPB6229
CPB6230
(PB6231
CPB62_2
CPB6233
CPB623A
CPB6235
CPB6236
CPB6237
CPB6238
CP86239
CPB6240
CPB6241
CPB6242
CPB6243
CPB6244
CPB6245
CPB6246
CPB6247
CPB6248
CPB624g
CPB625n
CPB6251
CPB6252
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O
40
4001
4002
41
42
43
46
47
4701
4702
48
49
5O
52
53
DO 4001 I9=I,KGRC
KGR=MOD(NSTRT(19),4096)
KGK=MOD(NSTRT(19)/409.6,4096)
IF (KGR.EQ. IDATI) GO TO 4002
CONTINUE
KGK=O
KPSDllKl=IDAT2+4096_lIDATI÷4096*KGK)
IF {KGR.EO.IDATI} NSTRT(I9)=O .
MAXP = MAXP + I
NODCON=I
IK = IK + I
CONTINUE
IF (NODCON.EO.1) GO TO 42
ERROR=I°
WRITE (6,236) If(1)
CONTINUE
IF (NOP) 132, 132, 48
READ (4,242) II(1),X,Y,Z,KKRV,KKRV1
A(1}=X*Y*Z
NGRC=2
GO TO 39
GO TO (47,4701},NGRC
READ (4,201) N1,A1,N2
NOP = NOP ÷ I
KOD 1 = 1
GO TO 50
READ (4,243) NI,XI,YI,ZI,IKI,IK2,N2 "
KODI=I
GO TO 49
II(1)=ITEM+NI
X=X+X1
Y=Y+Y1
Z=Z+ZI
A(1)=X*Y*Z
KKRV=KKRV+IK]
KKRVl=KKRVI+IK2
GO TO 39
IF (NOP - N 2) 49, 132, 132
NOP = NOP + 1
GO TO (50,4702),NGRC
I 1(I) = ITEM + N 1
A(1) = ATEM + A 1
GO TO 39
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
MAXP = MAXP + 1
KPSD(MAXP) = 0
READ (4, 200) I I(I)
WRITE (3} MAXC, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(1), I = 1, MAXC)
DO 53 I = 1, MAXC
P(1) = O.
CONTINUE
WRITE 3 MAXC, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE 3 (PC1), I = I, MAXC)
WRITE 3 MAXC, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE 3 (P(I}, I = I, MAXC)
WRITE 3 MAXP, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE 3 (KPSD(1), I = 1, MAXP)
NWPD = MAXP
NRECD = 7
KSP = 2_MAXT + MAXR + 3_MAXC + I
CPB6253
CP86254
CP36255
CP36256
CP36257
CPB625B
CPB625g
CPB6260
CP86261
CPB6262
CPB6263
CP36264
CP36265
CPB6266
.CP86267
CPB6268
CPB6269
CPB6270
CPB6271
CP36272
CP_6273
CP86274
CPB6275
CP36276
CP86277
CPB6278
CP86279
CO86280
CPB62_I
CPB6282
CPB6283
CPB6284
CP86285
CP86286
CP36287
CP36288
CPB62_o
CP36290
CPB6291
CPB6292
CPB6293
CP362o4
CP36295
CP36296
CPB62a7
CPB62_8
CPB629Q
CPB6300
CPB6301
CPB6302
CPB6303
CP36304
CP86305
CPB6306
CP86307
CP86308
CPB6309
CPB6310
CP86311
CP36312
CPB6313
0
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C
C
C
137
56
57
KST : KSP + MAXP
KST I : KST
NKSP : KST - I
JJ : 0
N2=O
MAXIM=MAXIM+MAXC
WRITE (6+253) MAXC,MAXIM
MAXIM=MAXIM+MAXC
WRITE (6,254) MAXC.MAXIM
MAXIM=MAXIM+MAXC
WRITE (6,255} MAXC,MAXIM
MAXIM=MAXIM+MAXP
WRITE (6,256) MAXP,MAXIM
GO TO 132
READ IN DATA SUB-BLOCKS
GO TO (56,13,66,67,68_13,13_13_691)
IF (KOD I) 57, 57, 64
READ (4, 204) NTAB
IF INTAB) 62, 58, 59
58 WRITE (6, 22n)
GO TO 132
59 IF (N_W2.EQ.I) GO TO _oI
WRITE (6,230) NTABO,NTAB
ERROR=I.
NSW2=I
KST=KSTI+JJ
591 NSTRT(MAXS)=KST+2**]8*NTAB
NSW2=2
NTABO=NTAR
MAXS=MAXS+]
GO TO 132
62 IF (NSW2.EQ.2) GO TO 621
WRITE (6,231) NTARO
ERROR=I.
621 NSW2=I
IF (NTAB+7) 63,51,63
61 KURV 7 = KST I + JJ - KST
63 KST = KST I + JJ
GO TO 132
64 READ (4, 205) (A(1), I : I, KOD 1)
641 DO 65 I = I, KOD !
JJ = JJ + 1
P(JJ) = A(1)
65 CONTINUE
IF (N2,GT.O) GO TO 661
GO TO 132
66 READ (4,206) AINC,N2
A(I}=P(JJ)
KODI:I
661 A(II=A(1)+AINC
N2=N2-1
GO TO 641
67 READ (4, 205) A(1)
D(jj + II : _2767.
P(JJ + 2) = A(1)
JJ = JJ + 2
GO TO 132
68 KOUNT : KOUNT + 1
KST = KST - ]
,KOD
CPB6314
CPB6315
CPB6316
CPB6317
CDB63IB
CPB6319
CPB6320
CPB6321
CPB6322
CPB6323
CPB6324
CPB6325
CPB6326
CPB6327
CPB6_2m
CPB6329
CPB6330
CPB6331
CPB6332
CPB6333
CPB6334
CPB6335
CPB6336
CPB_3_7
CPB6338
CPB6339
CPB634_
CPB6341
CPB6342
CPB6343
CPB6344
CPB634m
CPB6346
CPB6347
CPB6348
CDB634O
CPB635n
CPB6351
CPB6352
CPB6353
CPB6354
CPB6355
CPB6356
CPB635V
CPB6358
CPB6_5o
CPB6360
CPB6_61
CPB6362
CPB6363
CPB696_
CPB6365
CPB6366
CPB6367
CPB636_
CDB636_
CPB6_Sn
CPB6371
CPB6372
CPB6373
CPB6374
. /
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NWCT = JJ
WRITE (3) NWCT, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (31 (Pll), I = 1, NWCT)
NRECD = NRECD + 2
READ (4, 205) A(1)
WRITE (3) MAXS, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (NSTRT'(1), I = 1, MAXS)
NWST = MAXS
JJ = 0
DO 69 I=l,40
P(1)=O.
69 CONTINUE
MAXIM=MAXIM+NWCT
WRITE (6,2571 NWCT,MAXIM
MAXIM=MAXIM+MAXS
WRITE (6,258) MAXS,MAXIM
IF (MAXIM,LT,_AXMU_) GO TO 132
ERROR=I.
WRITE (6,244) MAXMUM,MAXIM
GO TO 132
691 READ (4,204) ICOD
KDATIJJ+I) = 32765
KDAT(JJ+2) = ICOD
JJ = JJ+2
GO TO 132
138 GO TO (70, 13, 13, 13, 72, 72), KOD
C70 READ (4, 200) (IIII),AII),I=I,KODI)
70 READ (4, 205) ( AII),I=I,KODI)
DO 71 I = 1, KOD ]
C JJ = IIII)
JJ = JJ+l
P(JJ+20)=A(I}
71 CONTINUE
GO TO 132
72 KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
C THE FOLLOWING 5 CARDS GO WITH THE NON-C CARDS ABOVE
P(ll=P(23)
P(2]=P(23)
P(3)=P(22)
PI_)=P(21)
IF (P(24).NE.O.) P(7)=P(24)
P(11)=o(2}
JJ=16
WRITE (3) JJ, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(1), I = I, JJ)
NWTM = JJ
END FILE 3
NRECD=9
REWIND 4
139 REWIND 3
RETURN
END
CDR6_V_
CPB6376
CPB6377
CD_6379
CPB6379
CPB6380
CPB6381
CPB6_82
CPP6_3
COB6384
CPPS_RS
CPB6386
CPB6387
CPB63BB
CP_638o
CPB63aO
CPB63ol
CPP63o2
CPB6393
CPB63q4
CPB6305
CPB6396
CPB6397
CoB6_qB
CD_6SnO
CPB640n
CPB6401
CPB6a02
Co_6403
CO_64^4
CDB6405
CPB6406
CDP6AmV
CoBA_mP
CPB6409
CPB6410
CRB641]
C_B64t2
CP964]R
CDR641A
CD_S415
CPB6416
CPP64_
CPB6418
CPB5419
CMB6420
CDB6421
CPB6A22
CoR642_
CPFG42a
CPB6425
CPB6A26
0
0
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$IBFTC CPC6
SUBROUTINE RESTRT
C AS OF 04/27/65
COMMON P_ M9 MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST, KURV 7, NCVG_ NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL,NKSP,LM_iF,NRMF,NREAD,CC
COMMON NRECD, NWPD, NwCT, NWST, NWTM
COMMON /CP2/ERROR,MAXMUM
COMMON /CPPLT/NPLT_NEND
DIMENSION AII2)_ I ii12), I 2.(12), I 3(].2)t NABL(IO), CC(12)
DIMENSION All6)
DIMENSION CZ(6I,CY(6)
DIMENSION P(16000), IRLINE(1)_ KPSD(1), NSTRT(1), M(16), KDAT(1)
EQUIVALENCE (P(4009), IRLINE(1)), (P(8000), KPSD(1)), (P(13000),
i NSTRT(1)), (P(1), KDAT(1))
REAL M, INC_ NBK,NET
INTEGER CP
DATA ENDF/6H -1 /
DATA NET/BHNFT /
DATA DEC/BHDEC I
DATA INC/BHINC /
DATA PER/BHPER /
DATA NBK/6HNBK /
DATA CID/BHCID /
DATA TAP/6HTAP /
DATA COD/BHCOD I
DATA ZERO/BHOOO0@O/
DATA END /6HEND /_
DATA (CY(I),I=I,6)/2H 1,2H 2_2H 3_2H 4,2H 5.2H 61,ZERZ/2HO0/
DATA (CZ(1)pI=I,6)/2HO1,2HO2,2HO3,2HO4,2H05,2HOBI,BLANK/IH /
DAT_ ZERY/2H O/
FORMAT (5X, 4(I 5, E I0.2))
FORMAT (5X_ I 5, E 10.2, I 5)
(5X, I 5)
(5X, 6E IO.2}
(A3_A2,12A6)
5X,12AB)
5X_ A3,12,12AB)
1H1,9X_12AB)
4OHO KOUNT IS NOT CCRRECT IN RESTRT ROUTINE )
I 3_ 3X_ I 21
30HO TOO MANY WORDS IN DAT BLOCK )
7HOCODE = AB,12H IS ILLEGAL.)
25HGCANNOT FIND CURVE NAMED A6,17H ON LIBRARY TAPE.)
15HOBLOCK NUMBER =16,29H IS ILLEGAL. RESTART DELETED. )
14H1END OF CASES.)
200
2o!.
204
205
209
210
21].
2].2
2].5
218
222
223
224
236
237
24].
242
243
244
2A5
246
149
139
310
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FOPMAT
(5X,EIO.O,15)
(5X,2EIO.¢_IS)
(5X,3EIO.q,15)
(5X,_ElO.n,15)
(SX,_EI_oO,15)
FORMAT (5X,6_I0.O,15}
NRECD=9
MATLIB =].
LINE=I
REWIND 4
REWIND 3
DO 310 I = I, 16
M(1) = O.O
CONTIMUE
_17) = 0.25
MAXP = 0
CPCBOnO
CPC6001
CDCBnOP
CPC6003
CPCBO04
CPC6005
CPC6006
CPC6007
CPC6008
CPC6009
CPC6010
CPC6011
CPC6012
CPCBO13
CPC6014
CPC6015
CPCB016
CPC6017
CPC6018
CPC6019
CPC6020
CPC6021
CDC6022
CPC6023
CPC6O2_
CPC6025
CPC6026
CPC6027
CPC6028
CPC6029
CPC6030
CPC6OB1
CPC6034
CPC6035
CPC6037
CPC6038
CPC6039
CPC6O40
CPC6042
COC6044
CPC6047
CPC6048
CPC6049
CPC6052
CPC6053
CPC6054
CPC6055
CPC6056
CPC6057
CDC60_
CPC6D5o
CPC6o6n
CPC6061
CPC6062
CDC6063
CPC606_
CDC6n6S
CoC6n66
CDC6o6_
CDC6n6 _
CPC6n6_
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JJ = I
DO 75 I = I, NRECD
READ (3) N 1
MAXP = MAXP + N 1
READ (3) (P(J), J = JJ, NAXP)
Jd = MAXP + 1
75 CONTINUE
READ (3) N ]
READ (3} (M(1),I=I,NI)
MAXP = MAXP + N 1
REWIND 3
IF (MAXP -MAXMUM) 701,701,81
81 WRITE (6, 222)
100 ERROR=2.
701 IF (MATLIB.EQ.1) READ (5,209} CM,CX,(A(1),I=I,12)
IF (MATLIB.EQ.2} READ ( 12 ,209) CM,CX,(A(1),I=1,12)
CP=-I
1101 DO 1102 I=1,6
1102 IF (CX.EQ.CY(1).OR.CX.EQ.CZ(1)) CP=I
IF (CX.EQ.BLANK.OR.CX.EQ.ZERZ.OR.CX.EQ.ZERY) CP=O
IF (CP.GE.Oi GO TO 1103
wRITE (6,215)
ER_OR=I.
CP:O
1103 IF (CM°EQ.END) GO TO 900
IF (CM.EO.TAP) GO TO 150
IF (LINE.LT.60) GO TO_Oll
WRITE (6,212) (CC(1),I=I,12)
LINE =I
7011 IF (CM.EO.CID) GO TO 117
WRITE (6,211) CM,CP,(A(1),I=l,12)
LINE =LINE+I
IF (CM .EQ. DEC) GO TO 702
IF {CM .EQ. INC) GO TO 703
IF (CM.EQ.COO} GO TO ?n7
IF (CM .EQ. PER) GO TO 704
IF (CM .EQ. NBK) GO TO 705
WRITE (6,223) CM
ERROR=I.
GO TO 701
117 CMID=CM
ICP=CP
DO 1171 I=I,12
CC(I)=A(1)
1171 CONTINUE
LINE=I
WRITE (6,212) (CC(1),I=I,12)
GO TO 701
150 IF (MATLIB.EO.2) GO TO 160
MATLIB=2
FIRST = O.
WRITE (6,211) CM,CP,(A(1),I=I,12)
LINE = LINE+I
151 READ ( 12 ,209) Z1, Z2,Z3
IF (Z1.NE.TAP} GO TO 151
IF {ZB.EQ.A(1)) GO TO 701
IF (Z3.NE.ZERO} GO TO 151
REWIND 12
FIRST :FIRST+I.
IF (FIRST.EQ.1.) GO TO 151
WRITE (6,224) A(I)
CHC6070
CPC6071
COC6072
CPC6n73
CPC6074
CDC6n75
CPC6076
CDC6OVV
CPC6078
CPC6079
CPC6080
CPC6081
CPC6082
CPC6083
CPC6084
cpc6o85
CPC6086
CPC6087
CPC6088
CPC608g
CPC6090
CPC6Ogl
CPC60O2
CPC6093
CPC6094
CPC6095
CPC6096
CPC6097
CPC60_
CPC6099
CPC6100
CPC6101
CPC6102
CPC6103
CPC6104
CPC6105
CPC6106
CPC6107
CPC6108
CPC610g
CPC6110
CPC&111
CPC6112
CPC6113
CPC6114
CPC6115
CPC6116
,CPC6117
CPC6118
C_C611Q
CPC6120
CPC6121
CPC6122
CPC612B
CPC6124
CPC6125
CPC6126
CPC6127
CPC6128
CPC612g
CPC6130
0
©
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ERROR =I.
MATLIB=I
GO TO 701
KOD = l
GO TO 706
KOD = 2
60 TO 706
KOD = 3
GO TO 706
KOD = 5
GO TO 706
KOD = 4
160
702
7O3
?04
707
735
736 wRITE (4,218) KOD,CP
WRITE (4, 210) CA(1), I = I, 12)
IF (KOD.LT.4) GO TO 701
IF (KOD.EQ.4) GO TO 708
wRITE (6,215)
ERROR=I.
708 END FILE 4
REWIND 4
714 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD 1
GO TO (717, 122, ]22, 719), KOD
717 IF (KOD I) 718,718, 716
716 WRITE (6, 250)
250 FORMAT (34H KODI IS NOT ZERO IN RESTART BLOCK )
ERROR=I.
GO TO 714
122 WRITE (6,215)
ERROR=I.
GO TO 719
719 REWIND 4
REWIND 3
NAXP = 0
MII)=M(2)
MIII)=M(2)
JJ = l
DO 800 I = I, NRECD
GO TO (780, 780, 782, 784, 784, 784, 786, 788, 790
780 N ] = MAXT
GO TO 798
782 N 1 = MAXR
GO TO 798
784 N 1 : MAXC
GO TO 798
786 N I = NWPD
GO TO 798
788 N I = NWCT
GO TO 798
7_0 N 1 = NWST
798 WRITE (3) N I, NCVG, NSTS
MAXP = MAXP + N 1
WRITE (3) (P(J), J = JJ, MAXP)
JJ : MAXP + 1
800 CONTINUE
N 1 = 16
WqITE (31 N I, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE [3) (M(1),I=I,NI)
FNO FILE 3
REWIND 3
RETURN
7C_ READ (4, 204) NBLK
, I
CPC613]
C0C6132
CPC6133
CPC6134
CPC6135
CPC6136
CPC6137
CPC6138
CPC6139
CPC6140
CPC6141
(PC6142
(PC6143
CPC6144
CPC6145
CPC6146
CPC6147
CPC6148
CPC6149
CPC6150
CPC6151
CPC6152
CPC6153
CPC6154
CPC6155
CDC6156
CDC6157
CPC6158
CPC615Q
CPC6160
CPC6161
CPC616P
CPC6163
COC616A
CPC6165
CPC6166
CPC6167
CPC6168'
CPC616o
CPC6170
CDC6171
CPC6172
CPC6173
CPC6174
CPC6175
CPC6176
CPC6177
CPC6178
CPC6.17o
CPC6180
CPC6181
CPC6182
CPC61BB
CPC6184
CPC6185
CPC6186
CPC6187
CPC618R
CPC6189
CPC6190
CPC61Ol
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IF (NBLK.EO.11} GO TO 714
IF (NBLK.GE.I.AND.NBLK.LE.5) GO TO (720,730,740,750,760),NBLK
WRITE (6,236) NBLK
ERROR=I.
NBLK :I
GO TO 714
720 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD I
GO TO (722, 725, 122, 719), KOD
722 IF (KOD I) 721, 721, 723
72I READ (4, 204) I
GO TO 714
723 READ (4, 200) "(I 1(I), A(1), I = i, KO0 I)
DO 724 I = I, KOD I
J = I l(1)
JJ = J + MAXT
P(JJ} = A(I)
P(J) = A(1)
ITEM = I 1(I)
ATEM = A(1)
724 CONTINUE
GO TO 720
725 READ (4, 201) N I, A 1, N 2
J = ITEM
AA = ATEM
DO 726 I = I, N 2
J=J+N1
JJ = J + MAXT
AA=AA+AI
P(J) = AA
PIJJ} = AA
ITEM = J
ATEM = AA
726 CONTINUE
GO TO 720
730 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD I
GO TO (731, 734, 122, 719), KOD
731 IF (KOD I) 721, 721, 732
732 READ (4, 200) (I l(1), A(1), I = I, KOD I)
DO 733 I = I, KO0 I
J = I I(1) + 2*MAXT
P(J) = A(1)
ITEM = I I(I)
ATEM = A(1)
733 CONTINUE
GO TO 730
734 READ (4, 201) N i, A I, N 2
J = ITEM
AA = ATEM
DO 736 I = I, N 2
J=J+NI
JJ = J + 2*VAXT
AA=AA+AI
P(JJ) = AA
ITEM = J
ATEM = AA
736 CONTINUE
GO TO 730
740 READ (4, 21R) KOD, KOD I
GO TO (741, 744, 122, 719), KOD
741 IF (KOD 1) 721_ 721_ 742
• 742 READ (4, 200) (I l(1), A(1), I = I, KOD I)
CPC6192
CPC6193
CPC6194
CPC61Q5
CPC6196
CPC6197
CPC6198
CPC6199
CPC62On
CPC6201
CPC6202
CPC6203
CPC6204
CPC6205
CPC6206
CPC6207
CPC62O_
CPC62Oo
CPCb21fl
CPC6211
CPC6212
CPC6213
CPC6214
CPC6215
COC6216
CPC621v
CPC6218
CPC6219
CPC6220
CPC6221
CPC6222
CPC6223
CPC6224
CPC6225
CPC6226
CPC6227
CPC6228
CPC6229
CPC6230
CPC6231
CPC6232
CPC6233
CDC6234
CPC6235
CPC6236
CPC6237
CPC6238'
CPC6230
CPC6240
CPC6241
CDC6242
CPC6243
CPC6244
CPC62_5
CPC6246
CPC624V
CPC6248
CPC6240
CPC6250
CPC6251
CPC6252
©
©
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DO 743 I = I, KOD 1
J = I I( I ) + 2*MAXT + MAXR
PIJ) = All}
ITEM = I I(I)
ATEM = A ( I )
743 CONTINUE
GO TO 740
744 READ (4, 201) N I, A I, N 2
J = ITD4
AA = ATEM
DO 746 I = 1, N 2
J = J + N ]
JJ = J + 2*MAXT + MAXR
AA = AA + A 1
P(JJ) = AA
ITEM = J
ATEM = AA
746 CONTINUE
GO TO 740
7:_0 JJ =
751 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD 1
GO TO (752, 122, 122, 719), KOD
752 IF (KOD 1) 721, 721, 753
753 READ (4, 205) ( A(I},I=I,KODI)
DO 754 I = 1.. KOD ]
JJ = J J-1
IF (JJ.EO.I) M(7)=A(_)
IF (JJ.EQ.I) GO TO 754
M(JJ) = A(1)
754 CONTINUE
GO TO 751
760 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD 1
IF (KOD.EO.4) GO TO 719
759 READ (4, 204_ NTAB
IF (NTAB) 76q, 714, 761
761 L = LOC (NTAB)
762 READ (4, 218) KOD., KOD 1
GO TO (764,770,763,719,773) ,KOD
763 L = L + 1
READ (4, 205) A(1)
P(L} = A(1)
GO TO 762
764 IF (KOD I} 759, 759, 766
766 READ (4, 205) (A(I), I = 1, KOD I)
KOD2=KODI
DO 769 I = I, KOD 1
L = L + 1
P(L] = A(1)
769 CONTINUE
GO TO 762
770 IF (KOD1.LE°O) KODI=KOD2
GO TO (7701,7702,7703,7704,7705,7706),KODI
7701 READ (4,241) (AI(1),I=I,KODI),INCR
GO TO 771
'/?02 READ (4_,242) (AI(I),I=I,KOD1},INCR
GO TO 771
7703 READ (4,243) (AI(I),I=I,KODI).INCR
GO TO 771
7704 READ (4,244) (AI(I},I=I,KODI),Ir'!CR
GO TO 771
.7705 READ (4,245) (AI(1),I=I,KODI),INCR
CPC6253
CPC6254
CDC6255
CPC6256
CPC6257
CPC6258
CDC625g
CPC6260
CPC6261
CPC6262
CPC6_63
CPC6264
CPC6265
CPC6266
CPC6267
CPC6268
CPC6269
CPC6270
CPC6271
CDC627_
CPC6273
CPC6274
CPC6275
CPC6276
CPC6277
CPC6278
CPC6279
CPC6280
CPC6281
CPC6282
CPC6283
CPC6284
CPC6285
CPC6286
CPC6287
CPC6288
CPC6289
CPC6290
CPC6291
CPC6292
CPC6293
CDC6294
CPc6295
CPC62O6
CPC6207
C¢C629R
CPC629_
CPC6300
CPC6BOI
CPC6302
CPC6303
CPC6304
CPC6305
CPC6306
CPC6307
CPC6308
CPC6309
CPC6310
CPC6311
CPC6312
CPC6313
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7706
771
772
773
900
GO TO 771
READ (4,246 (AI(I),I=I,KOD1),INCR
GO TO 771
DO 772 I=I,KODI
A(1)=A(1)+AI(1)"
L=L+I
P(L)=A(1)
CONTINUE
INCR=INCR-I
IF (INCR,GT,O) GO TO 771
GO TO 762
READ (4,204} ICOD
KDAT (L+I) = 32765
KDAT (L+2) = ICOD
L=L+2
GO TO 762
REWIND 3
REWIND 4
WRITE (6,237)
NEND:I
RETURN
END
$IBFTC EXC6
SUBROUTINE EXCUT(NLAG)
C AS OF 05/19/65
COMMON P(160CO),M(16),MAXT,MAXR,MAXC,KSP,KST,KURVT,NCVG
COMMON NSTS,NFAB,NABL(IO),NKSP
DIMENSION KP(1)
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),KP(1))
COMMON /CP2/ERROR
COMMON /EXADR/LCTN,LCTO,LCR,LCC,LCQ,LCRC,LCPS,LCK,LCKA
COMMON /EXPLT/ NLFLG
COMMON /EXFLG/NTFLG,NSAV,NFLG
COMMON /EXSTA/ NC,NCURI,_CURV(20)
COMMON /EXCVG/ NFLAG,ITMAX,ITER,NODE,PM1,PM,DTO,ATEM,NTEM,MTEM
NFLG:O
NSAV=O
NLFLG:O
REWIND 11
CALL CDATA
CALL HTBAL(NLAG)
RETURN
END
CPC6314
CPC6315
CPC6316
CPC6317
CDC6_I_
CPC631_
CPC6320
CPC6321
CPC6322
CPC6323
CPC6324
CPC6325
CPC6326
CPC6_27
CPC6328
CPC6329
CPC6330
CPC6331
CPC6332
CPC6333
CPC633A
CPC6335
EXC6000
EXC6001
EXC6002
EXC6003
EXC6004
EXC6005
EXC6006
EXC6007
EXC6008
EXC6009
EXC6010
EXC6011
EXC6012
EXC6013
EXC6OI4
EXC6015
EXC6016
EXC6017
EXC6nIR
E×C6nl_
EXC6020
©
©
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_[BFTC CDA6
SUBROUTINE CDATA
C AS OF 04127165
COUMON P(16OOO),M(16),MAXT,MAXR_MAXC,KSP,KST,KURV7,NCVG,
i _STS,NFAB,NABL(10),NKSP_LMMF,NRMF,NREAD,CC(12)
CO'_._O_J N_,_AXD_WCT,MAXS,_AXM
COMMON /CP2/ERROR
COM>ION /EXADR/ LCTN,LCTO,LCR,LCC,LCQ,LCRC,LCPS,LCK_LCKA
REAL M
LCTN=I
READ(B) MAXT
LCTO=LCTN+MAXT
L=LCTO-I
READ(3) (P(1),I=LCTN,L)
READ(3) MAXT
LCR=LCTO+MAXT
L=LCR-I
READ (3} (P(1),I=LCTO,L}
READ (3) MAXR
LCC=LCR+MAXR
L=LCC-1
READ (3) {P(1),I=LCR, L).
READ (3) MAXC
LCQ=LCC+MAXC
L=LCQ-1
READ (3) (P(1),I=LCC,L)
READ (3) MAXC
LCRC=LCQ+MAXC
L=LCRC-I
READ (3) (P(1),I=LCQ,L)
READ (B} MAXC
LCPS=LCRC+MAXC
L=LCPS-1
READ (3) (P(1),I=LCRC,L)
READ (3) MAXP
LCK=LCPS+MAXP
L=LCK-I
READ (3} (P(1),i=LCPS,L)
READ (3) NWCT
LCKA=LCK+NWCT
L=LCKA-1
READ (3} (P(1),I=LCK,L)
READ (3) MAXS
L=LCKA+MAXS-I
READ (3) (P(1),I=LCKA,L)
READ (3) MAXM
READ (3) (M(1),I=I,MAXM)
IF (M(7).LE.O.) M(7)=.25
RETURN
END
CDA6000
CDA6001.
CDA6002
CDA6003
CDA6004
CDA6O05
CDA6006
CDA6o07
CDA6008
CDA6009
CDA6010
CDA6011
CDA6OI2
CDA6013
CDA6014
CDA6015
CDA6016
CDA6017
CDA6OZ8
CDA6019
CDA6020
CDA6021
CDA6022
CDA6023
CDA6024
CDA6025
CDA6026
CDA6027
CDA6028
CDA602g
CDA6030
CDA6031
CDA6032
CDA6033
CDA6034
CDA6035
CDA6036
CDA6037
CDA6038
CDA6039
CDA6040
CDA6041
CDA6042
CDA604B
CDA6044.
CDA6045
CDA6046
CDA6047
CDA6048
CDA6049
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$1BFTC HTB6
SUBROUTINE HTBAL (NLAGI
C AS OF 06/12/65
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST, KURV 7, NCVG, NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL, NKSP, LMMF,NRMF, NREAD
COMMON /EXFLG/NTFLG,NSAV, NFLG
COMMON / CP2/ ERROR
COMMON / EXPLT/ NLFLG
COMMON ICPITM/ ITIM0
DIMENSION PII6000), M(16), KPSD(1), NABLll0)
EQUIVALENCE CPEI), KPSDII))
REAL M,LIN
ITIME = ITIMO
24 IR=I
T16TH = (M(3)-M(2))/16.
T16TS = TI6TH+M{2)
CALL SLITE (0}
IF (M(16}.LE.O.) M(16I=O.
IF (M(16}.GT.O.) GO TO 29
DO 28 I=KSP,NKSP
IF (KPSD(1)) 25,29,26
25 NN=-KPSD( I )
ND= MODINN,4096)
KI= NN/2"_24
K2= MOD (NN12"'12,4096 _
IF (KI,EO,O,OR,K2,EQ._) GO TO 28
RHO = LIN(P(ND).KI)
CP = LIN(P(ND) _.K2)
NC = ND+2*MAXT+MAXR
PINC) = PINC)*CPWRHO
GO TO 28
26 ND = MOD(KPSD(I)_.4096)
NR - MOD(KPSD(1)/4096,4096)
K3 = KPSD(1)/2**24
IF (K3.EO.O) GO TO 28
J = NR+2*MAXT
FACT=LINIP(ND) ,K3)
P(J)=P(J)/FACT
28 CONTINUE
29 CONTINUE
40 GO TO (i, 4, 4), NSTS
I NPRINT = I
2 I I = 0
I 2 = MAXT
I 3 = I 2 + NAXT
I 4 = I 3 + MAXR
I 5 = I 4 + MAxC
I 6 : I 5 + MAXC
SUM I : O,
SUM 2 = O,
SUM .3 = O.
3 CALL FUNCT
IF (ERROR.GT.O.) GO TO 770
IF (NSTS.EQ.2} IR=2
IF (NCVG.EQ.2} IR=2
4 NFLAG = I
IF (M(1).LT.TI6TS) GO TO 203
TI6TS=T16TS+T16TH
DO 202 3=1,4
I=5-J
CALL SLITET (I,LIT)
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201
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II
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GO TO (202_201),LIT
CONTINUE
CALL SLITE ([)
GO TO 203
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RCM = M(4}
M{9) : 0.
J = KSP
NN = MOO(KPSD(JI,4096}
NN = ISIGN(NN,KPSD(J))
IF (NN.EQ.0) GO TO 50
GO TO 14
NN = MOD{KPSD(J),4096)
NN = ISIGN(NNgKPSD(J))
IF (NN) 6, 7, 19
IF (J°LT.NKSP) GO TO 8
NFLAG = 2
P(NRC) = ABSIP(NC))/SUM2*SIGN(1.gP(NRC))
IF (5UM2.EO.O.J WRITE (6,2003J N2
IF (SUMp. EO.0.) ERROR=2.
FORMAT (23HOSUM(1./R)=O. FOR NODE I5)
IF IMIIC)°LE,O. ) P(NRC)=ABSIP(NRC))
IF (IR,EQ°2) GO TO 10
IF (P(NC).NE,O,) GO TO ii
P(NTNK) = (SUM I + _NQ))/SU_ 2
GO TO 13
P(NTNK)=M(5)/ABs(P(NC))*(SUMI-SUM 3 + P(NQ}) + P(NTOK)
IF (P(NRC).NE°0.) GO TO 132
FORMAT (23H0 R-C PRODUCT FOR NODE I 4, 6H IS E 20.8)
WRITE (6, 2001) N 2, P(NRC)
ERROR=2.
GO TO 13
IF (ABS(P(NRC)}.GE.RCM) GO TO 13
M(9) = N 2
RCM = ABS(P(NRC))
SUM 1 = O.
SUM 2 = O.
SUM 3 = O.
GO TO (14, 72, 99l, NFLAG
N 2 = - NN
NTNK = N 2 + I 1
NC=N2+I4
NTOK = N 2 + I 2
NQ=N2+I5
NRC=N2+I6
J=J+l
NN = MOD(KPSD(J)/4096,4096)
IDAT = MOD(KPSD(J), 4096)
NR=NN+I3
NToM = IDAT + I 2
J=J_l
SUM 1 = SUM I + P(NTOM)/P(NR)
SUM 2 = SUM 2 + 1./P(NR]
SUM 3 = SUM 3 + P(NTOK)/P(NR)
GO To 5
WRITE (6, 52)
FORMAT (35H SOMETHING ROTTEN IN HTBAL ROUTINE )
GO TO 770
M(C) : RCM
MII6)=M(I6)+I,O
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MII4):M(5)
DO 724 I=KSP,NKSP
IF (KPSD(1)) 721,725,_22
721 NN =-KPSD(1)
ND = MOD(NN,4096)
KI = NN/2".24
K2 = MOD(NN/2**I2,4096)
IF (KI.EQ.0.OR.K2.EO.O) GO TO 724
RHO = LINIP(ND),KI}
CP = LIN(P(ND),K2)
J = ND+MAXT
RHO1 : LINIPI]I,KI)
CPI = LIN(P(J),K2)
NC = ND+2*MAXT+'MAXR
PINC) = P(NC)*CP/CPI*RHO/RH01
GO TO 724
722 ND = MOD(KPSD(I),4096)
NR _ MOD(KPSD(1)/4096,4096)
K3 = KPSD(1)/2**24
IF (K3.EO.O) GO TO 724
J = NP+2*MAXT
J1 = ND+MAXT
FACT=LIN(P(ND),K3}
FACTI=LIN(P(J1),K3)
PIJ)=P{J)*FACT/FACT1
?24 CONTINUE
725 CONTINUE
IF (NSAV.NE.O) CALL%AVT3
ITIMO = ITIME
GO TO (56, 99, 56), NSTS
56 GO TO (I08,60,60,108),NCVG
108 GO TO (73,109,111,109),LMMF
109 LMMF=3
CALL MMF(O.,O.,1,1)
LMMF:4
GO TO 73
60 GO TO (II5,112,111,115),LMMF
III WRITE (6,2005} LMMF
2005 FORMAT(7H LMMF=I5,4X,36H
GO TO 770
112 LMMF=4
115 CALL CVG(-I.,I,I)
M(5) = M(7)*M(6)
M(15| = M(5)
GO TO (50, 3, 3, 76), NCVG
73 J = MAXT + 1
DO 74 I = I, MAXT
P(JI : P(I)
J=J+l
74 CONTINUE
IF (MI8}) 79, 75, 79
75 IF (NPRINT) 78, 77, 77
79 M(8) = O.
77 CALL PRINT
IF (NPRINT) 78, 97, 76
76 M(II) = M(II) + M(4)
78 M{SI : M(7)*M(6)
IF (M(5).GT.0.) GO TO 80
WRITE(6,2002) M(5)
60 TO 770
FORMAT (16HI DELTA THETA =
WRONG VALUE AT THIS POINT IN HTBAL
EI5.6,24H MUST BE GREATER THAN 0.
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80 M(IS) = M(5)
PM 1 = M(I)
IF (NLFLG.GT.1) CALL TPLOT -1)
MII) : M(1) + M(5)
IF (Mill) - M(3)) 83, 82, 82
82 MIll) = M(3)
LPT = 2
GO TO 84
83 LPT = 1
84 IF (Nil) - MIll)) 85, 90, 87
85 NPRINT = - 1
GO TO 3
87 M(5) = MIll) - PM 1
M(1) = Mill)
90 GO TO (92, 93), LPT
92 NPRINT = 1 •
GO TO 3
93 NPRINT = 0
GO TO 3
770 ERROR=2.
WRITE (6,2004) ERROR
2004 FORMAT (36HOERROR HAS OCCURRED. JOB TERMINATED. 6H LEVELF4°I/
I 28HOLAST TIME POINT CALCULATED.)
CALL PRINT
NLAG=2
RETURN
97 IF (NLFLG.GT.I) CALL TPLOT(-1)
GO TO (96,111,111,94),LMMF
94 NLAG=3
GO TO 91
96 NLAG=2
91 GO TO (95,98,98),NFAB
95 GO TO (99,50,98),NSTS
98 GO TO 99
99 RETURN
END
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$1BFTC BIV6
FUNCTION BIV (XVgXN_K,ERR
C
1
AS OF 06112165
CONNON P(16000)pNI]6)
COMNON ICP21ERROR
DIMENSION KP(1)
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),KP(1))
REAL M
L=LOC(K)+I
KFLL=O
KOD=32765
IF (KODoEQ.KP(L)) KOD=KP(L+I)
IF (KOD.NE.32765) L=L+2
LV : P(L)/1000.+.I
LH = AMOD(P(L),I000.)+.I
IF (P(L+I).GT.P(L+2)) GO TO 20
IF (XH.LT.P(L+I)) GO TO 50
DO 15 J:2,LH
LI=L+J-I
IF(PIL1).GT.P(LI+I)) GO TO 50
IF (XH.LE.P(LI+lll GO TO 30
15 CONTINUE
50 ERROR=2,
WRITE 16_90) K,XV,XH
RETURN
20 IF (XH,GT,P(L+I)} GO TO 50
DO 25 J:2,LH
LI=L+J-1
IF (P(L1)°LT°P(LI+I}) GO TO 50
IF (XH.GE.P(LZ+[)} GO TO 30
25 CONTINUE
GO TO 50
30 L2=L+LH+]
LB=L2+LN+]
IF (P(L2),GT, P(L3)) GO TO 40
IF (XV,LT,P(L2)) GO TO 50
DO 35 I=I,LV
L2= L+I*(LH+I)
LB= L2+LH+I
IF (P(L2),GT.P(L3}) GO TO 50
IF (XV.LE,P(L31) GO TO 60
35 CONTINUE
GO TO 50
40 IF (XV.GT.P(L2)) GO TO 50
DO 45 I:I,LV
L2= L+I*(LH+I}
LB= L2+LH+I
IF {P(L2),LT,P(L3)) GO TO 50
IF (XV,GE,P(L3)) GO TO 60
45 CONTINUE
GO TO 50
60 JZ=L2+LI-L
J2=Jl+l
JB=L3+L1-L
J4=J3+l
IF '(KOD.EQ.32765.0R.KOD.EQ.O) GO TO 80
61 KFL'G=O
IF (P(JI),EQ,0.1KFLG=KFLG+I
IF (P(J2).EO.0,)KFLG=KFLG+2
IF (P(J3},EO,0,)KFLG=KFLG+A
IF (P(J4}°EO,0.)KFLG=KFLG+8
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I
IF (KFLG.EO.O) GO TO 70
KFLL=KFLG
GO TO (62,64,66,62,62,50,62,64,50,64,64,68,62,64,50),KFLG
62 Jl=Jl+l
J2=J2+1
J_=J3+1
J4=J4+l
LI=LI+I
GO TO 61
64 Jl=Jl-I
J2=J2-1
J3=J3-1
J4=J4-]
LI=LI-1
GO TO 61
66 JI=JI+LH+I
J2=J2+LH+I
J3=J3+LH+I
J4=J4+LH+I
L3=L3+LH+I
GO TO 61
68 JI=JI-(LH+I)
J2=J2-(LH+I)
J3=J3-(LH+I)
J4=J4-(LH+I)
L3=L3-(LH+I)
GO TO 61
70 ZI=ABS(P(J1))+(ABS(P(J2)I-ABSIP(J1)))/(P(LI+I)-P(L1))
I *(XH-P(L1 ))
Z2=ABSIP(J3)I+IABSIP(J4ll-ABSiP(J3III/IP(LI+ll-PILll)
1 *(XH-P(L1 ))
75 L4=L3-LH-1
BIV= ZI+(Z2-Z1)/(P(L3)-PIL4)) *(XV-P(L4))
IF (KOD.EO.O.OR.KOD.EQ.32765) GO TO 79
IF (TIME.EQ.M(1)) GO TO 76
IF (TIMEI.EQ.M(II)) GO TO 79
TIME=M(1)
76 IF (TIMEI.NE.M(ll)) WRITE {6,92)
TIMEl=M(11)
WRITE (6,93) K,KOD,XH,XV,BIV
IF (KFLL.NE.O) WRITE (6,91) K,KOD ,XV,XH,BIV
79 RETURN
80 Zl: (P(Jl))+( (P(J2))- {P(JI)})/(P(LI+I)-P(LI))
1 *(XH-P(LI ))
Z2= (P(J3))+( (P(J4))- (P(J3)))/(P(LI+I)-P(LI|)
I *(XH-P(LI ))
GO TO 75
90 FORMAT (24HOOFF BIVARIATE CURVE NO. I5,I6H. VERTICAL I.V.=E12.4,
1 18H, HORIZONTAL I.V.=E12.4,1H.)
91 FORMAT (29HOEXTRAPOLATION USED FOR CURVE I5, 7H, FLAG=I3,
i 16H. VERTICAL I.V.=EI2.q,18H, HORIZONTAL I.V.=EI2.4,
2 11H, DEP.VAR.=E12.4)
92 FORMAT (4?HODERIVED VALUES USED IN THE FOLLOWING CURVES... )
93 FORMAT (20H BIVARIATE CURVE NO. 16,8H COD = 16,
1 llH
END
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$1BFTC LIN6
REAL FUNCTION LIN (X, N)
C AS OF 5/25/65
C
C Y=LINEAR FUNCTION OF X GIVEN BY CURVE N
C
COMMON P, M
COMMON /CP2/ ERROR
DIMENSION P(16000), M(16) .KP(i)
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),KPC1))
REAL M
KOD:32765
PER = 32767.
LL = LOCCN)
LL = LL + I
NFLAG : 1
IF (KP(LL ),NE,KOD) GO TO 1
KOD=KP(LL+I)
LL=LL+2
1 IF (P(LL-1),NE.PER) GO TO 3
2 PER : P(LL)
LL = LL + ]
NFLAG = 2
3 LU = LL
J = LL
5 LU = LU + 2
IF (P(LU) - P(J)) 7, 6, 6
6 J = LU
GO TO 5
7 LU : LU- I
LV:LU+2
8 IF IX - P(LL)} 9, 10, 10
9 PERX=-PER
GO TO (40. 18). NFLAG
10 IF (P(LU - 1) - X) 12, 25, 25
12 PERX= PER
GO TO (40, 18), NFLAG
18 IF (ABS((PILU-1)-P(LL))/PER-1,),GT,PER*I.E-6) GO TO 40
DO 20 J = LL, LV, 2
plJ) : P(J) + PERX
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 8
25 LL = LL + 2
DO 28 J = LL, LU, 2
IF (X - P(J)) 27, 27, 28
27 IF (KOD.NE,32765) GO TO 272
271 LIN=(p(J+I)-P(J-1))/(P(J)-P(J-2))*(X-P(J-2))+P(J-1)
GO TO 50
272 LIN:(ABS(P(J+I))-ABS(P(J-I)))/(P(J)-P(J-2))*(X-P(J-2))+ABS(P(J-1)
IF (KOD.EQ.O) GO TO 50
76 FORMAT (47HODERIVED VALUES USED IN THE FOLLOWING CURVES... )
IF (TIME.EQ.M(1)) GO TO 80
IF(TIME1.EO°M(ll)) GO TO 50
TIME=M(1)
80 IF (TIMEI.NE.M(II)) WRITE (6,76)
TIMEI=M(II)
WRITE (6,77) N,KOD,X,LIN
77 FORMAT (IIH CURVE NO.: 16, 8H COD = 15,25H
IE = EI2.4,23H DEPENDENT VARIABLE = E12.4)
GO TO 50
28 CONTINUE
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LL = LL - 2
40 WRITE (6, 42) X, N
WRITE (6, 731 (P(1), I = LL, LU)
73 FORMAT(29HOCURVE POINT PAIRS FOLLOW .... /(IX,3(2EI8.8,4X)))
42 FORMAT (27HOINDEP VAR FOR LIN INTERP.= g 20.8, 7H CURVE= I 4 ,
1 16H OFF CURVE )
IF (ERROR.EQ.O.) WRITE 16, 75)
75 FORMAT (30HO LAST TIME POINT CALCULATED )
M(8)=I.
IF (ERROR.EO.O.) ERROR:2.
50 RETURN
END
SIBFTC ATR6
FUNCTION ATRP I (C, X}
C AS OF 1214164
DIMENSION C(l
I = 5
IF (C(I} - X) 3, 3, 1
I IF (C(I + 2) - C(1)) 16, 17, 17
17 I = I + 4
GO To I
16 J = I * 3
ATPP I = C(2)
18 WRITE (6, i01) X, (C(K), K = I, J)
101 FORMAT (13H OFF CURV_F X = E 16,8/(IH 2E 16,8)}
RETURN
3 IF (X - C(1)) 4, 4, 5
4 TELA : (CII - I) - C(I - 3})/(C(I - 2) - C(I - 4)
TELB = (C(I + i) - C(I - 1))/(C(1) - C(I - 2))
ATRP 1 = C(I - 3) + (X - C(I - 4))*TELA + {X - C(I - 4))*(X - C(I
I - 2))*(TELB - TELA}/(C(1) - C(I - 4))
RETURN
5 IF (C(I + 2) - C(1)} 6, 6, 7
6 ATRP 1 : C(I + I)
J = I + 2
GO TO 18
7 I = I + 4
GO TO 3
END
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FUNCTION PAR IX, N)
C AS OF 04127165
C
C
C
Y=PARABOLIC FUNCTION OF X GIVEN BY CURVE N
COMMON P _ M
DIMENSION P{16000), MI:I6), C(8)
REAL M
PER = 32767,
LL : LOCIN)
LL = LL + "I
NFLAG = I
IF IP|LL - I)' - PER) 39 2, 3
2 PER = PILL)
LL = LL + I
NFLAG = 2
3 LU = LL
J = LL
5 LU : LU + 2
IF (PILU) -P(JI) 7, b, 6
6 J : LU
GO TO 5
7 LU = LU- I
8 IF (X - PILL)) 99 10, 10
9 GO TO (40, 14), NFLAG
10 IF (P(LU - 1) - _) 12, 25, 25
12 GO TO (AO, 18), NFLAG
14 DO 15 J : LL, LU, 2
P(J) : P(J) - PER
15 CONTINUE
GO TO 8
18 DO 20 J = LL_ LU, 2
PlJ) : P(J) + PER ..
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 8
25 LL : LL + 4
DO 28 J : LL, LU, P,
IF (X - P(J)) 27, 27, 28
27 LL = J - 4
GO TO 44
28 CONTINUE
LL : LL - 4
40 WRITE (6, 42) X, N
42 FORMAT (27HOINDEP VAR FOR PAR INTERP.= E 20.8, 7H CURVE= I 4 ,
1 16H OFF CURVE )
WRITE (6, 43) (P(1), I ---LL, LU}
43 FORMAT (16HOCURVE POINTS : 4E 18.8)
CALL PRINT
CALL ExIT
STOP
44 LU : LL + 5
I : 0
DO 4'5 J = LL, LU
I : I + 1
C(I} : P(Jl
45 CONTINUE
C(I + 1) = O.
PAR = ATRP IIC, X)
RETURN
END
0
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SUBROUTINE MMF (TI,T2,NN,MM)
C AS OF 04/27/65
COMMON P,M,MAXT,MAXR,MAXC,KSP,KST,KURV7,NCVG,NSTS,NFAB
COMMON NABL,NKSP,LMMF,NRMF_NREAD
DIMENSION PI16000),MII61,NABLIIO),KNOD(1)
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),KNOD(1))
REAL M
301 FORMAT (7012)
GO TO (1,2,3,7701,LMMF
l NRMF=O
REWIND 10
REWIND 9
NP=O
NREAD=O
KCY=O
LMMF=2
2 NRMF=MRMF+I
WRITE (I0,301) TI,T2,NN,MM
L=LOC(NN)
IO0 L=L+I
NDN=P(L)
IF (NDN) 770,770,101
101 KNOD(L)=KCY+4096*(NP+4096_NDN)
NDN=KNOD(L)/16777216
NP=MOD(KNOD(L)/4096,4096)
KCY=MOD(KNOD(L),4096_
GO TO 100
3 REWIND 10
DO 60 I=I,NRMF
READ (10,301) TO,TF,NT,MC
IF (M(1)-TF) 4,5,60
4 IF (M(1)-TO) 60,5,5
5 L=LOC(NT)
II L:L+I
NDN=KNOD(L)/16777216
NP=MOD(KNOD(L)/4096,4096)
KCY=MOD(KNOD(L),4096)
IF (NDN) 60,60,21
2] KCY=KCY+I
IF (KCY-MC) 50,6,6
6 KCY=O
NDO=MAXT+NDN
IF INP) 22,22,30
22 IF (PINDN)-P(NDO)) 25,50,24
24 NP:I
GO TO 50
25 NP:2
GO TO 50
30 IF (PINDN)-P(NDO)) 33,50,31
31 GO TO (50,321,NP
32 NPD=I
GO TO 40
33 GO TO (34,50),NP
34 NPP=2
40 PMI:MII)-M(5}
NREAD=NREAD+I
WRITE (9,301) TO,TF,NT,NP,NDN,P(NDO),PM1
NP=NPP
50 KNOD(LI=KCY+4096*(NP+4096_NDN)
GO TO 11
MMF6000
MMF6001
MMF6002
MMF6003
MMF6004
MMF6005
MMF6006
MMF6O07
MMF6008
MMF6009
MMF601q
MMF60ll
NMF6O]2
MMF6013
MMF6nI4
MMF6n]5
MMF6O]6
MMF6Ol7
MMF6018
MMF6019
MMF6020
MMF6021
MMF6022
MMF6023
MMF6024
MMF6025
MMF6026
MMF6027
MMF6028
MMF602o
MMF6030
MMF603[
MMF6032
MMF6033
MMF6034
MMF6035
MMF6036
MMF6037
MMF6n38
MMF6OqQ
MMF6040
MMF6_41
MMF6042
MMF6043
MMF6044
MMF6045
MMF6OA6
MMF604V
MMF60&e
MMF604g
MMF6050
MMF6051
MMF6052
MMF6053
MMF6nS_
MMF6055
MMF6056
MMF6057
MMF605_
MMF605_
MMF606O
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60 CONTINUE
REWIND I0
770 RETURN
END
$1BFTC RAD6
FUNCTION RAD (N 1, N 2, CV)
C AS OF 04127/65
C
C
C
RADIATION WITH CONSTANT OR VARIABLE FACTOR CV
COMMON P, M, MAXT
DIMENSION PC16000), M(16)
REAL M
SIGK = CV*.1713 E - 8
J = MAXT + N 1
T 1 = PlJ) + 459.6
J = MAXT + N 2
T 2 = P(J) + 459.6
RAD = 1./(S[GK*(T I*T 1 + T 2_T 2)*IT 1 + T 2l)
RETURN
END
$1BFTC SAV6
SUBROUTINE SAVIX,Y}
C AS OF 04/27/65
COMMON P(16OOO),MI16),MAXT,MAXR,MAXC
COMMON /EXFL@/NTFLG,NSAV,NFL_
REAL M
NSAV=O
IF IX.LT.Y.OR.NFLG.GT.O) GO TO 20
NFLG=]
NSAV=I
20 RETURN
END
$IBFTC EA16
SUBROUTINE EAH1 (NODE,QK)
C AS OF 05/07/65
COMMON P,M,MAXT_MAXR,MAXC,KSP,KST
DIMENSION P(16OOn),M(16)
REAL M
K=2*MAXT+MAXR+MAXC+NODE
KOD=I
ALPHO=O.
MF=O
CALL ECHERT (_OD,NODE,ALPHOW_IF,HJ,TER)
P(K)= HJ*OK_TER
RETURN
END
MMF6fl6I
MMF6062
Mk_F6_A_
MMc6n64
RAD6Oon
RAD6001
RAD6002
RAD6003
RAD6004
RAO6_n5
RAD6006
_AD6_07
RAD600_
RAD6009
RAD6010
RAD6011
RAD6012
RAD6013
RAD6014
RAD6015
RAD6nI_
SAV6000
SAV6001
SAV6On2
SAV6003
SAV6nma
_AV6nO5
SAV6O06
SAV6007
SAV6OOR
_Av6ooq
SAV6OIn
_AV6_II
_16enn
EA16001
EAI6002
EAI6003
_A16m04
EAI6n_6
FA]6_7
EAI6OnR
EAI6nO9
EA16010
EAI6011
EA16nI2
EAI6nI _
O
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$IBFTC EA26
SUBROUTINE EAH 2 (NODr, OK, VAR)
C AS OF 04/27165
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR_ MAXC, KSP, KST
DIMENSION P(16000), M(16)
REAL
K = 2*MAXT + MAXR + M#XC + NODE
KOD = 1
ALPHO = O,
MF = 0
CALL ECHERT (KOD, NODE, ALPHO, MF, HJ, TER)
P(K) = HJ_OK*TER
VAR = HJ
RETURN
END
$IBFTC E436
SUBROUTINE EAH 3 (NODE, OK, ALPHO, MF)
C AS OF 04/27/65
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST
DIMENSION PC16000), M(16)
REAL M
KOD = 2
CALL ECHERT (KOD_ NODE, ALPHO, ME, HJ, TER)
K = 2*MAXT + MAXR + MAXC + NODE
P(K) = HJ_OK*TER
RETURN
END
$IBFTC EA46
SUBROUTINE EAH 4 (NODE, OK, VAR, ALPHO, MF)
c AS OF 04/27165
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST
DIMENSION P(1600O), M(16)
REAL M
K = 2*MAXT + MAXR + MAXC + NODE
KOD = 2
CALL ECHERT (KOD, NODE, ALPHO, MF, HJ, TER)
P(K) : HJ*OK*TER
VAR = HJ
RETURN
END
LR 18902
d
FA26nOO
EA26001
EA26002
EA26003
EA26004
FA26nO5
EA26006
EA26nO?
EA260mR
EA2600c
EA26010
EA26Ol1
EA26012
EA26n13
EA26nl_
EA36omo
EA36001
EA36002
EA36003
EA96004
EA36nm5
E_36nn6
EA36007
EA3600R
EA36009
EA36010
EA36011
EAA6000
EA46001
EAA6002
EA46003
EA4600&
EA46005
EA46006
EAA6_n?
EA46008
EA4600Q
_A&6m!m
EA46011
EA46012
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$1BFTC EAH6
SUBROUTINE ECHERT IKOD_ NODE, ALPHO, K, HJ, TER)
AS OF 04/27/65
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
10
15
AERODYNAMIC HEATING USING ECHERT FORMULA
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXCt KSP, KST, KURV 7
DIMENSION P(16000), M(16)
REAL M_ LIN
GO TO (1, 2), KOD
BETHA = I.
GO TO 15
ALPHR = LIN(_(1), 2)
IF (K) 3, 3, 4
ALPHA = ALPHO - ALPHR
GO TO 5
ALPHA = ALPHR - ALPHO
IF (KURV 7 - 3) 7, 7, 6
BETHA = LIN(ALPHA, 7)
GO TO 15
J = LnC(?)
IF IALPHA) 8, 8, 10
BETHA = P(J + 2)*ALPHA + I,
GO TO 15
BETHA = P(J + If*ALPHA + I,
QMAX : LIN(M(1), 11}
S : LIN(OMAX, 5)
H : LIN(M(1)_ 1}
ALRDXM = LINfH, 3)
TLDTM = LIN(QMAX, 6)
TMAX = LIN(H, 12)
TL = TLDTM*TMAX
QMLDMM = LIN(OMAX, 13)
QML : OMLDMM_Q_AX
J : LOC(8)
A = P(J + I)
B = P(J + 2}
OL = P(J + 3)
GAMMA : P(J + 4)
QN = O°71**QL*((GAMMA - 1.)/2.)*QML**2
J = MAXT + NODE
TLPDTL = 0.5"[1. + lPlJ) + 459.6)/TL) + 0.22"0N
TLP = TLODTL*TL
TR = TL*(I. + ON)
M(12) = TR
ALPRK = LIN(TLP, A)
PRK = IO.O**ALPRK
RLDXM = IO.O**ALRDXM
HJ = BETHA*(S*RLDXM*QMAXITLPDTL**I,69)**A*OMAX**B_PRK
TER = TR - P(J) - 459°6
RETURN
END
EAH60OO
EAH60Ol
EAH6002
EAH6mn3
EAH6004
EAH6005
EAH6006
EAH6007
EAH6OOm
EAH6000
EAH6010
EAH6011
EAH6012
EAH6013
EAH6014
EAH6015
EAH6016
EAH6017
EAH6018
EAH6019
FAH6n2n
EAH6021
EAH6022
EAH6023
EAH6024
EAH6025
EAH6026
EAH6027
EAH6028
EAH6029
EAH6030
EAH6031
EAH6032
EAH6_33
EAH6034
EAH6035
EAH6036
EAH6037
EAH6038
EAH6039
EAFt6040
EAH6041
EAH6042
EAH6_A3
EAH6n44
EAH6045
EAH6046
FAH6047
EAH6048
EAH6OA9
EAH6050
EAH6051
C)
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$1BFTC CVG6
SUBROUTINE CVG (A, N, M 2}
C AS OF 04/26/65
C
C coNVERGE ROUTINE FINDS EQUILIBRIUM STARTING TEMPERATURES
C
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST, KURV 7, NCVG, NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL, NKSP
DIMENSION P(160001, M(161, NABL(IOI, KPSD(1)
EQUIVALENCE (Pll), KPSD(1)I
COMMON /EXCVG/ NFLAG_ITMAX,ITER,NODE,PMI_PM_DTO_ATEM_NTEM_MTEM
COMMON /CP2/ ERROR
REAL M
] GO TO (2, 8, 8, 6), NCVG
2 ITMAX = 0
ITER = 0
NODE : 0
NFLAG = 1
' PM 1 = M(1)
PM2=M(6)
PM3:M(9)
DTo = O.
ATEM = A
NTEM = N
7 MTEM = M 2
IF (MTEM) 4, 3, 5
WRITE (6, 50)
FORMAT (A9HO NO, OF _TERATIONS BETWEEN PRINTS IS ZERO IN CVG
3
50
51 ERROR = 2.
RETURN
4 NCVG = 2
MTEM =IABS(MTEM)
61 M(1)=PM1
M(6)=PM2
M(9)=PM3
6 RETURN
5 NCVG = 3
GO TO 61
8 IF CA) 9, 9, 7
9 DIFM = O.
20 ITER = ITER + i
ITMAX = ITMAX + 1
JJ = NKSP - 1
DO 11 I = KSP, JJ
IF (KPSD(I}) 10, 11, 11
10 JN=MOD(KPSD(1),4096)
JN=IABS(JN)
J = MAXT + JN
DIF = ABS(P(JN) - P(J))
IF (DIF.LT.DTO) GO TO 303
300 DTMX=O,l*IP(J)+460,)
IF (DTMX.LT,O,) DTMX=O.
IF (DIF.LE.DTMX) GO TO 302
DIF=SIGN(DTMX,(P(JN)-P(J)))
P(JN)=P(J)+DIF
GO TO 303
302 P(JN)=(P(JN)+P(J))/2.
303 DIF=ABS(DIF)
IF (DIF.LE,DIFM) GO TO 11
DIFM=DIF
NODE=JN
CVG6000
CVG6001
CVG6002
CVG6OOB
CVG6004
CVG6n05
CVG6006
CVG6002
CVG6008
CVG6009
CVG6010
CVG6011
CVG6012
CVG6013
CVG6OIA
CVG6015
CVG6016
CVG6017
CVG6018
CVG60]o
CVG6020
CVG6021
CVG6022
CVG6023
CVG6024
CVG6025
CVG6026
CVG6027
CVG6028
CVG6n2o
CVG6030
CVG6031
CVG6032
CVG6033
CVG6034
CVG6035
CVG6_36
CVG6037
CVG6h38
CVG6039
CVG6040
CVG6041
CVG6042
CVG6043
CVG6044
CVG6045
CVG6046
CVG6047
CVG6048
CVG604O
CVG6050
CVG605I
CVG6052
CVG6053
CVG6054
CVG6055
CVG6056
CVG6057
CVG6058
CVG605o
CVG6n60
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11 CONTINUE
DTO = DIFM
J = MAXT + 1
307 DO 308 I = I, MAXT
P(JI = P(1)
J=J+l
308 CONTINUE
IF (NFLAG.EO.1) GO TO 55
IF (DIFM.GE.ATEM) GO TO 14
13 NCVG : 4
55 ITER = 0
M(1) : ITMAX
N(9):NODE
M(6I=DTO
56 CALL PRINT
NFLAG = 2
GO TO 6
Ik IF (ITMAX - NTEM) 15, 16, 16
15 IF (ITER - MTEM) 6, 55, 55
16 MII) : NTEM
CALL PRINT
WRITE (6,60) ITMAX,DTO,NODE
60 FORMAT (33HOTEMPERATURES DID NOT CONVERGE IN I?,12H ITERATIONS.
I 8H MA_ DT= E12,4' 8H AT NODE 15)
GO TO 51
END
$1BFTC STS6
SUBROUTINE STS (&!Ki
AS OF 04/27/65.
STEADY STATE FINDS EQUIL, STARTING TEMPS, WITH HEAT BALANCE EQ,
COMMON P' M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST' KURV ?, NCVG' NSTS
DIMENSION P(16000), M(16)
REAL M
1 GO TO (2, 10, i0}, NSTS
2 NSTS = 2
NLAG = I
4 CALL HTBAL (NLAG)
DIFM = O.
J = MAXT + 1
DO 6 I : I, MAXT
DIF : ABS(P(1) - P(J)}
J = J+ I
IF (DIFM- DIF) 5,, 6, 6
5 DIFM = DIF
6 CONTINUE
J = MAXT + i
DO 8 I = 1. MAXT
P(J} ': P(1)
J= J+ I
8 CONTINUE
IF (DIFM - OK} 9, 4, 4
9 NSTS = 3
10 RETURN
END
CVG6061
CVG6062
CVG6063
CVG6064
CVG6065
CVG6066
CVG6067
CVG6068
CVG6069
CVG6_Tn
CVG6071
CVG6072
CVG6073
CVG6074
CVG6075
CVG6076
CVG6077
CVG6078
CVG6079
CVG6080
CVG6081
CVG6082
CVG6083
CVG6084
CVG6085
CVG6086
STS6000
STS6001
STS6002
STS6003
STS6004
STS6005
STS6006
STS6007
STS600_
STS6009
STS6010
5TS6011
STS6012
STS6013
STS6014
STS6015
STS6016
STS6017
STS6018
STS6019
STS6020
STS6021
STS6022
STS6023
STS602_
STS6h25
5TS6026
STS6027
STS6028
STS602m
©
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$IBFTC RRM6
FUNCTION RRM (N I, N 2, N)
C AS OF 06/12/65
COMMON P9 M, MAXT
COMMON /CP2/ERROR
DIMENSION P(16032), M(161, A(15, 151
REAL M
L : LOC(N)
KORD : P(L + I)
IF (KORD.GT.15) ,--3 TO 60
L = L + 2
K : L + KORD*KOR7
NSB I = O
NSB 2 = 0
KOUNT : 0
K 2 : K + A*KOR2 - I
J : O
DO 18 I = K, K 2, -_
J = J + I
NODE = P ( I )
IF (NODE - N I) _, 4, 5
4 A I = P(I + 11
E i = P(I + 2)
RHO 1 = P(I + 3 _
NSB I : J
GO TO 17
5 IF (NODE - N 2) "',_6, 18
6 A 2 : PII + 11
E 2 : PII + 21
RHO 2 = P(I + 3:
NSB 2 = J
17 KOUNT = KOUNT + "
IF IKOUNT - 2) : _ - 20, I9
18 CONTINUE
19 WRITE (6,, 70) N _ • N 2, N
RRM6000
RRM6001
RPM6002
RRM6003
RRM6003
RRM6004
RRM6005
RR_6006
RRM6007
RRM60071
RR_6008
RRM6009
RRM60!O
RRM6011
RRM6012
RRM6013
RRM6nI4
RRM6n16
RRM6016
RRM6n]7
RRM6018
RRM6019
RRM6020
R_M6021
RRM6022
_RM6023
RRM6024
RRM6025
RRM6026
RRM602?
RRM6028
RRM6029
RRM603h
RRM6031
RRM6032
70 FORMAT (7HO NOTE _ 4, 3HOR 1 4, 24HDOES NOT APPEAR IN TABLE 16) RRM6033
GO TO 80 RRM60_5
20 A 1 : A I_A 2 RR_6037
E I : E I*E 2 RRM603R
RHO I : RHO I'R--? 2 RRM603O
LTEM : L RRM6040
K : O RRM6041
K 2 : 0 RRM6n_2
DO 42 I :'I, KC=3 RRM6043
IF (I - NSB 11 Ci. 21, 22 RRM6044
21 L = L + KORD RRM6045
GO TO 42 RRM6046
22 K : K + 1 RRM6047
DO 40 J : I, KC_" RRM60_
IF (J - NSB 2) 7- . 39, 24 RRU6OA9
24 K 2 : K 2 + I RRM605O
A(K, K 21 : P(L RRU6051
39 L = L + 1 RRM6052
40 CONTINUE RRM6053
K 2 = O RRM6054
42 CONTINUE RRM6055
NN : KORD - I RRM6056
CALL MDETR INN, A) RRM6057
DIJ = C RRM6n_R
L = LTEM RR_6059
DO 50 I = I, KC _" RRM6060
LOCKHEED I)-55
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DO 50 J = I, KORD
All, J) = P(L)
L=L+I
50 CONTINUE
CALL MDETR (KORD, C, A)
OK = (0.4811E.- 12"E I*A I)/(0.1713 E - 8*RHO I}*ABS(DIJ/C
JNI=MAXT+NI
JN2=MAXT+N2
TI=P(JNI)+460.
T2=P(JN2)+460.
RRM=I./(O.1713E-8*OK*(T1*TI+T2*T2)*(TI+T2))
RETURN
60 WRITE (6,61) N,KORD
61 FORMAT (IOHOTABLE NO. 16,17H HAS MATRIX ORDER 16,
1 3OH, MAXIMUM IS 15. CASE DELETED. }
80 ERROR=2.
RETURN
END
RRM6061
RRM6062
. RRM6063
RRM6064
RRM6065
RRM6066
RRM6067
RRM606B
RRM6069
RRM6070
RRM6071
RRM6072
RRM6073
RRM6074
RRM60741
RRM6075
RRM6076
RR_6077
$1BFTC MDT6
SUBROUTINE MDETR (N, , A)
C AS OF 1214/64
DIMENSION A(15, 15I, 9(16)
LN = N- i
DO 18 I = 1, LN
MI = I + 1
DO 18 K = MI, N
IF (A(I, I)) 19, 3, 19
3 K 1 = I + 1
DO 6 K 2 = K 1, N
IF (A(I, K 2)) 4, 6, 4
4 DO 5 JJ = I, N
B(JJ) = A(JJ, K 2)
A(JJ, K 2) = A(JJ, I)
A(JJ, I) = - B(JJ)
5 CONTINUE
GO TO 19
"6 CONTINUE
C : 0.0
GO TO 100
19 AA = A(K, I)/A(I, I)
DO 18 J = I, N
17 A(K, J) = A(K, J) - AA*A(I, J)
18 cONTINUE
B(1) = 1.0
DO 32 L = I, N
B(L + 1) = B(L)'X-AIL, L)
32 CONTINUE
C = B(N + 1}
100 RETURN
END
M_T6onn
MDT6001
MDT6002
MDT6003
MDT6004
MDT6005
MDT6006
MDT6n07
MDT6008
MDT6Ong
MDT6010
MDT6011
MDT6012
MDT6013
MDT6014
MDT6015
MDT6016
MDT6017
MDT6018
MDT6019
MDT6020
MDT6021
MDT6m22
MDT602B
MDT602_
MDT6h25
MDT6026
MDT6027
MDT6028
MDT602_
MDT6030
MDT6031
©
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$IBFTC SVT6
SUBROUTI_]E SAVT3
C AS OF 06/04/65
COMMON PII6000),MI16),MAXT,MAXR,MAXC,NDUMY(20},DUI_MYII2),NR,
I MAXP,MAXK,MAXS,M#XM
COMMON IEXFLGINTFLG,NSAV,NFLG
DIMENSION LX(9}
REAL M
NSAV=O
REWIND 3
LX(1)=MAXT
LXI21=MAXT
LXI3)=MAXR
LX(4}=MAxC
LX(5)=MAXC
LXI6}=MAXC
LX(7)=MAXP
LX(B}=MAXK
LXI9)=MAXS
L2=O
DO 10 I=1,9
Ll=L2+l
L2=L2+LX(I)
WRITE (3) LX(I),L1,L2
WRITE (3) (P(J)',J=L1,L_
10 CONTINUE
L]=I
L2:MAXM
WRITE (3) MAXM,LI,L2
WRITE (3) (MII),I=L1,L2)
END FILE 3
REWIND 3
RETURN
END
SVT6000
SVT6n01
SVT6002
SVT6003
SVT6004
SVT6005
SVT6m06
SVT6n07
SVT6OOA
SVT6nno
SVT6010
SVT601I
SVT6012
SVT6013
_VT6_I4
SVT6nI5
SVT6016
SVT6017
SVT6018
SVT6OIO
SVT6020
SVT6021
SVT6_22
5VT6023
SVT6024'
SVT6025
SVT6026
_VT6027
SVT6028
$VT6n29
SVT6030
SVT60_]
SVT6m32
SVT6033
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$IBFTC TPT6
SUBROUTINE TPLOTINMB)
C AS OF 06/05/65
C FOR THERMAL ANALYSER ROUIINE
C THIS ROUTINE PUTS ALL POINTS OF CURVE WITH RESPECt TO TIME RANGE,
C AND NMB ON BINARY TAPE
C ROUTINE WILL ONLY HANDLE 20 CURVES WITH 20 NODES PER CURVE
COMMON /CPPLT/NPLT,NEND
COMMON /EXSTA/ NC,NCURI,NCURV
COMMON / EXPLT/ NLFLG
COMMON P,M,MAXT,MAXR,MAXC
DIMENSION P(16000),M(16) ,T(20) ,NCURV(20),NODE(20)
REAL M
C NMB = CURVE NUMBER
TPT6mno
TPT6001
TDT6om2
TmT6n03
TPT6OOa
TPT6005
TPT6006
TPT6007
TPT60O8
TPT6009
TPT601O
TPT6011
TPT6a12
TOT6nl3
102
3
2
13
15
I01
16
K
P(L+I) = INTIAL TIME--THETAI
P(L+2) = FINAL TIME --THETAF
P(L+3) = TIME INCREMENT--DELTA THETA
IF (NLFLG.LE.I) NLFLG=I
NPLT=2
GO TO (1 , 2 , 5 ) , NLFLG
IF (NMB .LE. 01 GO TO 30
NCUR1 = NMB
NLFLG = 2
NC = l
IF (NC°LE.20) GO TO
WRITE (6,102) NC
FORMAT { 1HO,15,26H IS TOO MANY PLOT CURVES.)
GO TO 30
NCURV(NC) = NMB
GO TO 30
IF (NMB .LE° 0) GO TO 4
IF (NCUR1 .EO. NMB) GO TO 4
NC = NC + 1
NCURV(NC) : NMB
GO TO 30
NLFLG = 3
IF (NMB °GT° O) GO TO 30
TIME = M(1)
DO 28 11 = 1 , NC
NTAB= NCURV(I1)
K=O
L = LOC(NTAB)
N : L+4
IF CTIME°LT°P(L+I)°OR ,TIME°GT,P(L+2)) GO TO 28
J = P(N)
IF (J.EQ.0) GO TO 17
N = N+I
K = K+I
IF (K.LE.20) GO TO 16
WRITE (6,101) NTAB
P(N-1)=O°
GO TO 17
17
25
1 (T(1),I=I,K}
: NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE CURVES TO BE PLOTTED PER CURVE NMB.TPT6014
FORMAT (15HOPLOT CURVE NO. 15,25H HAS MORE THAN 20 POINTS.)
NODE(K) : J
NN = J + MAXT
T(K) = P(NN)
GO TO 15
IF (K°LT.I) GO TO 28
WRITE (11}NTAB,K,(NODE(1),I=I,K),P(L+I),P(L+2),P(L+3),M(1),
TPT6015
TPT6016
TPT6017
TPT6018
TPT6nlO
TPT6020
TPT6021
TPT6022
TPT6023
TPT6024
TPT6o2R
TPT6026
TPT6027
TPT6m28
TPT6029
TPT6OSq
TPT6031
TPT6032
TDT60_3
TmT60_A
TPT60_5
TPT6036
TPT6097
TPT603B
TPT6039
TPT6040
TPT604]
TPT6m_2
TDT6_
TPT6044
TPT6N_5
TPT6046
TmT6047
TPT6048
TPT6049
TPT6OSn
TDT6n51
TDT6mm2
TPT6053
TPT6054
TPT6055
TPT6q56
TDT6Nm7
TPT6059
TPT6059
TPT6060
0
0
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P(L+I) = P(L+I}+P(L+3}
28 CONTINUE
30 RETURN
END
TPT6061
TPT6062
TPT60&3
TPT6064
$1BFTC PNT6
SUBROUTINE PUNCHT(TI_F,N1,N2)
C AS OF 04127/65
COMMON PI16000)_MI16),MAXT,NDUM(22
REAL M
IF (M(1},NF.TIME) RETURN
NA=NI+MAXT
IF (N1,EQ,O) NA=I+MAXT
NB=N2+MAXT
IF (N2,EQ,O) NB=MAXT+MAXT
DO 10 I=NA,NB
IF (I,EQ,NA,OR,I,EO,NR) GO TO 9
IF (P(1),EQ,P(I-1}) GO TO 10
9 IX=I-MAXT
ISEQ=IX+IO000
10
11
_cc(12)
PUNCH 11,IX,PII),CC(1)gCC(2),TIME,ISFO
CONTINUE
RETURN
FORMAT (5HDECOI_IS,FIO,2, 7X,A6,A3,5H - ATFT,0,BH SECONDS,
I I1X,15,8X)
END
DNT6OOh
PNT69nl
PNT6002
PNT6003
PNT6004
PNT6005
PNT6nO6
PNT600?
PNT600_
PNT6009
PNT6nln
PNT6011
PNT6012
PNT6nl3
PNT6014
PNT6015
PNT6016
PNT6nl?
PNT6018
PNT6019
PNT6n2_
$1BFTC TNK6
SUBROUTINE TANKA(N)
WRITE (6,103
RETURN
10 FORMAT (42HOCALL TO TANKA IS ILLEGAL IN THIS VERSION.)
END
T_k%ogl
TNK6002
TNK6003
TNK6004
TNK6005
TNK6n06
LOC'KHEED D-59
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$IBFTC BTP6
SUBROUTINE BITAP
C AS OF 05/07/65
C ROUTINE FOR CAL-COMP PLOTTER
C FOR THERMAL ANALYSFR
COMMON /CDPLT/NPLT,NEND,KSKIP
COMMON P,M,NX(23),CC112)
DIMENSION P(16000) , M(16) , XP(II , YP(II , TEMP
I XS(2) , YS(2) , TITLE(3) , XTITLE(3) , YTITLE(4) , BCD(IO) ,
2 TNODE(20) , KNOD(20) , TITLEN(2) , BUFFER(QI4)
EQUIVALENCE (P(lOOOO),×P(1)),(P(11000),YP(1)
REAL M
KSKIP = 1
NOK:5
HT = , IA
ERR = 0.0
NRECD = 0
NTRECD = 0
IDONE = 8_88
WRITE (II) IDONE,KSKIP, (P I), I = 1 , 6)
C NTAB = TABLE (CURVE) NUMBER
C NC = NUMBER OF DIFFERENT CURVES WITH POINTS
C NT = NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE POINTS PER CURVE NUMBER
C TIMI = INITIAL TIME
C TIMF = FINAL TIME
C DTIM = DELTA TIME
C TIM = CURR.ENT TI_IE
C TEMP(1)...I=I,NT.. = TEMPERATURES
DATA (TITLE(1),I=I,3) /6HCURVE ,6HNUMBER,6H= /
DATA (XTITLE(1),I=I,3)/6HTIME 1,6HN SEC.,6H /
DATA (YTITLE(1),I=I,4)/6HTEMPER,6HATURE ,6HIN DEG_6HREES F/
DATA.(TITLEN(1),I=I,2) /6H = NC, 6HDE /
BTP6000
BTP6001
BTP6002
BTP6003
RTm6004
BTP6005
BTP6006
201 , KURV(20) _BTP6007
BTP6008
BTP6009
BTP60!O
BTP6011
RTP6_12
BTP6013
BTP6014
_TP6015
BTP6m16
BTP6017
BTP601_
BTP601Q
BTP6020
BTP6021
BTP6022
BTP6023
BTP6024
BTP6025
BTP6026
BTP6027
BTP6028
BTP6029
BTP6030
BTP6031
DATA (BCD(1),I=I,IO) /0150C00000000,0160009000000,0170000000C00, BTP6032
10320000000000,0350000000000,0360000009000,0370000000000,05#000000C5TP6033
2000,0120000000000,C330000000000/
H = .42
PNO = 0.0
REWIND II
IEND = 7777
YRANGE = 8.0
XRANGE = lO.O
NTRECD = NTRECD + NRECD + 1
IF (IEND .EO. iOONE) GO TO 93
NRECD = 1
_2 = 200
NC = i
KC : 0
DO 2 I = I , NTRECD
READ (11) NTAB
KURV(NC) = NTAB
IF (NTAB .EQ. IEND .OR. ,",'TAB .EQ. IDONE) GC TO 93
READ (11) NTAB
IF (NTAB .EQ. IDONE) IEND = 8888
IF (NTAB .EQ. IEND) GO TO 11
NRECD : NRECD + 1
DO 8 I = 1 , NC
IF (KURV(1) .EQ. NTAB) GO TO 6
CONT INUE
NC : _"C + 1
KURV(NC) : NTAB
BTP6034
BTP6035
RTP6036
BTO603q
BTO6m3R
BTO6030
BTP6040
BTP6041
BTP6042
_TP6043
ATP6044
BTP6OA5
BTP6046
RTP6047
RTP6048
BTP6_4Q
BTP6050
BTP6051
BTP6052
BTP6053
BTP6054
BTP6055
BTP6056
BTP6057
BTP605£
RTP6n5 _
RTP606O
O
O
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GO TO 6
11 REWIND 11
KC : KC +1
IF (KC .GT. NC) GO TO I
YS(2) = O.
YS(1) = I.E16
N:O
NFLAG = 1
K = 0
DO B I = I , NTRECD
B READ (11) NTAB I
BACKSPACE 11
DO 16 KK = 1 , NRECD
READ (II) NTAB,NT,(KNOD(1),I=I,NT),TIMI,TIMF,DTIM,TIM,
I (TE._P( I ) ,I=I,NT)
IF (KURV(KC} .NE. NTAB) GO TO 16
GO TO (12,13} , NFLAG
12 XS(2} = TIMF
XS(1} = TIMi.
DO 15 I=I,NT
15 TNODE(1) = KNC)D{I)
NFLAG = 2
NODES = NT
]I K = K + 1
P(K) = TI_4
N = N + M2 + K
,t
DO 14 I = 1 , NT
P(N) = TEMP(1)
IF (TEMP(I} .GT. YS(2)) YS(2) = TEMP(1)
IF (TEMP(1) ,LT. YS(1)) YS(1} = TEMP(1)
N = N + M2
lZ_ CONTINUE
N = 0
16 CONTINUE
IF (YS(1).NE.YS(2)} GO TO 17
YS(I}=YS(1}-I.
YS(2)=YS(2)+I.
I'I YS( 1)=YS{ 1)-(YS(2}-YS(1) )/I0o
YS(2)=YS(2)+(YS(2)-YS(1))/10°
REWIND 11
NPTS = K
MM = 0
N = 0
IF (KSKIP .GT. I) GO TO 20
C DETERMINE SCALE AND DRAW AXIS
CALL PLOTS {BUFFER,914)
KSKIP = 2
20 CALLASCALE ( XS,2,XRANGE,XM IN,DX, 1, ERX)
CALLASCALE (YS,2,YRANGE,YMIN,DY, 1 ,ERY)
L=2.3 -(ERX-XMIN) /I0.
IF (L.LT,O} L=O
BTP6061
BTP6062
BTP6063
BTP6064
BTP6065
BTP6066
BTP6067
BTP606R
BTP6069
RTP6070
BTP6OT1
BTP6072
BTP6073
BTP6074
RT_6075
BTP6076
BTP6077
BTP60?8
BTP6079
BTP6080
BTP6081
BTP6n_2
BTD6083
BTD6nS4
BTP6n85
BTP6086
BTP608-/
BTP6088
BTP6089
BTP6090
BTP6091
BTP6092
BTP6n03
BTP6094
BTP6095
BTP6096
BTP6097
BTP6098
BTP6099
BTP610n
RTP6]01
BTP6102
BTP6103
BTP6104
BTP6105
BTP6106
BTP6]07
BTP6108
BTP61O9
BTP6110
BTP6111
24 CALL XYAXIS(I.,I.,XRANGE,I.,XMIN,DX,L,5,,.3,.21,0.,XTITLE,18,0.) BTP6112
L:2°3 -(ERY-YMIN)/IO° BTP6113
IF (L.LT.O} L:O BTP6114
CALL XYAXIS(1,,I.,YRANGE,Io,YMIN,DY,L,.1,3.,.21,90,,YTITLE,18,90.)BTP6115
YN = 6,0 BTP6116
m_:_ = PNO + 1. BTP6117
KX = 0 BTP6118
25 KX = KX + i BTP6119
N = N + M2 BTP6120
B = BCDIKX) BTP6121
LOCKHEED
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•MM = MM + 1
DO 30 I = I , NPTS
K=N+I
X = ( PC1) - XMIN) /DX + l.O
Y = (P(K) - YMIN) /DY +1.0
XP(1) = X
YP(I} = Y
CALL SYMBL4 (X,Y,H,B_0.0,1)
30 CONTINUE
CALL LINE (XP,YP,NPTS,1)
X = XRANGE + 1.5
YN = YN - .5
CALL SYMBL4 (X,YN,H,B,0.0,1)
CALL SYMBL4 (X_YN,HT,.TITLEN,0.0,12)
X : X + 1.2
Y = TNODE(MM)
CALL NUMBER (X,YN,HT,Y,O.O,-1)
IF (NODES .GT. MM .AND. KX .LT. NOK)GO TO 25
Y = 9.5
X = XRANGE/2. - 3.
Z = X + 1.8
CALL SYMBI.4 (X,Y,HT,TiTLE,O.O_IB}
CALL NUMBER (Z,Y,HT_ PNO ,0.0_-1)
CALL SYMBL4(X.Y-O.3,HT. CC ,0.,61)
XSPACE = XRANGE + 7.0
CALL PLOT (XSPACE,O.0,-3)
IF (NODES .E_. MM) GO TO 11
GO TO 24
93 IF (KSKIP .LE. I) GO _0 95
IF (NEND.EQ.0) GO TO 95
94 PRINT 222.PNO
222 FORMAT(37HO REMOVE PLOT TAPE AND MARK AS HAVING F5.0 .8H
CALL TRWEND
PAUSE 55555
WRITE(6,222) PNO
95 REWIND 11
RETURN
END
BTP6122
BTP6123
BTP6124
BTP6125
BTP6126
BTP6127
BTP612R
BTP6129
BTP6130
BTP6131
BTP6132
BTP6133
BTP6134
BTP6135
BTP6136
BTP6137
BTP6138
BTP6139
BTP6140
BTP6141
BTP6142
BTP6143
BTP614_
BTP6145
BTP6146
BTP6147
BTP6148
BTP6149
BTP6150
BTP6151
BTP6152
PLOTS )BTP6153
BTP6154
RIP6155
BTP6156
BTP6157
BTP6158
BTP6159
0
0
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$1BFTC SCL6
SUBROUTINE ASCALE IX, N, S, YMIN, DY, K, YMAX)
X - THE GIVEN ARRAY OF VALUES TO BE SCALED, AND THE OUTPUT
SCALED VALUES
N - NO. OF X VALUES
S - NO. OF INCREMENTS
YMIN - GENERATED MINIMUM X VALUE, ROUNDED DOWN
DY - GENERATED INCREMENT
K - SPACING BETWEEN X VALUE STORAGES
YMAX = GENERATED MAXIMUN X VALUE, NOT ROUNDED
DIMENSION X(2)
YMAX = X(1)
YMIN = X(1)
NP : N*K
DO 6 I = K, NP, K
IF (YMAX .LT, X(1)) YMAX : X(1)
IF (YMIN .GT, X(1)) YMIN = X(1)
6 CONTINUE
IF (YMIN .NE, YMAX) GO TO '20
DX : 1.0
YMIN = YMIN - (S/2.0)*DX
GO TO 36
20 DX = (YMAX - YMIN)/S
NA = 0
IF (Dx - 1.) 25. 36, 30
25 OX : OX*lO,
NA= NA - 1
IF (DX .LT. I. .OR, DX .GE. 10.) GO TO 25
GO TO 35
30 IF (DX .GE, 1, ,AND, DX ,LT. I0.) GO TO 35
DX = DX/IO.
NA = NA + 1
GO TO 30
35 IF (DX .GT, 4.) DY : IO.**(NA + I)
IF (DX °LE. 4,) DY = 4.*IO.**NA
IF (DX ,LE, 2,) DY = 2.*IO.**NA
36 RNDFTR = -0,9
IYMIN = YMIN/DY + RNDFTR
YMIN = FLOATIIYMIN)*DY
DO 40 I = 1, NP, K
X(I) = (X(I)-YMIN)/DY
40 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SCL6000
SCL6001
SCL6002
SCL60O3
SCL6004
SCL6005
SCL6006
SCL6007
SCL6O08
SCL6009
SCL6010
SCL6o11
SCL6012
SCL6013
SCL6OIA
SCL6015
SCL6016
SCL6017
SCL6018
SCL601_
SCL6020
SCL6021
SCL6022
SCL6023
SCL6024
SCL6025
SCL6026
SCL6027
SCL6028
SCL6029
SCL6030
SCL6031
SCL6032
SCL6033
SCL6034
SCL6035
SCL6036
SCL6037
SCL6038
SCL6039
SCL6OAO
SCL6041
SCL6Oa2
5CL6043
SCL6044
SCL6045
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$1BFTC
5O
I00
105
115
2OO
205
AXS6
SUBROUTINE XYAXISIXORG,YORG,ALNGTH,SCDT,AMIN,DA,N,XLAB,
I YLAB,HLAB,ALAB,HEAD,NC,AXANG)
XORG - X COORDINATE OF FIRST POINT ON AXIS
YORG - Y COORDINATE OF FIRST POINT ON AXIS
ALNGTH-LENGTH OF AXIS IN INCHES - TOTAL
SCDT
AMIN
DA
N
XLAB
YLAB
HLAB
ALAB
HEAD
NC
AXANG
-LENGTH IN INCHES BETWEEN TICK MARKS
-LABEL VALUE OF FIRST POINT ON AXIS
-SCALE VALUE PER INCH OF LABEL VALUES
-NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES FOR AXIS LABEL VALUES
-X COORDINATE OF AXIS LABEL
-Y COORDINATE OF AXIS LABEL
-HEIGHTH OF AXIS LABEL
-ANGLE OF AXIS LABEL
-AXIS LABEL
-NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN AXIS LABEL
-ANGLE OF AXIS
DIMENSION HE,AD (3)
DATA DATK, HNUM/O.07_. 0.14/
DATA PLUO/O. 5E-07/
XCON : 1.0
YCON = HNUM/2.0
IF ( AXANG .ME. 0.0 GO TO 50
XCON = 2.0 Q.
YCON = 0,25
RLAB = AXANG * 0.01745329
DELNUM = DA*SCDT
SRSCDT = SIN(RLAB)*SCDT
CRSCDT = COS(RLAB) *SCDT
CR = COS(RLAB)
SR = SINIRLAB)
WNUM = HNUM*6.0/7.0
ICNT = 0
ANUM = AMIN
NA = N + 3
IF ( ANUM .EO. 0.O} ANUM = 0.O
IF (ANUM .LT, 0.0) NA = NA + I
I = 0
I = I + 1
IF IABS(ANUM) .LT. 10.0"*I) GO TO 115
NA = NA + 1
GO TO 105
ADIST = FLOAT(ICNT)*SCDT
IF (ADIST .GT. ALNGTH) GO TO 200
XC = XORG + ADIST*CR - FLOAT(NA)*WNUM/XCON + 0.05
YC = YORG + ADIST*SR - YCON
IF (YC .GT. YLAB .AND. YLAB .GT. IYC - SRSCDT} .OR. XC .GT. XLAB
I .AND. XLAB .GT. (XC - CRSCDTI) CALL SYMBL 4 (XLAB, YLAB, HLAB9
2 HEAD, ALAB, NC)
XNUM = ANUh,_ + PLUG
CALL NUMBER (XC,YC,HNUM,XNUM,O.O,N)
ICNT = ICNT + i
ANUM = ANUM + DELNUM
GO TO 100
IF (YLAB .GE.{YORG+ALNGTH)) CALL SYMBL4(XLAB,YLAB,HLAB_HEAD _,
1 ALAB,NC)
I : 3
XC = XORG + FLOATIICNT - I)*CRSCDT
YC = YORG + _LOAT(ICNT - I)*SRSCDT
AXS6000
AXS6001
AXS6002
AXS6003
AXS6004
AXS6005
AXS6006
AXS6007
AXS6008
AXS6009
AXS6010
AXS6011
AXS6012
AXS6013
AXS6014
AXS6015
AXS6016
AXS601?
AXS6n]8
AXS6019
AXS6020
AXS6021
AXS6022
AXS6023
AXS6024
AXS6025
AXS&026
AXS6027
AXS6028
AXS6029
AXS6030
AXS6031
AXS6032
AXS6033
AXS6034
AXS6n35
AXS6036
AXS6037
AXS6038
AXS6039
AXS6040
AXS&041
AXS6042
AXS6n43
AXS6044.
AXS6045
AXS6046
AXS6047
AXS6048
AXS6049
AXS6050
AXS6051
AXS6052
AXS6053
AXS6054
AXS6055
AXS6056
AXS6057
AXS6058
AXS6059
AXS6060
©
©
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CALL PLOT (XC, YC, I
I = I - 1
IF (I .LT. II ] = i
XC = XC - SR*DATK
YC = YC - Cq*DATK
CALL PLOT (XC, YC, I
XC = XC + SR*DATK
YC = YC + CR*DATK
CALL PLOT (XC, YC, I
ICNT = ICNT - i
IF CICNT oLE. 0 RETURN
GO TO 205
END
AXS6061
AXS6062
AXS6063
AXS606_
AXS6O65
AX56066
AX_6067
AXS6068
AX56069
AXS6070
AXS6071
AX56072
AXS6_7_
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$1BFTC MF06
SUBROUTINE MFOUT
C AS OF 04127165
COMMON P,M,MAXT,MAXR,MAXC,KSP_KST,KURVT,NCVG,NSTS_NFAB
COMMON NABL,NKSP,LMMF,NRMF,NRFAD
DIMENSION P(16000),M(16),NABL(10},TEML(1),TIMLI1),TEMS(1),TIMS(1)
DIMENSION NLNO(I5OO),KNOD(ll
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),KNODII),TEMLIIII,(P(3OOOI,TIML(1)I,(P(600Ol,
I TEMSII}I,(P(9OOO},TIMS{1))
REAL M
301 FORMAT (7012)
REWIND I0
REWIND 9
IF {NREAD} 1,1,2
1 WRITE (6,204)
GO TO 770
2 KK:O
DO 102 I:I_NRMF
READ (10,301) TO,TF,NT,MC
L=LOC INT}
99 L=L+I
KK:KK+I
NDN=KNOD(L)/16777216
IF (NDN) 101,101,100
100 NLNO(KK)=NDN
GO TO 99
i01 NLNO{KK}=O
102 CONTINUE
REWIND I0
L=O
DO 40 I=I,NRMF
READ (10,301) TO,TF,NT,MC
WRITE {6,200) TO,TF
WRITE (6,205)
205 FORMAT (1HO,SX,BHNODE NO.,6X,5HMAX T,IBX,5HMIN T,IIX,
I IIHTIME OF MAX,7X,IIHTIME OF MIN )
3 L:L+I
JJ=l
KK:I
NDI:NLNO(L)
IF (ND1) 40,40,4
4 DO 30 J:I,NREAD
READ (9,301) T1,T2,NT2,MMTgND2,TEM_TIME
IF (NT-NT2) 30,10,30
10 IF (ND1-ND2) 30_11,30
11 GO TO (I3,16},MMT
13 TEML(JJ)=TEM
TIML(JJ|=TIME
JJ=JJ+l
GO TO 30
16 TEMS(KK):TEM
TIMS(KK}=TIMF
KK=KK+I
30 CONTINUE
TEML(JJ)=O.
TIML(JJ)=O.
TEMS(KK}=O.
TIMS(KK)=O.
IF (JJ-KK) 31,32,32
31 JJ:KK-I
GO TO 34
MF06000
MF06001
MF06002
MF060O3
MF06004
MFO6005
MF06006
MFO6007
MF06008
MFC6OOg
MFO6010
MFO6011
MFO6012
MFO6013
MF06014
_F06015
MF06016
MF06017
MF06018
MF060]_
MF06020
MF06021
MF06022
MF06023
MF06024
MF06025
MF06026
MF06027
MF06028
MF0602o
M#06030
MF06031
MF06032
MF06033
MF06034
MF06035
_F06036
MFO603v
MFO6n3_
MFO603Q
MF06040
MF06041
MF06042
MF06043
MF06044
MF06045
MFO6046
MF06047
MF06048
MF06049
MF06050
MFO6051
MF06052
MF06053
MF06054
MF06055
MF06056
MF06057
MF06058
MF06059
MF06060
0
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32 JJ:JJ-1
34 WRITE (6_202) NDI,ITEML(K),TEMS(K),TIML(K),TIMS(K),K =l,JJ)
REWIND 9
GO TO 3
40 CONTINUE
200 FORMAT (28H1 RANGE OF MINIMUM-MAXIMUM //4X,2E18.8 )
202 FORMAT (4HO I10,4EIS.8/(14X,4E18.8))
204 FORMAT (43H NO MAXIMUMS AND MINI_U_4S WERE RECORDED )
REWIND 10
770 RETURN
END
MF06061
MF06062
MF06063
MF06064
MF06065
MF06066
MF06067
MF06068
MF06069
MF06070
MF06_?I
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$1BFTC XLN6
FUNCTION XLINIXI,X2,N)
C AS OF 6117165
C
C XLIN = AREA UNDER CURVE N FRoM Xl TO X2
C
COMMON P, M
COMMON /CP2/ ERROR
DIMENSION P(16000), M(16) ,KP(I}
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),KP(1)}
REAL M
KOD=32765
PER = 32767°
SUM=O.
NJC=I
X=Xl
LL : LOCIN)
LL = LL + 1
NFLAG : I
IF IKPILL ).NE.KOD} GO TO i
KOD=KP(LL+I)
LL=LL+2
i IF IP{LL-I).NE.PER) GO TO 3
2 PER = PILL)
LL = LL + 1
NFLAG = 2
3 LU = LL .L
J = EL
5 LU = LU + 2
IF (P(LU) - P(J)) 7, 6, 6
6 J = LU
GO TO 5
? LU = LU - 1
LV=LU+2
B IF {X - PILL)) 9, i0, 10
9 PERX=-PER
GO TO (40, 18), NFLAG
10 IF (P(LU - 1} - X) 12_ 25_ 25
12 PERX = PER
GO TO (409 18)9 NFLAG
18 IF {ABS({P{LU-II-P_LL))/PER-I.).GT.PER*I.E-6) GO TO 40
DO 20 J = LL, LV, 2
P(J) = P(J) + PERX
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 8
25 LL = LL + 2
26 DO 30 J = LL, LU, 2
IF (X - P(J)) 27, 27, 28
27 IF (KOD.NE.32?65) GO TO 272
271 XLN=(P(J÷I)-P(J-Ii)I{P{J)-P(J-2))*(X-P(J-2))+PIJ-I)
GO TO 5O
XLN600O
XLN6001
XLN6002
XLN6003
XLN6004
XLN6005
XLN6006
XLN6007
XLN6008
XLN6009
XLN6010
XLN6011
XLN6012
XLN60121
XLN60121
XLN60121
XLN6013
XLN601A
XLN6015
XLN6016
XLN6017
XLN6018
XLN6019
XLN6020
XLN6021
XLN6022
XLN6023
XLN6024
XLN6025
XLN6026
XLN6027
XLN6028
XLN&029
XLN6030
XLN6031
XLN6032
XLN6033
XLN6034
XLN6035
XLN6036
XLN6037
XLN6038
XLN6039
XLN60_O
XLN6041
XLN6042
XLN6043
XLN6044
XLN6045
XLN60_6
XLN6047
272 XLN=(ABS(P(J+I);-ABS(P(J-I)))/(P(J)-P(J-2))*(X-P(J-2))+ABS(P(J-1}
IF {KOD.EQ.O) GO TO 50
76 FORMAT (_THODERIVED VALUES USED IN THE FOLLOWING CURVES... )
IF (TIME.EQ.M(1)) GO TO 80
IF(TIMEI.EQ.M{11)) GO TO 50
TIME=M(1)
80 TF (TIME1.NE.M(11)} WRITE (6,76)
_IMEI=M(II)
RITE (6,77) N,KOD,X,LIN
77 fORMAT (11H CURVE NO.= 16, 8H
)XLN6048
XLN6049
XLN6050
XLN6051
XLN60511
XLN6052
XLN60521
XLN60522
XLN6053
COD = 15,25H INDEPENDENT VARIABLXLN6054
©
©
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IE = EI2.4,23H DEPENDENT VARIABLE = E12.4I
GO TO 50
28 SUM=SUM+(PIJI-PIJ-2)I*(P(J-I)+P(J+I))/2.
30 (ONIINUE
LL = LL - 2
40 WRITE (6, 42) X, N
WRITE (6, 73) (P(1), I : LL, LU)
73 FORMAT(29HOCURVE POINT PAIRS FOLLOW,... /(IX,3(2EI8.8,4XlII
42 FORMAT (27H01NDEP VAR FOR LIN INTERP.= E 20.8, 7H CURVE= I 4 ,
I 16H OFF CURVE }
IF (ERROR.EQ.0.) WRITE (6, 75}
75 FORMAT (3OH0 LAST TIME POINT CALCULATED }
M(8I=I.
IF (ERROR.EO.O.} ERROR=Z.
RETURN
50 IF (NJC.EO.2} GO TO 85
NJC=2
SUMI=SUM+(×-P(J-2II*(P(J-I)+XLNI/2.
X=X2
SUM=0.
GO TO 26
85 SUM2=SUM+(X-P(J-2))*(P(J-I}+XLNI/2.
XLIN=(SUM2-SUMI)/(X2-Xl)
RETURN
END
XLN6055
XLN6056
XL_60561
XLN6057
XLN6058
XLN6059
XLN6060
XLN6061
XLN6062
XLN6065
XLN6064
XLN6065
XLN6066
XLN6067
XLN6068
XLN6069
XLN6070
XLN6071
XLN6072
XLN6073
XLN6074
XLN6075
XLN6076
XLN6077
XLN6078
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APPENDD( E
DATA DIAGNOSTIC PROGR_.M
A special program has been written, based extensively on the compile
ohase of the Thermal Analyzer Program, which scans input data and notes any
errors that it finds. The purpose of this program is to allow a short diag-
nostic run for a large data deck before submitting it to execute.
PROGR_ M OPERATION
The program actually compiles the data, printing notes on any errors
it finds as it goes along. _ much more rigorous examination is made in this
routine than in the regular Thermal Analyzer compile phase.
In the Thermal Analyzer several errors can cause the program to termin-
ate before completing its error check. The coding covering most of these errors
has been changed in this program to allow the error check to continue. In
particular, optional error exits have been selected so that bad data that would
cause termination of the run under normal circumstances will simply be noted
end the program will continue execution.
To simplify the program set-up on the computer, the special tapes used
for the Thermal Analyzer have been eliminated from this job . All the program
decks are contained in the card deck submitted to the computer. Therefore the
program library tape used with the Thermal Analyzer is not used with this
program. Any curves which are requested from the material properties library
_aoe will merely be noted. The tape is not searched, and therefore is not
needed. However, the program cannot make sure that the requested curve actually
is on the tape; if it is not, a diagnostic will result later from the The_me!
A:_a!yzer run.
Since the problem is not executed, those diagnostics peculiar to the
execution phase of the Thermal Analyzer do not appear in this program. For
LOCKHEED E-1
LR 18902
example, a condition producing a time step of zero can be detected only in
the execution phase. An independent variable that goes beyond the range of
the independent variable specified in a curve for interpolation can only be
detected in the execution phase. S1_ch errors will not be noted in the diag-
nostic program.
Since the Thermal Analy_er has versions with different storage alloca-
tions, some of the errors do not apply to all versions. For example, if the
data exceeds 14000 storages but not 16000, it cannot be run on version C, but
may be run on versions A or B. Where such restrictions apply, the diagnostic
will so state.
o
6.
7.
8.
9.
lO.
ll.
12.
13.
PROGRAM SET-UP
Figure E-I shows the deck set-up for the diagnostic program, and
Table E-I is a list of the diagnostic comments that could occur.
The input data is set-up j_st as for the Thermal Analyzer:
i. Temperature block cards
2. NBK card
3. Resistor block cards
4. NBK card
Capacitor block cards
NBK card
Data Sub-block cards
NBK card
Time block cards
NBK card
Restart
NBK card
END
Repeat as often as needed.
O
©
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When the data deck is ready, it is inserted into the diagnostic
zrogrem deck followingthe SDATA card; it is input data for this program, too.
Following the last data card, which is the "END" card, are the required pro-
gram termination cards to return control to IB monitor system, SEOF and
SBsm.
Table E-2 is a complete listing of the eleven data diagnostic program
subroutines.
LOCKHEED E-3
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I
O
$1BSYS
$EOF
END
DATA
$1BFTC DIAG
$1BFTC DIAG
$1BFTC DIAG 9
$1BFTC DIAG 8
$1BFTC DIAG 7
$1BFTC DIAG 6
$1BFTC DIAG 5
_IBFTC DIAG 4
$1BFTC DIAG 3
$1BFTC DIAG 2
$1BFTC DIAG 1
$1BJOB GO
$EXECUTE 13jos
$1D PROGRAMMER IDENTIFICATION
SJOB ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
DATA DECK
il
10
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Figure E-I
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TABLE E-2
DATA DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAM LISTING
$IBFTC DIAG1
C AS OF 12/4/64
NLAG _ 1- -
CALL EXETIV (NLAG)
CALL EXIT
STOP
END
$IBMAP DIAG2
ENTRY .UNQ4.
.UN04. PZE UNIT04
UNIT04 FILE ,UT4,READY,INOUT,BLK=22,BCD,NOLIST
END
$1BMAP DIAG4
ENTRY ,IJN09,
,UN09. PZE UNIT09
--O_[_69-TI-E'£ ...... %B(3),READY,INOUT,BLK=22,BCD,NOLIST
END
$IBMAP DIAG3
,UNIO, PZE UNITIO
UNITIO FILE ,A(3 ,READY,INOUT,BLK=22,BCD,NOLIST
END
2088MO03
2088M004
2088_005
2088M006
208Bv007
©
©
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TABLE F-2. (Continued)
$1BFTC DIAG5
SUBROUTINE EXETIV. I.NLAG)
C AS OF 5/25/65
cOMMON P (14000) ,M ( 16 ) ,MAXT ,MAXR,MAXC.,KSP, KST, KURV7 ,NCVG, NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL( 10),NKSP,LMMF_'NRMF,NREAD'_CC1121
COMMON NR, MA)<P, MAX-K, MAxS, MAXM
COMMON /CP2/ ERROR_MAXMUM
COMMON /CPlTM/ ITIMO
cO-M.-#FGN-/CbNEY/NTYPE _ TKRAD,-TKLEN, TEMPZ, NRAD,.NC I R .,NSECT _NTNK,,
I TKTHK(5),TKWALI,TKWAL2,1NNOD,KOUT,
2 FMCO, FMNO.,FMOLC,VGAS, IGC, I PRESS,FMOLN, FMIN_,FMAX, PMI N.,
.... 3 I_MA)(, FMOL X, T SA T, ANGL E, T X • PR., TAN KV _.
4 MM(50), NUMTAB[IO0), NEXW(50) ,
5 RADI(4) ,NSEX(_O),HELB{14) ,LLFLOW,HELT,HELP,HELW
6 _FSTRAT ,-SAREA, IoP TSX( 5 )
COMMON ICONTRI TLIO, SCL IQ, TGAS,SCGAS _SCALL,TLSMAX,SC INT _ TSGAS 9
ICOMUN{5),DMCC_TLMAX,TALL,FML0,GAVITY,FKG,FKL,ZC,PC,ZN_FMLU_FMLA
2 ZX, CPX _,T LA, G A;.IMA, RHOL, RHOG _ CP L _ CPG, R LAM, MCN T, PN, FMC, FMN _.R
COMMON/CHP/SMCV, SMCA, SMNV _ SMNA, SDMCC, SMLAS, SMLUS., SUMEX,HELWS, GOLD
I ANGOLD ',FMG, FML, TS,DELTS, DELVS,FMGAS
COMMON / CPPL T'/INPL f, N END, K S K IP
COMMON /EXFLG/NTFLG,NSAV ,NFLG
COMMON /EXPLT/ NLFLG
DIMENSION VSIIOO),,FLA(25_)
EQUIVALENCE (P(13651) ,VS) _ (P(13751) _FLA)
MAXMUM = 13650 - ....................
ITIMO = I
NEND=0
NPLT=I ...........
ERROR=0,
NTYPE=0
N T F !.._C_=._0_0...............
5 IR=NLAG
8 CALL COMPILIIR)
NLAG=IR
NLAG=2
IF INEND.GT.O) RETURN
........... [_F .(EF_ROR.GT,I.) ERROR=0.
IF (I,EQ,I) GO TO 5
RETURN
.......... END
EXETVO02
EXETV010
EXETV020
EXET 020
EXET021
EXETO06
HTB 006
DIAG00?
EXETOO69
FXFT n25
EXET 025
EXET 026
EXETV030
EXETV060
EXETV0?O
EXET07?2
EXET0773
EXET078
EXETO?g
EXET099
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
$1BFTC DIAO6
SUBROUTINE COMPIL' fIR)
C AS OF 04/27/65
C 8/21164 CHANGED TO INCLUDE MINMAX
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC9 KSP, KST, KURV 7, NCVG, NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL, NKSP, LMHF ,NRMF,NREAD,CC
COMMON NRECD, NWPD, NWCT, NWST, NWTM
COMMON /CP2/ERROR,MAXPUM
COMMON /CPPLT/ NPLT,NEND
COMMON /EXPLT/ NLFLG
DIMENSION CZ(6),CY(6}
DIMENSION A]12), I 1(12), I 2(12), I 3(12), NABL(10), CC(12)
DIMENSION P(14DO0), IRLINEll}, KPSD(1), NSTRT(1), Nil6), KDAT(1}
EQUIVALENCE (P[4000), IRLINE(1}), (P(8000), KPSD(1)), (P(13000},
_----N-STRT(I_); (P(1), KDAT(1))
REAL M, INC_ NBK_NET
INTEGER CP
..... b--ATA EN DF/6 H -1 /
DATA NET/6HNFT /
DATA DEC/6HDEC /
...... DATA-INC/6HINC /
DATA PER/6HPER /
DATA NBK/6HNBK /
...... DATA CID/6HCID /
DATA TAP/6HTAP /
DATA RES/6HRES /
DATA CAP/6HCAP /
DATA COD/6HCOD /
DATA ZERO/6HOOODO0/
...... DATA' (CZIi)_I=l,6)/2H0192HO2,2HOD_2HO4,2H05,2H06/,BLANK/1H /
DATA (CYII),I=I,6)/2H 1,2H 2,2H 3_2H 4,2H 5,2H 6/,ZERZ/2HO0/
DATA ZERY/2 N 0/
2C0 FORMAT (SX, 4(I 5, E'iO.2) }
201 FORMAT (5X, I 5, E 10.2, I 5)
202 FORMAT (SX, 2(3I 5, E 10.2)}
-2-0-3---FSR_4A'f (5X, 3I 5, E 10.2, I 5}
204 FORMAT (5X, I 5)
.?O5_.FpRYATT .(5X, 6E 10.2)
208 FORMAT (1H1,A3,I2,12A6)
209 FORMAT (A3,A2_12A6)
21_0. 50R_:_!_.ISX,12A6)
211 FORMAT (SX, ^3,12,12A6)
212 FORMAT (1H1,OX,12A6)
COMPO03 '
COMPOO4
CO_'PO04
CO_'PO05
CO_PO06
COVO006
COMPO06
COMPO06
COVO007
CO_'PO07
COMPO08
COMPO09
COMP010
COMO0
COvDO11
CO'POll
COHP011
COMP011
CO_'Poll
CO'POll
COW'Drill
COMP011
COMP011
CO_P011
COvPOll
CO_.'P011
COW'POll
COMP011
CO_'P011
CO_,'P011
CO_'P0]5
COMPO16
COMP01?
COMP018
COPPO19
COMP020
C0_P021
COMP021
COVP021
C_PO22
C0_'P023
.21/_ .FORMAT_ !56H0 BLOCK COUNT IN COMP_.L ROUTINE IS AN UNREASONAmLF VALUCO_"P024
1E ) CO_,'P024 ]
215 FORMAT ( 66H0 COUNT IN COLS, 4 AND 5 IS NOT AN INTEGER LESS "IHAN 0CO;'P025
i R EQUAL TO 6 ) Cr'_.'P025I
216 FORt4,_T ( 3, A 6) COUP026
.218 FORMAT
219 .FO&f'_&T
220 FORMAT
222 FORMAT
._23 _FORMAT
224 FORMAT
230 FCRMAT
231 FORMAT
2 32 "'#SR.':iAT
1ERE.)
_. NCVG =
NSTS =
MATLIB
3, 3X, I 2) CO'.'P027
38H0 KOD IS NOT CORRECT IN CO!.4PIL ROUTINE ) CO_,'PO2B
26NOT_BLE r!o. = 0 IS ILLF_L.) C_,.'P02O
30H0 TOO MANY 'WOPDS IN OAT RLOCK ) CO.VPO3O
7HOCODE= A6.,12H IS ILLEGAL.) COVP021
25HOCANNOT FI,';D CJRVE NAt.'ED _-6.,17H ON LIBRARY TAPE,) CO".'P021
28HOSOMETHING WRONG AFTER TABLEI6_17H AND BEFORE TABLEI6) CO_.'P021
2SHOSCNETHING WRC'4G IN TABLE I6) COt4P021
5X,3H*_*,SX,6HCURVE AS,36H FROM LIBRARY TAPE '.,/ILL APPEAR HDIAG022
I
i
=i
CD_'_031
COUP032
CC_'P032
LE 18902
0
0
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TABLE E-2 -(Continued)
NSW2=I
NPLT:I
..... N[KCG_i ......
NETSW=O
NFAB = 1
N_E& 1........
LINE : 1
LMMF=I
N_F_O .............
NREAD=O
DO I01 I : I, 10
N_L{I) = 0
101 CONTINUE
GO TO (105, 149, 149}, IR
105 REWIND 4
DO 107 I : I , MAXVUM
P(1) = O.
I07 CONTINUE
KOUNT = 1
110 CP=-I
IF (KOUNT.EQ'2.AND.NETSW.E@.2) GO TO 180
IF (KOUNT.EO.3.AND.NETSW,EO,I) GO TO 190
IF (MATLIB.EQ.1) READ (5,209) CM,CX,(A(1),I=I,12)
1101 DO 1102 I=1,6
1102 IF (CX.EQ.CY(1).OR.CX.EQ.CZ(1)) CP:I
IF (CX.EQ_BLANK.OR.CX..EO.ZERZ.OR.CX.EO.ZERY) CP:O
IF (CP,GE,O) GO TO 1103
CP:O
.__ _.L_P-_Q_R.._L_................
• WRITE (6,2151CX
1103 IF (LINE.LT.60I GO TO Iii
109 WRITE (6,212) (CC(11,I:1,12)
LINE = 1
111 IF (CM.EO.CID) GO TO 117
IF (CM.EQ.TAP). GO TO 150
WRITE (6,211) CM,CP,(A(1),I=I,12)
LINE=LINE+I
.... ._..II.E {C_.,EO_ DEC) GO TO 116
IF (CM .EO. INC) GO TO IlR
IF (CM .EO. PER) GO TO 119
.... !.[ {CM .EQ. NBK) GO TO 120
IF (CM.EQ.RES) GO TO 12S
IF (CM.EO.CAP) GO TO 124
..... __if._(_M, EQ,NET) GO TO 170
IF (CM.EO.COD) GO TO 112
115 WRITE (6,223) CM
..... _ERP_OR:I,
GO TO 110
112 KOD = 9
........ GO T9!_ .....
116 KOD = 1
GO TO 125
117__c__E=O_
ICP=CP
DO 1171 I=1,12
.... CC(X):A(1)
1171 CONTINUE
LINE =1
__ WRITE (6,2121 (CC(1),I:I,12)
GO TO 110
118 KOD : 3
GO TO 125
2266n_2
2266032
2266032
COMP032
COMP033
COMPO3A
C0_P084
COMP034
COMP034
C0_P034
COMP035
COMPO36
COMP037
COMP038
CONP_39
C_Mph_n
COMP0401
COMP0402
COMPO42
C0_P043
COMP0431
COMP0431
COMPO44
COMP045
COMP0451
COMP046
COMP0461
COMPOA62
COMmO_6P
COMP0462
COMP0463
COMP047
COMP048
COMP049
COMPO_91
COMP0492
COMDO4q2
COMP050
CNvP051
COMP052
COMP053
COMP050
COMP050
COMP053
COMP050
COMP054
COMD_SA
COMPO55
C0vD0551
COMP0552
COMP056
C0_'D057
COMP057
C_MP_I
C0_o5v2
C_vP_57A
COMP0575
C0_'P0575
COMBO576
CO'_P_5_
CoMPn5_
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
119 KOD = &
GO TO 125
12o .K_...__ _.......
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
IF (KOUNT - 6) 125, 121, 122
1__2A_ K__O______6......
GO TO 125
122 WRITE (6,214)
___ ER____RgX.._&_....
RETURN
123 KOD=7
GO TO 125
124 KOD=8
GO TO 125
150 WRITE (6,2111 CM,CP,(A(1),I=I,12)
....... WRfYE {6,2_2) A{1)
LINE : LINE +2
GO TO 110
17o - Egt%_,=2
CALL INSIDE
GO TO 110
180 READ (10,209) CM,CX,IA(1),I=1,12}
IF (A(1).NE.FNDF) GO TO 1101
REWIND I0
GO TO 110
190 READ ( 9,209) CM,CX,(A(1),I=I,12)
..... IF (A(1)oNE.ENDF) GO TO 1101
NETSW=O
........ RE.N!t,4o 9....
GO TO 110
125 WRITE (_,218) KOD,CP
...... W2.I7_ (4, 210) (A(1), I : I, 12)
IF (KOUNT - 6) 110, 130, 122
130 END FILE 4
REWIND 4
REWIND 3
CALL COMP2
....... giLTKR__N..... ...
1_9 CALL _ESTRT
RETURN
• _ ..... __E ND_D____.........
CoMoo6n
Cn_P061
C0_'P062
COVP063
CO_P066
C0_P065
C0_P066
C0_P067
COM_068
CnvD06o
CO_P06gl
Cn_4P06o2
COMP06O3
COvP06O4
DIAG0702
DIAG0703
DIAG0704
CO_P071n
CO_P0711
CO_0712
COMP0712
CO_P0713
C0_P0714
COMP0715
C0_P0715
C0_P0716
CONP0717
COHP0718
C0_P0719
CO_P071o
COMP0720
COMP0721
COMPO73
C0_P074
C0_P075
C0_P076
COMP077
078
079
O80
CI
0
0
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
$IBFTC DIAG7
._ ......... SUBROUTINE INSIDE
c AS OF 6,;_0765
COt6_ION P( 140001
CO_4MON /CPNET/NIYPE,TKRAD,TKLEfI,TEMDZ,NRAD,NCIR,NSECT,NTNK,
[-_i--/,{ f HK'( 51, YKWAL 1, TKWAL2, I ,'IN O0, KOUT,
2 FMC0, Fb;N0, FI4OLC, VGAS, I GC., I PRESS, FMOLN, F;.I I N, FbIAX, PM I N,
3 PMAX, FblOLX, TSAT ,ANGLE, TX, PR, TANKV,
-5-........... F_ADII4;,HELB(14) _LLFLOW,HELT,HELP,HELW
6 ,ISTRAT,SAREA, IoPTSX(5),F',IULTF(5) ,STRINP(20)
7 ,GSOLD (2),TTCPBLI2) ,DLIQ ,NLSURF, ICALL
--E(_UIVALENfE (F'qULTF(I 1, FLT ) , ( F',IUL TF( 2 ) ,FLKL )
DIMENSION VS(250) .,DL'f.IMY(500)
1 ,NUMTAB ( 100 ) , NE X',.;( 125 ) ,NSEX ( 125 ) ,,',I_.1( 125 )
--D'[t_IENS ION LNO(250) .,NLNqS(125) ,NGFIS(125)
ECUIVALENCE ( P ( 13251 ) ,VS ) , ( P ( 13501 ) :,DUt'_>IY)
1, IPI12526),NU,'.!TA3)., (PI12(..261.,NEXW) , (P(12751) _NSEX} ,,(P(128761 ,M_41
• "EQUIV,_LENCE(P(12276),LNO),(P(12151),NLNNS) , (P(12026) 9NGNNS)
REAL LEN'
__P_ I_ =...3,14159265
V=O,
FLA=O,
CALL SREAD
I NODE= INNOD
REWIND 9
_R E__,:'.[N'D10_.
C TANKV = VOLU_._E OF TANK
VOLX=O I*TKF#AD*_2
IF (NTYPE.EO°2) TANKV=1o33333-"-VOLX*TKRAD
IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) TANKV=VOLX*(1.33333-'(-TKRAD+TKLEN
ITIM= 1
S Ut,,' =0.0
"fig- i-O"-I =1 ,NTNK
SUM =SUM+ TKTHK(I)
10 _CO )J.T.I.N..UE_ .
FNRAD =NRAD
FNCIR =NCIR
F NSEC"[ = INSECT
KEYNOD = -1
C IF CYLINDER NTYPE=I ,IF SPHERE NTYPE=2
PI2 = 3,14159265_-2,0
NRES =0
C COMPUTE RADIAL RESISTORS FOR HE;'CISPHERE
15 KK = NRADI4
_,_ = 0
K1 = (NCIR+NTNK +I}
JJ = NRAD
J1 = NCIR + NTNK +1
II = NCIR +NTNK
.DO _ 50....KI= I_.KK
K = KI-1
DO 40 JI= i,JJ
J=JI -1
=bo' 30 I= l,II,1
M = M+I
..NODE = Y-1 +INODE
29 NRES =NRES+I
NODEIF NODE+I
WRITE(tO,8002} NR E S, r','ODE,_N'ODE 1, F LA
B'0C)2 FOR_.IAT(5HDECO!,3IS,EIO.3,50X)
30 CONTINUE
1911002
1911007
1011004
INSD
INSD
lg11005
INSDhO7
INSDo071
INSDO072
1911008
1911009
1911010
1911011
1911012
lOlln13
1911O14
1911015
1911016
1911017
1911O18
191101Q
1911021
1911O22
1911O23
1911024
1911025
1911026
1911027
1911028
1911029
1911030
1o11031
1911032
1911O33
1911034
1911056
1911057
1911058
INSD059
1911060
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M = M+I
40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
M = 0
II =II+l
DO 80 k-t- _FTKK " "
K = KI-1
DO 70 JI =1,JJ
J=JI-i
DO 60 I =l,II
............___L___ + .1
NODE = N +INODE - 1
NODE1 = NODE +NCIR +NTNK+ 1
IF(JI°EQ,JJ) NODE1 = NODE-(NRAD-1)*(NCIR+NTNK+I)
IF(I°LE.NCIR+I) 60 TO 59
IF(I°NE,II) GO TO 60
59 NRES = NRES + 1
WRITE(IO,8"O02) NRES,NODE,NODE1,FLA
60 CONTINUE
• __ _Z 0___ _.Cgt_L! _ U E..............
8o CO_TINUE
N = 0
KK =KK-I
DO 110 KI=I_KK
K = KI-1
DO 100 JI=l,JJ
J = Ji-t
......... qO..D....!=L,.[I
N=N+I
NODE : M-I+INODE
NODE1= .NODE. _(NRAO_*!NCIR + NTNK + 1)
IFII,LE,NCIR+I} GO TO 89
IF(I,NE,II) GO TO 90
89 NRES = NRES + i
WRITEIIO,8002) NRES,NODE,NOOE1,FLA
9O CONTINUE
--__IP_..__ZL_E ............
110 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE CONDENSOR BLOCK LIST FOR SPHERE "
.... 1i%_C O_NTI_UE
N =0
KK = NRAD/4
II = NCIR + NTNK + 1
DO 140 KI= 1,KK
...... _ _KI:!
CON =-SINiFLOATIKI*PI2/FNRAD) +SIN(FLOATIK+I)*PI2/FNRAD
O0 130 JI = l,JJ
......... J..__.JI.1
DO 120 I =1,11
M = N+I
.... _Q_._5 _M -I +INODE
119 WRITE(9_8003) NODE,V
8003 FOR_IAT(5HDECOI,I5_EIO,3,60X
-.A--_2o--_@._.T !NUE...
13o CONTINUE
140 CONTINUE
..... _55.T.._KEYbCDPE
C
C
1911O61
1911062
1911063
1911064
1911065
1911066
1911067
1911_68
1911069
1911070
1911071
1911072
1911073
1911074
INSD075
INSDO85
1911089
1911090
1911091
1911092
1911093
1911O94
1911095
1911096
1911097
1911098
191109Q
1911100
1911101
1911102
INSDI03
INSD112
1911116
1911117
1911118
191111_
1911120
1911121
1911122
191112_
1911124
1911125
1911126
1911127
1911128
1911129
19111291
1911130
1911131
1911132
1911147
INSD148
1911149
1911150
1911151
1911152
1911153
1911154
0
0
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IF KEYNOD.EO.-!IGO TO 200
JJ : NRAD
II = NCIR +NTNK + 1
M =0
C CA--E-cU[-A-tY--'C-ONNECTING RESISTORS SPHERE TO SPHERE AND SPHERE TO
C CYLINDER
00 170 Jl :l,JJ
J= JI-I
DO 160 I =1,11
M= M+I
........ N-ODE -- -M- ]. +KEYNOD
NODEI = M-I +INODE
IF(I.LE,NCIR+I) GO TO 149
I F ( I, NE • I I')-'-.G'6TO 160
149 NRES=NRES+I
wRITE(IO,8002 NRES, NODE, NODFT_i_ FLA
160 CONTINUE
170 CoNT I _,!UE
190 NEND =-1
WRIIE( 9,8002 NEND
WRITE( 10,8002 NEND
END FILE .9.._
END FILE 10
REWIND 9
REWIND I_0
RETURN
200 IF(NTYPE,EO.1 GO TO 201
..... ._LOI2E................KEYNOD = I , •
INODE = (NCIR + NTNK+I)*NRAD**2/4 +INODE
GO TO 15
.... 02..Q._K._EYN.O_D___=___ILIOPE_._..
INODE = (NCIR + NTNK+I)*NRAD**2/4 + INODE
C CALCULATE RESISTORS AND CONDENSORS OF CYLINDER BODY
M : O
IT : _NCIR +r,ITNk"
JJ : NRAD
......... .KK_.- ..N.S.E.FT. .
DO 230 KI =I,KK
K = KI-1
...... D.Q_ __ 20 Jl.=l,JJ
J = JI-1
DO 210 I :1,11
........ .LM..._- .V_..+._1.
NODE = M-I +INODE
NODE1= NODE +1
209....NRES.._- NRES + 1
WRITE(IO,8002) NRES, NODE 9NODE 1,_FLA
210 CONTINUE
M = _M.+.I ....
220 CONTINUE
230 CONTINUE
IT = I I J-_l
M = 0
DO 270 KI =I,KK
......... _K. - K!_-I
DO 260 JI =i,JJ
J = JI-1
.......... DO 250 I -]_, I I
,_ = ,u+ I
NODE : M-I +INODE
NODEI= NODE +NCIR +NT_.CK + i
LOCKHEED
'P,-]6
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1911155
1911156
1911157
1911158
1911159
1911160
191"i161
1911162
1o11169
1911164
1911165
1911166
1911168
INSD169
INSD178
INSDI83
1911184
1911185
1911186
1911187
1911188
1911189
1911190
1911191
INSDIQII
INSDIO11
1011102
1911193
19111o4
1911195
1911196
1911197
1911198
1911199
1911200
1911201
1911202
1911203
1911204
1911205
1911206
1911207
IQll2m_
1911209
101121h
1911211
1911233
1911234
1911235
1911236
1911237
1911238
1911239
1911240
1911241
1911242
1911243
1911244
I_I]245
1011246
1911247
1911248
TABLE E-2 (Continued)
249 IF(JI,EQ,JJ) NODE1 = NODE1 -NRAD*iNCIR + NTNK+I)
NRES =NRE5 +1
WRLT_...EJ...Qz_Q23 NRES,NODE,NODE1,FLA
250 CONTINUE
260 CONTINUE
270 CONTINUE
KK = KK-1
LEN =TKLEN /FNSECT
M =0
IF IKK*JJ*II,EQ,O) GO TO 305
DO 300 KI :I,KK
K=KI-1
DO 290 JI :l,JJ
J=JI-1
DO 280 I =l,II
N:M+I
NODE = M-I +INODE
NODE1 = NODE +.(_NRA_, )*!.NCIR.+NTNK+I) "
IF(I.LE.NCIR+I} GO TO 279
IF(I°NE.II) GO TO 280
279 NRE5 = NRES +1
W R I T E ( 10-_-8002C N RE S ; NO DE, N'ODE'i ; F CA
280 CONTINUE
290 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE CONDENSORS FOR CYLINDER
305 CONTINUE
KK =KK+I •
N = 0
DO 330 KI=I,KK
K=KI-1
DO 320 Jl:l,JJ
J=Jr-I
DO 310 I =1,If
M :M+I
NODE : M -1 +I_OD_ .....
909 wRITE( 9,8003) NODE_V
310 CONTINUE
320 CONTINUE
930 CONTINUE
II = NCIR + NTNK +1
_. Jj_J______qRA.D......... ;......
M=O
DO 350 JI" =l*JJ
...... J_...-=__I_=_-1.............
DO 340 I :l,II
M : 14+1
..... NQD__--_.._L+KEYNQ_
NODE1 = M-1 +INODE
IF(I.LE.NCIR+I) GO TO 349
N • I TO 340............ _.IE_L.L,2 E i_. } GO
349 NRE$=NRES+I
WRITE(tO,8002} NRES ,NODE, NODE1,FLA
.-----_ 9 CONT [j_y_ ...............
350 CONTINUE
KEYNOD = INODE +(NCIR+NTNK+IJ_NRAD *(NSECT-1)
INODE =_INO@E.+!NCIR+NTN&+tl*NRAD _NSECT
GO TO 15
END
LocKHEED
.... T'.-?7 .........................................
E-16
LR i18902
1911264
1911265
1911266
1911267
191126B
1911269
1911270
1911271
19112.72
1911273
191127a
]011275
1911276
1911277
1911278
1911279
INSD280
INSD287
1911291
1911292
1911293
1911294
1911295
1911296
1911297
1911298
1911299
1911300
1911301
1911302
1911303
1911304
1911305
1911319
1911320
1911321
1911322
1911323
191132_
191132_
1911326
1911327
191132_
1911329
19t1330
1911331
INSD332
INSD340
INSD344
1911345
1911346
1911347
1911348
1911349
1911350
1911a52
(
LR Z8902
O
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
$1BFTC DIA68
SUB ROU T I NE_SSREAD...
C AS OF'05/18/65
C IF KOUT=I --SO_,'E AUXILIARY PRINT
C IF KOUT=2 --ALL AUXILIARY PRINT
COM_ION P(laO00)
COtAMON /CPNET/NTYRE,TKRAD,TKLEN,TEMPZ,NRAD,NCIR,NSECT,NTNK,
1 TKTHK(5},TKWALI,TKWAL2,1NNOD,KOUT,
2 FMCOTF_N0,FhOLC,VGAS,IGC,IPRESS,FMOLN,F_IIN,FMAX,PMIN,
3 PMAX_FMOLX,TSAT,ANGLE,TX,PR,TANKV,
4 _.MM(50)_.NUMTAB(100), NEXW(50),
5 RADI(4),NSEX(50),HELB(14) ,.LLFLOW,HELT,HELP,HELW
6 ,ISTRAT,SAREA,IOPTSX(5)
DIMENSION VS(100),FLA(250)
EQUIVALENCE (P(1365[)-]Vs),(P(i3751),FLA)
EQUIVALENCE (IOPTSX(1),IRSTRT),(IORTSX(2),IPTLIQ),
I . (IOPTSX(3),LIBTAP),(IOPTSX(4),MTIt_E )
2 .(IOPTSX(5},KUT )
TM_C MTIME = MACHINE T .... FOR THIS SEG_ENT (MINUTES) IF RUN IN SEGMENTS
C KUT = TIME(IN SECONDS) AT WHICH CURRENT SEGMENT IS TO BE CUT
DI_ENSION" STRINP(?),Fr4uL'TF(5)
DIMENSION I_ROP(1)
DATA [.ERROR(I)/32/, NERROR/I/
CALL FXPPT (IERROR,NERROR)
CALL FSWTON(3,32,33,45)
C ALL_EXNPRT(I,32)
READ(5,10) NTYPE,NRAD,NCIR,NsEcT,NTNK,INNOD,IGC,IPRESS,KOUT
1 ,(IOPTSX(I],I=I,4),KUT1,KUT2,KUT3
If_._LERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 1
WRITE (6,210) NTYPE,NRAD,NCIR,NSECT,NTNK,INNOD,IGC,IPRESS,KOUT
1 ,(IOPTSX(1),I=I,4),KUTI,KUT2,KUT3
..... ]_B_J]) =IABS(IERROR(1))
1 CONTINUE
MTI_E = ,TIWE "60
KUT = IO00000_KUT1 + IO00_KUT2 + KUT3
IF (NTYPE.LT.I.0R.NTYPE.GT.2) GO TO 101
2 IF (NRAD.LE.O.OR.B_OD(_!RAD,4).NE.O) GO TO 102
.....3 ..... IF. (NC!R.LT.1 GO TO 103
4 IF (NSECT.LT.1) GO TO IRA
5 IF (NTNK.LT.O. OR.NTNK.GT.5) GO TO 105
6 ......IF (IGC.LT.I.0R.IGC.GT.2) GO TO 106
7 IF (IPRESS.LT.I.0R.IPRESS.GT.2) GO TO 107
8 READ (5,20) TKRAD_TKLEN,TEMPZ,TKWAL1,TKWAL2
IF (ICOR,_( I ) GT.O) GO TO 11
WRITE (6,211) TKRAD,TKLEN,TEMPZ,TKWALI,TKWAL2
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
11 _ CD_!J!NUE
• READ (5,20) (TKTHK(1),I=I,5}
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 12
..........WRITE.i6,R11) (TKTHK(1),[=I,5)
IERROR(I} =lABS (IERROR(1)')
12 CONTINUE
..... R.EAD .!5, 20) PR,VGAS,TSAT,FMOLC,F_OLN,FMOLX,TX
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 13
WRITE (6,211) PR,VGAS,TSAT,FMOLC,FMOLN,F_OLX,TX
........ • IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
13 CONTI_:UE
READ (5, 20) FMIN,FMAX,PMIN,P_'AX
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 14
','/RITE (6,211) FMIN,FMAX,P_I_!,P'.!AX
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
2266005
2266200
22662O1
2266202
226620%
2266204
2266205
2266206
226620v
2266208
226620_
2266210
2266211
2266212
2266213
22662131
2266214
2266215
2266216
226621v
2266218
2266219
2266220
2266221
2266222
2266223
2266224
2266225
2266226
2266227
2266228
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14 CONTINUE
READ (5,20) (RADI(I),I=I,4}
IF T]ERRORI1).GT.O) GO TO 15
WRITE (6,211) (RADI(I),I=I,4)
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
]5 t-O-ETT_UE"--
READ (5,20) (HELB(1),I=t, £)
IF IIERROR{1).GT.0) GO TO 16
VIRI?_ (6,211) (HEL_(1),I=I,8)
IERROR(I} =IABS(IERROR(1))
16 CONTINUE
............. READ]5_20) (STRINP(1),I=I,7)
IF (IERROR{1).GT.0) GO TO 17
......... WRITE (6,211) (STRINP(1),I=I,7)
IERROR(1) = IABS(IERROR(1))
17 CONTINUE
READ (5,20) (FMULTF(1),I=I,5)
IF (IFRRORI1).GT.O) GO TO 18
WRITE (6,211) (FMULTF(I),I=I,5)
IERROR(1) = IABS(IERROR(1))
.... 18---C6NYiNUE-
WRITE (6,6011
1 NTYPEsNRAD,NCIR_NSECT,NTNK,INNOD,IGCslPRESS,
.............. 2 TKRAD,TKLEN,TEMPZ,TKWALI,TKWAL2,(TKTHK(1),I=I,5),
3 PR,VGAS,TSAT,FMOLC,FMOLN,FMOLX,TX,
......... _._ ............FP41N_FP_AX_PMIN,PP_AX,(RADI(1),I=I,4},_....
5 (HELB(1),I=I, 81
HELB(5) = HELB(51+460.
........... HELT_ =. HELB(5)
HELP : HELB(7)
HELB(ll) : HELT
HELB(13)=(NCIR+NTN_)*(NRAD*(2+NSECT))+
....... I('NCI'R_NTNK+ll*INRAD_I3+2_NSECT)+Z*INRAD_(NRAD/4-1)))
HELB(12)=(NCIR+NTNK+l)*(NRAD *(NSECT+2*NRAD/4))
..... 6.0[..F.OR_IAT(29HlPRESSURIZATION PROGRAM INPUT //
1 80H NTYPE NRAD NCIR NSECT NTNK INODE
2C IPRESS /1H ,13,7110/ 5OHOTKRAD TKLEN TEMPZ
........... 3@CAL___ ......TKWAL 2 /XF7o3,4FIq.3/23H01NSULATION THICKNESSES/
4XFT.3,4FI0.3/,
5 ?0HO PR V GAS T SAT MOL C MOL N MOL X
......... _T X ....... IXFT.3_6F10,3/35HOF MIN F MAX P MIN
7/XF7.3,3F10.3/,
8 40HORADI F RADI S PADI El RADI E2
.............A.. /X _7.3,E11.392F10.3/
9 20HOHELIUM BOTTLE INPUT / xFT.I,6F10.3/ FT.3/IH1)
TSAT = TSAT+460.
............. _MPZ = TEMPZ+460.
TX = TX+460o
LLFLOW = 0
............... _EZU_._
I0 FORMAT(2413)
20 FOPMAT(7FIO.n)
101 _.WB_TE.{.6_201) NTYPE
GO TO 2
102 WRITE (6,2021 NRAD
103 'WRITE (6,2031 NCIR
GO TO 4
..... 1.0_ WRI_TE._!6_2041 NSECT
GO TO 5
105 WRITE (6,2051 NTNK
LOCKHEED E-Z8
P MAx
226622 °
2266230
2266231
2266232
2266233
22660O1
2266234
2266235
2266236
2266237
2266002
2266004
IG
T
2266250
. 2266252
226625_
2266256
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60 TO 6 226625m
]06 WRITE (6,206) - IGC
GO TO 7 226626n
107 WRITE (6,207) IPRESS
GO TO 8 2266262
201 FORMAT (10H{NTYPE OF 15,i2H IS ILLEGAL.) 2266270
202 FORMAT ( 9HONRAD OF 15,12H IS ILLEGAL.) 2266271
203 FORMAT ( 9HONCIR OF 15,12H IS ILLEGAL.) 2266272
204 FOR$<AT--_0HONSECT OF 15,12H IS ILLEGAL.) 2266273
205 FORMAT ( 9HONTNK OF 15,12H IS ILLEGAL.) 2266274
206 FORMAT ( 8H01GC OF I5,12H IS ILLEGAL.) 2266275
207 FORMA-T--(lIHOIPRESS OF I5,12H IS ILLEGAL.) 2266276
210 FORMAl (IH0 71H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO 12266277
IN THE FOLLOWING CARD ZIH 2413) 2266278
_F_-R-F_A_--7YFToioOHAN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO 12266279
IN THE FOLLOWING PRESSURIZATION PROGRAM INPUT CARD /IH 7F10.2) 2266280
END
$1BFTC DIAG9
FUNCTION LOC (KT) LOC
---C--%-g--6"f--_ gT 2 "l/ 6 5
C LOC
C LOC ROUTINE FINDS FIRST LOCATION AHEAD OF LOCATION STARTING TABLE KTLOC
C
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST
COt,cMo'I /EXADR/ LCTN,LCTO,LCR,LCC,LCO,LCRC,LCPS,LCK,LCKA
....... C_O._.t__. -].C_p 2 i ._E RR 0 R
D!ME'SIO;'4 P(14000), N(16)'_ NSTRT(1)
EQUIVALENCE {P(1), NSTRT(1 )
..... _EA-C:,_......
IF {KT,LE.0) GO TO 13
]_ J:LCKA
1! JI:NSTRT(J)/2*_18
32='._OD( NSTRT (J) , 2"'18 )
IF {JI.EO.KT) GO TO 12
iF (JI.EQ.0) GO TO 13
J:J+l
GO TO ll
--_?----I_--(-15(j2}j_jE,32767.) O2=J2-1
LOC:J2
..... _E.TUR_ .........
13 ',','_[TE (6,21) KT
21 FORVAT (10HOCURVE NO.15,25H IS NOT IN ADDRESS TABLE.)
_E TJ9'I
OO2
OO3
O04
LOC 005
LOC 006
LOC 5207
LOC5207
LOC 007
LOC 008
LOC 009
LOC 523
LOC 524
t_C 5241
LOC 525
LOC 527
LOC 528
LOC 529
tOC 5_0
L0C 531
LOC 532
LOC 533
tOC 534
LOC 535
LOC 536
tOC 537
LnC 53R
LOCKHEED E-19
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$IBFTC DIAGIO
SUBROUTINE C0_4P2
C
COU20O2
AS OF 06/O2/65
COMMON P, M, h_AXT', MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST, KURV 7, NCVG, NSTS, NFAB COMP004
COMMON NABL,NKSP,LMMF,_4RMF,NREAD,CC COMPO05
COM_.!ON NRECD," NWPD9 NWCT, NWST, NWT_1 COMPOO6
COMMON /CP2/ERROR,t,IAX_4UM COM2006
DIMENSION BCDB(5) COM2007
_TF_ION A(1"2), I i(12), I 2(12), I 3(12), NABL(IO), CC(12) CO_4P007
DIMENSICN P(14OOO), IRLINE(1), KPSD(1), NSTRT(1), M(16), KDAT(1) COW'POD8
EQUIVALENCE (PC4OO0), IRLIN.E(1)), (PC8000), KPSD(1)), (PC13000), COMPO09
1 NSTRT(1)}_ (PC1), KOATC_ )1 COMP_lm
REAL M, IN(, NBK,NET COMPO
INTEGER CP CO_4o011
DATA-[BCDB(Ii,I=I,5)/6HTEMP. ,6HRESIS.,6HCAPAC.,6HCURVE ,6HMISC. /COM2011
200 FORe'AT lSX, 4(I 5, E 10.2)) COMP015
201 FORMAT (5X, I 5, E i0.2, I 5) COMP016
202 FORMAT (5X, 2131 5, E 10.2)) COMP017
203 FORMAT (SX, 31 5, E In.2, [ 5) COvPOI8
204 FORMAT (5X, I 5) C_MPO]9
205 FORMAT (5X, 6E i0.2) COMm020
206 FOR:_AT (SX,EI0.2,15) CO_2021
208 FORMAT (1HI,A3,12,12A6) COMP021
209 FORMAT (A3,I2,12A6) COMP021
210 FORMAT (SX,12A6] CO'OP021
..... 2___11 F_OR[,!A.T _.SX!..A3,12,12A6) COMPO22
212 FORMAT (SH1 12A 6) C0_2P023
214 FORMAT (29H0 INPUT MUST BE BAD, QUIT JOB ) CONP02A
.___.__215 _.F@B_z!._.T. (40HO KOUNT IS NOT CORRECT IN COM2 ROUTINE ) COMPO25
216 FORe, AT I 3t A 6) CO_Pn26
218 FORMAT I 3, 3X, I 2) COMP027
219 FORi4AT 15HOKOD MUST NOT =I5,8H IN THE A6,7H BLOCK.) COM2028
220 FORMAT 26HOTABLE NO. = 0 IS ILLEGAL.) £OMP029
222 FORMAT 3OH0 TOO MANY WORDS IN DAT BLOCK ) COMP030
_.. 223 FORMAT 7HOCODE= A6,12H IS ILLEGAL.) COVP021
224 FORMAT 25HOCANNOT FIND CURVE NAMED A6,t7H ON LIBRARY TAPE.) COMP021
230 FORMAT 28HOSOt'_ETHING .,/RONG AFTER TABLEI6,17H AND BEFORE TABLEI6) COMP021
__ 2.3&__FO_R__4_y... 25HCSOMETHING WRON G IN TABLE I6) - CO_,_PO21
232 FOR_';AT 7HCERROR,I5,E15,5,22H NEGATIVE NODE NUMBER,) CO_'P030
233 FORMAT 7HOERROR_315,EI5.5,26H NEGATIVE RESISTOR NUMBER, I COMP030
.... 234 FOR!,[6#. 9HORESISTORI5,15H CONNECTS NODESIS,1H,15,27H GREATER THAN CO_!20301
IMAX TEt,tP. NO.= I 5) Cn_20302
235 FORMAT (I_HOCAPACITOR NO.IS,22H IS GREATER THAN MAXT=I5) CO_2030
___.___EQ_6_.(5.HONODE I5,20H HAS NO CONNECTIONS.) CO#4P030
240 FOR_!AT (SX,3IS,3E10.O,15) CO_J2O31
241 FOR_tA T (SX,315,3E10.O,2IS) CO_2031
..... 242 [OR_IAZ - ( 5X, I 5,3El0.0,2 I 5 ) ce_,,2031
243 FORS_AT (SX,I_,3E10.0,3IS) COM2031
244 FORMAT (1HO,I6,33H DATA STORAGE EXCEEDED. TOTAL OF I6, COM20311
..... __3,_ _2__.DATA ITEm, S.) COM20312
245 FOR_4AT (30HCDATA WILL Fir _ERSION A OR B.) DIAG0312
250 FORMAT (1AHlP STORAGE t4AP /1AHO TEMPERATURES,gX,I6,_X,6HTOTAL 16) COF'20313
251 FORMAT (23H TEMPERATURES I6,8X,6HTOTAL I6 CO_20313
252 FOR,VAT (23H RESISTORS I6,8X 6HTOTAL I6 COM20313
253 FORe')AT (23H CAPACITORS I6,BX 6HTOTAL I6 COM20313
25_ FCR_,'AT (23H CURREt'4]S (0) 16,BX 6HTOTAL I6 COM20313
255 FORMAT 123H R-G PRODUCTS I6,8X 6HTOTAL 16 COM20313
256 FORMAT (23H PSEUDO-SEOENCE 16,8X 6HTOTAL 16 COM20313
257 FORt,_AT (23H DAT_ BLOCKS (CURVES) 16,8× 6HTOTAL 16 COM20313
258 FORt,)AT-(23H DATA BLOCK ;DDRESSES I6,8X 6HTOTAL I6 CO_Z20313
350 FORd.)AT (1_0£0_ ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN ONE oF THE FOLLOWING NODE NOS.COM2032
©
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TABLE E-2 (Continue:i)
1 GR TE.vpS. REPLACED BY ZERO,/5X,15,FID.2,15,FIO.2,15,F!0.2,15,FIO.CCM2033
22} COM20331
---3-51 FORMAT (IH087H ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS bEEN REPLACED 5Y 0 IN THE FOLCOM2034
ILG,,,'IrXG INC CARD, TEMPERATURE BLOCK./IH 5HIXC 15,EI0.2,I5} COM2035
352 FORf,:AT (1H045H FOLLO^'ING CARD ILLEGAL IN TEV.PERATURE BLOCK /5XA3,COM2036
.......... l'I 2",-i2-A 6) " COM2037
353 FORXAT (IH042H FCLLOWING CARD ILLEGAL IN RFSISTOR BLOCK /5XAD,12,COM2038
] 12A6) COM203 o
----25-_[FOR:<AT {1H087H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO INCOM2OA0
i THE FOLLOWING CARD, RESISTOR BLOCK) COM2041
354 FOR:V, AT (1H A3,I2,315,FIO.2,315,FIO.2) COM2042
- - 356 -FOR_<A1 _- (1H A5,315,3FIO.2,215) CO_.420a3
357 FOR,'!AT (1H A5,'315,EIO.2,15) COM2044
35S FORMAT (IH043H FOLL.OWING CARD ILLEGAL IN CAPACITOR BLOCK /GXAD,12,COM2OL+5
112A6) C0_20A6
259 FOR>tAT (1H0 88H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER H_S ___N REPLACED BY A ZERO ICOM2047
1N THE FOLLOcJING CARD, CAP,_CITOR PLOCK) COM20A8
------2-60--"FOR_,I#_'T (1H A3,I2,I5,FIO.2,I5,F10.2,I5,FI0.2,IG,F1C.2) COM2049
261 FOR_.!AT (1H A5,AF10.2,215) CO_,'2050
262 FOR;tAT (Ill 5HINC 15,FI0.2,15) COM2OG!
263 FORMAT (1H 5HI_tC I5,3F10.2,315) COM2052
264 FORMAT (1H043H FOLLOWI;;G CARD ILLEGAL IN DATA SUB-BLOCKS /5XA3,I2,COM2053
.......... 112A6)._ Cr_,_2054
265 FOR_IAT (IH0 87H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS n_EN, REPLACED BY A ZERO ICON2055
1N THE FOLLOWING CARD, DATA SUB-BLOCK) COM2056
....... .266_____-OR.<_AT .{IH 5HDEC 15) COM2057
267 FORMAT (1H A3,I2,FlO.2,F10.2,F10.2,FlO.2,F19.2,F10.2) COM2058
268 FORMAT (iH AG,FIO.2,_5) COM2059
.... _2.69..[O.R'.'jAT (IH0 37H FOLLOWING CARD ILLEGAL IN TIME BLOCK /IH A3,12,12ACOM2060
16 ) CO_206]
270 FORMAT (1H0 83H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO ICOM2062
......... _.N .'[HE FOLLOWING CARD, TIME BLOCK /1H A3,I2,F10.2,F10.2,F10.2_F10.COM2063
22,FIO.2,FIO.2)
DIMENSION CODE(8)
DATA CODE /6HDEC ,6H ,6HINC
IHRES ,GHCAP /
DIMENSION IERROR(1)
........ DATA IERROR(1)/32/,NERROR/1/
CALL FXPPTIIERROR,qERROR)
CALL FS',VTON(3,32,33,45)
.... CALL FXNPRT(1,32)
MAXAB = 16000
NSW2=I
NGRC=I
NGRCI=I
KGRC:I
. KOUNT = 1.
MAXT = 0
MAXR = 0
.......... MAxC : 0
MAXP = 0
L = 0
........ DO 131 I=1,5000
KDAT(1)=IO
I31 CONTINUE
IK = I
MAXS=I
132 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD 1
IERROR(1)=IABS(IERROR(1))
IF (NGRC.EQ,2.AND,NGRC1,EO.2) NGRC:I
IF (NGRC.EQo2) NGRCI=2
,6HPER ,6HNBK ,_HNBK
GO To (134, 135, 136, 137, 13S, 139), KOU,NT
COM2064
CO_20T1
,6COM2072
COM2073
COM2074
COM2075
COM2076
DIAG0761
COMP077
COM2078
COV207R
COM2nT_
C_MP078
COvP07q
COMP080
COMPn81
CO_P082
COMP083
22660891
22660832
22660833
COMP084
COMP085
COMP086
COW20861
COM20862
COMP087
LOCKHEED
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
READ IN INITIAL TEMPERATURES OF ALL NODES
134 GO TO (3,13,9,13,14,13,13,13} ,KOD
3 READ (z,, 200) (I 1(I), A(I}, I = I., KOD iI
IF ( IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 500
WRITE (6, 350) ( I1(I'}, A(1), I=1, KODI)
IERROR(I) --IABS(IERROR(1} )
500 CONT I";UE
DO 7 I = 1, KOD I
J = I I(I)
IF (J - MAXT) 5, 5, 4-
4 MAXT = J
5 IF (J,EQ,O) WRITE (6,,232) J,A(1)
IF (J. EQ • 0 )_._ERROR= I.
6 PlJ) = All)
I TE_I = J
ATE,_I = A(1)
7 CONTINUE
GO TO 132
9 READ (4, 201) N I, A I, N 2
IF FI-ERRb-R-ii).GT.'()) GO TO 501
.WRITE (6,351) NI,AI,N2
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
501 CONTINUE
J = ITEM
..AA = :_'[EM .....
DO 12 I = I, N 2
J = J + N 1
AA = AA + A 1
IF IJ.GT.MAXI:i MAXT=J-
11 P(J} = AA
.IT E24._=. J ....
ATEM = AA
12 CONTINUE
C_O TQ_.!32. ..................
13 READ (4,210) (A(1), I=1,12}
WRITE (6,352} CODE(KOD),KODI, (A(I},I=1,12)
ERROR = 2._ ....
IERROR(1)--IABS(IERROR(Z))
GO T.O 132
.... I..__.__JT__.T_ ..KC_U_ T .+ 1
TEMPX=O,
DO 141 I=I,MAXT
............. IF __(I<_DDA.T.(1).EO.IO) P(1)--.TEt.IPX
IF (KDAT(1).NE.IO) TEMPX=PII)
141 CONTINUE
.......... R E.AD_J4t.2QOI I I(I}
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
WRITE (3} MAXT, NCVG, NSTS
..... WRITE (3) (P(1), I = 1, M_XT)
WRITE (3) MAXT, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(1), I = I, MAXT)
............ DO_ 1.5_ I. = 1, 5000
P(1) = O.
15 CONTINUE
............ [VRJ_T.__ (6,,250) _t,AXT¢'°AXT
MAX I _._=,',_AX T +_.' AX T
'VRITE (6,251) _4AXT,MAXIM
......... G_O_TO i32_
C
C READ IN RESISTERS
C
...... i-3"$'--G-O'YO (17,16,24,16,30,16,29,16), ROD
16 READ (4,210) (A(I),I=I,12)
C_MPQS_
COMP089
COMP090
COM2091
COMP092
COM20921
COM20922
COM20923
COM20924
COMPO93
COMP094
COMP095
COMPOO6
COMP097
COMP0971
COMPO_
C_P099
COMPlO0
COMP]01
COUP102
COMPI03
COM21031
COM21032
COM21033
COM21034
COMPI04
COMPI05
COMPl06
C_MPI07
COMPI08
COMPI09
COMP111
COMPlI2
C_MP]I3
COMPll4
C0_P115
COM21160
COM21161
C0_21162
COM21163
C_M2116A
COMPlI8
22661181
22661182
22661183
226611_4
22661185
COMPlI9
COM21IQI
COMPI20
COMPI21
COMPI22
COMPI23
COMPl2_
COuPI25
COMDI26
C0_21261
C0_21262
COM21263
COMPI27
COMPI28
COMPI29
CO_PI30
COM21310
22661311
L
0
©
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TABLE E-2 (Conti.uue,d)
WRITE (6,353) CODE(KOD),KOD1, (A(1),I=I,12)
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
GO TO 132
17 READ (4, 202) (I 1(I), I 2(I), I 3(I), A(I},
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 175
WRITE (6,2531)
WRITE (6,35a) CODE(KOD), KDDI,(II(I
IEPRCq(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
- _SEtT_iO fi......................
! = DO 22 I=I,KOD1
J = I l(1)
IF (J.GT.MAXR) MAXR=J
]9 IF(J.LE.O) WRITE (6,233) II(1),I2(I ,13(1),A(1)
IF(J.LE.O) ERROR=I.
-_:- _UJ )-_-A(-i}
L = L + ]
IRLINE(L) = I 3(I) + 4096"(I 2(I) + 4096"J)
........ I-F-(J.'GE.2048} IRLINE(L)=-IRLINE(L)
I TEM = J
ITEM 2 = I .2(_[) ....
ITEM 3 = I 3(11
ATEM = A( I )
._____[.E___{_E_,___'_AXT,AND,ITEM3,LE,MAXT GO TO 22
WRITE (6,2347 ITEM,ITEM_,ITEM3,MAXT
ERROR=I.
22 CoNTI__qE ......
GO TO 132
25 READ (4,241) II(1),I2(1),I3(1),X,Y,Z,KRVC,t;2
IF (IERROR(1L._GT. O) GO TO 25.02
WRITE (6,253])
WRITE (6,356) CODE(3),II(1),I2(1),I3(1),X,Y,Z,KRVC,_2
.... I E_RO__._[L)__IA_.S(IERROR(1))
P502 COXTINUE
J=ITEM
J=J+II(1)
ITE_'2=ITEU2+I2(1)
.... I.TE"3=IT_E_.3+I3(1)
x1=Xl_X
YI=YI_Y
ZI=ZI_Z
KK_'..=<KRV+KCRV
IF (J.GT.'.'AXR) MAXR=J
?(J):XI/(YI*Z1)
L=L41
.-L_ .:(L)=!TE>t3+_O£6*(ITEVR+4C96.j)
!F.(J._-.2C48) IRLINE(L)=-IRLINE(L)
iTrv=j
",_TZT(KSRC)=J+GOgSwKK_V
-. "_=4_£'1
"F (ITE!"2,LE.MAXT,A_D.ITE_B.LE.t_XT) GO TO 2501
•,_:T£ (6,234) ITEt,I,ITEM2,1TME3,MAXT
"T --
. .i _',TZ,.U =
- _" T'3 (2_0t,25),XG2C
-'1 ?_D (a,2?3) II(1),I2(1),I_(1),AC1),_2
": ('£vqDq(1),GT,C) GO TO 2_92
'._:TE (6,253!)
,',-_:E (6,_57) CCDE(_),II(1),I2(I},I3(1),_(1),N2
::I:-T=;L) =IASS(iERROR(I )
I = I, KOD I)
,I2(I),I3(I),A(I ,I=!,KODI)
COM21312
C0_421313
COM21314
COMP132
C0_21321
COM21322
COM21323
CO_21324
COM21325
C0_2133
C0_P134
COMPI35
COMPI37
COMPI371
COMD138
C0_P139
COMPI40
COM21401
COPPI41
COMPI42
C0_P143
COMPI44
COM21441
COM21442
COM21443
C0_P145
COMP146
COM21461
COM21462
C0_21463
COM21464
C0_21465
COM21466
COM21462
COM21463
C0_21464
C0M21464
COM21464
C0_21464
COM21464
C0M21464
C0M21464
COM21465
C0M21465
COM21465
COM21466
COM21467
C0_21467
C0_21467
COM21468
COM21469
C0t42147
COM21471
COM21472
C0M21478
COM21479
COM21480
COM21481
COM21482
COM21482
C0_21483
L.O C I.K H E E E) E-23
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
J = lltM
DO 28 I = 1, N 2
J = J + I 1(1)
ITEM 2 = ITEM 2 + 1 2(1)
ITEM 3 = ITEM 3 + I 3(1)
ATEM = ATEM + A(I)
IF (J,GT,MAXR) MAXR=J
26 P(J) = ATEM
.
L=L+I
IRLINE(L) = ITEM 3 + 4096*(]TEM 2 + 4096_J)
IF (J,GE.2048) [RLINE(L)=-IRLINE(L)
IF (ITEM2.LE.MAXT.AND.ITEM3.LE.MAXT) GO TO 28
WRITE (6,234) ITEM,ITEM2,1TEM3,MAXT
ERROR=I.
28 coNTINUE
GO TO 132
29 READ (4,2_0) II(1),I2(1),I3(1),X,Y,Z,KCRV
IF (IERROR(1)°GT°O) GO TO 2901
WRITE (6,2531)
WRfYEIg_366) CODEIT),II(II,12(II,13(II,X,Y,Z,KCRV
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1)I
_.32_q 1_CgNT! N_E.........
AI11=XIIY*Z)
NGRC:2
Xl=X
YI'=Y
ZI=Z
NSTRT(KGEC3=IIIII+4096*KCRV.
KGRC=KGRC+I
KKRV=KCRV
_0 TQ.I_ ...............
30 KOUNT = KOUNT + I
READ (4, 202) I I(1)
......... [E_DR.J_(1) _ I AB5 ( I ERRQR ( I ) )
WRITE (3) MAXR, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(1), I = 1, MAXR}
._ DO 31 I : I, MhXB
P(1) = O.
31 CONTINUE
MAX IM_ A X If!± MA XR
WRITE (6,252) MAXR,MAXIM
GO TO 132
C READ IN CAPACITORS
C
136__..Gp_.TQ_!33,32,46,32,52,32,32,4}), KOD
32 READ (4,210) (A(1),I=1,12)
WRITE (6,358) CODE(KOD),KODI, (A(1),I=I,12}
....... I FJREQ_.(.I) .:IABS(IERROR(1))
GO TO 132
33 READ (4_ 2001 (I i(I), A(II, I = I, KOD I)
IF (IERROR(1).GT.0) GO TO 3301
WRITE (6,259)
WRITE (6,260) CODE(KOD), KOD1, (II(1),A(1),I=I,KODI)
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(i})
3301 .CONTINUE
NOP : 0
3#_..___o__F2......i : i, <OO I
J = I I(I)
IF (J,GT.MAXT) WRITE (6,235) J,MAXI
LUMZI4B4.
COMPI4Q
COMPI50
COMPISI
COMP152
COMPI53
.¢0M2154
COMPI56
C0_P157
COMPlSB
COM21581
COMPI59
COM21591
COM21592
COM21593
COMPI60
COMPI61
COM21161
COM21611
COM21612
COM21613
COM21614
COM21615
C0_21162
CO_421162
COM21162
COM21162
COM21162
COM21163
COW2116_
COM21164
CO_21165
COMP162
COMP163
C0_21631
COMP164
COMP165
COMPI66
COMPI67
COMPI6_
COM21681
COR21682
COMPI69
COMPI70
COwPI71
COMPI72
COM2174
COM21741
COM21742
COM21743
C0_21744
COMPI74
COM21745
COM21746
COM21747
COM21748
COM21749
C_P175
COMPI76
COMPI77
COM2178
LOCKHEED
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TABLE E-2 '(Continued)
IF (J.GT.MAXT) ERROR=!.
.... IF .(J_T._AXC) MAXC=J
35 IF (J.L_.O) wRITE (6,232) J,A(!)
IF IJ.LE.O) ERROR=I.
36 PIJ) = A(1)
ATE_ = A(1)
KPSD(IK)=II(1)+qO96*IKKRV+4096*KKRV1)
...... KPS_TK] = ZKIp SD ( I K )
MAXP = MAXP + 1
NODCOM=O
DO 41 K = 1, L
IDAT 1 = IRLINE(K)/16777216
---IT-TI-ErE'INE(K),LT.o) ID_TI=I#BS(IDAT1 +2048
IDAT 2 = MOD(IRLINE(K)/4096, 4096)
IDAT 3 = MOD(IRLINE(K), 4096)
IF (IRLINE-cK).LT,O) IDAT2=IABS(IDAT2
IF (IRLINE(K).LT.O) IDAT3=IABS(ID_T3
IF (I I(I) - IDAT 2) 39, 37, 38
37 DO 36_I 19=I,KGRC
KGR=MOD(NSTRT(19),4096)
_____K_=_P_Q._AN _ R.T ( ! 9)/4096,4096 )
IF (KGR.EQ.IDAT1) GO T_ 3602
3601 CONTINUE
KG<=O
3602 KPSDIIK)=IDAT3+4096*IIDATl+4096*KGK)
IF (KGR°EQ°IOAT1) NSTRT(Ig)=O
NODCON=I
IK = IK + i
38 IF IT i(I) - IDAT 3) 41It 40, 41
40 00 4001 I9=I,KGRC
KGR=MOD(NSTRTCI9)_4096)
KGK=M_I.IN_R!!I9]/4096,4096_
IF (KGR.EO.IDAT1) GO TO 4002
4OOI'CONTINUE
.... K_K=O ........
4002 KPSD(IK)=IDAT2+4096*(IDATI+4096*KGK)
IF (KGR.EQ.ImAT1) ..... ,,_CTRT'I9)=O_ ,
...... '_&XP .=. MAXP.+ 1
NODCON=I
IK = IK + 1
__I .....C_o _LU_.U E _
IF (NODCON.EO.I) GO TO 42
ERROR=I.
.... WRIJE.(6,236) II(1)
42 CONTINUE
IF (NOP) 132, 132, 48
__.._BEI4ID. _zL,24_) II(1),X,Y,Z,KKRV,KKRV1
IF (IERROR(I).GT.C) GO TO 4201
WRITE (6,259)
..... WRI.TE (6,261) CODE(KOD),II(1),X,Y,Z,KKRV,KKRVl
IERROR(1) =IAgS(IERROR(I})
4201 CONTINUE
........ A(1)=X*Y*Z
NGRC=2
GO TO 39
4_ . GO TO (47,4701),NGRC
47 READ (4,201) NI,A1,N2
IF (IERRORI1).GT.O) GO TO 471
WRITE (6,358)
C0M2178
COMPI78
COMRI80
COMPI801
COMPI81
COMP182
COMPI83
C0M2184
C0M21841
COMP185
COMPI86
COMPI87
CONPI88
C0M21881
COMPI89
COMPI90
C0M21901
C0M21901
CO_PI91
C0M2192
COM21921
COM21921
COM21922
C0M21923
C0M21924
C0M21925
C0M21926
COMPlO3
COMPI94
COMPI95
C0M2196
COM21961
C0M21961
C0M21962
C0M21963
C0M21964
COM21965
C0M21966
COMRI97
COMP198
COMPI99
COMPlOOl
COMP1992
COMP200
COMP201
COM22011
COM22011
C0M22012
C0M22013
C0M22014
C0M22015
C0M22012
C0M22013
C0M22014
C0M2202
COM22021
C0v22022
C0M22023
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TABLEE-2 (Continued)
WRITE (6,262) N1,A2,N2
, IERROR(1) =lABS(tERROR(I))
471 CONTINUE
NOP = NOD ÷ ]
KOD 1 = 1
GO TO 50
4701 READ (4,243)N1,X1,Y1,Z1,IKI,'IK2,N2
IF (IERROR(1),GT,0) GO TO 4705
WRITE (6,358)
WRITE ](_T26_)-N_,XI,Yi_Zi,-IKI,iK2,N2
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1)}
4705 CONTINUE
KODI=I
GO TO 49
4702 II(1):ITEM+N1
X=X+X1
Y=Y+Y1
Z=Z+Z1
A(])=X_Y*Z
KKRV=KKRV+IK1
KKRVl=KKR__V.!+_?.....
GO TO 39
48 IF (NOP - N 21 49, 132, 132
49 NOD = NOP + 1
GO TO (50,4_o2_,Rd_ ....
50 I 1(1) = ITEM + N 1
A(I) = ATEM + A 1
GO TO 39
52 KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
MAXP = MAXP + 1
KPSD(MAXP) = O
READ I4, 200) I 1(1)
IERROR(I!. =IABS([ERROR(ll)
WRITE (3) NAXC, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(I), I = I, MAXC)
DO 53 I = 1, MAXC_
P(1) = O,
53 CONTINUE
WRITE (3) MAXC, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(1), I = i, MAXC)
WRITE (3) MAXC, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (P(I}.t. I =.It MAXC)..
WRITE (3) HAXP, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (KPSD(1), I = I, MAXP)
....... _PD_.E__AXP .
NRECD = 7
KSP = 2_MAXT + MAXR + 3*MAXC + 1
..... _S.T..E._KSP..&_NAXP
KST 1 = KST
NKSP = KST - 1
.......... _J.=..O.
N2=O
_AXIM=MAXIm+_AXC
........ WRITE (6,253) _AXC,_4AXIM
MAXIM=_AXIM+MAXC
wRITE (6,254) MAXCgMAXIM
....... M_IM=_AX!M+MAXC
WRITE (6,255) HAXC,MAXIM
MAXI_A=_4AX I_+HAXP
...... [_V_i_._(6,256) MAXP,MAXIM
GO TO 132
C
__CI__EA__Q_.I__N.._A3__.SUB-BLQCKS
C
137 GO TO 56,55,56,67,68,55,55,55,691} ,KOD
COM22024
COM22025
COM22026
CO_P2OB
COMP204.
CONP205
CON22051
COM22052
COM22053
-CON22054
COM22055
COM22056
COM22052
COM22053
CON22054
COM22055
CO_22055
CO_22055
COM22056
COM22056
CO_22056
CO_22057
COMP206
COMP207
COM22071
COMP208
COMP209
CO_P210
CO_P211
COMP212
CO_P213
COMP21_
COM22141
COMP215
COMP216
CONP217
CO_P218
COMP21q
COMR220
COMP221
COMP222
COMP223
CO_P224
COMP225
COM_226
CO_P227
COMP228
COMP22_
COMP230
COMP231
CO_P232
CO_22321
CO_22322
COm22323
C0_22324
COM22325
CON22326
COM22327
COM22328
COM22329
CO_P235
CO_P23A
COMP235
CONP236
COM2237
LOCKHEED
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
55 READ (4,210) (A(I),I=I,12)
WRITE {6,264) £ODE(EOD), KOD1, (A(I),I=1,12)
...... I'E-RROIr_]).'}---=']/_-B'S ( I ERROR ( 1 ) )
GO TO 132
56 IF (KOD 1) 57, 57, 64
57 READ (4, 204) NTA8
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 5701
',,/RITE (6,265)
wRITE (6,266) NTAB
IERROR(i) =IABS(IERROR(1) )
5701 CONTINUE
............ T_-CEf-,_B-F-_-2, 58, 59 "
58 WRITE (6, 220) .
GO TO 132
59 IF (NSW2.EQ.iT Gb"'To--5"91-
WRITE (6,230) NTABO,NTAB
ERROR=I.
NSw2= I
KST=KSTI+jJ
591 NSTRT (MAXS) =KST+2**18*NTAB
NSW2=2
NTABO=NTAB
MAXS=MAXS+I
GO TO 132
62 IF (NSW2.EQ.2) GO TO 621
WRITE (6,231) NTABQ ........
ERROR=I°
621 NSW2=I
I F ( NTAB+_.27 L.6.3_, 6__I..,6.#. # ......
61 KURV 7 = KST 1 + JJ - KST
63 KST = KST 1 + JJ
GO TO 132
64 READ (4, 205) (A(I'i,-I-=l_ KOtJ lU
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 6401
WRITE (6,265)
WRITE (6,267) (:d[:)E (KOD) ,KoDi, (A([), I=I,KOD1)
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1)}
6401 CONTINUE
"_6_-1---D-O-65--I-=---I-_,"'KoD i
JJ : JJ + 1
........ E( .J_J )_-..A( ! ) ....
65 CONTINUE
IF (N2.GT.O) GO TO 661
.......... _O_.._m O_ ! 32 ....
66 READ (4,206} AINC_.N2
IF (IERROR(1)°GT.O) GO TO 6601
............... '!R. I_7_E _(6,2_65
WRITE (6,268) CODE(KOD),AINE,N2"
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
66Ol., qO N T.IN U__E...........
A(ll=o(JJ)
KODI=I
661 A(1):AI1)+AINC
N2=N2-1
GO TO 641
67 RE/_D (4, 205) A(1)
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 6701
WRITE (6,265)
._ WRITE (6,268) CODE(KOD),A(1)
IE_RoR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
6701 CONTINUE
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COWP238
COMP239
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COM223Q3
COM22394
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COMP240
COMP241
C0MP242
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COMP2431
COMP2432
COMP2433
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COMP2436
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COMP244
COMP246
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COMP248
COMP249
COMP250
COMP251
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COMP253
COMP254
COMP255
COM22551
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COM22564
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C0M22566
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COM22574
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68
TABLE E-2 (Continued)
69
P(JJ + I) = 32767,
P(JJ + 2) = A(1)
JJ = JJ + 2
GO TO 132
KOUNT = KOUNT + I
KST : KST - l
NWCT = JJ
WRITE (3) NWCT, NCVG, NSTS
WRIIE 13-I-_PTT);-IE-Ii NWCT[ ....
NRECD = NRECD + 2
READ (4, 205) All)
IERROR(ll =-I%BS(I_RROR(i)_
WRITE (31 MAXS, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE I3) (NSTRT(1), I = i, MAXS}
NWST = MAXS
JJ = 0
DO 69 I=I,40
P(1)=O.
CONTINUE
MAXIM=MAXIM+NWCT
WRITE (6,257) NWCT,MAXiM
MAXIM=MAXIM+MAXS
WRITE (6,258) MAXS,MAXIM,MAXIM
IF IMAXIM.LT.MAXMUM)"GO #0"132--'
ERROR=I.
WRITE (6,2A4) MAXMUM,MAXIM
IFCMAXIM.LE.16000) WRITE (6,2451
IF(MAXIM.GT,16000) WRITE (6.244) MAXAB,MAXIM
Go _O___32_.
691 READ (4,204) ICOD
KDAI(JJ+I) = 32?65
KDAT(JJ+2) = ICOD___
JJ = JJ+2
GO TO 132
138 GO TO (70,73,737Z3t.Z_2,]2! ,KO p .....
73 READ (4,210) CA(1). I=i,12)
WRITE (6,269) CODE(KOD),KODI,(A(1),I=I,12)
____tERROR(l} =LA_gS(I%ERQ_ l.}l_
GO TO 132
C70 READ (4, 200) (IIII),A(1),I=I,KOD1)
7O____E#.____Cb..2Q_6__I .... A(1),I=I,KOD_}
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7001
WRITE (6,270) CODE(KOD}, KODI, (A(I},I=I,KODI)
__.______Ej_.B_Q__._]____IABStlERROR(I))
7001 CONTINUE
DO 71 I = I, KOD I
JJ = JJ+l
P(JJ+20)=A(I)
_7_I___CQ_Tr___LUF.............
GO TO 132
72 KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
C THE FOLLOW!t_G 5_CARDS..GO.WITH THE NON-C CARDS ABOVE
P(1)=P(23)
P(2)=P(23}
P(4)=P(21)
IF (P(24),NE,Oo) P(7}=P(24)
P(11)=P(2)
JJ=16
WRITE (3) JJ, NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (3) (PC1), I = i, JJ)
NWTM = JJ
END FILE 3
NRECD:9
REWIND 4
139 REWIND 3
RETURN
END
COMP258
COMP259
COMP260
COMP261
COMP262
COMP263
COMP264
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COMP266
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COMP268
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COMP270
COMP271
COMP272
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COMP280
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
$1BFTC DIAGII
SUBROUTINE RESTRT
C AS OF 0_--/'2-7/65
COMMON P, M, MAXT, MAXR, MAXC, KSP, KST, KURV 7, NCVG, NSTS, NFAB
COMMON NABL, NKSP, LMMF ,NRMF, NREAD,CC
COMMON N_ECD, NWPD,IN_#CT_-NwST, NWTM"
COMMON /CP2/ERROR,MAXMUM
COMMON /CPPLT/NPLT,NEND
---I_M_SITO_ A(-I_, I i(12)#- I--2{12), I 3I(12) , NABL(IO)_ CC(12)
DIMENSION A1(6)
DIMENSION CZ(6),CY(6)
DIMENSION #(14000), IRLINE(1), KPSD(1), NSTRT(1), M(16), KDAT(1)
EQUIVALENCE (P(4000), IRLINE(1)), (PC8000), KPSD(1)), (P(13000),
I NSTRT(1)), (P(1), KDAT(1)}
REAL M, INC, NBK,NET
INTEGER CP
DATA ENDF/6H -1 /
DATA NETP_EY" / ...............
DATA D_C/6HDEC /
DATA INC/6HINC /
DATA PER/6HPER /
DATA NBK/6HNBK /
DATA CID/6HCID /
..... D Ai y A _I TA_P_TA p .... / .............
DATA COD/6HCOD /
DATA ZERO/6H000000/
..............
DATA END /6HEND /
DATA (CY(1),I=I,6)/2_ 1,2H 2,2H 3,2H 4,2H 5,2H 6/,ZERZ/2H00/
DATA (cz!_I.)!I.zI,6)/2H01_2HO2p2HO3,2H04,2H05,2H06/,BLANK/1H /
DATA ZERY/2H O/
DIMENSION CODE(4)
DATA CODE/6HDEC ...... ,6HINC .... ,6HpER . ?6HNBK . /
200 FORMAT 5X, 4(I 5, E 10,21)
201 FORMAT 5X, I 5, E 10,2, I .5)
202 FORMAT 5X, 2(31 57...E_IOt2!) ......
203 FORMAT 5X, 31 5, E i0,2, I 5)
20_ FORMAT 5X, I 5)
205 FORMAT 5X, 6E i0.2)
208 FORMAT 1H i, A3 ,_I2 _12-A6"} .........
209 FORMAT (A3,A2,12A6)
..... 2_IO _F_ORMAT..!SX,12A6)
211 FORMAT (5X, A3,12,12A6)
212 FORMAT {1H1,gx,12A6)
___2!4FO..RMA_._(2?HO INPUT MUST BE BAD, QUIT JOB )
215 FORMAT (4OH0 KOUNT IS NOT CORRECT IN RESTRT ROUTINE )
216 FORMAT (I 3, A 6)
. ._2!8 F__..OR_.A!JI 3, 3X, I 2)
219 FORMAT (38H0 KOD IS NOT CORRECT IN RESTRT ROUTINE )
220 FORMAT (26HOTABLE NO, = 0 IS ILLEGAL.)
222 FORMAT .(_9_O.TpO MANY WORDS IN DAT BLOCK )
223 FORMAT (THOCODE= A6,12H IS ILLEGAL.)
224 FORMAT (25HOCANNOT FIND CURVE NAMED A6,17H ON LIBRARY TAPE.)
230 FORMAT .!28HOSOMETHING WRONG AFTER TABLEI6,17H AND BEFORE TABLET6)
231 FORMAT (25HOSOMETHING WRONG IN TABLE 16)
236 FORMAT (15HOBLOCK NUMBER =16,29H IS ILLEGAL. RESTART DELETED, )
2B7 F_OR_!AT I(14HIEND OF CASES.)
241 FORMAT (SX,E10.O,15)
242 FORMAT (5X,2E10.O,I5)
243 FORMAT.!I5X_3E10,0,IS}
244 FORMAT (5X,4EIO,O,15)
2_5 FORMAT (SX,5EIC.O,I5)
RESTO002
COMPO04
COMPO05
COMPOO6
RESTO06
COMPO07
RESTO07
RESTO07
COMPO08
COMPOO9
COMP010
COMPO
COMPOII
COMR011
COMP011
COMP011
COMP011
COMPOll
COMP011
COMPO11
COMP011
REST011
COMP011
REST011
REST011
REST011
RESTo11
22660111
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COMPOI5
COMP016
COMP017
COMPO18
COMP019
COMP020
COMP021
REST021
COMP021
COMP022
REST023
COMP024
COMP025
COMP026
COMP027
COMP028
COMP029
COMPO30
COMP021
COMP021
COMP021
COMPO21
REST021
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REST021
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REST021
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
246 FORMAT (5X,6EIO.0,15) RESTO21
280 FORMAT (1H0 44H FOLLOWING CARD OUT OF PLACE IN THIS RESTART) 22660221
251 FORMAT tIH A3,12tI2A6) 22660222
252 FORMAT (IHO 70H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS.BEEN REPLACED BY ZERO IN 22660223
ITHE FOLLOWING CARD /5X,5HDEC 15) 22660224
253 FGR_A---T--CI-R-O-64H-FOLLO-_QING-CARD-ICLEGALIN TEMPERATURE BLOCK OF PRE22660225
IVIOUS RESTART) 22660226
254 FORMAT (1H0 88H TERMINATING CARD OF ONE OF THE BLOCKS IN PREVIOUS 22660227
IR-E'ST_-R-T-_O-NT_rN-S--_I[CE-GA-L---C-HARACTER) 22660228
255 FORMAT (1H0113H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO I22660229
1N THE FOLLOWING CARD OF THE TEMP BLOCK OF THE PREVIOUS RESTART) 2266023
.... 2_T-6_-RI-A-T--F'IIT-5X,A3,12",r5,F-'J.6_2,[5i - 22660231
257 FORMAT (IH0 61H FOLLOWING CARD ILLEGAL IN RESISTOR BLOCK OF PREVIO22660232
IUS RESTART) 22660233
258 FORMAT (1H A3;723-6F1_E) ....................... 22660234
259 FORMAT (IH01]6HAN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO IN22660235
I THE FOLLOWING CARD OF THE RESISTOR BLOCK OF THE PREVIOUS RESTART)22660236
26"6"-O--_'T_HO--62H-_bL[GWIN-G'CARD"IEL_GAL IN CAPACITOR BLOCK OF PREVI22660237
IOUS RESTART) 22660238
261 FORMAT (IHOII2H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO 122660239
1N Y-HE FOLLOWING CARD O_-TH_CAPBLOCK-OF THE PREVIOUS RESTART) 22660240
262 FORMAT IIHO 57H FOLLOWING CARD ILLEGAL IN TIME BLOCK OF PREVIOUS R22660241
1ESTART) 22660242
263 FORMAT (1H0113H AN "IEL_G_L CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO 122660243
1N THE FOLLOWING CARD OF THE TIME BLOCK OF THE PREVIOUS RESTART) 22660244
264 FORMAT (IHO115H AN ILLEGAL CHARACTER HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A ZERO 122660245
IN THE FOLLOWING CARD IN A--D-'-ATA--SUB-BLOCKOF THE PREVIOUS RESTART) 22660246
265 FORMAT (IH A3,12,FI0.2,151 22660247
266 FORMAT (1H A3,I2_,.2F!qt2, ISL 22660248
267 FORMAT (1H A3,I2,3FlO.2,I5) 22660249
268 FORMAT (1H A3,I2_4F10.2,I5) 22660250
269 FORMAT (IH A3,1215E!O.,2,1.5) - 22660251
270 FORMAT I1H A3,I2,5F10.2,I5) 22660252
271 FORMAT (5X,3H***,5X,6HCURVE A6,36H FROM LIBRARY TAPE WILL APPEAR HDIAG0252
.... IERE.I ...........
DIMENSION IERROR'il) 2266024
DATA IERROR(.1) /321,NERROR/II 2266025
CALL FXPPT_£[.ERROR, NERROR!._ 2266026
CALL FSWTON(3,32,33,45)
CALL FXNPRT(I,32)
............ _bl.B_9._ CEST032
MATLIB :i COMP032
LINE=I CoMpo32
.... I___!._N_.__ COMP288
139 REWIND 3 COMP3Ol
DO 3]0 I = !, 16 COMP302
............... _.J]..)._=. _D ... COMP303
310 CONTINUE COMP304
M(7) : 0.25 COMP305
MAXP : O COMP306
JJ : I COMP307
DO 75 I : 1, NRECD CONP308
READ (3> N 1 COMP309
MAXP : MAxP + N 1 " COMP310
READ (3) (P(J}, J : JJ, MAXO) COMP311
JJ = MAXP + 1 COMP312
75...._O_tiNUE C0_P3_3
READ (3} N i COMP314
READ (3) {M(1),I=I,N1) REST315
REWIND 3 COMP317
IF (MAXP -MAXMUM) 701,701,81 COMP318
81 WRITE (6, 222) COMP322
©
I +
"..._..Y
LOCKHEED
E-30
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
I00 ERROR=2.
701 IF (MATLIB,EQ,I) READ (5,209} CM,CX,(A(1),I=I,12)
CP=-I
II01 DO 1102 I=1,6
1102 IF (CX.EQ,CYil),OR,CX,EQ,CZ(I)) CP=I
IF (CXoEQ.BLANK.OR,CX.EQ.ZERZ,OR,CXoEQ.ZERY) CP=O
IF (CP.GE,O) GO TO 1103
WRITE (6,215)
ERROR=I,
CP:O
1103 IF (CM,EQ°END) GO TO 900
IF (CM,EQ.TAP) GO TO 150
I F ( L I N E-;_T?6-O]-_ 'T_ -?_I I "
WRITE 16,212) 4CC(I},I=1,12)
LINE =I
7011 IF (CM,EQ.C-]-D) "GO-TO-ii7 -
WRITE 46,211I CM,CP,(A(I},I=1,12)
LINE =LINE+I
IF 4CM ,EQ, DEC) GO TO 702
IF (CM ,EQ, INC) GO TO 703
IF (CN,EQ,COD) GO TO 707
IF _ ,EQ. PER_ GO Tb'-?CG"
IF (CM ,EQ, NBK} GO TO 705
WRITE 46,223) CM
ERROR=I,
GO TO 701
117 CMID=CM
ICP=Cp
DO 1171 I=I,12 6
CC(I)=A(1)
1171 CONTINUE
LINE=I
WRITE (6,212) ............... JCC (I.L_I_ i _ 12)_
GO TO 701
150 WRITE 46,211) CM,CP,(A(1),I=I,12)
WRITE (6,271) A(1)
LINE = LINE + 2
GO TO 701
702 KOD=I
60 TO 706
703 KOD : 2
GO TO 706
704 KOD = 3
GO TO 706
7o7 KQ& = 5
GO TO 706
705 KOD = 4
-_.___Q_6____iV_I_[Ir_(_,2--IEL_OQtC..P .............
WRITE 44, 210) 4A41), I = i, 12)
IF (KOD.LT,4) GO TO 701
_______LF___LICCLD._ED_&) GO T0.708_..
WRITE 46,215)
ERROR=I,
__0_]_.Q____EN_.F__I_LE_._ ......
REWIND 4
714 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD 1
IERRO.R.(I L_L&_S(IERROR(1))
GO TO (717,1221,1221,719) ,KOD
1221 READ (4,210) 4A(1),I=I,12)
WRITE (6., _28_0/ ..................
717
716
WRITE (6,251) CODE(KOD),KODI,(A(1),I=I,12)
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
GO TO 714
IF 4KOD I) 71{J-718, "716
WRITE (6, 250)
COUP323
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REST3255
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COMP332
COMP333
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COMP334
COMP335
REST336
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REST3362
REST3303
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R/ST3367
REST3367
REST3368
REST3369
DIAG3372
DIAG3373
DIAG3374
REST338
REST3381
REST'3382
COMP33O
COMP340
CONP341
C0_P342
REST3421
REST3422
C0_P343
REST347
COMP348
REST349
REST34Ol
REST3492
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COMP350
CONP351
CO;4P352
22663521
2266353
22665531
22663532
22663533
22663534
22663535
C0_P354
C0_P355
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TABLEE-2 (Continued)
250 FORMAT (43H KOUNT HAS BEEN INCLUDED ON BLOCK FLAG CARD
ERROR=I.
.... 60 t0"714
719 REWIND 4
REWIND 3
..... qAf__o -
M(I) =_,I(2)
M(11}=_4(2)
.........D7-_-i....
DO 800 I = I, NREC9
GO TO (780, 780, 782, 784, 784, 784, 786, 788, 790}, I
GO TO 798
782 N 1 = MAXR
....._ETb-" __
784 N 1 = MAXC
GO TO 798
786"N 'i "'7 _!v'Pb
GO TO 798
788 N 1 = NWCT
790 N 1 = NWST
798._..WR.!TE..(3!. N I, NCVG, NSTS
MAXP = MAXP + N 1
WRITE (3) (P(J), J = JJ, MAXP)
JJ = MAX ° + 1
800 CONTINUE
N 1 = 16
...... !4B.I_.._._) N .1_ NCVG, NSTS
WRITE (31 (M(1),I=I,N1)
END FILE 3
REWIN_3_
RETURN
718 READ (4, 204) NBLK
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7181
WRITE (6,252) NBLK
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
7!81 C.Q_TINUE .
IF (NBLK.EQ.II) GO TO 714
IF (NBLK.GE.I,ANO.NBLK.LE.5) GO TO (720,730,740,750,760},NBLK
....... _iRITE (6,236} NBLK
ERROR=I,
NBLK =I
..... GO TQ 714
720 READ (4, 218] KOD, KOD 1
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
GO TO (722,725,7201,719), KOD
720i READ (4,210) (A(1),I=I,12}
WRITE (6,253)
...... WRITE [6,251) CODE(KOD}, KODI, (A(1),I=1,12)
GO TO 720
722 IF (KOD I} 721, 721, 723
?_.2.!___.READ (4, 204) I
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7211
WRITE (6,254)
IERROR(1} =IABS(IERROR(1))
7211 CONTINUE
GO TO 714
723 READ (4, 200) (I I(I), A(I}, I = 1, KOD I)
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7231
WRITE (6,255)
WRITE (6_258) CODE(KOD}, KODI, (A(1),I=I,KODI)
LOCKHEED
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COMP358
COMP359
COMP360
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COMP361
COMP362
COMP363
COMP364
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COMP377
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COMP379
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COMP381
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COMP385
COMP387
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22663873
22663874
22663875
REST388
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REST3883
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22663891
2266390
22663901
22669902
22663903
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COMP393
COMP394
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
IERROR(I} =IARS(IFRRnR(11}
72311CONTINUE
DO 724 I = .1__ KOD 1
J = I I(I)
JJ = J + MAXT
P(JJ) = All)
P(J) = A(1)
ITEM = I I(I)
ATEM = A(1)
724 CONTINUE
GO TO 720
725 READ (4, 201) N I, A I, N 2
---IF-"FIqEITR'OR(I].'_T.O)' GO TO 7251
WRITE (6,255)
WRITE (6,256I CODE(KOD), KOD1, N1, A1,N2
IERROR(1) =IAPS(IERROR(1))
725] coNTINUE
J = ITEM
AA = ATEM
DO 726 I = 1, N 2
J=J+N1
JJ = J +'_AXT
AA=AA+AI
P(J) = AA
P(JJ) = AA
ITEM = J
ATEM = AA
726 CONTINUE
GO TO 720
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1))
GO TO (731, 734,7301,719), KOD
__Z.3_O_]___E_..(4,210)
WRITE (6,2571
WRITE (6,251) CODE(KCD), KCDI, (A(1),I=I,12;
IERROR(IJ_=IABS(IERROR(1))
GO TO 730
731 IF (KOD I) 721, 721, 732
.__7732__REA__D_D/4, 200) (I 1(I), A(1), I = 1, KOD 1)
IF {IERROR(I}.GT.O) GO TO 7321
WRITE (6,2591
..........._IT__.(6,2.58) CODE(KOD), KODI, (A(1),I=I,KODI)
IERROR(1) :IAnS(IERRCR(1))
7321 CONTINUE
....... DO. 733 ._ : I, KOD i
J = I I(I) + 2*MAXT
P(J) = A(1)
............ITEM_F_ I I(I)
ATEM = A(1)
733 CONTINUE
........ _0 T.Q._730
734 READ (4, 2011 N 1, A I, N 2
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7341
........ WR._IT£ (6,.259)
WRITE (6,256) CODE(KOD), KODI, NI,AI,N2
IERROR(1) :IABS(IERROR i))
__j_INUE .......
J = ITEM
AA = ATEM
DO 23__£-- 1, _1 2
J=J+N1
JJ = J+ 2*MAXT
AA:AA+A!_
P(JJ) = AA
ITFM : J
2266_44
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COMP402
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22664041
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COMP405
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COMP407
COMP408
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COMP410
COMP411
COMP412
COMP413
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COMP415
COMP416
COMP41?
22664171
2266418
226641_1
22664lR2
22664183
22664184
COMP419
COMP420
22664201
22664202
22664203
22664204
22664205
COMP421
COMP422
COMP423
COMP424
COMP425
COMP426
COMP427
COMP428
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COMP430
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TABLE E-2 (Continued)
ATEM = AA
736 CONTINUE
GO TO "/30
740 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD i
I ERROR ( 1 )= IAnSI IERROR (1) )
coo TO (741.J744I,_I:7:4-0:[,'i/19"l, K.OD -
7401 READ (4,210) (A(I),I=1,12)
WRITE (6,260)
WRITE (6,25-I-) C6-DE(Y-Z()DI, K00-1, (A(I) ,I=I,121
IERROR(1) =IABSIIERRORCI))
......... _O_O.._T_O._Z_40 .. .....
741 IF (KOD iI 721, 721, 742
742 READ (4, 200) (I l(1), All), I = I, KOD i)
IF IIERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7411
WRITE (6,261)
WRITE (6,258) CODEiKOD), KODI,
IERROR(1) ..;[ARSC[ERRORCI))
7411 CONTINUE
DO 743 I = I, KOD 1
J = I I(I) + 2*MAXT + MAXR
P(J_ = A{II
ITEM = I Ill)
..... A T F._M..=_ ._A(!) .........
743 CONTINUE
GO TO 740
74_R__EA.__D_._{___t 29J...I__N 1, A I, .N 2
IF {IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7441
WRITE (6,261)
__ WR.L_.E 1_6_256! C.0OE.!KOD),KOD1,N1,A1,N2
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(1} )
7441 CONTINUE
..... ,,L--LIE_ .............
AA = ATEM
DO 746 I = I, N 2
J = J + ._N_.I.....
JJ = J + 2_'AXT + MAXR
AA = AA + A 1
......... p (+J.J I. - _A_A ......
ITEM = J
ATEM = AA
.-7-_6.._CON.T I N UE
GO TO 740
750 JJ : 5
..751..__READ___.@, 218) KOD, KOD 1
IERROR(1) =lABS( IERROR{I)_
GO TO (752,7511,7511,719), KOD
75+i!/_AD_ [ 4,210 ) (A(1),I=I,12)
WRITE (6,262)
WRITE (6,251) CODE(KOD), KODI,(A(1),I=I,KODI)
............ [ERRORJ 1).=lABS( IERROR( 1 ) )
GO TO 750
752 IF {KOD I) 721, 721, 75_
753 READ_(4, 205] ( A(1),I:I,KODI)
IF (IERROR(Ii.GT.O) GO TO 7531
WRITE (6,263)
WRITE (6,258) CODE(KOD), KODI, (A(1),I=I,<ODI
......... tERROR(L) =tABS( IERROR(L}
7531 CONTINUE
DO 754 I = 1, KOD 1
JJ : JJ-i
IF (JJ.EO.1) P,'(7)=A(1)
A( I ) , I=I ,KODI )
C0_P437
C0_P438
COMP439
COMP440
22664401
2266441
22664411
22664412
22664413
22664414
22664415
C0YP442
COMP443
22664431
22664432
22664433
22664434
22664435
C0_P444
COMP445
COMP446
COMP447
COMP448
COMP449
COMP450
C0_P451
22664511
22664512
22664513
22664514
22664515
CriMP452
C0MP453
C0MP454
COMp455
C_'P456
COMP457
COMP458
C_P45Q
COMP460
COPP461
C0_P462
COMP463
COMP464
22664641
2266465
22664651
22664652
22664653
22664654
22664655
COMP466
REST467
22664671
22664672
22664673
22664674
22664675
COMP46_
REST469
REST4691
0
0
0
LOCKHEED
CALIFORN,A CO_=_V
E-34
LR 18902
CII,
©
TABLE E-2 (Continued)
IF (JJ.EQ.I GO TO 754
MIJJ) = A(I
754 CONTINUE
GO TO 751
760 READ (4, 2181 KOD, KOD 1
IERROR(I'] --7-AB$_IER-RORll)-I .......
IF IKOD.EQ.4) GO TO 719
759 READ (4, 204) NTAB
IF (IERRORIII.GToOI GO TO 7591 "
WRITE (6.264)
WRITE (6,256) CODEIKOD), KOD1, NTAB
IERROR(1 =IABSIiE-RROR(1)I
7591 CONTINUE
IF (NTAB 760. 714, 761
761 L = LOC NTAB)
762 READ (4, 218) KOD, KOD 1
IERROR(1 __=IABS(IERROR(1))
GO TO 1764,770,763,719,773 ,KOD
763 L = L + 1
READ (4, 205) A(1)
IF (IERROR(1},GT.O) GO TO 7631
WRITE (6,264)
WRITE (6,258) CODE!KOD),KOD1, A(1)
...... [E#IR6#TIiT-_fABS(IERROR(1))
7631 CONTINUE
PL_l_L____(_L!3....
GO TO 762
764 IF (KOD I) 759, 759, 766
766 READ (4, 205) (A(I), I = 1, KOD 1)
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 7661
WRITE (6,264)
WRITE (6,258) ___O_E!KOD).,_pD.!_(A(I),I=I,KOD1)
IERROR(1) =IARS(IERPOR(1))
7661 CONTINUE
___ KgD_I...Z._9.p 1...................
DO 769 I : I, KOD 1
L = L + 1
P___.EJ_L_L= A(1) .............
.......................
769 CONTINUE
GO TO 762
770 _[F._K.._O_D_ll_LE_O) KOD!=KOD2
GO TO (7701,7702,7703,7704,7705,7706},K001
7701 READ (4,241) (AI(1),I:I,KODI).INCR
.... /f_!!_R__QR. I_),GT,.O) GO TO 771.
WRITE (6,264)
WRITE (6,265) CODE(KOD), KOD1, (A(1),I=I,KODI),INCR
------g-_ T._ ZT_/.
7702 READ (4,242) (AI(1),I=I,KOD1),INCR
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 771
----.W2,il-E_.16.,2641 .....
WRITE (6,266) CODE (KOD), KOD1, (A(I),I=I,KOD1),INCR
GO.TO 7707
7703 READ (_)(AI(1)tI:I,KODI},INCR
"IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO .771
WRITE (6,264)
WRITE (6,267) CODE(KOD),KODI,(A(1),I=I,KOOI),INCR
GO TO 7707
7704 READ (.4,244) (AI(1),I=I,KODI),INCR
IF__(_IIER__ROR(1 .CT,O) GO TO 771
WRITE (6,264
WRITE (6,268 CODE(KOD),KODI,(A(1),I=I,KOD1),INCR
REST4602
COvP470
C0_'P471
C0uP472
COMP473
22666731
22664732
C0_4P474
226647"41
22664742
22664743
22664744
22664745
COMP475
REST476
COMP477
22664771
REST_7£
CNMP47O
COMP480
22664801
22664802
22664803
226648O4
226648O5
C0_P481
C0MP482
COMP483
COMP484
22664841
22664842
22664843
22664844
22664845
22664946
COVP485
COMP486
C0_'P487
COMP488
COMP489
REST4890
2266500
22665001
22665002
226650n3
22665011
22665O12
22665013
22665014
2266502
22665021
22665022
22665023
2266502
22665021
22665022
LOCKHEED E-35
7705
7706
7707
TABLE E-2 (Continued)
GO TO 7707
READ (4,245) (AI(I},I=I,KOD1),INCR ...............
IF (IERROR(I_.GT.O) GO TO 771
WRITE (6,264)
WRITE (6,269) CODE(KOD),KODI,(A(1),I=I,KOD1),INCR
771
772
INCR=INCR-I
IF (INCR.GT.O) GO TO 771
GO TO 762
773
900
GO TO 7707 - "
READ (4,246) (AI(1),I=I,KODI),INCR
IF (IERROR(1).GT.O) GO TO 771
WRITE (6,264) _ .................
WRITE (6,270) CODE(KOD),KODI,(A(I},I=I,KOD1),INCR
GO TO 7707
IERROR(1) =IABS(IERROR(I'VI ......................
DO 772 I=I,KOD1
A(1)=A(1)+AI(1)
L=L+I ----..........
P{L)=A(I}
CONTINUE
READ (4,204) ICOO
KDAT (L+I) = 32765
KDAT (L+2) = ICOO
L:L+2
GO TO 762
REWIND 3
REWIND 4
WRITE (6,237)
NEND:I
RETURN
END
22665023
2266503
22665031
22665032
22665033
2266504
22665041
22665042
22665043
2266505
REST4893
REST4894
REST4894
REST4895
REST4896
REST4897
REST48Q8
REST4899
REST490
REST4901
REST4902
REST4903
REST4904
RESTh90_
REST491
REST4911
REST494
LR 18902
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